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PREFACE
One early morning in the summer of 1976, Warda
calls for me. A few minutes after six we leave the
small oasis in Algeria's eastern sand desert to
walk the two kilometers to the municipal centre.
There will be an instruction session for the heads
of the female polling-committees, for the National
Charter will be put to the vote. Warda represents
her village. She is an illiterate, old peasant
woman, married to a man who is mentally handicapped. She lives with her eldest son and his
family.
Warda is a forceful character. For the last
seven years she has been a member of the FLN,
Algeria's only political party. At the request of
the party-cell leader of her village she became
the representative for the national women's organization (UNFA), and for the last few years she has
been a member of the municipal council. Yet she is
dissatisfied with her political influence. In the
council the men will not listen to her, she says,
because "men don't like it if women want freedom.
They don't like the truth here and I like the
truth." She also complains about the village women
who do not want to talk with her about socialism
and politics. "They only ask what they will get in
return." Yet, she has managed to win the confidence of a number of women because of her other
skills: she is well known as a midwife and as
attendant to the dying.
Fatima, another woman at the meeting, has a similar story. She is a sturdy, illiterate, unveiled
woman in her fifties. Since her husband divorced
her and her married sons moved away, she lives
alone, which is exceptional for a woman in
Algeria. Like Warda, Fatima has been a longtime
member and representative of the party and the
women's organization. She was Warda s predecessor
on the municipal council, and thinks that she was
turned out because she was too troublesome. The
male members of the council say that she was a
lesbian but was redeemed by her pilgrimage to
Mecca. She has quarrelled with the local partyboss because he refuses to hire a girl to write
and read for the women. Fatima has another running
dispute with the municipal secretary because he
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forced the poor to pay for the whitewashing of
their houses when the President paid a visit to
the region. Fatima protested and refused to pay.
At this meeting she starts another dispute, now
with Warda, about the futility of working any
longer for the FLN or the UNFA. She says the village women are right not to join the party or the
women's organization. She has worked for years for
the party and has never seen anything in return.

I met Warda and Fatima while preparing my master thesis
in a small Algerian oasis. Their personalities and the
matter-of-course way in which they went about doing
things Algerian women normally are not supposed to do
fascinated me. They moved freely through public space,
they went unveiled, they were politically active, they
talked to (and even argued with) men who were not their
relatives in meeting halls and they earned money. They
seemed less hampered by the fact that they were women
than one would expect in a society where strict sexual
segregation and seclusion and veiling of women are still
the dominant norms. I decided then that in my next study
I would focus on all those women who do not fit in
neatly with the standard picture of Algerian women as
demure, secluded, veiled, and powerless victims of men.
This thesis is the final result of that decision. It
describes the lives of women like Warda and Fatima; only
they do not live in a small oasis but in a large, rapidly developing town. These women described here all
differ from gender norms. Concomitantly, they all occupy
a marginal position in the family structure and kinship
relations: they are widowed, divorced, or orphaned. They
are women without
men.
Also included are those women
who are virtually in the same position because their
husband or father is ill, absent or incapacitated.
The biographies and other material for this study
were gathered from June 1981 to June 1982 in Maimuna, a
large town in northern Algeria. To understand the lives
and thoughts of Algerian women it is necessary to consider carefully their relations with men. I have studied
Algerian men not so much as a group in themselves, but
with women in mind. An equal focus on both women and men
is hardly feasible for a female researcher in a segregated society like Algeria, at least not on this subject .

Preface
The

xv

fieldwork

Many of the subjects treated here are taboo, and in my
research I encountered many formal and informal obstacles. Other authors have noted the suspicion and ambivalence of Algerians towards social research in general as
done by foreigners (Ottoway 1970:49; Zartman 1970:44).
But apart from the normal bureaucratic red tape my own
work was hampered by the political sensitivity of a
study of women, the more so in a year in which the new
Family Code was drafted and to be voted on. The powerholders had no interest in an exposure of the problems
of women, especially not by a foreign woman. The less
powerful however did. It was this perception and the
support of many individual Algerians that helped me to
continue the project.
Hard data remained especially difficult (at times
impossible) to elicit. In Algeria much basic information
was treated as classified by lower level civil servants
with no interest in taking responsibility. For example,
I was denied permission to read the official journal.
Fortunately, the results of the national census of 1977
were open to the public. Local population data of subsequent years and some of the statistical data presented
in chapter X had to be gathered informally and from the
bottom up. To know how many women were working in an
institution or plant I had to ask the cleaning woman
instead of the director. I do regret, however, that due
to opposition to my research a chapter on the participation of women in the military and in government had to
be dropped.
In conducting the fieldwork I mainly used informal methods. The nature of the subject and the opposition of
authorities precluded the use of more open and formal
procedures like a large scale survey with questionnaires
and structured interviews. In any case my own preference, given that the subject was so little studied, was
to investigate in depth a set of plausible hypotheses
rather than to test them statistically. Most of the
information presented here was given in spontaneous conversations. Working through the extended networks of
three families I spoke with 50 women without men from
all the social strata except the elite. My contacts
with them varied considerably in length, intensity and
frequency. They all knew that I was writing a book.
Conversations with their relatives, friends and neighbours, both male and female, provided the rest of the
information.
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In general, I did not take notes or tape recordings
in the presence of informants, except for some occasions
in the three families with whom I lived. All conversations, however, were written down as accurately and as
soon as possible after they took place. This means that
the quotations in the text may not always have been said
word by word, but they are always very close proximates.
As in many anthropological studies, some exactness must
be sacrificed to translation. The fieldwork was conducted in Arabic and French, without the help of a field
assistant or an interpreter. When information is given
in Arabic, explained in French, thought over in Dutch
and finally reproduced in English, some fine points are
bound to be lost. Whenever possible, I have tried to
translate directly from Arabic into English.
Arabic words will be transliterated according to
the system in H. Wehr, A Dictionary
of Modern
Written
Arabic.
A few Arabic words like Koran, emir, imam,
jinn, or marabout have entered the English language and
are written as in The Concise Oxford English
Dictionary.
Names of persons, groups or places, except for Algiers,
will be written as they appear in the Algerian press. In
quoting from other works, the author's transliteration
is respected. An adjustment to the Algerian Arabic will
be the use of "g" (pronounced as in go) for j . Plurals
other than those ending on -ât are formed by the addition of s. The local verbal expressions reproduced here
may at times conflict with the rules of classical Arabic
spelling and grammar.
Out of respect, and in order to protect the persons
who confided in me, I changed the town's name and used
fictional personal names.
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CHAPTER ONE
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Women without

men as socially

marginal

Social organization in Algeria is centered on a strong,
patriarchal family. Ideally every woman belongs to a
house," a lineage - before marriage her father's and
after marriage her husband's. A woman is defined in
relation to a man, as his daughter, sister, wife or
mother; her social status is mainly derived from his
social status. This man theoretically protects and
guides her, and provides her livelihood.
In practice however, many women are economically,
socially and culturally on their own. These women are
outside the accepted family structure, because the
defining relation with a man is lacking. Who are these
women without men, and why do they merit attention?
The category of women without men consists for the most
part of widows. Several factors underlie the large number of widows in Algeria. Women tend to live longer than
men. Life expectancy at birth in 1981 was nearly 60
years for Algerian women and 57 years for men.1 The number of years that wives are likely to live longer is
increased by the fact that they are on the average more
than four years younger than their husbands. Average age
at first marriage in 1977 was 20.9 for women compared to
25.3 for men.
In individual cases age differences
between spouses may be as high as thirty years
(Annuaire
statistique
1979:54). According to a national survey of
1970, 58% of the husbands were more than 6 years older
than their wife (Données démographiques
1970:29). From
these figures it would seem that on the average married
women in Algeria could expect to outlive their husbands
by seven to nine years. Couples would have a better
chance to become old together if the woman were older
than her husband, but this occurs only in 5% of marriages .
Additional factors have served to inflate the number of widows. Many Algerian men died as "French" soldiers in Europe during World War II and later in IndoChina. Even more died fighting the French during the War
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of Independence from 1954 til 1962. Although the major
ity of the revolutionaries who died were young and
unmarried, a significant number left wives and children
behind
(Kielstra 1978:180). Most of these widows
received the legal status of wife of a martyr killed in
battle, with concomitant privileges. Today there are
still about 50,000 of these war-widows. The war left
many other widows due to civilian casualties. Together
with the women who lost their husband after the war, in
all there are more than half a million widows in Algeria
(Rezig 1983:204, Benatia 1970:15).
Most widows never remarry. A survey in the town of
Tizi Ouzou showed that the majority of the respondents
approved of the remarriage of an elderly widower, but
only a minority considered it proper for an elderly
widow (Virolle & Souibbs 1980:157). Widows have more
difficulty finding a new partner than do men of their
age. The attractiveness of women in general as marriage
partners diminishes after loss of virginity, and with
age and number of children. Women with large families
are discouraged from remarriage, which is seen as bad
for the children. When a widow is young and has no or
few children remarriage is more feasible; then it is not
unusual for her to marry the brother of her late hus
band. Widows with pensions, like widows of soldiers who
died in battle, are more likely to abstain from remar
riage because then they would lose their pension.3
Legal and social changes have increased the number of
women who have to fend for themselves. The ease of
divorce for men has led to a large group of divorced
women. The exact divorce rate is unknown. According to
the Minister of Justice there is one divorce for six
marriages, a rate less high than is commonly assumed (Le
Monde 20.6.1984). Divorcees seem to be less well cared
for by their families than are widows. They remarry more
easily than widows, although still with more difficulty
than men in their position. The percentage of divorced
and separated women for each age group of women varies
little and never rises above 4%, while the percentage of
widows slowly rises up to 83% for the group of women
above 75 (Annuaire
statistique
1981:13 and 33, Données
démographiques
1970:20b). For divorcees, as for widows,
remarriage usually entails a drop in social status. In
19 79, 46% of the widows and 19% of the divorcees who
remarried accepted to become second wife, compared to
only 3% of the celibate girls (Annuaire
statistique
1981:33).
The male right to polygamy is sometimes used by
poor men to divorce wives without cost. A first wife who
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is abandoned can only remarry when she finds the means
to sue for divorce, in which case she has to pay the
fees. Only recently, through the new Family Code of
1984, are women granted a divorce if their husband
remarries without their consent. This measure is conducive to what Algerians call "serial polygamy" and to the
existing practice of men forcing unwilling women to
accept a divorce by threatening them with a co-wife. The
percentage of polygynous marriages is low - in 1979 just
over 4% of the grooms were polygynists.* But the psychological threat of polygyny for women is serious.
Shortly after the war polygyny was encouraged as a
solution for unsupported widows. Borrmans suggests that
this policy may have influenced the increase of polygynists in those years. Between 1962 and 1966 their number
rose from 27,000 to 40,000. But most polygynists prefer
a virgin as a second wife. In 1979, 58% of the alreadymarried grooms married young girls, 19% married widows
and 22% divorcees. Although of the few widows who do
remarry 46% accept the unattractive position as second
wife, polygyny probably absorbs fewer unattached women
than it creates by the mere threat of its existence
(Borrmans 1973:151, Annuaire
statistique
1981:33).
Large-scale labour migration of Algerian men to Europe
has created more women without men. Some migrants disappeared without notice.5 Others started new families in
France, and either divorced their Algerian wives, or
turned them into co-spouses. Similary, old widows saw
France swallow up sons who would otherwise have provided
for them (Lacoste-Dujardin 1976:110).
Higher life expectancy for women, marriage patterns, war, emigration, easy divorce for men and polygyny all contributed to the formation of a large category
of
independent,
often
unsupported
widows,
divorcees and fatherless children. So there are far more
divorced and widowed women than men in Algeria (see
Appendix I ) . In Maimuna there were 3,390 widows and separated or divorced women living without mates, compared
to 423 widowed, separated or divorced men living without
mates (RGPH 1977:DE 4 ) .
Statistics do not tell us very much about a last category of women who can be put on a par with divorcees,
widows and orphans: women whose fathers or husbands are
physically present but economically, socially or culturally handicapped. These women are often de facto
heads
of households. In some cases, due to a large age difference at marriage, the husband is simply very old and the
wife has to provide for him instead of vice-versa.
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Van Dusen notes that: "it is clear that age, or
perhaps more accurately, life cycle status, is an important factor in separating women of the Middle East into
social groups with well-defined duties and prerogatives,
as well as a fairly clear pecking order" (1976:5). Her
distinction between age and life cycle status has
received too little attention. Women experience a marked
change in their life when they lose the man who defined
them and who provided for them. This life crisis separates them socially from other women. I will argue that
being without a man is an important criterium in the
categorization of women. Compared with other criteria
like age or reproductivity, its impact has been underestimated, and deserves a special focus.
Many studies of Muslim societies mention the special position of widows and divorcees, but then do not
focus on them as problematic. For instance, Gaudry makes
the connection between this group and prostitution (1928
and 1961); Youssef (1974) and Benatia (1970) mention
them in relation to economic activity; Mathieu and Maneville in relation to midwifery (1952), Morsy in relation
to possession (1978b); Champault (1969) mentions widows
as dangerous, and Rezig sees them as socially mobile
(1983). Goichon noted that the female religious power
holders she studied were all widows or divorcees (1927).
Others just talk of "old women," without specifying
their civil status, like Douttè (1908) who relates them
with magic. When Brown analyzed the power of middle-aged
women, she focussed on the support they get from their
adult children, but she omitted studies of widows and
the aged (Brown 1982). In a systematic analysis of this
category of women without men the separate statements in
the literature gain meaning and coherence.
Widows and others on the fringes of the kinship structure of North Africa have not been studied by scientists, but their situation has received ample attention
from novelists and filmmakers. The best example is the
recent Moroccan film Aicha
by Ferhati (1982), which
depicts the problems a young woman encounters when her
husband suddenly dies. A prominent theme in Algerian
novels is the hard conditions under which women have to
live, and the main character who illustrates this is
often not only a mother but also a widow (Accad
β
1978:63).
The misfortunes and complaints of women who were
left behind as a result of death, war, migration or
desertion, seem to symbolize at once the dislocation and
poverty before, during, and after the war for many Alge
rians, as well as the cultural homelessness of authors,
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who use this group both to express the fear and poverty
of the past and the hopes and ideals for the future. A
typical example is Benhadouga's novel Nihàyat
al-ams
(The End of Yesterday) in which what happens to two destitute widows is symbolic for the changes needed in the
wider society (1981a).7 Similarly, in F. Amrouche's
autobiography (1979) and Mechakra's novel (1979), pains
of the past are transformed into hopes for the future by
two rejected girls born out of wedlock. The topic is
also explored in works of Feraoun (1953), T. Amrouche
(1979), and Djebar (1980). It is significant that the
extreme poverty of the protagonists, as well as their
physical and emotional deprivation, are brought about by
the absence of a male protector in their lives (cf.
Accad 1978:63).
In the sixties and early seventies much of Algerian
literature was about the war and its consequences. This
interest is now declining, and there is a shift in
emphasis from past to present-day problems, and concomitantly from widows to daughters of widows and divorcees.
The young girl in the film Leila
et les autres,
who
strives for self-realization and for a say in her marriage, is the daughter of a widow. So are some women who
struggle for self-expression in Djebar's 1980 novel. In
other novels, the main characters do not originally set
out without male protection, but their struggles for
liberation lead to withdrawal of the men (e.g. Ghalem
1979; Benhedoega 1981). In Algerian novels, women's
self-determination and self-realization seem only possible in absence of a male. In the one case in this literature that a man wanted to marry such a liberated woman,
he died before the wedding (Lemsine 1976).
Why do women without men figure so prominently in
Algerian literature? Why do they provide such apt symbols for both extreme misery and liberation and change?
Novelists and filmmakers point us to something special
about these women.
In Maimuna, people do not consciously classify women
into those with or without a man. The generally accepted
criteria for classifying women are sexual initiation and
motherhood. The first differentiates married women from
virgins, and the second women who are reproductive from
those who are not yet, or not at all. Much of the daily
talk of women is about marriage and birth. The dividing
line proposed here, the classification of women in relation to a man, cross-cuts and largely overlaps the above
categories.
When asked directly, people seldom acknowledge that
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they separate women into social groups on the basis of
their relation with a man, nor can they describe each
group. Yet, in abusive words, jokes, songs, spatial metaphors, rituals, backbiting, or volunteered opinions and
explanations of seemingly unrelated phenomena or behaviour, this unconscious distinction comes to the surface.
On the one hand, a woman's uncommon behaviour, like visiting the mosque, singing for the dead, going to the
university, working in the shirt factory, helping babies
to the born, or walking unveiled in the street, is often
explained by comments like "She has no husband," or "She
has no father." Comments like: "Her father is blind,"
or "She has bewitched her husband," work the same way.
On the other hand, of a decent woman who behaves according to the norms for her gender it is said that "She has
family." This classification, which need not necessarily
be based on knowledge about the factual kinship relations, implies at the same time a judgement. In Maimuna,
widows and divorcees are usually classed together in one
pejorative term (hajjâla)
which is explained as "a woman
without a man." Also when speaking French, the word
veuve
is often used indiscriminately for both a widow
and a divorcee.8 For convenience sake I will sometimes
follow local usage and employ the term widow to indicate
the entire category of women without men. (The classificatory terms and their meaning will be discussed in more
detail in Chapter VIII.)
Within the general category of women without men
there are important differences. For widows and divorcees, the absence of a man is obvious, for orphans,
daughters of widows and daughters born out of wedlock,
or for many female heads of household, this is less so.
Moreover, the effect of being without a man is not the
same for all. The degree to which another kinsman from
the woman's family of birth or family of marriage takes
over the duties and responsibilities of the deceased,
divorced, absent, or disabled father or husband varies
considerably. The extent of male surrogate authority is
influenced by factors like class, income, the age and
the personality of the widow, the number of children,
the number of other dependants on the substitute head,
or the place where the woman and her children live. Yet,
to be a woman without a male mate or father is usually
enough to set her apart and to force or permit her to be
more independent.
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Economic adjustment
In theory Algerian women are provided for by men. When
the new Family Code was presented in June 1984, the
lesser inheritance rights of women compared to men, were
maintained by referring to the differing obligations of
men and women. A man has to maintain his family. A
woman, although she has the right to paid work, has no
such obligation (Le Monde 20.6.1984). This responsibility is the basis for the tight economic and political
monopoly of male family members, and male control over
women in general.
An Algerian man is not only economically, legally
and morally responsible for his wife and daughters, but
is also expected to extend economic support to widowed
and divorced female relatives (cf. Youssef 1974:101).
Many men assume their duty and provide for their widowed
or divorced mother or sisters, or even aunts, cousins or
nieces. But there are many women who have to survive
without the support of a man. They have no male relatives, or there is no man who is willing or able to
become their provider. How do these women cope in a system where economic dependency on men prevails? And how
does their economic independence affect their social
status, as it inevitably disturbs male control and the
dominant moral order?
Some higher strata women may have personal property
which can save them the dishonour of working outside.
The wealthier are also more likely to be helped out by
children with an education or relatives. Female craft
skills like embroidery, knitting, sewing or weaving are
more likely in this group and are occasionally exploited
to provide an extra, but respectful, income. On the
other hand, because of their stricter seclusion, they
are also more vulnerable than women of the lower strata.
Equally illiterate, they are less prepared and meet with
more opposition when they need to work for an income.
Women without resources, mostly lower class, will
need to make another kind of economic adjustment to the
absence of a male provider. They will have to work to
provide for themselves and their children, and sometimes
for their man as well. Women who work for a living are
generally seen as a recent phenomenon in Algeria. But
the large number of occupations of women and the wide
variety of terms for women's occupational activities
indicate that there have always been women who worked.
It is only how and where they do it that has changed.
Youssef has explored the influence of marital status and
fertility on the supply of women available to the labour
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market in Latin America and the Middle East. She says
that in the Middle East divorced and separated women are
eight times as likely to work as women who are married;
single women are six times as likely to work; and the
chances for a widowed woman to be incorporated in the
non-agricultural labour force are almost twice as high
as they are for a married woman (Youssef 1974:63). A
widow's right to return with her children to her parental home is undisputed.
Whether or not her family
accepts her with enthusiasm, there are strong social
pressures imposed upon the kin group to fulfill their
duty toward the widowed daughter or sister" (idem:109).
Yet she finds that the norm is not always observed, and
that, although "the kinship duty to support a widowed
relative is an economic burden which most families are
resigned to meet, ... economic pressures are beginning
to put to question the degree to which traditional family obligations should continue." Yet despite this proviso, she concludes that "the labor force data amply
demonstrate that provisions for the economic support of
widowed relatives are being acknowledged in actuality"
(idem: 110).
While the family's felt obligation to support a
widowed, divorced or orphaned female member is still
very strong in Algeria, and many families do indeed support their marginal members, they do so far less than is
generally believed or than is apparent in the statistics
on which Youssef bases her conclusion.
Algerian labour statistics do not differentiate by
marital status. Although Youssef generally includes
Algerian data when available, her specific conclusions
concerning widows are only based on surveys from Syria,
Egypt and Turkey. My impression that the situation is
different for Algeria, however, cannot be proven statistically. But the data I have gathered in Maimuna and the
few available studies done by others show that many widows and even more divorcees are not well supported.
Even if statistical data were available, it would
only be useful to a certain extent and with reservations. Labour statistics on women have often suffered
from an ethnocentric and viricentric bias (Boserup
1970:29; Rogers 1980:62-63). Not only the household
labour of women, but also much other unpaid or irregular
work is excluded from economic analyses, regardless how
vital this work may be. I will be looking at many occupations for women not classified as "work" in national
surveys, although the women in question partly or
entirely gain their livelihood from it. Given the dominant ideology of woman as mother, not worker, many of
the women introduced in this study would also deny to an
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outside male survey-taker that they work and in this way
contribute to their undercounting in statistics.
To do justice to women's extra-domestic work, I
look for the emic classification of these occupations.
Which terms are used by the women to indicate their
activities? Next I describe each occupation: Who does
it? How is it done? How is it paid? How is it perceived
and how does it influence a person's status? This procedure leads to a more carefully balanced appraisal of the
image of North-African women as non-productive or economically inactive.
Consideration of recent Algerian history also helps
to qualify Youssef's conclusion that women without men
are largely being taken care of by their families, at
least for Algeria. After the War of Independence it
became the government's policy to support the widows and
the children of the martyrs. They were not only given a
pension but also special benefits like housing, reduced
fares in public transportation, social security, schoollunches and clothes for the children, and access to
jobs. This policy had three effects: it promoted the
idea that families do not always have to take care of a
widowed member and that her work is not disgraceful; it
was an extra discouragement to the remarriage of widows
with pensions; and it allowed other widows and divorcees
some share in the special privileges and the fixed quota
of jobs for the war widows.
Furthermore, educational progress and industry's
needs for skilled labour have opened educational and
work opportunities, not so much for the widows as for
their children.

Women without

men as culturally

marginal

Social and economic marginality is related to marginality in gender. Women without a man seem to be also without the habits and qualities considered feminine: they
do not sit at home, they do not produce children, they
do not avoid contact with male strangers, nor remain
silent. They cannot do these feminine things, even if
they want to, because they are forced to provide a living for themselves and their children.
However, the connection also works the opposite
way: women who cross gender boundaries by doing things a
proper woman shouldn't do, are redefined and classified
as "women without men." This enables us to shift our
starting point, and ask first about the groups of women
who break gender norms, and how they do this, and
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secondly, if, how, and why these groups coincide with
the category of women without men. Such a shift has
theoretical advantages. It allows us to cover systematically the different domains in which gender is expressed
like civilization, religion, magic, reproduction, social
organization, space, material culture and economic relations. Secondly, it will enable me to use the theoretical insights of anthropologists interested in the dynamics of classification, like Douglas (1966), Leach (1976)
and Turner (1974). Thirdly, as it is not only structure
but also content which matters, such an approach enables
us to focus better on different gender deviants and the
specific contents of the deviance.
In her book Purity
and Danger,
Douglas presents ideas
useful to our analysis of gender. A classification in
all cultures is the systematic ordering of humans in two
genders. Despite wide variation in content and in degree
of opposition or hierarchy of the genders, sex remains a
basic dividing principle in social organization and in
the symbolic structuring of human experience. On the
basis of biological differences between men and women,
societies build genderized classifications of clothing,
work, space, behaviour, characteristics, language, ideas
etc. into masculine and feminine. Gender is a relative
category: it changes in time and place, and it only
exists in relation to the other gender. Moreover, the
importance of gender classification can vary within and
between cultures. In Algerian culture notions of gender
and sexuality are highly elaborate and seem to operate
as "master organizing principles for other domains of
social life and activity" (Ortner & Whitehead 1981:6).
As with matter, or things, individuals conform to a
certain gender (Douglas 1966:53). A person who confuses
or contradicts gender classification evokes a profound
reaction. The social condemnation will be more severe
there where gender classification is more pronounced,
and where trespassing occurs in a domain perceived as
essential in defining gender. In Algeria, where the main
criterion for becoming a social woman is reproductivity,
a barren woman will be stigmatized because she contradicts this order. She is a woman "out of place" unless
she can adopt a child or get married to a widower who
needs a wife to look after his children (Douglas
1966:35-36). Social reprobation also falls on women who
cross the boundaries of femininity in other ways: by
working, by remaining single, by smoking, by using public space etc. They are more or less out of the place
where a woman ideally belongs: at home caring for father
and brothers, or husband
and children. Different
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punishments indicate that there are different levels of
reprobation for different degrees of trespassing.
In
the following descriptions of groups of women who are
anomalous in different domains, I will not only look
into the content and degree of their anomaly, but also
search for the underlying causes.
The lives of marginal women, of females who are unfeminine, shed light on the normal scheme of gender classification. In Douglas's words: "When something is firmly
classed as anomalous the outline of the set in which it
is not a member is classified" (1966:38). The boundaries of categories are not so much defined by what is
included, as by what is excluded. By looking at the
exceptions we learn about the rules; individual variation informs about the common denominator, and ambiguity
tells something about definiteness.
One question, then, to be asked about these women without men is how their anomaly takes form. What terms do
people use to indicate that "they" are different from
'us '? What is it exactly that makes them out of line? In
practical terms, as Mary Douglas points out, "anomaly"
is synonymous with "ambiguity' . Anything outside a class
in fact falls "betwixt and between' this and one or more
other classes (Turner 1974:232). Women who do not behave
like women are neither feminine nor masculine, although
they may take on some masculine behaviour. Thus I refer
to them as "women in between." But I do not intend to
analyse how these "women in between" mediate between two
groups of males, as do Strathern (1972) and Peters
(1978) who coin this term. Rather I will look at their
mediation between cultural categories like feminine and
masculine, earth and heaven, life and death, pure and
impure, good and bad, productive and unproductive.
"Women in between" combine seemingly contradictory qualities from the opposing categories. They take on these
ambiguities.
How does Algerian society deal with anomalous
women? Leach (1976) and others write about the way people segment their experience, carve up the external
world into named categories and then arrange the categories to suit their social convenience. But relatively
little attention has been given to gender categories,
the ambiguous boundaries between the genders and what
happens when these boundaries are crossed.9 Such issues
are particularly salient in a region like North Africa
where gender differentiation is very strong.
Van Gennep and Turner have made particular contributions to these questions. Van Gennep's (1960, orig.
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1909) interest lies in the transitions from one category
to another, from one life stage to another. This crossing of boundaries is guided by rites of passage: ritual
ceremonies that ease the life crises of birth, puberty,
marriage and death or other, minor passages. They follow
a general pattern of separation, transition and incorporation. In the transitional or liminal stage, when the
passenger has left the former stage but is not yet
incorporated in the next, he or she is placed, so to
speak, outside the system (Turner 1974:241), a displacement which by symbolic inversion strengthens the unity
of the social and cultural system. The ambiguity of a
person in the liminal stage, is passed on to persons
guiding him or her through the rite of passage. They
mediate for the person between the two stages, between
the two categories. This mediation is not limited to
life cycle stages, but can apply as well to the passage
between cultural categories. We will see that in Algeria
women without men function not only as mediators in the
rites of passage of birth, puberty, marriage, and death,
but also in other passages from one cultural category to
another. These activities make them anomalous and ambiguous .
Although symbolic structuralist theory can provide
insight into the lives of widows and other "anomalous"
women, it would be wrong to focus exclusively on structure rather than content. I agree with Lévi-Strauss that
people share a mental habit of thinking in terms of
binary oppositions, and with Douglas and Leach that this
human ordering is "imposed on a background of real-life
experience which is continuous both in time and space"
so that there are always elements which do not fit and
which have to be dealt with (Leach 1982:222). Binary
ordering is especially strong in the Mediterranean area
according
to Gilmore
(1982:180):
"Everywhere one
encounters implicitly an underlying theme of a dynamic
tension between contrasting elements, a 'structural
dualism' (...). This dynamic dualism occurs in all
aspects of culture and ideology, in both conscious and
unconscious processes. There is nothing unique about an
element of ambivalence in belief systems and norms; and
of course binary oppositions are universal. But in the
Mediteranean lands these oppositions are so immediate
and directly experienced that one may speak of internal
cultural contradictions as being more discernible and
more systematic than in most other societies (...)."
The more pronounced the structural dualism, especially
between genders, the more pronounced are the people who
do not fit, the people in between the two categories.
But to know how people do not fit, what it means to fall
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in between, and why the dividing lines are drawn one way
and not another, we need to place symbolic representations in their historical and socioeconomic context.
To this end some students of the Mediterranean area have
provided useful concepts and examples. Like Rabinow, I
employ an actor-oriented method, which attempts to
understand the actor's view of her or his social world
(1975:3). The analysis of the way an actor gives meaning
to and orders the social world involves the study of the
core symbols, or what others have called the central
terms or the key notions, which she or he uses and
shares with other actors (Eickelman 1981:189). Especially Geertz has stressed the need to study vocabulary
and see words and values as two aspects of the same
thing (1979:199). These central symbols are situated
within particular social and historical conditions, and
are "highly ambiguous, expressive, and inherently susceptible to many interpretations; this is what makes
them central" (Rabinow 1975:3).
In this study I will analyse a number of key
notions that Algerians use to speak about and to order
the world around them, such as for instance
tatara
(purity), ajr (religious merit), or taglia
(heavy). 10 In
line with the theme of the research project of which
this study forms part and other recent studies on
North-Africa, I consider how these notions express and
influence opposition, inequality and dominance, especially in regard to gender (Dwyer 1978a, Mernissi 1975;
Rabinow 1975).1 1 This involves studying them in a particular context - the economic, political and historical
organization of the sexes.
Eickelman, inspired by Bourdieu (1977), calls the
kind of ideology studied here "practical ideology." He
defines practical ideologies as 'sets of beliefs constituted by largely implicit shared assumptions concerning
(...)
basic aspects of the social order" (Eickelman
1981:86). Many of these practical ideologies, which
overlap with and influence explicit, formal ideologies,
are incompletely systematized. Neither are the individuals to whom they are attributed necessarily conscious of
them or able to explicate them in orderly fashion
(Brandes 1981b:216). Instead, they are patterns of meaning which have to be ferreted out from apparently random, unrelated beliefs expressed in explicit statements,
proverbs, songs, rituals, spatial metaphors, magical
formulas, or idiomatic expressions. Throughout the different chapters I have made use of these sources.
Verbal testimonies vary with and are influenced by
sex, class, age, reproductive position, status and
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economic situation.
Moreover, they vary with social
environment, with whom one is talking to. Although the
variation in perspectives due to class has received
ample attention in the social sciences, that due to sex
has largely been ignored. Only recently have authors
begun to pay attention, under the influence of insights
developed within gender studies (e.g. Ardener 1978, Bartels 1980, Rosen 1978).
The focus of this study will be on women without men in
order to explore the impact of the absence of male
authority on women's lives in general and on gender
classification and women's power in particular.
The category of women without men is not only significant in number but also in the social construction
of gender and gender hierarchy. Women who are marginal
to the kinship structure will need to adjust to the fact
that they are inadequately or not at all economically
supported. In the process of doing so they also become
marginal to the gender structure. Being marginal in one
domain, they are also likely to be marginal to the
female role patterns in other domains, such as civilization, death, religion, magic, sexuality, or space. A
case study in each domain shows how different forms of
marginality are interwoven, and reveals norms of femininity and masculinity.
Women without men use their marginality to become
mediators and gain power. In my understanding of this
power I was guided by the discussion on the power of
intermediaries set in motion by Wolf (1956) and followed
up by Bailey (1970), Genovese (1972), Blok (1974, 1981)
and Boissevain (1974), and on the power of Arab women by
Sweet (1974), Nelson (1974), Mernissi (1975), Dwyer
(1978), McGabe (1979), Makhlouf (1979), Dorsky (1981),
Brown (1982), and Bovin (1983). If we ask how Muslim
women can be strong, one answer is that a woman's power
can come from her being without a man. Women without men
are at once the most destitute and the most powerful of
their sex. Indeed, their weakness can at times be their
strength. The understanding of this paradox lies at the
heart of the present essay. For each domain the power
resources exploited by women without men will be evaluated in the light of the power differential between the
genders.
To what extent do women without men carry the
potential for change and social improvement in the conditions of women? In what ways can marginal women contribute to emancipatory processes? Does their very marginality not run counter to a role in the fundamental
change in the gender hierarchy? The answer to these
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questions must allow for great variation in activities
and resources, and for changes over time. The more traditional activities of women without men have provided
their daughters with the opportunity to exploit more
recent, modern alternatives in each domain. I maintain
that the ambiguous position of widows leads to social
mobility (both upward and downward) for their daughters,
and that it is only from their daughters that we can
expect activism for structural changes in the division
of work and power between men and women.
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CHAPTER TWO
MAIMUÑA

Maimuna is a fast-growing town in northern Algeria. It
is located on an ecological divide, where the fertile
lands and cereal fields of the north rise to the High
Plateaus that mark the beginning of the southern wastelands. Cupped in the foothills it faces the arable lands
in the north, and turns its back to the uncultivated
part of upland plains and desert in the south. It is a
market center for exchanges between peasants and pastoralists. Nearly all inhabitants of the town are Muslim
and speak Arabic. Many also know French as a result of
education or former contact with colonizers.

Housing

conditions

Yamina is 48 years old and a widow. She works in
the hospital, but recently she broke her leg on
the way to work and she is now on sick-leave. So
she spends her days at home in a large green room.
The walls are nearly hidden behind a colorful
prayer mat from Mecca, two big wardrobes, several
neat piles of mattresses and blankets, and two
high stacks of suitcases filled with the trousseau
of a marriageable daughter. It is dark inside,
only a little light seeps through the small,
double-curtained window.
Humid circles on the
ceiling show where the rain comes through. The
red tiles of the floor are cracked.
Yamina shares her home with her eldest son,
his pregnant wife, and their daughter. Another
son, three daughters, and two grandchildren also
regularly stay overnight. For sleeping, the mattresses are spread out on the floor. One or two
are left during daytime to sit on. This leaves
little space for furniture:
a cabinet, a gasheater and a television set were all that could be
squeezed in for extra luxury.
In 1977, the town had 61,698 Algerian inhabitants. They
lived in 9,763 dwelling units of which 60% have running
water, and 88% electricity, while 22% are connected to
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the town gas system (RPGH 1977: DE 74, 75). More than
36% of the dwellings consisted of only one room. More
than half of all the town's homes consisted of not more
than two rooms (RGPH 1977:DE 1, 713). After independence
in 1962, many of the colonial houses in the center of
town have been converted into groups of dwellings of one
or two rooms, each rented by a whole family and con
nected to a central court.
Yamina's living arrangements are a good example of
this housing. She shares a court, one water tap and one
toilet with five other families. Her apartment is the
largest. Apart from this main room, she has a kitchen,
with an oven, a cupboard and a refrigerator, but no
water, and a small entrance room which contains a mat
tress, a desk, and a chair for male visitors. The adja
cent homes are much smaller. They only have two rooms,
2
with a total floor space of about 18 m To make more
living space, most families have fenced in a portion of
the courtyard and built a small shed to serve as
kitchen. The court is connected to the street by a low,
old, wooden door. A heavy metal spring and a home-made
device of stone weights keep the door closed.
Such communal living in what Dib (1952) called "the
big house" is a consequence of the overcrowding of Alge
rian towns and cities. In Arab cities the big house is
ideally occupied by the descendants of one patriarch.
And the spatial structure of the big house does suit the
ideological structure of a large, patrilineal extended
family. It still can be found with families who are suf
ficiently rich. The shortage of housing, however, has
forced many people who are not related to share space
and conveniences with each other. Yamina is related to
only one other woman on her court - a distant cousin.
All of the men are strangers. Between the other fami
lies there is only one tie of kinship: a foster daugh
ter who lives with her husband and children next to her
mother. This unrelatedness is stressful. It conflicts
with people's notions about segregation of the sexes and
of the privacy of the family.
The overcrowding alone causes much tension. There
are never-ending disputes about cleaning the toilet, and
rights to the water tap or the clothesline. Children
fight over each other's toys, and parents fight over
each other's children. These problems, however, are
minor compared to those connected with the unrelatedness
of the inhabitants. The most serious disputes arise from
the incongruity of the rule that unrelated men and women
should not see each other with the fact that they have
to live together.
To
cope with
this
contradiction, a set of
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behavioural rules has been developed to maintain at
least the appearance of segregation. A basic one is that
a man has to give a warning signal to indicate his presence whenever there may be unrelated women around. In
principle, whenever a man steps out of his room, he has
to cough or call "tarîq"
(way) so that the women in the
court can disappear or cover themselves. Some courts,
however, have developed a less annoying modus
vivendi,
whereby men do not warn each time they go in or out, but
instead bend their heads and avoid looking at their
neighbours' women. This way the work of the women, their
washing and cleaning in the court, is not so often disrupted. Many disputes arise about this avoidance behaviour. It can be started by a woman who feels that a
neighbour looks too directly at her daughter-in-law, or
by a man who sees someone else crossing the court too
slowly while his wife is there. A young working girl had
the first quarrel with her fiancé when he saw her greeting a neighbour, whom he did not know.
Visitors are bound even more by the avoidance
rules, and any misbehaviour is blamed on their hosts. A
male outsider should not open the streetdoor to the
court, but wait in the street and call for the person he
is looking for. If it is for someone who lives in the
back of the court, the call is repeated and carried back
by people living close to the door. If the man is home,
he opens the door. When he wants to invite his guest in,
he yells "tarîq".
The visitor pauses for an instant to
give the women time to hurry inside their houses and to
let the door-curtains down. If the man is not home, a
child is sent to inform the visitor. A woman should not
answer, but rather should find a child to see who it is.
Only when the visitor is a close kinsman can she let him
in.
Many disputes are caused by visitors when their
warning signals are forgotten or inaudible, when they
use the toilet or the water tap -which they shouldn'tor when they start to behave like court members. A man
who visits frequently, for instance a son-in-law or a
cousin, tends to take over the privileges of an inhabitant. But not all other residents may agree with this
change of status. Female visitors cause less problems.
They can freely enter the court and are sooner accepted
as court members.
The frequency of quarrels changes over time. There
are more when new households settle in the court or when
a male outsider marries into one of the families. In
general, the number of disputes has diminished because
the rules of sexual segregation are becoming less
strict. Yamina's daughter commented: "They don't quarrel
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so much as they used to. They are not so jealous of
their women anymore. But it also depends on the court
where you live. If there is one strict mother-in-law,
it might spoil the whole atmosphere."
Shared houses are not only found in the colonial center
of town.
After independence three new quarters were
built in an effort to replace shanty towns. The
low-income houses, planned for one family, had two
rooms, a small kitchen, a toilet and a court. Most of
them now have electricity but still no private water
tap. The rural exodus filled them up quickly. But the
flux of immigrants did not stop, and soon there were two
families in each house, one in each room. More immigrants came, more children were born and more rooms were
required. Other rooms were added in the court, and
instead of one the houses now often contain four families .
New construction has not kept pace with the rural
exodus and the natural growth of the population.
Recently, new quarters have been built, but large parts
of these are reserved for foreigners working on development projects and higher personnel of industries and
administration. Apart from the war veterans, the poor
are bypassed when new houses are distributed. They
remain huddled in their crowded quarters. The death of
three people from meningitis and the fear of an epidemic
triggered a popular protest in the fall of 1981, which
coincided with simular uprisings in other towns. Several
hundreds of people marched to the townhall and the provincial headquarters, shouted protest
slogans and
smashed the windows. The authorities were accused of
distributing houses to their friends instead of to the
poor, and of not keeping their promise to demolish the
bidonvilles and provide decent living conditions. Force
was used to break up the demonstration, and about twohundred men and women were sentenced to prison. Nevertheless, the revolt lasted three days. There was no mention in the press. In response the government promised
pre-fabricated houses which after the reconstruction of
Chelif (El-Asnam), demolished by an earthquake, had
become a stop-gap solution to housing shortage. But
given the overcrowding of Algerian houses, prefab is not
a viable longterm solution.
Chronic overcrowding is the most important problem
that Algerian towns have to face. After independence the
buildings left by the colonists provided only temporary
relief. New construction started too late and encountered too many obstacles to meet the demands of the
growing population. Algeria's population doubled from
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nearly 9 million in 1954 to more than 18 million in
1977. In 1981 the natural growth rate was still 3.2% per
year (Annuaire
statistique
1981:10, 37). The urban popu
lation grew even faster as a result of the rural exodus.
From 1966 to 1969, the urban growth rate was at about
the same level as the natural growth rate: 3.2% per
year. But it increased to 3.4% per year for the period
of 1969 to 1971 and to 5.25% per year for the period of
1972 to 1974 (Benachenhou 1980:11-12).
The population of the town of Maimuna grew corre
spondingly.
In 1897 the community had 5,048 inhabi
tants. If we adapt this figure to fit the present commu
nity boundaries for better comparison, we find that the
community's population rose from 8,297 in 1897, to
38,348 in 1966 and 62,557 by 1977. These figures include
French and other foreign residents. The Arab population
went from 4,250 in 1897, to 37,930 in 1966 and 61,698 in
1977 (Accardo 1897:76-80; Monographie
1967 vol. Ill:1781
RGPH 1977:DE 0 and DE 1). New construction could not
meet the demand for housing. Between 1966 and 1971 the
state built only 300 houses; under the Four Year Plan
for 1970 to 1973, 340 new flats were planned for the
town, and a special program provided funds for another
400. But the authorities admitted that of the newlybuilt housing "a good number of accomodations have not
been occupied by households from the province, but by
higher personnel from outside the region with their fam
ily or alone" (Mignon 1977, vol. 11:154;
Monographie
1975:205-206, see note 1). Nor did the poor profit very
much from a second strategy against congestion: selfconstruction. Especially in the poor and rural areas the
state provided the land and the materials for those
eager to build. But the most needy could not make use of
this help, unable to afford the labour and the extra
materials. The overcrowding is indicated by the level of
occupancy of a room. In 1966 each room in Maimuna housed
on the average 2.7 persons; by 1977 this had increased
to 3.2 persons per room (Mignon 1977 vol. 11:154; RGHP
1977:DE 73). Recently there was a liberalization of the
state's construction policy. The middle and upper
classes profited most from the sale of terrains, the
creation of mortgage possibilities and the distribution
of building licenses to private individuals. Soon a new
suburb arose, which, because of the size and the luxury
of its villas, is refered to as Dallas by the common
people.
One result of overcrowding is overconsumption of
the available resources. Buses loaded to twice their
capacity break down sooner; houses used by four families
instead
of one wear
out
faster. The
low-income
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households who took over the higher class French houses
in 1962 cannot afford to maintain them. Overall deterioration is the result. What existed is being consumed and
insufficiently replaced. Only 60% of the town's inhabited dwellings has a roof and walls of hard materials
and is in good shape. Another 30% is made of hard
materials, but is badly maintained or dilapidated. The
remainder has no solid walls, no hard roof, and is falling into decay (RGPH 1977:DE 72). Even the recent facelift on the occasion of the 20th aniversary of independence could not hide the fact that interior beams, tubes
and wires are slowly rotting away.
To counteract this deterioration, the state has
started to sell houses in the public sector to their
occupants. It is expected that people take better care
of a house if it is their own, and will be more willing
to pay for repairs. One has the right not to buy, but
the alternative is an increase in rent. Nearly half of
housing is public property (RGPH 1977:DE 79).
Rents in the private sector can be very high, but
those in the public sector are relatively low. In 1971,
they ranged in the public sector from DA 5 to DA 200
(Mignon 1977, vol. II¡Annexe X I ) . 2 Since then they have
risen, and in 1981 the newest, four room apartments
costed DA 450 a month, about 15 to 25% of the net income
of the average family living there. Older and smaller
apartments are let for DA 150 a month, about 15% of the
official minimum wage. Nationwide, housing and heating
form only 5.4% of the expenditures of an individual

(Annuaire

statistique

1981:342).

Low rents are one reason why in spite of the housing shortage many rooms and apartments are empty. People
prefer to keep a room unused for years, rather than be
faced with the impossibility of finding one when they
need it. They could earn (illegally) several thousands
of dinars for turning over their rented apartment to
someone else, but since the pressure for housing is not
likely to slacken they might have to pay much more when
they need a room again.
Yamina knows all these sides to the housing problem.
Someone rents a room next to hers, but has never used
it. This room is connected to Yamina's main room by a
door, now hidden by a closet. When her five children
were still at home she repeatedly asked her absentee
neighbour to sublet the room. She asked again when her
daughters moved out and her eldest son married in. But
the tenant always refuses; he is afraid he will lose his
room. Yamina has also been turned down by another absentee neighbour on the courtyard, a widow who lives with
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her widowed daughter in Oran and whose son studies in
Bulgaria.
Yamina finds her apartment small; she also finds it
run-down. The roof cannot withstand rain; the old electrical wires regularly burn through; rats and mice seem
undestructable; and the neighbours clutter the court
more and more with lean-tos and rabbit-cages. Seven
years before it was already clear that this block was
not worth renovating. It stands in one of the oldest
quarters of town, part of which has already made way for
flats and a cultural center. But up to now there has
been no alternative accomodation available for its occupants. Since that decision Yamina has paid no rent. She
worries about where to find the money when the authorities decide to collect what she owes.
On the instigation of her brothers, Yamina decided
to construct her own house. She sold all her jewelry and
bought a plot next to theirs on the hill overlooking
the town. Her rich brothers, who own a flourishing
garage and rental agency for construction machinery,
soon finished their villas worthy of the new suburb, but
forgot that their widowed sister needed more than the
symbolic help of a few truckloads of stones to build a
house. Yamina put all her hopes in her daughter with a
university degree, a high paying job and enough credit
at the bank to be considered for a mortgage loan. But
the daughter was unwilling to commit herself to a life
"working for her sister-in-law" as she called it. Neither her mother, nor the married brothers who would live
with her, could ever take over the payments on the
house. In the end Yamina decided to sell the land and to
move in with her daughter.

The growth of the

town

When one comes out of Yamina's courtyard, and walks
through the streets, one's eye is drawn to the hills
surrounding the town. On nearly every hilltop a whitewashed shrine (qubba)
marks the grave of a marabout.
Here the former tribal leaders or holy persons still
watch over the dead buried around them and the living
down in the valley.
The early development of the town followed the
vicissitudes of the surrounding tribes. The town was
founded in 1838 by the warrior saint emir Abdelkader,
when he federated the tribes against the intruding
French. The emir needed towns to manifacture goods for
his war economy, especially weapons and powder, to store
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grain, and to offer refuge. Because he knew the vulnerability of the existing towns in the face of French
forces, he created a whole line of new towns (Kaddache
19 74:66). In Maimuna he stored grain and iron; it was
populated by people who had fled the French invasion in
the north. But as soon as the emir developed Maimuna, he
lost it. The French occupied Maimuna in 1841. The warehouses of the emir were destroyed and the French built a
military fort as an outpost for the garrisons in more
northern towns.
Maimuna thus became a fortified backdoor that protected the French expansion in the north against the
obdurate tribes of the high plains and the desert. Tribal resistance did not end with the fall of the towns,
or even with the capture of the emir's wandering capital
of tents. A rash of minor revolts, mainly under the
leadership of local holy men, developed. The French fortresses, including Maimuna, were besieged. But the colonial powers succeeded in breaking the tribal resistance.
Emir Abdelkader tried once more to unite the opposition, but every tribe that received him was severely
punished by the French. In 1847 the emir was imprisoned
and his political role ended (Kaddache 1974:82-92).
The tribes south of Maimuna continued their resistance, but the later revolts were too fragmented to have
much impact. The largest uprising was in 1881-1882 by
the confederation of the Ouled Sidi Cheikh in reaction
to the expansion of the colony southward by the concession of 300,000 ha of esparto grass to the Compagnie
Franco-Algérienne. In reaction to this usurpation of
their grazing grounds, the tribes killed employees of
the Compagnie, destroyed stocks of esparto grass, and
rose against the Arab chiefs who collaborated with the
French (Sari 1981:9-11).
The town of Maimuna was shaped in this long struggle
between the tribes and France. In 1844 the first Jewish
families started to settle around the redoubt set up by
General Bugeaud. From 1854 to 1909 French settlers came
to occupy the land around the town, especially around
1880, when immigrants came from the Midi after the phyloxera epidemic, and after 1900. Aside from the large
esparto grass concessions the French acquired most lands
by purchase, speculation and usury. The esparto grass
company brought other foreigners, especially Spaniards,
to work for them (Monographie
1967:117; Archives, 3 M
439; 3 M 440 and 3 M 441).
The first expansion of the town was closely related
to the army, the esparto grass, and the colonists. The
Algerian population also grew. People came from the
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north where colonial expansion had caused the living
conditions of the original inhabitants to deteriorate.
Slowly the cheaper Algerian workforce began to replace
the Spanish workers. Similarly, the nomadic population
south of the town gradually entered the capitalist and
colonial economy and settled in the town (Sari 1981:59).
Yamina's ancestors came from the north. Her late
husband came from a small Berber village 250 km to the
south. He is buried in the old communal graveyard, with
others of "no descent."
The graveyards are visual reminders of the traditional social organization with a strong hierarchy
between nobles and dependants. The nobles are buried
around the qubba,
the grave of their venerated forefather, once a holy strong man. (None of the qubbas around
the town contain the grave of a female saint).
The nobles, or surafâ'
are seen as descended from the
prophet Muhammad - as those who brought Islam and therefore rightful owners of the land, who possess an inner
dignity and an outward education which distinguishes
them from their servants. Noble lineages are endogamous
- the marriage of a woman with her father's brother's
son is the ideal. On a separate site, a few hundred
yards away, lie the graves of their servants and the
c
people who worked their land. These are called
abîd
c
(slaves), adaidiyîn
(diminutive of helpers) and
kahlâ'
(blacks). Unlike their masters, they are of no descent;
they cannot trace their descent through a noble forebear
to the Prophet. Not having a noble forefather makes them
nameless; they cannot be identified as belonging to such
and such a lineage. They are people without history.
Yet, they are identified as the followers to a lineage
of surafâ',
and as a result also buried in their vicinity. The followers are said only to have reverted to
Islam under the menace of the sword. This serves as a
religious legitimation for their subjugation and for
considering them with contempt. Nobles are not supposed
to marry followers, but since descent is only reckoned
through the male line exceptions are possible when a
noble man marries a follower woman. The reverse, as in
Yamina's case, seldom occurs.
Town life makes the spatial division between the
surafâ'
and the kahlâ'
less clear for the living than for the
dead, but once or twice a year the symbol is restored
when the lineage and its followers come together around
the grave of their ancestor/saint to celebrate the unity
of the group with a wacda.
The saint's feast lasts
three days to a week and has as main elements the
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sharing of meat, a visit to the forefather and equestrian games. The forefather, also called marabout,
walîy,
saik,
or sidi,
is considered the founder of a
descent line and venerated for a combination of qualities. Of these, religious piousness and political power
are the most essential, but healing and protectionary
powers are those most remembered and demanded. Sidi
Muhammad, the marabout of the Gwasim, is buried like
many other saints on a hilltop at some distance out of
town. During his wacda his sedentary descendants pitch
tents, which bespeak their nomadic origins, at the bottom of the hill. In the spatial arrangement of the tents
the classic social organization is reproduced: the
nobles are half a kilometer separated from the servants.
After twenty years of socialism this difference is still
felt. When I ride with my noble hostess past the encampment of the workers, she murmurs: "Well well, the blacks
have come too." When I remark that these people don't
look black to me, she says: "No they are not black but
that's what we call them. They have no saik,
they worked
for the people who have a saik,
to fetch water, to clean
the house or so. But not any more; that was before independence. They always go to the wacda,
just like us, and
kill a sheep and give meat to our marabout."
The significance of the tribes, and of tribal cohesion, has weakened considerably. Sometimes the tribal
name is referred to when expressing prejudices about
groups of people, a reminiscence of earlier, more virulent tribal antagonisms. But today's burial practices
indicate how much the importance of tribes has diminished. Fewer and fewer people are buried in the shadow
of their ancestor; more and more prefer the new burial
ground of the commune. It is easier for the family to
reach, no special permit for an out of town grave is
needed, and it has no stigma of being non-surafâ'
-as
the old communal cemetary did- because it is situated
next to Sidi Mu'ammar, the saint of the Djafra-Cheraga,
once the largest tribe in the vicinity of the town
(Accardo 1879:57).
The urbanization and the proletarization of the
rural tribal population around Maimuna reached unprecedented heights during the war of independence. In the
nomadic zone about twenty percent of the flock had been
lost as a result of forced limitation of transhumance
and pasture area. The pastoralists were pushed into an
agricultural milieu which led to rivalry for resources.
The dispersed farmers suffered most from the hostilities
and increasingly abandoned their crops. Between 1954 and
1962 land planted with grain diminished by more than
10%. The war doubled Maimuna's population, especially
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because depopulation of the countryside became French
military policy in 1959. The object was to regroup all
dispersed living persons in easily controllable vil
lages. In the department of Maimuna 73.5% of the popula
tion was regrouped. The rural population who had not
yet fled to Maimuna was now forced to do so. Doui
Thabet, the Algerian quarter across the river from the
French section, was the main regroupment center. Barbed
wire was installed around it and on the surrounding
hills French soldiers joined the dead marabouts in sur
veying the movements of the people (Mignon 1977, vol.
1:75-76).
A final boost to the growth of the town was given by the
creation of the national state in 1962. The exodus of
French and other foreigners reached its peak after June
1962, but the new Algerian urbanités stayed, attracted
by the prospects of education or a job. On the hilltops,
next to the marabouts, rose the symbols of the new powerholders: the offices of the party and the police. On
the highest hill a radio receiver was built.
The new central power too has a tense relation with
the tribes and their symbols. During the expansion of
the town in the seventies many marabouts disappeared to
make place for roads and buildings. (It should be noted
here that the term marabout not only designates a person, but can also be used for the place that person visited, his or her grave, or the structure built on that
spot). To prevent the accusation of sacrilege no graves
were demolished, only other holy places. But rumours
circulated to the effect that some graves had been created by the French, who buried a dog there - that the
French had made people venerate them like a marabout, to
distract their attention and prevent their revolt and
that, therefore, these too should be demolished.
This is when the tomb of the only female saint,
Lalla Maimuna, disappeared. Her shrine, which consisted
only of a small stone-walled enclosure with a stone in
the middle, is no more.
Some people say that Lalla
Maimuna too was only a dog. Others say that a harki,
an
Algerian soldier in the French colonial army, had built
her a qubba and it was destroyed because she had to have
been a dog to accept a qubba from a traitor. Unlike most
male marabouts, Lalla Maimuna had no recognized group of
descendants to defend her against obliteration. According to a female version of the town's origins, it was
Lalla Maimuna who gave her name to the town. According
to a more generally accepted version, however, the town
received its name from emir Abdelkader, who named it so
because he found peace and happiness there. Maimuna
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means "fortunate." Maimuna is a girl's name. Moreover it
is a feminine word. This would support the women's
explanation of the town's name.
Both periods of expansion, the gradual one when Algeria
was a colony, and the sharp one during and after the
war, coincided with wider regional, national and inter
national processes. Both periods have left their mark
on the town, and contribute to its main features. The
first helped to define it as a market town, the second
as a construction site.

External

influences

During the first period of expansion the town took shape
as a market town. Its main function was servicing the
surrounding countryside. Products from the north, such
as grain, olives, vegetables and fruits, were exchanged
with products from the south like esparto grass, meat,
wool and dates. Surpluses were carried to the large cit
ies on the coast. The town's military function declined
after the beginning of this century. And the export of
esparto grass dropped between 1930 and 1940, when Scan
dinavian wood came on the European market as a cheaper
raw material for paper (Mignon 1977, vol. 1:43, 92).
Local industry was largely for local consumption
and the needs of agriculture. Many artisans worked in
the small wool industry or as basketworkers or leatherworkers . The import of manufactured French goods pre
vented development of urban industry.
Craftworkers
repaired rather than produced.
Maimuna still has many features of a market town. Around
the corner from Yamina, facing the walls of the old mil
itary fort, is the street of the woolworkers. They dye
and process the wool brought by farmers and stock-breed
ers, who take most of it back afterwards for private
consumption. On sunny days, the heaps of wool spread out
to dry transform the pavement into a gay and brightlycoloured carpet. At the end of this street, turning east
and past the hospital, one comes to the animal market
(sûq).
Here on Sunday mornings sheep are traded by the
truckload and the seller of a few goats or a donkey and
the person buying meat for a marriage can make a deal.
At the turn of the century, the sûq was held in the center of town, in front of the town hall. Later it was
transferred to the periphery, but the large deals continue to be concluded in the coffee-houses around the
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old square. Despite the removal of the market to the
town's border, animals have not yet disappeared altogether from the street. Many farmers come to town on a
mule-cart, donkeys clapper through the streets, and
sheep escape from wagons and upset the traffic. Only
camels have become an unfamiliar sight.
A second market is held every morning in the center
of town. Called a marché to distinguish it from the
animal sûq, it is a large, roofed structure with stalls
for vegetables, meat, and fish, that serves the needs of
townspeople and countryfolk. Outside, around the building, petty sellers offer a few turkeys, a bag full of
eggs or some chickens. Farmers stand here with handcarts
full of mint, tomatoes or melons; their numbers have
grown since the government has allowed private farmers
to sell their produce themselves directly to the customer .
A goods market at a square next to the bus station
not far from the marché,
is also held every day, but it
is especially important on Sunday. A variety of goods
are sold there: clothing, shoes, pots and pans, herbs,
spices, traditional medicines, second-hand books, amulets, cassettes, mattresses etc. Storytellers amuse the
public with tales accompanied by music, and groups of
young men gather there to gamble.
Before returning to their villages or flocks, countrypeople usually close their shopping round with a
visit to one of the two large state stores, the Galeries
and the Souq el Fellah, for coffee, soap, flour and
other cereal products, clothing, cookingware and other
household goods, sugar, tinned food, or luxuries like
honey, bananas or a refrigerator. Prices in the state
stores are fixed and, especially for basic foodstuffs,
heavily subsidized.
The predominantly male country clientèle drawn to
the markets, also makes use of many services. Watchmakers repear clocks on the sidewalk; barbers give shaves,
mechanics fix carts; many restaurants offer cheap food.
Country women may come to town to use the bathhouse
before large feast-days.
Yet, services are not what might be expected from a
town this size, due to the structure of the wider Algerian economy.
The privileged classes are limited in
size, and the others have little money to spend. Private
profit sources are discouraged. The service sector cannot provide work to the countrypeople who recently moved
into town because they lack the necessary capital and
knowledge, especially for the more technical services.
One of their few alternatives is petty trading, selling
hard-boiled eggs, candy, sandwiches, or wild herbs and
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vegetables collected in the country. In the more specialized services there is a lack of competitors, which
drives prices up. Many petty artisans and repairers,
like shoemakers or tailors, can no longer compete with
the cheap products of state industry. The unemployed
youth have higher aspirations than becoming a poor artisan's apprentice. Consequently, the introduction of an
apprentice system in 1981 failed. The sector is not even
viable for the existing artisans, who nevertheless continue because they know nothing else to do.
The town's appearance as a construction site is a result
of rapid growth in the post-colonial period as a result
of national economic policy and the process of state
formation. With the help of oil revenues, and in its
function as provincial capital, Maimuna is quickly
becoming a big city, with all the concomitant facilities .
Entering from the north, one passes a new industrial complex and new schools on the right, and a large
development of well designed flats, embellished with
parks and children's playgrounds on the left. In the
town squares there appeared in 1982 the first public
telephone booths -despite criticisms that the local public was not educated enough to appreciate this noveltyand the first traffic lights. On the other side of town,
a large, new, administrative compound is nearly finished, including several blocks of flats for the employees. A new hospital and a new cultural center are
already in use.
Many of these projects are a result of the Special
Program of 1971. The Special Programs are specific supplementary allocations of investments outside the normal
scope of the Algerian national economic development
plans. They were allocated to ten areas considered backward because of a lack of natural resources, peripheral
location or heavy
losses
during the war
(Nacer
1979:31-33). They were intended to counteract regional
disparities, especially between the more prosperous
north and the south. One motivation behind the programs
was to create new urban growth centers, because 38% of
the urban population lived in four coastal agglomerations that formed only 2% of the total number of towns.
It was part of a general effort to decentralize administration, education and industry. As one of these most
underprivileged areas, the province of Maimuna received
investments for 1,015.38 million Algerian Dinars, which
is DA 3,970 per capita (Nacer 1979:31). The lion's share
went to the town of Maimuna, as the provincial capital.
The province never had an industrial tradition, and
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local industries are hardly developed. Under the Three
Year Plan 1967-1969 little attention was paid to industry. On the eve of the Special Program of 1971, there
were five industrial plants, all badly in need of renovation: a flour mill, a paper mill, an olive-oil mill, a
shirt factory and a bottling plant for mineral water.
About 15% of the funds of the Special Program, and 45%
of the funds of the First Four Year Plan 1970-1973 were
destined for industry. Part of the money was used to
revitalize the five older plants, which still form the
core of local industry. The main problems in industrial
development are serious - a lack of skilled labour; a
weak local market because of the relative poverty of the
population; and a location far from the populous coast
and from energy, raw material resources and water
(Sonographie
1975:149-183). With the remainder of the
funds, nine other industries were installed in the province, most of them in or near the town.
Four use
regional resources - a cement works, a tile and brick
plant, a lime plant and a semolina plant. The five others are production plants for gas heating and lighting
appliances, school furniture, metal paints, abrasives
and plastic bottles (Mignon 1977, vol. 11:99).
Non-industrial investments in the First Four Year
Plan 1970-1973 included 342 dwelling units, three
schools, a hospital, a laboratory, and nine policlinics.
Under the Special Program, 550 dwelling units were
planned, plus five schools, two sport-facilities, two
adult educational institutes, a paramedical school, a
Party headquarters, a prison, and a cultural center, all
in the town of Maimuna. Less construction was undertaken
in the rest of the province. Later plans brought, among
other things, more houses, a hotel, and a large administration building. This construction spree opened many
job opportunities. It was both cause and effect of an
acceleration in the urbanization process.
Contacts with the rest of the nation and the world
are maintained by a network of roads and other means of
communication.
Buses leave three times a day for
Algiers, and to many other destinations. Trains are far
less used for travel because they are slower, and more
used for freight. More comfortable and expensive, is
passenger transportation by private car or long-distance
taxi.
Radios, cassette recorders and televisions are
quickly becoming essential items in a household. Television brings outside influences, like a documentary on
the American hostages in Iran freed by mediation of
Algeria, the Dallas and Darthvader series, and the World
Cup in soccer. The local team won a national high-school
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television contest. In 1982 it became possible to make
direct international telephone calls.
Many people immigrated into town, illiterates from
the surrounding regions and skilled and higher personnel
from more distant cities, but many people also leave
Maimuna. They go to Algiers for military service, to
Oran or Bulgaria to study, or to France and Belgium to
work. But the emigration is overshadowed by the immigration, just like the exports are overshadowed by the
imports. Import products with the label "Made in France"
are highly valued. But usually there is no other choice
than grudgingly to accept Algerian or East-European
goods. The people of Maimuna complain about their low
quality, seldom about the exorbitant prices of the Western made products.
Contacts with the outside world of a religious character
are also important. People identify with the umma, the
community of Muslim believers, which transcends national
boundaries. There is a growing interest in making the
pilgrimage to Mecca. The demand is now so great that the
government has had to impose a limit on the number of
pilgrims. Preference was at first given to first-time
pilgrims, but when this gave rise to massive bribery,
places were allocated through a public drawing of lots.
In 1982, 600 people from Maimuna were allowed to go to
Mecca.
The growing desire to make the pilgrimage and complaints about the lack of places, is related to the general increase in significance of Islam for the people. A
few years ago only three or four pairs of slippers stood
outside the mosque doors during praying time. Today the
believers no longer fit in, and have to spread out their
mats in the street. New mosques arise everywhere and
people are proud to help finance them. In 1962, Algeria
had 800 mosques, but now they number about 5000, of
which 71 are in the province of Maimuna (Marin 1982:147;
Monographie
1975:280). Attendance at the mosque is predominantly male; only a few old women visit the women's
balcony. But many women open their windows to listen to
the Friday sermon broadcast by amplifiers from the
minarets. Even many youngsters have started to pray. The
fast of Ramadan is scrupulously kept and the exceptional
few who do eat make sure that nobody sees it.
Not only the impact of formal Islam has become
stronger, but also that of diverse undercurrents, influenced by developments in Iran and other Islamic countries. Although difficult to estimate, the adherence to
more fundamentalist groups is growing. The insignia are
openly carried: long, white robes and a beard for men,
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Islamic clothing consisting of long overdresses and
veils for women. The government's attitude towards the
intégristes
or Muslim Brothers (and Sisters) is hesitant. Only the extreme activism of a few groups is condemned, as when they destroy alcohol stocks in bars, and
attack women in western dresses with acid and paint. A
few times it has come to more severe clashes, such as
the occupation of a mosque in Laghouat in 1981 by a
group of armed fundamentalists. During its evacuation,
one policeman was killed. Little is done about the
influence that Muslim Brothers seek through the mosque,
or about the cassettes with the teachings of the famous
Egyptian leader of the Muslim Brotherhood saik Qutb that
circulate among fundamentalists. However, one of their
leaders in Sidi Bel Abbes was arrested after giving a
violent anti-government speech in a mosque. Another, but
less important, undercurrent is a revival of Sufism that
enters the country with emigrants returning from France,
and that gives new fire to the concealed but still smoldering Sufi sentiments of the population.

Earning

a

living

One early morning a young boy enters Yamina's
courtyard with a bag containing four pieces of
dress material. The women gather around him and
discuss the fashion and the prices of the fabrics.
They feel and measure and the last woman hands the
cuttings back to the boy with the words that she
doesn t have any money. The others start teasing
her; doesn't she have a man to earn money for her?
Isn't he working for her to buy clothes? They can
tease and be teased, because they have a husband
who provides for them. But Yamina has nobody who
provides for her. When her husband died twenty-two
years ago her youngest child was only a few months
old. It has not been easy to support her five
children and herself all those years. The effort
has made her face old. Her first job was as a
cleaning woman for a French family. This ended
when the family went back to France. Her children
still reproach her for not having accepted the
offer to move to France with them, but her brothers had strongly objected to her departure with
the children. Later she applied for work in the
hospital and sewed, marked and repaired bedlinens
in the sewing room until two years ago. Already
handicapped from an earlier accident, she fell and
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broke her leg. It did not heal well. She is on
sick leave and hopes to get a pension for perma
nent disability.
At first glance, it seems easy to make a living in Maimuna. People repeatedly state that the employment situ
ation is not bad and that anyone who wants to work can
find a job. From official figures for 1977, the time
when government investment in the region reached its
peak, we can deduce that about 10% of the official
active population was unemployed (RGPH 1977:DE 91, DE
912, DE 915; Annuaire
statistique
1977-1978:78). How
ever, the real situation is probably less positive. One
should keep in mind that interview techniques for the
census were not very refined, and that the definitions
used gave an inflated employment figure. For instance,
to qualify as occupied it was sufficient to have worked
six consecutive days in January 1977; underemployment is
not accounted for; and all women and men not employed
nor actively looking for a job are excluded from the
statistics. When the active population is defined as all
people between 16 and 65 who are able to work, the theo
retical unemployment for the town in 1976 was 50%, and
when the active population is defined as all active
males between 16 and 65 plus the number of employed
women, the unemployment rate was 15% (Eléments
sur
l'emploi
1979:51-53). Also many jobs created by the burst of
construction under the investment programs were only
temporary. Many unemployed do not register, and women
even less than men. Many are unaware that a labour
exchange exists and apply for jobs in person or in writing. Of the officially unemploved who have worked
before, 6% is female, while women s share in the active
population amounts to 11% (RGPH 1977:DE 912 and DE 91).
The sector where most people in town find work is
administration and public services
(24%), followed
closely by construction and public works which account
for 20% of the jobs. This reflects the function of Maimuna as a provincial capital, a function which might
become less important in the near future when the province is split in two. As a result of the government
plans, 19% work in industry. The remainder is divided as
follows: nearly 11% in-agriculture, 12% in commerce, 6%
in other services and 5% in transportation (see Table
E).
Government investments have opened many job opportunities for both men and women. Working in the public
sector is not always as lucrative as the private sector,
but is attractive for the lower classes for the security
it offers. One has a regular monthly income, cannot
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easily be dismissed and can profit from health insurance
and pensions. The higher echelons are attracted to the
public sector because of the lack of alternatives elsewhere, fringe benefits like a house or a car, access to
personal relations necessary to obtain goods and services, and sometimes the ideological motive of helping to
build the nation.
The locally-employed women are not equally distributed
in the different sectors. They are concentrated in
administration and public services (26%) and in other
services (21%), that is, in the jobs traditionally considered as feminine, like cleaning, teaching and typing.
Their rather high participation in industry -they form
11% of the industrial workers- is due to the large number of women working in the shirt factory. Women are
nearly absent in the other industries; the handful
employed there do cleaning or office work (see Appendix
II, table B ) . A large majority works in the public sector (see Appendix II, table C ) .
Women s total share of the labour force is 11%.
This is much more than the national rate of 6% and
slightly above the average of other towns. Female
employment is largely an urban phenomenon. Nationwide
83% of employed women work in towns (Annuaire
statistique
1977-78:89-90). The female employment rate is lowest for the traditionally well-to-do, the entrepreneurs,
the indépendants and the traders. It increases for the
less favoured categories such as the employees in trade,
seasonal agricultural workers and indépendants in the
lower services, and is highest among those with the
highest level of education, managers and superior tech-

nicians (Eléments

sur l'emploi

1979:59-60).

More education not only leads to a change in the
family's attitude towards female employment, but has
also led to a change in the qualification of the female
labour force. In general employed women are more qualified than employed men on the national level (see Appendix II, table D ) . If we realize that in 1966, 66% of the
employed women outside agriculture still worked as
domestic servants (Benatia 1970:108) we can discern a
trend towards more professional formation and better
jobs for women. At that time only 200 women worked in
scientific and liberal professions, while in 1977
already 42,153 women in Algeria worked in that same sector, forming 31% of the female labour force (Benatia
1970:108, Annuaire
statistique
1977-78:83). This group
consists especially of teaching and para-medical personnel. In Maimuna, 25% of the employed women work in
scientific and liberal professions (see Appendix II,
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table E ) .
This does not mean, however, that more education
for girls automatically leads to more participation in
the labour market. On the national level, more than a
third of the girls who have finished their studies on a
secondary level and more than a quarter of those with a
university education do not work afterwards, nor do they
try to (Hammouda 1984:32). Talahite-Hakiki is quite
sceptical about the effects of this growing scolarization for the economic emancipation of women. She says
that given what is taught to and about girls, as well as
the openings offered to them, the educational system
becomes more and more one of the ways in which women are
disciplined into the "new process of domestic work"
(1981:30).
Although the absolute number of employed women has
increased on the national level from 96,300 in 1966 to
138,232 in 1977,3 and the rate of increase remains high,
their share of the labour force remains low
(Annuaire
statistique
1977-78:89, Benatia 1970:236).''
A large number of working women are found in the
20-24 year age group, which is largely comprised of edu
cated girls who stop working when they marry or expect
their first baby (see Appendix II, table E ) . It is dif
ficult for a married woman to work. She feels she needs
the permission of her husband, and most husbands refuse
to give such a permission. Women can stipulate the right
to work in the marriage contract, but few women dare to
ask for this. Since the new family law of 1984, women
have the legal right to work, without the obligation to
provide for the family. It will take some time before
this legal improvement changes the general feeling that
the final decision is up to the man, and that it dishon
ours a man when he lets his wife work.
There are other reasons why married women do not
easily seek employment outside the home. One reason is
that outside work is difficult to combine with their
duties as mother and housekeeper.5 Given the lack of
household appliances and the large number of children,
housework is very time-consuming. Another reason is the
absence of supportive conditions. When I asked one
mother of five children what she thought that I should
write about the condition of Algerian women, she enumer
ated, among other things, the problems of women who had
to combine inside with outside work. She knew from
experience because she had to provide two years for her
family when her husband was in prison. "You should write
about the conditions under which she has to work. There
are no day-care centers and they don't give you time off
to get your child vaccinated, for instance. Opening
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times are unsuitable for working mothers, you cannot
take the children to the doctor at midday or after work.
Also other conditions are bad. There is no transport,
you have to see yourself how to get there. They give no
priority in waiting lines to pregnant women or mothers
of a family." Other women add that poverty, sexual harassment in the bus or the unreliable public transportation forces them to walk long distances to work. A final
important reason is the general hostility towards
women's activity in the public domain and the general
stigma attached to it. At work women are often treated
disrespectfully, in the street they are harassed, and at
home they are distrusted because of their movements outside. As a result, married women, especially when they
are un- or semi-skilled, only look for a job out of dire
necessity, as when their husband is in prison, sick or
unemployed.
There is one exception to this relative absence of
married women on the labour market: the highly-skilled,
urban professionals.
Although, as noted above, many
university-educated women never work, or when they do
they give it up at marriage, a significant number do
keep on their job. Paradoxically, a developing country
like Algeria provides women with more options in the
professional labour market than do most industrialized
Western societies. Eickelman claims that "... the general lack of participation of Muslim women in public
life in the past means that when they assume modern professional roles they experience fewer obstacles to their
careers than has been the case until recently for women
in the United States" (1981:150). Öncü argues the same
for
Turkish
women
in
the
higher
professions
(1981:190ff). The factors that encourage careers for
university-trained women given by Öncü for Turkey apply
in large extent also to Algeria. In the first stages of
large-scale industrialization and national development
there is a large demand for university graduates. As the
demand is far higher than the supply, female candidates
encounter little opposition. The ease with which some
women enter high managerial jobs has much to do with the
lack of male candidates with similar qualities. Moreover, as these professions are relatively new and
unknown they are not yet stereotyped as linked to one
sex. Also in Algeria more easily than in Western society, careerwomen can fall back on the extended family
network to help them with childcare and housework.
Although many families are nuclear and neolocal, the
mutual aid principle is still strong. Employment outside the home for the highly-paid professional woman is
also facilitated by the class structure and the
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availability of cheap house labour. This last factor
however should not be overestimated for Algeria. As a
result of perceived or real labour opportunities opened
by the state, of popularized socialist ideologies con
demning exploitation of man by man (and woman by woman),
and of the sacredness of the house, the privacy of which
should not be disturbed by outsiders, poor women resist
employment as domestic help, and families are reluctant
to hire them. Relatives are cheaper and more easily
available.
Teachers generally keep working after marriage.
Teaching is seen as feminine work par excellence, an
extension of a woman's traditional role as educator.
This work is considered least threatening to a husband's
prestige and a family's honour, especially if the woman
works with small children. Moreover, teaching women who
marry are encouraged with extra benefits to stay on, due
to the shortage of teaching personnel. Teaching couples
receive special advantages like an apartment, and a mar
ried female teacher is offered child care and early
school-entranee of her children.
The division of paid labour is only one aspect of the
general division of labour. The municipality has 14,479
women in the working age of 15 to 65, of whom 1,314 are
employed. This does not mean however that the others do
not work. They have an important task in the reproduc
tion of the paid working class. They spend their time
and energy on having and raising children and on provid
ing the necessary services to revitalize the population
by cleaning, cooking, washing, mending and producing
clothes, blankets or mats.
Many women also perform casual tasks for money or
goods. As it is performed in the domestic sphere it goes
unnoticed and uncounted. In the following chapters we
will meet several women who are not regularly employed
but nevertheless make a living by working for others.
Many middle class women own a sewing or a knitting
machine and earn this investment back by working "for
the street." Recently competition has become so tight
that they have to offer exclusive patterns or sewing
lessons to attract clientele. Employed women as well
often gain an extra income from such casual labour.
Yamina's work in the hospital gives her an aura of medi
cal specialist, although she was only a seamstress,
which she uses to give injections at home. She also
knits sweaters for other people.
What kind of division of income results from this divi
sion of labour? Despite legal rights to the same pay for
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the same work, women are paid less than men. In April
1977 the average monthly wage was DA 1,162 for women and
DA 1,176 for men. The difference was most pronounced
among highly qualified labourers in the private sector
where men earned DA 5.22 and women DA 2.86 per hour
(Algérie-Actualité
no. 832, 1981:7). The domestic work
of the housewife is, as in most other countries, not
paid, but the mother at home receives a small monthly
allowance together with the children's allowance (about
DA 40). Information about earnings from casual activities is hard to come by. For women these are usually
small. Domestic work for other families for instance
seldom brings in more than DA 40 a day. A seamstress can
make double this amount. In both cases commissions are
irregular.
The big gains are to be gotten elsewhere. In a
recent study on the division of income the authors
suspected that among the higher incomes the wholesalers
declared less than a fifth of their real income and
earned DA 16,000 instead of the declared DA 3,000 per
month (Eléments
sur l'emploi
1979:69-70). The entrepreneurs had an underdeclaration rate of 75%. In Algeria's
centrally planned and controlled economy many goods and
services are not regularly available. This situation has
given rise to an extensive underground economy outside
the control of the state which is called the "parallel
market." Scarcity drives prices up and makes bribery
common. Investments are made in scarce goods which are
later resold. Nearly everyone takes part in this trading
activity, whether by selling eggs, a gold ring, a
refrigerator or a car. The same pattern of investment in
non-productive goods is found among the bourgeoisie. As
one rich wholesaler put it: "Why would I risk my own
capital if I can get money from the state to work with.
Whatever I do, I don't invest. The money I work with is
from the state, the rest I eat." He spends his money on
an expensive car, bought on the parallel market, and on
gold for his wife. Much of the money made on the parallel market is converted into gold. Gold is one of the
few luxury goods easily available. As an essential part
of the groom's gift to his bride, it is of old an important status symbol. Moreover, gold that is used as jewelry is exempted from religious and state tax. It is a
form of private property that, unlike land or money,
cannot be confiscated by an Islamic socialist state. Its
value cannot be canceled as recently was done with the
DA 500 notes; and its amount cannot be controlled like
that of a bank account. On the contrary, its worth has
increased considerably due to the boom in the gold price
on the world market.
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The potentially large earnings on the parallel
market should be kept in mind when using the figures on
the distribution of income given in Appendix II, table
F. According to these figures, 3% of the population
earns 10% of the total income, and the top quarter earns
half of the total income. The mean annual revenue per
employed person is DA 11,230. A household consists on
the average of 6.26 persons of whom 1.24 is working.
This leads to an income per household of DA 15,148 and
an annual revenue per person, in 1976, of DA 2,420.
Artisans have the lowest income per employed person, but
also the smallest households, so that their income per
person is a little above average (Eléments
sur
l'emploi
1979:174). The liberal professions and the fixed traders
have the highest incomes, but the first have twice as
many dependants as the second and no other people working with them in the household, so that the annual
income per person in their household is just a little
above average. The highest incomes per person are found
among the indépendants who combine a just above average
size of household with the most workers with a good salary. They are closely followed by the middle executives
for the same reasons (Eléments
sur l'emploi
1979:174).
With the rise of industry, administration and construction, agriculture has become less important as a
source of revenue. In 1966 agriculture and animal husbandry accounted for 19% of the revenues for the four
main towns of the province taken together. The agricultural incomes are small, all of them fall below 1000 DA
per person per year, while 80% of the incomes in animal
husbandry surpass this amount. The rich sheep-raising
nomads raised the average income for the whole of the
province above that of the four towns. Mignon & Romann
mention that landed property contributes only 4% to the
urban revenue. Land is not an important source of income
for the higher strata, but it is essential to the lower
classes. The proletariat in Maimuna is a result of the
ruin of small farmers and breeders. Their ties to the
land are maintained to provide an indispensable addition
to their low incomes (1977, vol. 11:65-74).
As a general trend in the development of the division of income it has been claimed that the poorest
strata have seen their buying power expanded since 1968.
The lowest incomes have profited relatively more from
national developments than others. They saw their buying power raised with 95% in eight years as a result of
higher job stability, an increase in the number of workers per household, and a rise in the minimum industrial
wage from DA 1.36/hour in 1968 to DA 2.41/hour in 1976
(Eléments
sur l'emploi
1979:90-105). As of January 1980,
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the legal minimum is DA 5.24/hour, or DA 1000 per month
for unskilled personnel (Annuaire
statistique
1981:347).
The disparity between incomes has become less. The
political importance of such a conclusion for a socialist country is evident. It remains valid, however, when
the higher strata have not found other unregistered
means of accumulation. And as we have seen, it is very
likely that the upper classes have far more opportunity
for a major side income than the poor people. And the
gains of the poor can easily turn to losses if inflation
rates surpass income growth. This was the case in 1978
when prices increased by 17% and wages by 10%. This
trend was reversed in 1979 as a result of a rise of the
minimum wage (Annuaire
statistique
1979:379, 386).
This overview of Maimuna and its people reveals a social
context in rapid change. As a result, traditional and
modern forms of behaving and thinking exist side by side
and may lead to surprising paradoxes, such as the female
judge or plant manager in a world where most women are
heavily veiled, secluded, and absent in the public economy or the university graduate who wears magical amulets
on his wedding arranged by his mother.
How do women without men make do in this context?
What old and new strategies have they developed to make
a living and cope with their social anomaly?

CHAPTER THREE
CULTURAL MEDIATORS
Clean and dirty, pure and impure, are notions by which
many societies express differentiation and hierarchy. By
imposing definitions of themselves as cleaner, purer, or
more distant from physiological processes, higher groups
express and reinforce their superiority (Douglas 1966,
Douglas 1978:12; De Vos and Wagatsuma 1967:338-377; Blok
1981:17). In this chapter I will analyze the social
position of women bathhouse workers in the light of
Algerian notions about cleanliness and purity, and the
different implications and functions of these notions
for men and women.

The mistress

of the

baths

Al-Hajja works in the bathhouse. She is a lively
septuagenarian whose eyes constantly scrutinize me
from behind thick horn-rimmed glasses. The black
tatoos on her chin and cheeks soften her stern
looks. The rosary in her hands only lies still
when she explains to me some religious teachings.
She is intelligent. When she was ten she knew
already half the Koran by heart. Her father was a
rich farmer who could afford to hire a private
teacher to instruct the children of his four
wives. When he died she was sent as a small girl
to his brother in town; there her aunt finished
her education by teaching her how to cook, sew and
clean. Al-Hajja can read and write Arabic, unlike
her daughters, who never learned this at the
French school they were sent to. She can make
heavy woolen carpets and knows how to work with a
sewing machine.
She married when she was fourteen. Her husband had a farm with fruit trees, vegetables and
animals and was an established butcher. She
brought with her an inheritance of land and animals. Later she sold it and gave him the money.
For an Arab family at that time they were well-off
and never suffered from the famines that ravaged
the population in the nineteen-forties. Their only
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sorrow was that they had no sons. Two sons were
miscarried and four boys died shortly after birth.
Of their six daughters, one died in her teens, and
the others are still alive. It is said that
another woman, whose baby sons kept dying, gave
her this curse. She had asked Al-Hajja to let her
deliver her next baby in Al-Hajja s house. The
latter was young and innocent, and had opened her
doors. After giving birth the woman had left a
handprint with henna on the wall, thereby leaving
behind her curse. Now it was Al-Hajja who would
never be able to keep her sons alive. Instead,
she brought up other people's sons. But she was
not lucky with them either: one died as a child;
another went back to his parents when Al-Hajja's
husband died; and the third, her daughter's son,
keeps asking her for money.
Her husband died twenty-three years ago. Her
first years as a widow, Al-Hajja worked as a
seamstress at home sewing dresses, bedcovers and
pillowcases. Six years ago she started working in
the bathhouse. She now lives with her daughter, a
war-widow, but plans to move in with another
daughter, a divorcee.
Al-Hajja is the maulât-al-bâb,
the "mistress of the
door". To work as a mistress of the hammam, the bathhouse, is one of the better traditional public jobs for
women. A bath mistress seldom works from necessity. She
is often the wife or the mother of the owner of the
baths (cf. Davis 1978a:418 and 1978b:225-226). Al-Hajja
is an exception in that she is not closely related to
the owner. The owner's wife heads another bathhouse that
the family possesses. But Al-Hajja, like them, is from a
well-to-do and respectable family. She can be trusted in
such a responsible position.
The mistress of the door is in a strategic position. From her central place behind the counter she controls who goes in and out. She can watch both the
entrance and the large dressing room. She receives the
admission fees of about DA 5, controls the heat and the
lights, and guards the purses and jewelry of the
clients. Special reservations or rentals of part or all
of the hammam go through her. She directs the rest of
the staff.
A maulât-al-bâb
has power. The mistress of the door
is the pivot of a large social network. People always
seek to establish relations with her. She decides who
will get in for free and who will get credit. She overhears a lot and is a rich source of information. She can
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reserve the best places for her friends, and provide
safe storage of their valuables behind the counter.
Moreover, she can earn extra money by selling soft
drinks, soap, and shampoo, and other goods. As her name
indicates, Al-Hajja went to Mecca on the great pilgrimage, the hajj.
In fact, she has gone three times. On
the last trip she served as a guide to a group of other
women: "I know Mecca just like I know my own town; I
know where the market is and where to change money." The
last two trips were largely paid for by the cloth and
other items she brought from Mecca and sold in the bathhouse. A final advantage of this job is that, although
it is public, it is performed strictly among women and
children.
Al-Hajja exemplifies a strategy employed by other
widows as well: the pooling of resources. For poor widows the sharing of work, income and expenses is critical
for survival. Al-Hajja's income is enough to make her
economically independent, so it is not sheer necessity
that forces her to live with her daughter. This daughter has an income as a seamstress and a pension as the
widow of a sahid
(martyr); moreover she enjoys special
privileges like discount bus and train fares, food and
clothing for her child, and low rent for the large house
given to her. Al-Hajja profited from her daughter's
privileges by living in the house. Recently however,
Al-Hajja sold her gold and pooled her savings with
another daughter, a divorcee who works as a nurse, to
build a house together. But their calculations of the
costs were too optimistic; lack of funds now has stopped
the building.

The back

scrubbers

Deep inside the hammam, where the air is always
humid and daylight hardly penetrates, works Nadia.
Like many other workers of the bathhouse, she has
a pale face and an old, thin, bony body. One day
she works inside and the other day outside. Inside
is the steam room where, from nine to five, she
mops the floors, scrubs the backs of the clients,
gives massages, washes children, prepares henna,
gives herbal recipes against headaches or makes
room for a bride. The day outside is spent in the
dressing room and the ante-rooms sweeping the
floors, cleaning the toilets, guarding people's
suitcases and separating fighting children. When I
try to talk to Nadia, Al-Hajja scolds me from
behind the counter and sends her sister to pull me
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away. She doesn't want me to hear Nadia's complaints that she only earns DA 300 a month. Nadia's husband is too old to work and she barely
manages to keep her five children alive.
Work inside a bathhouse is strenuous, underpaid and
demeaning, quite a contrast to that of the mistress of
the door. When Al-Hajja said that she worked in a bathhouse, she always emphasized that she was a cashier and
not "the one who cleans toilets." The cashier is far
removed from the wretches working partly undressed in
the hot steam, cleaning away human dirt and surrounded
by naked bodies.
Most of the workers are very poor and have no
alternative. They are systematically underpaid. Nadia
earns less then a third of the minimum wage. When visiting the labour office one day I heard a bathhouse owner
being scolded for paying a woman working for him only DA
100 a month instead of the DA 1000 (the legal minimum)
he had declared. When threatened with the consequences
he whimpered that it was only a small zero difference
and that in reality she received more in the form of
tips. This employer was caught; many others are not.
As the wages are insufficient for subsistence, the
bathhouse workers must depend on charity and tips. On
'^Asûrâ', the religious fast day on which the yearly gift
to the poor has to be made, some families send their
donations to the scrubbers in the bathhouse. Also when
people want to have the poor share in a family celebration, they send bowls of couscous to the bathhouse.
Tips are indispensable. They vary with the scrubber's ability to establish a degree of intimacy and provide services. A washerwoman like Nadia often excels in
social knowledge. She knows her clients, listens to
their problems, advises them, and amuses them with a
story or a song. New clients seldom leave before their
place in the social network has been established through
an animated chat. They are judged by many subtle clues,
as they appear before her in all their nakedness. No
physical defect can be hidden, nor a pregnancy or the
blue marks of a beating. Firmness of flesh, body shape,
amount of modesty or embarassment, and reactions to massaging hands hint at their sexual potential. Tidiness of
clothes, abundance of pubic hair, and the amount of
excess skin that can be scraped off their backs indicate
their level of cleanliness. Composure, a well-fed physique, copper bowls and buckets or the use of expensive
soaps betray the prosperity and status of their families. She can check her opinion later in the dressingroom where the visitors will dress up in their best
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finery. All this knowledge enables her to find the right
tone, gain a certain intimacy and provide the right
information for every person. Her reward will be a more
generous tip.
The size of the tip may be determined by her being
nice, informative, caressing, and flattering to the
client. Yet, the scrubber will consider the tip as payment for services rendered. The main service is that of
washing the client. Bathers usually wash each-others'
backs, but a woman of a higher social status, or someone
who comes alone will ask the scrubber to do so. Normally the scrubber only washes the client's back, not
the whole body. First, she scrapes all the grease, dirt
and dry layers of skin with a stone. Then the same act
is repeated twice with a coarse burlap glove. The grime
that comes off is repeatedly shown to the client with
exclamations of how dirty she is. The last time the
scrubber proffers the glove for inspection however, it
should be immaculate, the sign that she has done her
work well. About half an hour later, she will return to
lather the client's back with a coarse stringe sponge.
Another service
is a massage, which may be
requested for pleasurable relaxation, to sooth body
aches and pregnancy pains, or in special rites. The
Algerian novelist Ghalem calls the scrubbers "washers of
virgins" because they prepare girls by washing and massaging for their wedding nights (1979:11). Another special ritual is "closing the womb" of a woman who
recently gave birth at the end of the postpartum period
of forty days. The masseuse "closes" her by pressing her
foot against the vagina while pulling at the woman's
legs. Then she and another woman who is considered fertile and respectable sit on either side of the young
mother and press their feet against her pelvis, thighs,
and shoulders to close the body. Finally they press her
head with their hands. This ritual massage makes the
woman "closed like a virgin," and attractive to her husband, who can now sleep with her for the first time
after confinement.
To give a good massage requires
skill. As a result, the job of masseuse in some places
is separate from that of washer. In Maimuna these tasks
are performed by the same person.
The amount of money received for washing and massaging varies from one dinar to a generous five dinars.
Smaller amounts are given for tasks like combing tangled
hair, preparing henna, bringing in towels or placing a
client s property in a guarded closet. Higher amounts
are received for performing the special rituals.
These are small payments, for this work is not valued.1 Workers in the bathhouse are looked down upon
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because they come in direct contact with the dirt of
others. This is clear from the connotations of the words
given to their jobs. The most denigrating term is
hakkâka
(scrubber). Other women will use it when they
want to humiliate her. To put her in her place they will
say: "Here, that is for the hakkâka,"
when throwing her
a dinar. A slightly less negative term is tayyâba
(masseuse). A massage requires more skill and is less associated with dirt. The workers of the bathhouse prefer
tayyâba
to hakkâka,
and tayyâba
has become the general
term to indicate their job. But it is still a term of
abuse. One sensitive bather explained: "When you need
the masseuse during a bath it is rude to call
'tayyâba'
across the room. You should call her by her name, and if
you don't know it you have to ask your neighbours." When
names are called during a quarrel, tayyâba,
or
bint-attayyâba
(daughter of a masseuse) are often among them.
The term gassala
(washer), which this washer of people
shares with the washer of dead bodies and the washer of
dirty linens, also has a negative connotation.
The male equivalent of these washerwomen is called
mutsu (from the Spanish muchacho or boy). They also wash
and give massages, for which they receive about DA 20,
much more than the women. Among men too it is seen as a
very low profession, only done by men who cannot earn a
living any other way (Lacoste-Dujardin 1976:93).
In one bathhouse, a litte outside town, the workers
have a higher status. It is the bathhouse of a hot water
springs. Its structure differs from other baths. Instead
of a communal steam room it has a large number of private bathrooms on two sides of a corridor. It is a place
to take a health cure, not primarily a place to wash.
Two women work there in the morning, and two others in
the afternoon. Their tasks are to take in the tickets
and to distribute the clients over the rooms. There is a
waiting list of women to work here, for it is a good
job. The bathhouse is state-owned, so the minimum wage
is guaranteed. Extra tips are high as many visitors are
willing to pay to jump the queue or have a room for
themselves. Although they have to clean the floors and
the toilets, the women do not scrub people's backs or
give massages. They remain dressed.
The bathhouse occupies a central place in everyday life.
Each neighbourhood has its own bathhouse. In 1971 there
were 14 bathhouses in town, as many as there were cafes
(Honographie
1975:297), and in 1982 about 20. This
increase seems due to an improvement in the economy, so
that more people can afford a bath; to a religious revival that demands more frequent purification; and to a
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concomitant change in the norms of cleanliness. Some
bathhouses are small and plain. Others are elaborately
decorated with multi-colored tiles and finely-carved
pillars. Two baths offer different sections for men and
women, the others serve the two sexes at different
hours: women from nine to five and men a few hours
before nine and after five. Some bathhouses do not close
at night and serve as a hostel for men. One is connected
to a hotel upstairs. During the month of fasting some
baths adjust their schedules so that women too can bathe
in the evening.
One enters a bathhouse through a small, empty hallway with doors at the end which open onto a large dressing room. Here, next to the door, stands the cashier's
counter. Along the side wooden benches stretch out with
hooks above them for clothes and bags. This room is
often beautifully decorated with tiles and a fountain.
Connected to the dressing room is a second hallway with
toilets on one side and the door to the cold room on the
other. There visitors rest on the tiled benches to cool
off after having been inside. Finally there is the hot
room, filled with steam.
Along its walls are small
basins with cold and hot water taps. Plumbing has eased
the job of the attendants, who previously had to carry
water to the clients. A large tiled heater stands in the
middle of the room, stacked with warm towels. In one
corner is a small room for bridal parties.
All people go to bathhouses. Some go twice a week,
most others once a week or every fortnight and the very
poor a few times a year. Even the rich, who have a modern bathroom at home, visit the bathhouse occasionally.
The conditions for a real Arab bath are difficult to
recreate in a western style bathroom and moreover, certain ritual occasions require a visit to the bathhouse.
As well as after giving birth and before marriage, a
bath is a necessary part of the rites of passage of circumcision and death, and an essential preparation for
religious feast days.

Bathing

and

purification

Bathing is closely associated with the religious value
of purity (Bouhdiba 1975:197). Being clean does not make
one pure, but purity cannot be attained without cleanliness. Cleanliness refers to the state of a person in the
physical domain, purity refers to this same state in the
religious, social and magical domain. Through washing
one becomes clean, through the ritual of purification,
which is a symbolic extension of the first, one becomes
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pure. The acts of bathing and purification are both
based on specific notions of purity and polluting substances, and these notions affect the work and the
status of bath attendants.
A proper bath requires certain material conditions as
well as the observance of certain rules. The hammam provides a hot, steamy room with plenty of clean water. The
bather needs a large suitcase with at least two bowls, a
scraping stone, two types of washing cloth, a comb,
soap, shampoo, slippers, two large towels and clean
clothes. These essentials are often supplemented with a
copper or plastic pail, a second type of soap, hair conditioner, cream or a razor for removing hair, henna,
beauty or curing masks, two embroidered head-scarves, a
third towel, a sitting mat, a dressing mat and a futa,
a
special towel, which covers the private parts when walking around nude. The bather also needs time. A bath of
less than an hour is regarded as a quick shower and not
long enough to get really clean. Europeans are looked
down on for their preference for showers and their
resulting dirtiness. A girl studying in France said: "My
mother always feels ashamed to take me to the bathhouse
when I come home. She tells everybody that I was abroad
to prepare them for the fact that I am dirty."
Bathing is a social, not a private affair. Before
leaving home, bathers are wished a blessed bath, and on
their return they are received with the wish that the
bath has been good for their health. People prefer to
bathe together instead of alone, for company and for the
assistance needed to wash the unreachable parts of the
body. There is little sense of shame at sitting naked
and washing one's body if other people are doing it
also. When moving around, however, modesty is symbolically expressed by wearing a futa
or by holding a hand
or a bowl before one's private parts. And in the dressing room all rules of propriety are strictly adhered to.
Rules of avoidance and shame impede some people from
bathing together, like a woman with her mother-in-law or
with her daughter. There is also some embarrassment when
washing the genitals, and especially when shaving the
pubic hair, which is done more and more at home.
The most important rule of bathing is not to mix
dirty and clean. Derived from this are the secondary
obligations to resume shameful behaviour when dressing,
and to perform all the acts in a set order.
In the preparatory phase the floor on which one
will sit is cleaned; so is the basin, which is refilled
with clean water. The water in the basin and in the bowl
used for rinsing should at all times be clean enough to
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drink. The first stage of the bath consists in the
removal of all dirt. After a soaking period of about
half an hour, the skin is rubbed with a stone, showered
by pouring several bowls of clean water over it and
rubbed again. Calluses are treated with another stone;
nails are cut and cleaned; unwanted body-hair is
removed; sometimes herbal masks are applied; the hair is
treated with henna or clay; and walnut bark is chewed to
clean the teeth and colour the mouth. Then the body is
rubbed with
a coarse burlap glove, showered and
rerubbed, until no more fat can be scraped off. To wash
one's back the help of a friend or the bath attendant is
requested. After every act clean water is poured over
the body, the scraper, and the floor. The substances
removed from the body are carefully and immediately made
to disappear. Bathers are careful not to sit in each
other's bathwater, and not to let others touch their's.
Only after all grime and dirt have been removed
does one proceed to the second stage: the treatment with
soap and shampoo.
The body is first lathered with
household soap, showered and relathered. Then the procedure is repeated with a finer aromatic soap. This is
done with a glove made of a natural plant fiber or
sisal. The hair is washed, combed and rewashed. After
rinsing the body seven times, cleaning the slippers and
washing the utensils, one is ready for purification.
In Algerian society as in many others, body waste products like spit, hair, nasal mucus, nail-parings, blood,
sexual fluids, urine, and excrement are considered
unclean pollutants. They are ambiguous in that they are
potentially dangerous to those who come in contact with
them, but also powerfully beneficial and thus sought in
special cases of ritual, magic or the handing down of
baraka
(blessing) from master to discipline. According
to Douglas, they are ambiguous, because they cannot easily be assigned to a category recognized by culture,
they are a matter out of place (Douglas 1966:35). They
blur the clear boundaries of the body. Do they still
belong to it or not?
These substances should not fall into the hands of
enemies, for then they become dangerous. Bathers are
cautious whom they sit next to and where their wash
water goes. Women consider it dangerous and improper to
bathe right after men have left the bathhouse. Girls are
warned to wash the spot where they sit: they might get
pregnant from sperm inadvertently left by a man. At
home, stray hairs should be carefully collected and
thrown on the roof or flushed through the toilet. It is
said that a girl never marries and a boy turns bald if
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someone walks on their hair.
Nail-parings should be
disposed of in the same way, if not they will have to be
picked up with the eyelids in the afterlife (cf. Zerdoumi 1979:258). Most dangerous are blood and semen.
Women take great care not to leave traces of menstrual
blood and develop impressive skills to conceal any sign
of their monthly period. Some women who use disposable
pads or tampons wash them out before throwing them away.
During menstruation and the postpartum period intercourse must be avoided. It is said that a man who breaks
this rule will turn white in his face, and that any
children born out of this contact will not be recognized
as Muslims; that the children will be considered illegitimate and will turn into hoodlums. The blood-stained
nuptial garment shown to guests at each marriage is
carefully protected by the bride's mother against magical misuse. Men should not be careless about their
sperm, as it may be used to cast a spell.
Purity (tahâra)
and impurity (hadat)
are religious
notions. The impurity which is brought about by most of
the above mentioned substances disqualifies a person
from participation in religious ritual. An impure person
cannot pray, touch or read the Koran, enter a mosque,
use Koranic verses to ward off evil power or expect protection from the angels. Nor is an impure person allowed
to slaughter an animal, participate in a burial rite or
make a pilgrimage.
Not all bodily excretions are polluting to the same
extent. Some create a minor
impurity (hadat
assabilain,
lit. the impurity of two roads, viz. the mouth
and the anus), which is cleansed by a simple or minor
ablution (wudû').
A minor ablution is performed after
defecation, urination, breaking wind, secretion of sexual fluids after arousal -without having sex, a mere
look or kiss suffices to pollute- and after temporary
loss of one's intellectual capacities by sleep, intoxication or loss of consciousness. The rite consists of
washing the hands, pronouncing the intention to purify
and the phrase "in the name of God," and the threefold
washing of the face, the mouth, the nose, and the ears,
the wetting of the hair, and the washing of the feet and
the genitals. The rite should not be interrupted.
Other substances create a major impurity
(janâba)
and require a major purification rite (gusl).
A major
ablution is needed after copulation, nocturnal emissions, menstruation and childbirth. It is also obligatory upon conversion to Islam and after death. The rite
follows the same order as the minor ablution, but is
followed by a threefold washing of the hair, and of the
whole body, starting with the head and the right side.
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The water must reach all parts of the body. This rite
too should be performed without interruption (La
prière
en Islam
n.d.:9-15; Bouhdiba 1975:61). The minor ablution is usually performed at home or outside the mosque,
but the major ablution is preferably done in the bathhouse after the bath.
Pollution is a part of life; it falls upon everybody.
The normal functioning of the body repeatedly brings
upon it impurity.
Impurity is not sin, it cannot be
prevented, but its occurrence and its length can be controlled. The essence of civilization is seen as this
control over impurity, which is a control over the physical processes of the body. The ability to regulate
physical needs, to control one's body and to purify,
differentiates humans from animals. An impure person is
nearly dehumanized. Children who soil themselves because
they lack this control are said to be like animals. In
religious terms it is said that "Purity is half of one's
faith." (Hamidullah 1981:247). Only pure adults have
rights to contact with the supernatural and to heavenly
protection.
States of impurity can be removed by performing
ablutions, and partially avoided by controlling as much
as possible the physical processes related to digestion
and sexuality. In Islamic culture the difference between
pure and impure is precisely delineated, the techniques
for purification are rigorously defined, the awareness
of one's state is clear, and the education of the
sphincter strict. The training of children to be conscious of their bodies' purity starts early. A two year
old girl smeared the cream on the cakes offered to some
guests all over herself and the table without eliciting
a comment from anyone. Then she poked her finger in her
nose, and her mother simply took it out. But when she
broke wind, the attention of the whole room was turned
on her. She was severely reprimanded by her mother and
teased by the guests. There is strong social pressure on
parents to educate their children well in this respect.
Visiting women and fathers often refuse to hold babies
with wet diapers because they want to remain pure for
praying. Young mothers are scolded for not cleaning
their soiled children quickly enough. One woman said of
another: "She is dirty. Don't you smell it when you come
into her house? That's because she doesn't change her
baby when it is wet. If she visits me she puts her children on my mattress just like that. If they pee I have
to wash the covers again."
Control of sexuality is even more important for
purity than control of the sphincter, and people keep a
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close check on their sexual actions and secretions. In
connecting
sexuality
with
pollution,
Islam
never
preached abstinence, but instilled an awareness of sexuality. It provided rules to control sexuality and rituals to neutralize its polluting powers. The obligation
of purity for religious participation teaches self-restraint. The yearly month of fasting is a training for
command over the digestive organs as well as over the
sexual organs. Both eating and having intercourse
between sunrise and sunset invalidate the fast. Also the
five prayers a day require purity and are a constant
reminder of one's state and an inducement to control. So
does participation in life-cycle rituals, pilgrimages,
or visits to the cemetary. People may also purposely
employ religious notions of purity to influence their
sex-life. Buitelaar (1985:38) gives an account of a
Moroccan woman who did not want more children and who
used the excuse of praying to evade her husband's sexual
advances.
Notions of purity and purification may restrain
sexual behaviour, but they have also been seen as beneficial to sex. A theological treatise on love, probably
dating from the 17th century, states: "By the ablutions,
we not only keep our body clean and healthy, but we also
strengthen it completely, by enlarging our coital power
and that of the functions of the stomach and the intestins which, thanks to the movements necessary for praying, obtain a greater amount of digestive and nutritive
power, two things on which depend particularly the formation, the qualities and the force of sperm. (...) You,
who believe, do not forget your ablutions nor your prayers, if you want to be in a state of health and energetic procreation. Make of the ablutions and the prayer
a pleasure of body and mind; and the ablutions and the
prayer will you return hundrethfold your strength, your
powers of sensual pleasure, of copulation and procreation. (Régla 1893:195-196, my translation).
Bathing and purification is closely associated with sexuality. The major ablution is a confession of the sexual act to the outside world and makes social control
possible. It leaves the hair visibly wet and the conscience painfully aware of the associations other people
make of this with sex. One young housewife said: 'in
summer I wash myself at midday, when it is hot, so that
my hair dries quickly. In winter I wash myself in the
middle of the night, right after intercourse. But sometimes the thought of having to get up, heat water and
wash myself means that I don't feel like making love
anymore." Women should not show that they bathe too
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frequently. This woman said that she always felt ashamed
when she had to go out with wet hair, even although she
was married. Another woman was criticized for arriving
at her work with her hair wet each morning. It was all
the more shameful because she was a divorcee and not
supposed to have sexual intercourse.
The connection is also evident in the terminology.
The word for washing (gasala)
has the double meaning of
"having sex." Expressions like "take a bath," "go to
the hammam," or 'to wash," are synonyms for "to make
love" (Bouhdiba 1975:62). The word "washer" not only
indicates someone who washes a lot but also someone who
has frequent sexual intercourse. Indirectly the imagery
of washing also refers to other aspects of sexuality
than the coitus, like birth or menstruation. When a
woman says: "it has been seven weeks since I washed,"
this does not mean she has not washed herself during
that time, but that she thinks she is pregnant because
her last menstruation was seven weeks ago. Related words
also have sexual connotations. "Water" indicates seminal
fluids. Suspicious about the absence of my spouse, women
liked to tease me sexually by asking whether I was
thirsty and needed a glass of water.
The bathhouse too is associated with sexuality, and in a
double sense. People think that it offers the possibility both of purification after licit sex and defilement
through illicit sex. The hammam is not only associated
with cleanliness and purity, but also with nudity, evil
and vice. There are regularly scandalous stories about
adultery in the bathhouse. Conceptually the bathhouse is
linked to prostitution, homosexuality and other illegal
activities. One peasant who feared sexual aberrations in
his 20 year old son, gave him money "for the bathhouse,"
which implied that he should use it for the brothel.
Also bribes are demanded or given with the expression
"for the bathhouse."
The site's dangerous power is expressed in negative
opinions and magical beliefs: "The hot springs are disgusting. All the baths are dirty in this town. I never
go there." "it is always so dark there." "When I go to a
hammam I always take a bottle of chlorine to clean my
place before I sit." Dirty washwater is said to attract
jinns, invisible beings, either harmful or helpful, that
interfere with the lives of mortals. In this the baths
are likened to toilets where jinns also abound. People
are afraid to enter an empty bathhouse alone, for fear
that the jinns will overtake them. In one story a woman
who entered before the others found a man with goat legs
there.
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Pollution is a part of life and falls upon everybody,
but somehow it always seems to fall more on some than on
others. How can this be? Do not all people use toilets
or make love? Apart from individual variations caused by
differences in age, health and libido, we find nearly
everywhere a structural difference in purity between men
and women. How is purity related to gender, and to women
in particular, in Algeria?
In the first place women are considered closer to
pollution because of their physical constitution. Their
body produces more polluting substances than a man's,
due to menstruation and childbirth. Menstrual blood and
lochia cannot be controlled and may at any time invalidate a fast, a pilgrimage or another religious activity.
Women resent the physical inconveniences which oblige
them to make up for a lost fast later. Sometimes,
middle-aged women who go to Mecca and do not want their
large pilgrimage invalidated by menstruation, purposively advance menopause by taking the root of salix
safsaf (curûq safsáf),
a variety of willow.
Women are also closer to dirt than men because of
their culturally assigned roles. As mothers and housekeepers they take care of people who cannot control
their bodily functions: children, the sick and the aged.
It is women's work to change diapers, to sweep up the
vomit on the floor, to wash soiled sheets, or to clean
away the residues of slaughtered animals. All day long
they come into contact with polluting substances. Wives
have less control over their own sexuality than husbands. Women are supposed to oblige to the sexual
demands of their husband even if they are not particularly interested. It is easier for men to withhold sex
from women than for women to refuse men. One woman who
resented her lack of control over her state of purity,
exclaimed: "A woman is like a sink. Her husband dumps
everything in her and she has to wash and wash. A woman
keeps washing. When I was young I had to sleep every
night with my husband and went every two or three days
to the bathhouse. I had to because I prayed. A man who
is young wants it every night, but a woman doesn't need
so much. Once every two or three days is enough. Each
night makes you tired."
As a result of her female body and her feminine roles, a
woman is closer to impurity than a man, and therefore
seen as less civilized, less a human being. As a Muslim
she is more often dehumanized, deprived of communication
with the supernatural and of heavenly protection. The
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weight of this temporal degradation extends beyond a
woman's impure days into the rest of her life. She is
always suspected of being impure. She is seen as having
less control over her passions than a man. Even when she
is pure she may easily fall into a polluted state. So it
is deemed better to keep her away from all important
rituals and holy places. She should not slaughter animals, read marriage and funeral prayers or go to the
mosque. When she prays she has to take off her underpants for fear that they be polluting. The woman who
explained this rule to me continued angrily: "That shows
that women are always considered dirty."
The purity of men, however, is never doubted. The
above mentioned informant said: "You cannot say, out of
respect, if a man is pure or not. A man only knows it
himself." A man's impurity is seldom discussed. Men are
expected to be pure, just as women are expected to be
impure. A common male name in Algeria is Tahar, which
means Purified or Circumcised. It is a valid name for
men, but a female equivalent does not exist. Circumcision is the rite whereby men pass into the category of
the pure, where they remain despite temporary lapses
into impurity. Menarche brings women into the category
of the impure, and despite many efforts, they cannot
really make a claim for purity. Men and women thereby
undergo different developments. Men are considered
impure and evil when they are born and become more pure
during their life, while women are more innocent at
birth but become impure and evil when they grow older
(cf. Dwyer 1978:60; Gaudry 1928:267).
Although polluting qualities are in principle only
assigned to substances and not to people, we must conclude that since men and women differentially handle
these substances and are differentially associated with
them, as a result these polluting qualities rub off on
them (cf. Faithorn 1975). In many cultures differences
in purity and in polluting power express and legitimize
social hierarchy. In Algeria as well notions of purity
and impurity serve to express male superiority and to
maintain the gender hierarchy. They are effectively used
to bar women from the male-dominated domain of religion
or at least diminish their influence there. Individual
women who challenge this hierarchy, for instance by
praying more than their husbands, are discouraged from
doing so. They are admonished not to give the impression
that they are more pure than their partner.
Does this gender difference also imply a difference in
bathing and purification? How is the gender hierarchy
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reflected in the uses and meanings of the bathhouse?
According to a male informant men bathe and purify more
often than women because they pray more often. According
to women however, they are the ones who bathe more and
longer. They need to clean away more actual and implied
dirt, they have children to wash, and for them bathing
has important other social functions. The bathhouse is
the only public, extra-domestic place regularly visited
by women, and it serves as their meeting place par
excellence. Here friends are made, disputes are fought
out, marriages are arranged, and reputations are established. The bathhouse is the center of female organization across family lines. Women find there their public
stage to set the social hierarchy, demonstrate their
alliances, and act out their conflicts. In this social
function, the baths are more important for them than for
men, who have other public places to meet each other.
The difference in functions of the bathhouse for
men and women often gives rise to conflicts between
spouses. Men fulminate against women for immoderate use
of the steam baths, and accuse them of spending their
time gossiping. One young technician gave this as a reason why women are provided with less services: "For men
there are mattresses spread out to rest after they leave
the hot room. They are served by a man who covers them
on request with a blanket. For women no one puts mattresses down.
They are only presented with chairs
because they are without doubt garrulous and annoying. I
mean, they talk a lot and even forget themselves sometimes." Men are also nervous about the content of the
talk, which they think might be about amorous subjects;
and they worry about their wives' talk-mates whom they
fear may be brokers for extra-marital liaisons. Moreover, they find that women behave improperly when bathing, that they wash and walk around too much without
covering properly their cawra) their intimate parts.
Bathing and purification is often an issue in malefemale antagonism. It is especially at the beginning of
a marriage that husband and wife quarrel about it, as
the norms are gradually set for the future. A young
divorced woman, in evoking the points of contention
between her and her ex-husband, often mentioned the
infrequency with which she was allowed to visit the
baths. On the other hand, the remark "l can go to the
bathhouse as much as I want," used by a married woman,
indicates that her husband trusts her and that they have
a stable relationship.
Men cannot deny their wives and daughters the right
to wash and purify themselves. It is a human right and
a religious obligation. But their negative attitude
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expresses the fear that women's visits to the bathhouse
are potentially dangerous to the existing gender hierarchy. The bathhouse is a public place, relatively outside male control, where a woman can gain organizational
power that cross-cuts or even challenges her husband's
alliances by forming her own relationships and friendships. Here a woman can also gain informational power by
gleaning knowledge from her own communication network
(Davis 1978:226). It will help her to keep tabs on and
influence her husband. While we watched a woman scold
her husband's lover in the hot room of the bathhouse,
one friend said: "Don't think that women do not know
what happens! If a man does something, his wife hears it
the next day in the bathhouse. People here say: 'One
match-stick lights all of Maimuna.' If only one person
sees something then the next day all Maimuna knows it.
You cannot do anything in secret here." A visit to the
bathhouse offers a woman also religious power as she
reaches purity on an equal level with men. And lastly,
it gives her sexual power. Not only can she make herself
attractive and seductive by taking a bath, but there she
can also get support and advice on fertility, birth control, illnesses, or how to deal with her husband.

Conclusion
To understand the position of bathhouse workers, we need
to take into account the circumstances under which they
work, general notions about cleanliness and purity, and
the way these are related to gender. The workers' low
status is not only attributable to their poverty, which
forces them to work outside the house, or the strenuousness of their work, as Davis claims (1978:425). Their
stigma and the specific way in which it is expressed,
has much more to do with their role as assistants in the
transition from impure to pure. Just like substances and
bathhouses, so these persons intimately involved in
removing matter out of place become persons out of place
(cf. Blok 1984:477). Because of the work they do, the
substances they handle, and the place of their activities, they are on the threshold between the cultural
categories of dirty and clean, impure and pure (Turner
1974:232).
Their very marginality gives them power.
Without them the clients' backs would stay dirty, their
suitcases might be stolen, and they would remain impure,
unattractive and uninformed. Bathhouse workers are at
the center of information networks to which other, more
secluded women, have only limited access. As such they
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mediate for them between private and public information;
they can tell who is who, initiate introductions to
strangers or function as marriage brokers. They can also
use this power as a base for other activities.
Yet, this dependency of others on them, does not
make them more respectable or gain them decent wages or
tips. On the contrary, they are despised and avoided.
Their influence is based on the fact that no one else
wants to do what they do. Their power is resented, is
felt to be out of place especially for a woman, and is
therefore curbed by serious underpayment for their hard
labour and by stigmatization. Hence their monopoly over
this activity is a source both of power and degradation.
However much they are needed inside the bathhouse, outside they are avoided.
The liminal characteristics of bathhouse workers
are important in understanding their social position.
Female workers share this with male bathhouse attendants, who are also downgraded and despised for their
low activities. Yet, liminality is not a sufficient
explanation in the case of women, because it does not
allow us to understand why for women this occupation is
even more degrading and more underpaid than for men.
Part of the answer to this question lies in the
gender difference in purity. A female bathhouse worker
shares with other women the fact that, regardless of her
work, she is already considered less clean and pure than
the average man.
A second reason is her role in the general genderantagonism and her potential power to disrupt the hierarchical order between the genders. As we saw, women
need her to become pure, clean, healthy, beautiful,
informed and sexually attractive. On the one hand this
is beneficial to a man, who likes his wife to be attractive and to adapt to his (higher) standards of cleanliness and purity. On the other hand this is dangerous for
him because it brings his wife up to his own level of
purity and civilization and thereby challenges his
claims of superiority. He is especially afraid of
changes in the domains of sexuality and information.
And the bathhouse worker is seen as the instigator of
this change, the one who keeps the gossip going and who
activates women's sexual power.2 Because of their role
they are considered to be different from other women,
sexually abnormal. And in line with their ambiguous
position, this abnormality takes on contradictory forms.
They are supposed to be sexually (hyper)active (with the
term gassala)
as well as old, dried up and a-sexual.
The often-told case of one bath attendant who married
late and then ran away from her husband during the
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wedding night to remain a maiden forever, is a typical
example of the last. They have also been called the
priestesses of Sappho, who instruct women and invite
them to try monstruous practices condemned by Islam,
reproved by the law and cursed by the Prophet (Regla
1892:200). If not lesbians, they are suspected of serving as go-betweens and arranging illicit liaisons within
the premises or outside. In short, they are considered
sexual deviants, a stigma to neutralize their power in
this domain.
This stigma is supported by the fact that most
female bathhouse workers are women without men. They are
widowed like Al-Hajja, have an incapacitated and honourless husband like Nadia, or are for other reasons without a man. Their influence in the public domain is
therefore not subject to control by another male, which
makes them especially dangerous. Even if they still have
a man it does them no good, because the stigma as it is
expressed implies already that they have none, "if they
had one they would not work in the bathhouse, nor be
considered sexual deviants, so they do not really have
one," is the circular argument which connects women
without men with sexual deviance.
Not only men but also women stigmatize bathhouse
workers. In order for women to reach the level of purity
of men, they need to distinguish themselves from a lower
group which is classified as dirty and impure. In the
association of the scrubbers with dirt -by calling them
hakkâka,
or by using words like "masseuse," "daughter of
a masseuse," or "your mother works in a bathhouse," as
slanderous expressions in fights- they raise themselves
to the category of clean and pure. The bathhouse workers
do their utmost to resist this association with foulness: Al-Hajja repeated again and again that she doesn't
clean toilets; the scrubbers exclaim loudly how dirty
their women clients are or tell horror stories about
repugnant clients who come in with blood-stained trousers. But in the end they always lose. Some then manage
to make the most of their marginality, especially the
mistress of the bathhouse, some scrubbers with a strong
personality, and the workers in the hot springs. Others,
however, are morally and economically degraded like
Nadia.

CHAPTER FOUR
BETWEEN LIFE AND DEATH
The last rite of purification which a person undergoes,
has to do with the transition not only from impure to
pure, but also from the here and now to the hereafter,
from life to death. Purification of the corpse is central to the rite of passage of death. It should be done
by close relatives of the deceased, but these usually
leave the task to ritual specialists, the washers of the
dead. In this chapter it will be shown why the washers
of dead women are usually women without men, and how
this activity and notions about purity and death affect
their social position.

Washers of the dead
Al-Hajja, the bathhouse cashier, is also known as a
washer of the dead, a gassala.
She and her relatives
are initially reluctant to talk about this activity.
They claim that each family washes its own dead. But
from others I know that her help in this matter is often
sought. Not until her granddaughter tells proudly how an
old woman has approached Al-Hajja to ask her to wash her
if she dies, does she admit that she occasionally purifies the dead. She quickly adds that she only washes
relatives. In practice however her notion of relatives
turns out to be quite flexible.1 Once I know, she tells
how she performs the rite.
The gassala
guides women in the transition from life to
death, from earth to heaven, from temporality to eternity. She executes what Van Gennep (1960:146) calls
rites of separation, transition, and incorporation.
First, she assists the dying woman in her separation from the world of the living. The gassala
sits next
to or behind the dying woman, fans her, soothes her, or
lets her lean against her own body. She prepares her for
death by helping her to point the right index finger and
to recite the Èahâda,
the confession of faith. If the
patient is unconscious, she recites it in her place (cf.
also Gaudry 1961:207). Her presence and her prayers not
only comfort the dying person, but also the other people
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present who fear the approaching death and the possible
contact with a corpse.
The gassala's
most important task lies in the transition phase, the phase most prominent in other cultural
contexts as well (Van Gennep 1960:146, Huntington & Metcalf 1979:12). Whereas the preparation of the dying is
sometimes done by a close relative, the dealing with the
corpse is nearly always left to a specialist. Her main
task is not just to lay out the body, but also to perform the last major ablution so that the deceased can
appear pure before God.
The body's last bath and purification is not given
in the bathhouse, but at home or in the mosque. It is
done in private, with only the washer, and her or his
assistant and sometimes a close kinsperson present. The
gassala
first washes herself and then cleanses the
corpse. She cuts the nails, shaves the pubic hair and
the armpits, and washes the openings of the face, the
genitals and the navel. The apertures are then filled
with cotton to prevent later pollution. After this preliminary cleaning the gassala
carefully washes her own
hands and then purifies the corpse by washing it with a
washcloth three times from right to left and top to bottom while saying the prayers. Her assistant pours the
water. The dead woman is dressed in new, white cotton
clothes, consisting of a chemise, wide underpants, a
dress and a scarf, and in a shroud (kiffan)
of the same
material. Some mothballs are put in the shroud, and
under the head is placed a small pillow filled with
henna. The body is sprinkled with perfume and placed on
a white bier.2 The men of the family will carry the dead
woman to the graveyard, bury her and say the last
funeral prayers. After the last purification the
gassala
performs a mayor ablution on herself before participating in the funeral meal.
After the gassala
has helped the deceased woman in her
entry into a new social status, she can support those
left behind in accepting their loved one's incorporation
among the dead. She may do so as a bâkiya,
a wailing
woman who guides the mourning. A wailing woman intensifies and dramatizes mourning by poetry. She is renowned
for her ability to find right and powerful words to
bring everyone to tears. She improvises long, moving and
heart-rending poems about the lost loved one, her qualities, virtues and her prospects in heaven, and combines
these poems with standard prayers. When a young girl
died by electrocution as she cleaned the refrigerator,
the bâkiya
mourned: "Why did you go to the place where
one can send no letters and where there is no telephone?
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will you wear the dresses from the trousseau that I
for you, in that place where no dresses are worn?
will you visit tonight, your father's brother or
mother's brother?"
A wailing woman also grieves by gestures. She sets
an example for others by scratching the sides of her
face, swaying her head and upper part of the body, slapping her thighs and beating her chest with crossed arms,
while crying out loud. With her laments she induces
mourners to share their sorrow, cry out, weep and scar
their cheeks to the point of bleeding. Grieving becomes
a collective catharsis in which all the dead once loved
by the participants, not only the person who has just
died, are mourned.
Paradoxically, the person who makes others weep
herself has to remain detached. Her tears have to be
controlled so that they will not choke her words, her
gestures have to be restrained so that she can prevent
others from mutilating themselves. The wailer
is seen
as a logical continuation of the washer. Yet, in practice these are not necessarily always combined. Al-Hajja
is a skilled improvisor and knows many prayers, but she
excuses herself for not using her abilities in this
respect by saying that her voice is no longer sufficiently strong and steady.
Washing the dead is an act of piety and the religious
duty of one believer to another. It is not simply a
physical act, but brings about a relation to God
(Charnay 1977:202). The rewards will be spiritual, so no
payment should be asked. Yet it is seen as improper not
to pay the washer of the dead, who by her solidary act
relieves the burden of others. The payment of from 20 to
100 dinars varies with the wealth of the family, but the
average amount is fifty dinars. Only when the washer is
a close relative of the deceased or when the family is
very poor is nothing paid. In this case it suffices to
repeat the traditional phrase to the washers when they
finish: "Grant her this world and the world to come.
The money comes from the deceased. Many women save a
gold Iwlza
and tell their daughters it is for the washing.3 They may also lay aside their burial clothes,
soap, and the shroud which they may have brought from a
pilgrimage to Mecca. If the deceased has left no money,
the person who invited the gassala
pays, or, if destitute, says the ritual phrase. It is considered better
not to pay the gassala
than to borrow the money for the
washing from outside the family. The washer normally
refuses payment, then lets the family persuade her that
it is a sin not to accept a gift from the deceased.
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Afterwards she gives a share to the woman who poured the
water.
The last purification is a religious obligation for
the deceased's family. Any relative of the same sex who
is a pure and pious Muslim and who knows how to perform
the major ablution can do it. Yet, in practice, close
kin avoid this obligation and prefer to call in a specialist. During one Friday sermon, the imam of the largest mosque in town accused his congregation of evading
their duties towards the dead and asking strangers to do
what a son should do for his father and a daughter for
her mother. Why did they resort to outsiders for such an
intimate and pious task?
In order to understand why an outsider is asked to
wash the dead, and why a gassala
can function as a semireligious specialist, we need to know about her special
qualities.
A gassala
is preferably old. Death releases deep
emotions of sorrow and fear, which a person with much
life experience can more readily overcome. Young women
shiver at the idea of having to wash a dead body. They
see it as a task for older people who have started to
dissociate themselves from life and who are familiar
with death. And the gassala
must not be too closely
related to the deceased, so that she will have the emotional distance needed for handling the corpse. It is
said that, "a daughter can not wash her mother because
she would cry too much."
A gassala
also needs courage. She must have the
strength and initiative to take the lead when others are
at a loss. Some people have this courage naturally; others develop it over the years. This courage enables them
to assume responsibility in other life crises as well.
It is not unusual for gassâlât
to act as a midwife, a
medical specialist, or, like Al-Hajja, as a guide to
pilgrims to Mecca.
Another characteristic of a gassala
is that she is
considered knowledgeable. Al-Hajja's daughter said of
her mother: "They ask her to wash because she is
qàri'a
(learned). She can read Arabic and has memorized the
Koran. ... So she knows the rules, she knows exactly
what to do." Of course every adult practicing Muslim
knows how to perform the major ablution, but the death
ablution especially must be done exactly, for a wrong
act or sequence would render it null and void. So it is
better to leave it to a specialist who has read and
memorized the Koran and who can be trusted to know the
right prayers and gestures, and the proper order. Moreover, a gassala
knows from experience how to do all this
with a dead body. After all, purifying a corpse is not
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the same as purifying oneself.
The most important quality of a gassala
is that she
is pure. This purity is most guaranteed if she is a
virtuous and pious old woman beyond menopause who no
longer lives with a man. As such she is less subject to
the pollution of menstruation, sexual contact or childbirth. Hence most washers of the dead are older widows
or divorcees.
A gassala's
image as pure and devout is enhanced if
she has made the pilgrimage to Mecca. Three of the five
gassâlàt
I knew had performed the hajj,
and a fourth was
preparing to go. Two had gone more than once. Moreover,
from their pilgrimage they bring holy water that underlines their function as ritual specialists. Water from
the well of Zamzam supposedly can prevent putrefaction
of corpses. A large pail of water can be imbued with its
miraculous power if the gassala
just adds a few drops of
Zamzam water.
A gassala
cannot make a living from washing the
dead. Although several widows and divorcees earn money
with it, it is seldom enough to survive on and they generally combine it with other paid tasks.
Respect for this task oscillates between a view of it as
something very demeaning to one of awe for its holiness.
The gassala
takes over the ambiguity of the body that
she guides to death and immortal purity. In the transitory or liminal stage, the human body is neither alive
nor dead. It is still present in the group, but not
present as the others; it is neither human nor inhuman.
Although not human, the corpse is accorded the treatment
of humanity
par
excellence:
ritual
purification.
Although dead, the corpse is preserved from decay by the
Zamzam water. Although of one sex, the purified corpse
can be placed indiscriminately with either sex." During
this stage, which ends with the burial, the dead body
cannot be classified; it is taboo and people are afraid
to touch it. The gassala
too becomes taboo and takes
over the pollution of the corpse. While the corpse goes
from impurity to purity, the washer goes from purity to
impurity. She has to purify herself before being able to
join the group for a funeral meal. Like the corpse she
is in that ambiguous domain where purity and impurity,
heaven and earth, life and decay are merged. She is
ascribed qualities from the opposing categories. In her
is combined what other people seek to separate. She is
simultaneously respected for her religious knowledge,
her purity, her contact with the supernatural and her
courage, as well as looked down upon because of her
insensitivity to grief and her closeness to decay,
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decomposition and impurity. The term gassala,
which is
used when generally speaking about this work, has come
to have a negative connotation. As we saw in the previous chapter, gassala
has the connotation of a sexually
active (and thus mostly impure) woman, which is exactly
the opposite of the qualities expected of a good washer
of the dead. The fact that she accepts a payment is at
odds with her supposed piety, according to which she
only washes the dead to do a service to fellow Muslims
and to come closer to God in her afterlife. The grieved
family (which also has an interest in downplaying any
commercial aspect of this work, as theoretically they
should be doing it) will not call her gassala,
but will
refer to her as a "kinswoman" or "an old friend", and to
outsiders they will deny that they have hired a specialist to give their loved one her last rite.
Whether the good or the bad side of this double
image prevails depends on the social position of the
persons involved. A gassala
from a well-to-do elite family can claim more purity and good intention. She is
more likely to have received a religious education and
to have made the pilgrimage to Mecca. Her membership of
an honourable family ensures a better control over her
virtue. She can more easily reserve her services for her
relatives or pretend to refuse her fee without fear of
missing a generous reward. She may be a venerated and
esteemed old lady, whose religious superiority counterbalances her contact with the impure and frightening
dead. But the religious cast to the task diminishes when
going down the social scale. Paupers who die at the hospital receive their last purification from an old,
black, cleaning woman. Nurses feel far above the lowly
task of laying out a poor patient. The charwoman is paid
a fixed rate per washing by the town. No religious specialties increase her reputation, nor would they serve
her if she had them to influence the demand for her services. The same opposing qualities are ascribed to her
as to her richer counterpart. Only in her case the negative side prevails. People expect that poverty not
piety or solidarity drives her to do this low and
ungrateful job.
Which side of the double image of gassâlât
prevails
also depends on the social context. Under certain circumstances gassalat
have managed to increase their
religious reputation and to use it as a resource for
considerable power. The basis of such power can be seen
when comparing the present-day gassâlât
of Maimuna to
the washers of the dead in the Mzab region in the
igzo's.
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Hertz's insight that "the fate of the body is a model
for the fate of the soul", also holds for the purification rite described above (quoted by Huntington & Metcalf 1979:14). The washing of the body stands for the
purification of the soul. An expert gassala
has power
over the fate of the body, and by extension over the
fate of the soul. With Zamzam water she gives eternity
to the body, and similarly she gives eternity to the
soul by ensuring that a person will be pure when appearing before God. Conversely, if she does not perform the
rite properly she can condemn the soul to wander lost
forever.
The total dependency of the dead on the washer and
their complete submission to her is expressed in sayings
and songs. When a person has of necessity to accept
certain drastic conditions one says: "What do the dead
say under the hands of the washer?" (Ben Cheneb 1904;
vol. 111:2). In a traditional Algerian song, a deceased
person salutes his washer as his brother, as his only
friend to whom he will tell the final truth (Eberhardt &
Barrucand 1920:218-219; Dermenghem 1960:111-112). A dead
woman has no choice - her fate is in the hands of the

gassala.
How the gassâlât
can derive considerable power from
this dependency is shown in the studies of Goichon
(1926, 1927, 1931). 5 Although this literature is dated
and the present situation is different, her material
offers an interesting example of how the power and the
social status of washers of the dead can vary under
other circumstances.
In 1926, Goichon studied the life of women in the Mzab,
a desert region about 560 kilometers south of Algiers.
The Mozabites were (and still are) Ibadites, members of
a fiercely puritan Islamic sect. They lived in five
towns, of which Ghardaia was the capital. Their urban
life was based on date-palm gardens, maintained by constant labour and with water drawn from deep wells, and
trade in textiles and foodstuffs. The trading eventually
took many men to the cities and the northern Tell, where
they acquired property.
In spite of the large-scale emigration of the men,
the Mozabites managed to maintain their way of life. An
important factor in this stability was that women were
not allowed to leave the Mzab or marry outsiders.
In order to control the women in the absence of the
men, the local (male) authorities set up and supported a
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parallel authority among the women. This authority was
vested in the guild or order of the washers of the dead.
This guild supervised the women, saw to it that they
observed laws strictly and that children were brought up
correctly (Goichon 1927:219-238, Alport 1973:141-151).
c
They were called cazzâbàt,
the feminine form of
azzâba
indicating the male city-fathers (Daddi Addoun 1977:36).
The gassâlât
formed a closed group who had the monopoly
over the washing and the laying-out of the bodies of the
dead. In Ghardaia there were five washers at the time of
Goichon's study. They were appointed by the male authorities on the recommendation of the women of the guild.
When one of them died, the group nominated a new member
on the basis of her dignity and religious knowledge.
They were all widows or divorcees. If a married woman
was proposed she would ask her husband for a divorce
(Goichon 1926:290-296).
The women authorities had to teach the others the
Ibadi doctrine, the Koran, and prayers. Religious education was seen as essential for both men and women. The
maintenance of the religious and moral doctrine was at
the basis of Mozabite society. Any relaxation of doctrine would lead to the disintegration of the community,
because it would take away the rationale for wresting a
frugal existence from the hard and barren ground or living half one's life away from home.
The gassâlât
also had to define and enforce proper
conduct. There were many unwritten rules with the force
of law, which regulated every detail of a woman's life.
For example, every woman had to cut, comb and plait her
hair in four braids to facilitate ablution. She could
own no more than a certain number of silver and golden
ornaments. Only a certain type of veil was allowed which
had to cover all of a woman except one eye. A woman
could not show her hand, but had to cover it with her
veil when paying a man in a shop. It was forbidden for a
woman to cry over a dead person, raise her voice, call
somebody other than by clapping her hands, or talk to
another woman from one roof-terrace to another.
One woman, Mamma Sliman, had a large influence on
the functioning of the gassâlât
in the first part of
this century. Forceful and respected, she had been married and divorced four times. Through the religious
gatherings at her house she ruled the female community
strictly. Two or three times a week from eight to ten in
the morning, she presided in a small alcove behind a
curtain. The women gathered in the room before her and
kept their hands busy with preparing and spinning wool
while listening to her teachings and advice. Behind the
curtain women could make confessions, tell the misdeeds
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of others or give her presents (Goichon 1927:228). Mamma
Sliman was the head of the washers of the dead. Out of
fear of becoming impure herself, she would never touch
the hands of children or a corpse that showed impurities. She always had to be notified first when there
was a death.
It is as washers of the dead that the
gassâlât
found the power to impose the many rules. It provided
them with the sanction of tabri
a, of excommunication.
The excommunications were established during a yearly
reunion of the gassâlât
of the towns of the Mzab, comparable to the Council of the ^azzâba.
A woman who was
under excommunication would not be washed when she died,
and no one would pray at her funeral, which meant that
she would be excluded from heaven in the afterlife as
she was not worthy to appear before God. She would only
be forgiven if she reformed, demanded pardon from the
gassâlât
and did penance as they told her (Goichon
1927:220-240). An excommunicated woman would live in
fear that she would die before she was pardoned. This
sanction was very effective in the Mozabite context of
extensive religious education and strong social control.
To this day the rules regulating (among other things)
women's life and the segregation of the sexes are strict
and detailed in the Mzab. For instance the decisions
taken by the cazzâba
in 19 79 specified exactly the
interior of the nuptial room, the composite parts of the
marriage gifts and the pieces of meat and plates of
couscous of the meals offered at different occasions
during the wedding (Chikh 1981:182-186). The segregation
of the sexes in public is much stricter than elsewhere
in Algeria. The back of the local buses is reserved for
women. In the bus station signs indicate the benches for
men and women. The women do not follow the Algerian
fashion in veils, but still wear the home-made, austere
and undecorated milhafa,
a woolen or cotton sheet like
wrap. They only leave a small opening for one eye, and
never use nose-veils, as these would show too much face.
They still go to religious teaching sessions in private
homes where they read the Koran and have it explained to
them by a learned woman. One male Mozabite told me:
"Their husbands cannot forbid them to go there because
in the faith women have their own responsibility." As
long as the women are responsible for their own salvation, the gassâlât
in the Mzab continue to have an
important function as guides to the right Ibadi path.
The gassâlât
of Maimuna have never acquired a power over
other women similar to that of the washers in the Mzab.
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But they are similar in many ways. In both cases the
washers of the dead are older widowed or divorced women
with more than average religious knowledge, a strong,
fearless character, and a reputation of purity and
devoutness, which, however, may be joked about behind
their backs. But whereas in the Mzab they have become
the overseers of the female community, in Maimuna and
much of the rest of Algeria they have hardly any control
over the behaviour of other women. They do not serve as
confessors, nor can they sanction misconduct. How can we
explain this difference?
The answers lie in different historical circumstances. A parallel female politico-religious hierarchy was
more likely to develop in the Mzab because there the
segregation of the sexes was much more profound than
elsewhere in Algeria. The absence of many men also favoured the transfer of the control over female behaviour
to persons within the female domain. In the Mzab a
closed guild of washers of the dead monopolized the
rite, thereby making possible the ultimate sanction. In
Maimuna, the male religious office-holders
preach
against a professionalization and monopolization of what
for them ought to be a universal religious duty. So that
while they could not keep women from specializing, they
have not allowed a women's washing cartel as in the
Mzab. In Maimuna if one washer of the dead refuses to do
it, someone else will.
The religious context also differed. The puritan
Mozabites always took pride in their faith. They consider themselves superior to other Algerian Muslims
(although the latter in turn look down upon the Mozabites, whom they consider the murderers of Ali, the sonin-law of the Prophet), so for them education in their
doctrine and strict adherence to the faith for women as
well as men is very important.
In Maimuna the influence of religion is less pervasive, and women are allowed to slide off from the formal
doctrine as taught in the mosque into local Islamic traditions centered around saints. In the Mzab both male
and female religious office holders hold the line
against folk traditions and the cult of saints (Goichon
1926:320). There only someone versed in the formal doctrine commands respect. In this religiously loaded context social hierarchy is based first and foremost on
differences in religious knowledge and literacy. As a
result, educated women who can teach other women have in
the Mzab much more influence than in Maimuna, where
religious teaching by women is less important and, in so
far as it exists, is associated with deviance from the
formal doctrine.
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The activities of and the notions about the washers of
the dead form part of a larger complex of mortuary ritual and ideas.
Differences between male and female
washers of the dead are in line with more general gender
differences in mortuary ritual, because men are perceived as more pure than women. The gassâlât's
ambiguous
role as mediator has parallels in the ambiguity of the
mourning widow as well as the ambiguity of the cemetery.
When a corpse is laid out, the normal rules of segregation are maintained. A woman is washed by women and a
man is washed by men. Neither gender has a monopoly.
Both groups need washers of the dead, with similar qualities of purity, courage, and knowledge as pious practicing Muslims. Yet washers of women are not exactly the
same as washers of men, for they share with other women
a disadvantage in acquiring and maintaining purity as
compared to men. So it is harder for them to present an
image of pureness. Unlike men, they need extra qualifications, such as being women without men, being learned
or having made the pilgrimage to Mecca, to become
respectable as washers of the dead.
Like the washers of the dead, the male and female dead
and their mourners are equal in principle, but unequal
in practice. In formal Islam there is no difference
between a dead man or a dead woman. The last rite of
purification is alike for both. Just as Muslim pilgrims
wear the same seamless white wrap when they go to Mecca,
so they all wear the same white shroud when they undertake their last journey. Before God they are all the
same.' Not so, however, before people. Mourning rituals
vary in intensity and length according to the sex of the
deceased. Men receive more mourning than women.
Mourning is practiced both by men and women. But
there are significant differences. Bloch has noted that
in many cultures not only pollution, but also sorrow and
mourning are focussed on women (1982:211-215). This
statement seems to be also valid for Algeria. Whereas
men are the main receivers of mourning, women are the
main givers.
The intensity of mourning depends on the emotions felt
and the relation with the deceased. In great sorrow,
mourners often scratch their faces until bleeding,
bruise their legs and pull out tufts of hair. More distant relatives and visitors make the same gestures but
without hurting themselves. Men and women express their
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grief with the same signs, but the weeping and the
attempts at self-mutilation are most dramatic in intensity and length among the women. And when in public, men
restrain themselves, but women continue to weep. Women
are expected to weep more, and hired wailers are women,
not men. 7
Women also wear more mourning clothes than men. The
formal mourning colour is white, but in practice mourning women seldom wear it. Nor do they wear black, as on
the northern shore of the Mediterranean. Their mourning
garb consists of the every-day dresses which they normally wear when doing the household chores, and which
they might have been wearing when hearing the bad news.
Compared to the rich, colourful gowns in which women
dress up whenever possible, these working clothes are
plain, drab, cheap, and undecorated. Mourning women do
not wear henna, make-up, perfume or jewelry. They should
keep their head covered with a scarf. They have to maintain strict seclusion and should not go to the bathhouse, weddings or other festivities. For men, clothing
and seclusion rules are less explicit and less socially
enforced. Men keep going to the bathhouse, but might
abstain from shaving. They can go to weddings and other
feasts, although they should not partake in the festivities, but only bring a gift.
There are also gender differences in the length of
mourning. The mourning period can be divided in three
stages. During the first seven days mourning is most
intense. After the memorial service on the seventh day,
consisting of a meal of couscous and the recitation of
prayers, distant kin reduce their mourning. They may,
for instance, go to the bathhouse and put on their normal clothing, although they would abstain from giving a
feast. Close relatives retain full mourning until after
the memorial service on the fortieth day. Thereafter,
only persons who have lost a parent or a spouse continue
visible mourning. In these cases women mourn longer and
more intensely than men. A woman mourns from one to two
years for her father or mother, a man about one year. A
woman also mourns the same length of time for her husband, while a man is supposed to mourn only one to two
months for his spouse. Some women exceptionally mourn up
to four or five years, while a few never return to wearing make-up, jewelry or nice dresses. Such extreme
expressions of mourning are more often spent on fathers
than on husbands, and are in both cases signs of extraordinary love. There is little or no public mourning for
small children, who are seen as innocent angels who have
returned to God. Only for children over fifteen is sorrow ritually expressed.
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During the mourning period, mourning widows take on
the pollution of death. Especially during the time of
the 4dda,
the legal waiting period before remarriage of
four months and ten days, a widow is taboo. She is seen
as bearing misfortune. Her strict seclusion and identifying mourning clothes and appearance create distance
and the possibility of avoidance. By not visiting the
bathhouse and by covering her hair others cannot come in
contact with her dangerous body residues like hair,
nails, or bathwater (cf. Goichon 1927, vol. I:176).9
Other women will not borrow her clothes, slippers or
soap or comb during this period. In the desert village
of Tabelbala, a widow does not wash and change herself
during the mourning period, and afterwards buries the
hairs in her comb together with her mourning clothes and
acces accessories under an unproductive palm tree.
There, to meet a widow at night brings misfortune. Men
hesitate to marry a woman "on whom a man has died," but
if a courageous man takes her and subsequently divorces
her, he thereby takes away the risks for later unions
(Champault 1969:308). Gaudry notes that in the Aurès a
widow could not enter someone else's house. If she did
so against the rules her host hurried to kill an animal
and smear some of its blood on her clothes to ward off
the evil (1928:118). A widow in mourning in the village
of Idelès in southern Algeria is so taboo that she has
to cover even her hands and her feet for men other than
her father. She is kept in complete seclusion. She
should not see the mountains and the stars, and has to
close her eyes during the periods between day and night.
During the cidda
she lives completely isolated from
society; people do not pronounce her first or last name,
nor appear to know her (Barreré 1965:178-181). A mourning widower is far less taboo and polluting. His seclusion only lasts for three or seven days and no notions
of danger and misfortune are attached to him.
The mourning period is ended by a bath in the bathhouse and the donning of clean or new clothes. Usually
the women of the family with whom a mourning woman lives
decide when she should stop mourning. They take her for
a bath, decorate her hands and feet with henna, give her
miswâk and kohl to colour her mouth and eyes, and celebrate her reintegration in society with a meal. Even
when the woman is emotionally not yet ready to resume
normal life, she undergoes the rite and stops mourning
for fear of being ridiculed. Yet, stories are told of
women who wear normal dresses for the outside world with
sack cloth underneath to express their feelings.
The period after death differs for men

and women not
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only in intensity and length of mourning or in the
ascription of polluting qualities, but also in the obligatory legal waiting periode before remarriage. In principle, a man can remarry immediately after the death of
his wife. Propriety demands, however, that he waits at
least forty days. A widower usually remarries shortly
thereafter, with the excuse that he does so for the sake
of the children. If he waits somewhat longer and organizes the wedding elsewhere than in the house of the
deceased he is praised for his sensitivity. A woman can
never remarry immediately after the death of her husband. She is bound to the cidda,
a legal waiting period
of four months and ten days, or, if she is pregnant,
until she has given birth. By this rule the man s progeniture is kept in his lineage. Even after the cidda a
woman is not expected to remarry within at least a year
or two years. Many people disapprove of her remarrying
altogether, especially if she is older and has a few
children (Virolle & Souibbs 1980:157).
Gender differences, moreover, can be found in people's relation to the graveyard. Men take the corpse
from the house to the graveyard, dig the grave and bury
the body. To carry a corpse forty paces brings merit in
heaven and forgiveness for a major sin. As women are not
allowed to carry the dead to the graveyard, they are
excluded from this merit (cf. Daumas 1869/1983:114).
Women come the next morning and again after the seventh
and the fortieth day. Very close kinswomen may come each
day in the first mourning period, and on Fridays during
the following year to pray on the grave and keep contact
with the dead. Men sometimes accompany the women or come
to visit by themselves, but this is not common.
These visits of women contrast with the dominant
view that a cemetery is a place for men. A male informant used this expression when he explained that the
graveyard is a sacred place to be approached with
respect and fear where women should not go. He and many
other young men only give permission for their wives to
go there when they are chaperoned by other kinswomen.
They also discourage women going on days other than Fridays. One woman told me that her father had prohibited
her from visiting her dead sister each day by referring
to the following belief: "The spirit of the dead person
comes down on Thursday afternoon. It stays overnight and
returns to heaven on Friday afternoon. So if you come
during that time the spirit sees you and knows that you
have come to pray for him. But if you come on another
day, an angel will tell the spirit that there is a visitor. So he comes down to see you but then cannot ascend
again. He has to fly around and around like a bee until
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Friday. So it is sinful to go on an ordinary day and
cause the spirit to fly around senselessly."
How
can the graveyard be a place for men which is nevertheless mainly visited by women? Why do women want to go
there and why do men want to keep them away?
Not only is there a stigma on washers of the dead
and mourning widows, as persons in a liminal position;
there is also a stigma on cemeteries, as places in a
liminal position. It is an intermediary space, between
this world and the underworld, between the town and the
countryside.10 As a result, the graveyard is perceived
as an ambiguous place. It is both a sacred place -people
go there to pray, to receive supernatural blessing, and
to visit their saint- as well as a defiled place, which
is revealed in the saying: "The whole earth is a mosque,
except the graveyard and the bathhouse" (Buitelaar
1985b:9). This ambiguity is seen in the reasons given
for barring women from the cemetery.
The sacredness of the site is implied in the argument that women should not go because they are potentially impure. As noted above, women suffer more than
men from impurity and as such can easily desecrate a
holy place. Even the mandatory purification before the
visit to the graveyard does not guarantee that a woman
remains pure. She is considered to be less able than a
man to control her sexual thoughts and feelings. It is
said that: "in her thoughts she is not pure." A mere
thought of sexual contact with a lover or a mere glance
at another man that arouses her sexual feelings, defiles
her and her sacred environment. Young virgins whose sexual feelings have not yet been awakened by intercourse,
or old widows who are beyond the age of sexual enjoyment, are less in danger of such impurity and therefore
less restricted in their visits.
The profanity of the site on the other hand is
expressed in another reason why women, and again especially sexually active women, are kept away from it.
Women are suspected of using the graveyard for illicit
sexual contacts. Lying between the town and the countryside, feared and avoided by the living at night, it
offers privacy for extra-marital lovers. Stories abound
about couples caught there.
Another reason to keep women from the graveyard is
their supposed involvement with magic (see Chapter VI
below) and the perception of the cemetery as magically
dangerous and powerful. Old women are especially subject to this suspicion. If they are seen there at
unusual times people will think that they dig up bones
and collect grave dust for sorcery or that they hide
amulets in the graves.
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In sum, women are accused of visiting the cemetery
out of boredom, to take the sun, to meet a lover, to
gather magical substances, or to seek forbidden pleasures. Even women who go themselves often think of others
that: "they go there to amuse themselves." Their own
reasons for going to a grave are of course quite different and have nothing to do with sinful activities.
Most women, especially older widows, visit the
graveyard because they see it as their social obligation
and their religious right to do so. To visit the grave,
pray for the dead and give alms in their memory brings
baraka (blessing) for the woman and her family and recompense in the afterlife. Women keep contact with the
spirits of the dead and thereby with other supernatural
beings. By taking grief upon themselves they keep the
family, living and dead, past and present, together.
Their caring for the other members of the family, their
efforts to maintain unity among them, does not stop at
death.
This devotion to lost loved ones and the religious
intention of the visits can be pleasurable. It is nice
to be out of the house, breathe fresh air, gather herbs
in the spring, or meet women from other families. But
these can hardly be compared with the sinful pleasures
of which they are accused. Young women try to overcome
the opposition of husbands or fathers by stressing their
duty towards the dead, and by going in groups and on
Fridays. Older widows are freer in their movements. They
have no man who can forbid them to go, and for them it
is more acceptable that they familiarize themselves with
death and prepare themselves for the afterlife by meritorious acts.
In the death ritual described above, the purification,
the white shroud, and the burial testify to an equality
of men and women before God. Gender differences in
intensity and length of mourning and in attitudes
towards the graveyard, on the other hand, testify to an
inequality on earth, and a view of women as closer to
death, pollution, magic, anomaly or sexual disorder.
Mortuary rituals operate as models of and for prevailing
male and female roles (cf. Geertz 1966:7, Brandes
1981:177). Like many other rituals, they mainly operate
as indirect models through exaggeration or inversion of
normal everyday behaviour (cf. Babcock 1978). The washers of the dead who lead the mortuary rituals thereby
support one form of male cultural dominance. The power
they derive from this role, which as the Mzab case shows
can be considerable, is largely over women and not over
men.

CHAPTER FIVE
RELIGIOUS AGENTS
Little is known about the religious experience of North
African women in general, and about the role of female
religious agents in particular.1 The relative absence of
women in formal Islamic practice has contributed to the
idea that women are passive victims of Islam. In fact
women in Algeria are active contributors to religious
ideas, and organizers of religious ceremonies as well as
participants. The religious practices of women deviate
significantly from the dominant formal Islam, and female
religious agents play an important role in these practices .

Servants

of the

saints

Mbarka is an energetic woman in her sixties. She
is a widow and lives with her eldest son. Two of
her other sons moved with their families to the
north, and one son died as a martyr in the war.
Of her two daughters, one is married and lives
nearby. Mbarka visits her regularly. The other
migrated with her husband to France, and stayed to
work there when he divorced her.
I met Mbarka when she happened to sit next to
me in a large room filled with guests at her
granddaughter s wedding. She entertained us all
until late at night with folktales. She was the
reassuring, comforting matron, not only when her
daughter gave birth, but also when her daughter's
mother-in-law died. She serves not only as a midwife and a washer of the dead, but also as a
wailer. This last activity is performed as a member of the faqirât,
a religious organization of
women. She was very pleased when she received the
papers that would allow her to make the pilgrimage
to Mecca. She joked that her passport should indicate that she was possessed.
Mbarka is very active in the faqirât,
an organized group
of women ritual assistants who hold religious sessions
at the request of other women. The faqirât
might be
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called in to pray and chant, for instance, at the house
of a very ill woman, where they would implore God and
the saints for a cure; if the woman were dying, they
would help her accept her fate. Later the group might be
asked to assist in the funeral as wailers, or to organize a mourning session on the seventh or fortieth day.
Other sessions might be held for a young woman who
wanted to be cured of sterility, general fatigue or nervous depression, for a mother who desired the return of
a son, or for the celebration of a pilgrimage, a passed
exam or a saint's day.
The Maimuna group of faqîrât
now has about twenty members. Mbarka joined it many years ago, before her husband died. According to her, participation is open to
anybody of any age. In practice, however, the majority
are old and belong to the lower social strata. But not
the lowest, for an unofficial but binding obligation to
invite the whole group to dinner effectively excludes
very poor women. Membership, moreover, is subject to the
approval of the leader of the group, the muqaddama; she
has the final say about the admission of new members.
The present leader has headed the group for thirtyfive years. She receives the requests for sessions,
organizes them, assisted by her sister and two helpers,
and collects and keeps the donations to the saints.
Dressed all in white, a mark of her purity and status as
a Mecca pilgrim, she conveys a tone of piety which is
reinforced by frequent visits to the women's balcony in
the mosque. During the sessions she leads the praying
and singing, and gives religious talks. Although she
does not have as much formal legitimacy as the women
religious teachers in the Mzab, her influence on the
behaviour of the women of Maimuna is still significant.
The faqîrât
are religious intermediaries between women
and the supernatural. As servants of the saints they
help women to come into contact with their marabouts or
God. Maraboutism, the veneration of a large number of
saints, is incongruent with the Koranic principle that
no one stands between the believer and God. In practice,
however, people accept a religious hierarchy that
reflects the hierarchy in their society (cf. Eickelman
1981:229). When a person needs a favour in Algeria, it
is better not to ask for it directly but through someone
who has weight
or "face."2 In spite of today's
socialist-oriented economy and egalitarian ideology,
there is still the need for intervention by a prominent
person in order to obtain goods or services. Similarly, God is approached through marabouts, exemplary
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individuals who stand close to God and as such possess
and dispense baraka (supernatural blessing).3 The marabouts in turn can be approached through their servants,
the members of the order attached to the respective
saint. The faqîrât
are female members of the Sufi order
attached to the saint Abdelkader.
Faqîrât
bridge the physical and the social distance to a marabout when a woman cannot go to the saint
in person to pray, repent or demand a favour. Marabouts
are often located in the countryside and difficult to
reach. The qubba of Sidi Hajj Abd al-Karim, who is consulted for everyday worries, is about three kilometers
out of town, while Sidi Kadda Bin Mukhtar, who is turned
to when one loses an infant, is burried seventy-four
kilometers away. When a woman is subject to seclusion,
or when her housework and her children prevent her from
making a long trip and organizing an offering, she asks
the faqîrât
to go in her place. With gifts of various
persons, they will make the ziyâra,
the visit to the
saint s tomb, circumambulate the grave seven times, and
say the requisite prayers. When the combined offerings
are substantial or when the saint's day is celebrated,
they organize a wacda)
a ritual meal in honour of the
saint from the roasted meat of an animal sacrifice. Ritual meals are an essential component in all the
faqîrât's
gatherings, and as a result food is a favourite conversation topic.
When the faqîrât
lead a religious session, called
hadra or laila,
in a woman's house, the leader begins by
reciting the Fâtiha,
the opening verses of the Koran and
offering prayers for individuals with special problems.
The liturgy that follows depends on the reason for the
service. It usually includes the dikr,
an incessant repetition of the name of God or formulas in praise of God
common in Sufi piety. The dikr
used by the Maimuna
faqîrât
consists of three phrases each said thirty-three
times: "Glory be to God, ' "Praise be to God" and "God
is great" or "God grant us protection." A Muslim rosary
with three times thirty-three beads is used to keep
count. During most gatherings, the leader also gives a
lesson (dars)
in which she explains religious matters,
translates the sermons of the imam, and gives advice to
the women on how to behave. Also important in the services are the kalâm (lit. words), which are chants accompanied by percussion instruments and hand-clapping about
a saint or the Prophet. With these chanted words the
help of the saints and of God is implored, the ills and
misfortunes of the participants are publicly acknowledged and lamented, and consolation and advice is given.
A favourite way to sing the kalâm is alternately: one
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row of women sings a verse and another row answers.
Often some participating women make rhythmic movements with the body or "dance" to the dikr
and the
kalâm,
which can put them into trance. Trance seems to
be therapeutic. It is one reason why women who do not
feel well for physical, social or psychological reasons
seek the mediation of the faqîrât.
A peasant woman from
the village of Moghrar told me that she needed a hadra
in her house at least once a year, always around her
saint's day, to remain healthy. Each saint has his or
her own kalâm,
and a woman is most sensitive to the
chants of the saint with whom she is affiliated. A few
women, however, can fall into trance to the words of
almost any saint. The faqîrât
know the different songs
about various saints and sing whatever the hostess or
her guests demand. (The induction and the context of
trance dancing will be discussed in more detail below.)
Middle-class urbanités do not always appreciate trance
induction, and in the religious gatherings at their
houses it is often left out. It seems to be becoming
more of a rural and lower-class phenomon.
In their role of mediators the faqîrât
travel to marabouts all over the region and hold gatherings in other
houses, villages and towns. The frequency of their outings depends on invitations and varies from two to three
times a week to once a month or even less. This travelling makes it difficult for married women to be members.
Even if they could take the necessary time from their
housework and their children, their husbands would not
let them gad about so freely. I was told: "Married women
can become members if they can convince their husbands.
But most faqîrât
are old women who spend their last
years doing this in preparation for their afterlives."
The old women, widowed or divorced, do not have husbands
to hinder them.
Mbarka is an interesting exception, however, for
she joined the group when her husband was still alive.
He didn't mind as long as I told him where I went. Of
course I couldn't leave just like that, I would say:
'This afternoon I want to go to so and so because they
have a death or a wacda.'
Then if he trusted that family
I could go. But I always asked. Of course I could not go
without asking." (It is interesting to note here that it
was not the trust in his wife, but the trust in the family whom she was visiting which was decisive for his
consent.) Mbarka was allowed to go because her husband
was himself a member of a comparable group for men and
because she was, as she jokingly said, "possessed."
Mbarka's possession means that her need for trance
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is much stronger than in most other women. It is understood that such a great need often leads women to break
segregational and other behavioural rules. At saint's
festivals women can be seen who dance and reach a state
of trance unveiled in front of men and male musicians.
Women who are afflicted more than others seek occasions
to enter trance in order to maintain their physical
well-being. One way to do so is to join the faqirât
and
to help oneself by helping others. Occasionally a married woman like Mbarka becomes a member of the
faqirat
because if her need for trance is not satisfied she may
fall seriously ill.

Decline

of the sisters

of the

brotherhood

Contact with the saints in North Africa often takes the
form of mysticism. This mysticism embraces a wide variety of practices, and the sessions conducted by the
faqirat
are one of these. The Maimuna group of
faqirât
is a remnant of the large Sufi order of the Qadiriya,
the followers of the saint Abdelkader. Their decline
coincides to a large extent with that of maraboutism and
the Sufi order in general.
Maraboutism is expressed through many different religious orders. Each has its own path (tariqa),
with different stages in spiritual development and at the end a
state of exaltation (hai)
in which union with God can be
reached and the mystic can comprehend the divine attributes. Persons who can reach this state are considered
saints, and because they have a special relation toward
God they are able to mediate with Him and communicate
His baraka to their followers (Eickelman 1981:222-223).
The orders differ further in religious expression,
organization, and in hierarchy among its members and
between the members and the saints. Some orders tend to
venerate the saint in his or her own right, and may have
wilder practices such as trance dancing, slashing the
abdomen with knives or snake-charming. Other orders see
their saint merely as a religious teacher who should not
be made an object of devotion and conduct their services
more calmly (cf. Crapanzano 1973:2-3).
Sufism was at its height in the second half of the
last century. But even then Maimuna was not an important
religious center. In March 1855 the chef of the local
Bureau Arabe reported that there was no religious establishment around Maimuna (Archives 34JJ30). In 1881 the
civil territory of Maimuna still had no establishment
but there were 598 formal members -women not included-
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of six orders out of a population of 13,828 Muslims
(Rinn 1884:523). In 1897 the number of adepted had tripled to 1947 (Depont & Coppolani (1897:215). After the
turn of the century a general decline set in (cf. Dermenghem 1951:193-195).
Europeans often call the orders brotherhoods, and its
members brothers. The use of these words tends to disguise the fact that sisters (kuwânîya
or kuwatât)
had
full membership as well. At the end of the nineteenth
century 27,000 women were affiliated to the orders in
Algeria
(Provansal
1975:72,
Depont
h
Coppolani
1897:215). They were subjected to the duties and the
practices of the order, and attended meetings, either by
themselves or, (keeping a little to the side), together
with men. They had appointed leaders (muqaddamât)
who
presided the meetings of the women and initiated the new
adepts (Rinn 1884:88-89). In Maimuna at the turn of the
century, 220 of the 1947 adepts were women (Depont &
Coppolani 1897:315ff). The orders with most women were
the Rahmaniya, the Tijaniya and the Qadiriya.
Scholars have neglected female saints as well as
female believers." Many general studies give the impression that all marabouts are male. Yet, historically a
number of women were considered saints. To name but a
few in Algeria: Lalla Maimuna was the local female marabout who was visited on Sundays by women who were
cursed, barren, or whose infants died. Lalla Sitti is
famous in Tlemcen.5 Lalla Maghnia is the patroness of a
town with her name and Lalla Tamesquida near Algiers is
known as a healer and miracle worker. Lalla Fat'ma
derives her fame from leading a resistance party against
the French in 1857 (Provansal 1975:72).
Also Lalla
Aichouche, who governed Touggourt as a regent from 1832
to 1846, and Lalla Chouikra, who governed Temacine in
the name of her son, earned their sainthood in politics
(Débèche 1957:33). Sometimes female saints are associated with remarkable features in the landscape, like
springs, rocks, trees, or mountains of an exceptional
shape. A peak of the Djurdjura is so associated with
Lalla Khadidja. Other saints are sexual deviants or
-like many male marabouts- anomalous persons in another
way. Lalla Imma Tifellent of Chréa was a prostitute
(Provansal 1975:72, Milliot 1909:48). Lalla Mancoura of
Ouargala disappeared mysteriously from her bridal bed
because she did not like the groom or, according to
another version of her legend, because of the impropriety of her father's presence (Dermenghem 1954:180).
Lalla Mougrène is said to appear in dreams with a little
horn on her forehead (Dermenghem 1960:190). Other women
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became saints by being born or married to a marabout. Of
the eight maraboutic tombs of the large Algerian order
of the Tijaniya in Kourdane, six are of women, as are
two of the ten tombs belonging to the second branch of
the order in Ain Madhi. Some women became famous for
their own religious worth: for instance Bakhta Bent Hadj
Tahar of Stitten who could recite the Koran with a rare
perfection and who gave lessons in her house, or Lalla
el Horra of Ain Mahdi who could write Arabic and made
amulets (Gaudry 1961:321, 314ff). Thus far only scattered references to women saints can be found; a
detailed study is still lacking. Female marabouts could
have similar powers and rights as men: they could dispense baraka and accept gifts (ziyâra)
in return (Gaudry
1961:324). But as a group, they are definitely less powerful, less accepted by men, less known, far fewer in
number and less frequently anthropomorphized than their
male counterparts (Dwyer 1978:587).
At present the traditional Sufi orders have few adherents in the town of Maimuna. Men and women do not adhere
to them openly and are increasingly ashamed to be identified with them and hesitant to provide information.
Here and there a few small groups survive, whether a
group of five women who gather each week to pray, a
Tijaniya group of about thirty old men, or our group of

faqîrât.
The saints have suffered as well. Many shrines are
closed, demolished or left in ruins, among them the
local shrine for sîdî
Abdelkader, the patron of the
faqîrât.
This is especially true of the weaker marabouts. As elsewhere, the legend of the local female
saint is nearly forgotten, and her shrine demolished.
Only the names of the women famous for their resistance
activities against a foreign invader appear once in a
while in political discourse, but then they no longer
appear as saints but as remarkable foremothers who
should serve as examples for the political participation
of women.
This decline in local maraboutism is part of a nationwide process. From 1903 onwards a sustained reform movement with its undisputed leader Ben Badis, has changed
the shape of Algerian Islam (for more details see Merad
1967). As Gellner notes, this movement, impressive in
its extent and speed, managed to bring about a shift in
the central, dominant religious ideal: "... in 1900, to
be a full Muslim involved participation in the saintly
rituals. Some five decades later, the dominant view is
that such participation deprives one of the right to
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make such a claim" (1981:165). On the one hand there is
the Islam expressed through maraboutism, mediation,
propitiation, ritual and devotional excess, and religious hierarchy which is predominantly rural, lower class
and female. On the other hand there is an Islam with a
"puritanical, unitarian, individualist, scripturalist
ideal of a single deity, which has disclosed its final
message in a definitive Revelation available to all who
care to read it. This version spurns mediation, and neither requires nor formally allows clergy: it presupposes
only a literate class of scribes who act as guardians
and exegetes of the revelation" and in orientation is
urban, bourgeois and male (Gellner 1981:159). Under the
impact of urbanization, education, resistance against
colonization and, after independence, against westernization and industrialization the second type of Islam
has quickly gained ground over maraboutic Islam. The
movement started in the city of Constantine in the east
among the bourgeoisie and with the help of an extensive
educational network spread to other regions and classes.
The ease with which maraboutism and mystical practices came to be considered heresy was partly a consequence of the real or apparent collaboration of the marabouts and the orders with the enemy. Throughout history
the orders have been seen by the powerful as the vehicles through which the political and religious opposition have tried to influence the common people. In the
colonial years the French were warned that the orders
were manipulated first by the Ottoman regime and rival
colonial powers, and later by the Algerian resistance.
The danger lay in their organization, discipline and
wealth (Depont and Coppolani 1897:176ff, Eickelman
1981:225 and 248). When the tide turned for the Algerian
nationalists, the orders were said to collaborate with
the French, and after independence they were thought to
promote clannishness or function as mouthpiece for foreign intégrâtionists.
In the last decade the stigmatization of maraboutism has continued. Under the administration of Boumedienne, Maimuna and other larger towns were endowed with
an Islamic Institute and several new mosques. The imams
became officials paid by the state, and hence better
controlled by the Ministry of Religion. Especially in
the last few years adherence to a formal, scripturalist
Islam as preached in the mosque has spread considerably.
A former adept of a local Sufi lodge explained: "in the
last four or five years the orders have become far less
important, because the culamâ'
have condemned it. The
new generation that knows the Koran knows trance practices are forbidden. People say that it is sinful, that
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for God and the Koran it is bad. An imam once asked the
Prophet about a trance dance he saw. He was answered
that the trance dancer commits a sin, but even more sinful is the person who watches him and does not prevent
him. The saints were subsidized by the French. They prevented the people from making politics. It was a form of
amusement to keep the people quiet so that they would
not become politically active. (...) Now there are mosques everywhere, you can hear the Friday sermon everywhere, so people have less needs for saints. Many men
now say it is backward, but the older men sometimes say:
'Why do you say it is a sin? The culamâ', did not tell us
before that it was a sin.' They had been told that those
who do the trance ritual will be pardoned by God."
The overt attack on the orders has meant that maraboutic practices are more and more performed in secrecy
with a sense of sinfulness and shame. People would tell
me eagerly about the miraculous feats of the orders in
former days, about the snake-charming, the handling of
glowing pieces of carbon, and self-mutilation with
chains and knives, but when I asked information about
present-day rituals they feigned ignorance or condemned
them vehemently. They were remarkably inventive in finding excuses to keep me away from trance sessions. It was
more by accident that I learned about them. Even people
who continue to venerate and visit saints because they
need their help, are aware of the condemnation of their
beliefs and practices by scripturalists on radio and
television and in the mosque, and so keep silent about
them.

Religion

and

gender

Maraboutic Islam and its decline has a different meaning
for women and men. Maraboutism is said to be practised
today mainly by women. Women visit the shrines more than
men. Women have profited from education, urbanization
and industrialization less than men. Although reformists
in principle are not against formal religious education
for women, in practice men dominate the access to the
supernatural. There are no women imams or culamâ'.
During recitation contests on television girls are conspiciously absent. Men are urged to pray in the mosque, but
women are urged to do so in private. Women should not go
on the pilgrimage before their husbands and should not
pray if their husbands do not.
Purity rules inhibit
women more than men in praying, visiting holy places or
touching the Koran. The imams stress in their sermons
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the need for seclusion of women and condemn breaches of
appropriate behaviour.
When religious experiences in line with the dominant ideology are nearly exclusively reserved for men,
it stands to reason that women will retain other forms
of religious experience. Without the mediation of the
saints and their female servants, without the prayers,
teachings and trances of the faqîrât,
women would be
left by themselves, condemned to solitary praying in
their houses and defenseless against the behavioural
demands imposed by men. The segregation and seclusion
imposed by formal Islam has paradoxically strengthened
the retention of informal beliefs and practices. Religious meetings of women take place in the private domain,
in the houses and the courtyards of the women's world.
"Deviant" beliefs and "reprehensible" ecstatic rituals
are thereby invisible to the critical public eye and
difficult to control. Although the reformist influence
has already reached the educated upper-class women -they
can read the scriptures- many middle- or lower-class and
rural women have not yet been subjected. This explains
why in Maimuna the sisterhood seems to have outlived the
brotherhood. While the female faqîrât
still have regular
meetings, the male branch of the Qadiriya is hardly
active anymore.
Because of their maraboutic practices women in general
and faqîrât
in particular are seen in the dominant
ideology as ignorant or even as sinners. The attitude
towards the faqîrât
and the opinions about them are
closely related to both the general criticism of maraboutism and the fact that they are women. Despite the
use that is made of the faqîrât
as religious mediators
they are strongly criticized and stigmatized on religious and political as well as economic grounds.
The first criticism reflects the scripturalist's rejection of the heresy of illiterates. Al-Hajja, who we know
studied the Koran, reacts ferociously against the
faqîrât
and blames them of religious ignorance: "They
are know-nothings. They have not read." She finds proof
for her prejudice when she listens to a tape made of a
wailing chant by the faqîrât:
"Listen, how they mess up
the song of the alphabet! They don t even know the
alphabet! You know the alphabet, don't you? It goes
alif, ba, ta .... Each stanza of this song begins with a
letter of the alphabet, but they never sing them in
order. They always mix up the letters or just leave out
parts. A lot of people never invite them. They only do
it for the money. They are not knowledgeable women, they
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are just picked up here and there. They work more for
the saint than for God. People who go to saints are
acting as though God has associates."
Gellner defined associationism as the view that saints
and the dead and other beings or objects can through
association
with
God
partake
of
His
sacredness
(1981:156). Mystics strived after association with God
through trance, but reformist Islam reproves of it as a
form a polytheism.
Other women I talked to also doubted the religious
devotion of the faqîrât:
"They go at least once a day
to the mosque, but it is only a cover-up; they are hypocrites." and: "Men call it sinful, but they cannot forbid them to pray in the mosque." These women place themselves intellectually and religiously above the
faqîrât
and conspiciously demonstrate their knowledge of mainstream Islamic teachings. They scorn the attribution of
divine powers to a merely human leader and see the
faqîrât
as ignorants who confuse the marabout with God
and pray to their saint as if he were the Lord himself
instead of His servant. The veneration of a clump of
stones representing a female marabout is even further
removed from their idea of proper religious practice.
Also the mystical practice of trance is seen as a deviation from the path of true Islam. Yet, the efforts of
the faqîrât
to conform to dominant Islamic ideas by
praying in the mosque and by propagating the teachings
heard there among the women is equally criticized.
A second type of criticism recalls the accusation that
religious orders are used by "the enemy" to create opposition to the status quo. Various groups are thereby
indicated as "the enemy," depending on the speaker.
One woman critical of the recent conservatism
spread by the imams said: "Most of these women don't
realize what they do if they join the group. They only
have their relation with God in their head and try to
win as many women as possible for their cause. They talk
a lot but they don't think about what they are saying.
They let themselves be influenced by the imams. The Muslim Brotherhood uses this group to disseminate their
ideas among women. They are influenced by the leader of
the Brothers.
They tell the women to adhere to the
principles of the Brothers; they admonish them to withdraw and thereby go against the principles of the government and the ideas of freedom for women. Some imams
here belong to the Brotherhood. Instead of explaining
the Koran they criticize the government and preach about
the principles of the Brothers. They are difficult to
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catch because they cover themselves with the official
religion." Others accuse them of being tools in the
hands of different political groups: "During the skirmishes between Algeria and Morocco about the Sahara the
faqîrât
talked in their lesson about the war and prayed
the marabout and God for a solution. They also collected
clothes for the children of the Sahara. Only a part was
actually sent there, the rest disappeared. That shows
that they do not iust sing songs, but also do political
work, doesn't it?' "Some of the faqîrât
are member of
the UNFA (the national women's organization). The officials of the organization use them to appeal to the
women, because they can enter all the houses. In between
the songs they give talks, they hand down information
and urge women to become active and to participate, for
instance for the next elections. In one way this is good
but at the same time it is ridiculous. It is good for
the officials who see their ideas propagated, but it is
also ridiculous because those women who talk do not
really know what they are doing. They let themselves be
influenced by all sorts of ideas. The ignorance of the
women is exploited."
The faqîrât
are thus scorned as ignorant illiterates, as pawns in the hands of a diverse and often paradoxical range of groups. Such views confirm the idea of
women as religiously ignorant and politically dangerous.
It should be noted that the above views were proffered
by women, not by men. But they were women who through
their higher education were trained in a certain ideologyA last recurrent accusation is that the faqîrât
only
seek material advantages and unrightfully appropriate
funds. Especially of the leader it is suggested that
her wealth and the store she owns next to her house come
from diverted money people gave her to offer to the
saint. As one woman said: "They don't do it for God,
they don't do it for heavenly recompense, but they do it
to make fortune. They always take advantage. (...) They
say that the money goes to social work, but in practice
it lands somewhere else. My grandmother used to be a
member, but when she discovered what happened with the
money she left the group." When I asked why then the
faqîrât
had been invited the week before during the illness of this grandmother she said: "They invited themselves. Many women of the group still know her, so they
made their sick-call. They warned beforehand that they
would come. My aunt understood what was expected of her
and started to roll the couscous." Another woman said:
"They only do it for the money and the food. And
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afterwards they go around gossiping what they ate in
your house. They have long tongues telling around that
at so-and-so's they had good food but that in such-andsuch-a-place it was a very poor meal.
Apart from the spiritual benefits of their function, such as repayment by God in their afterlife
(ajr)
and psychological relief through trance, the
faqîrât
certainly enjoy the material advantages of good food and
enjoyable trips to the countryside. For people who need
their services or who want to join the group it is
indeed a burden to serve a ritual meal to the group, but
that in itself is not sufficient reason to explain the
stigma of greediness of the faqîrât.
When male religious mediators wash the dead, pray and chant at funerals, solemnize marriages or restore matrimony after a
too hasty divorce, they are paid and fed without any
complaint. Payment for their religious services is not
seen as an incongruence, and neither is the offering in
money or kind to the marabout. Mediators have a right to
economic benefits. But when these mediators are women,
these rights are doubted. Where for men a monetary recompense adds to their status, for women it leads to a
lessening of status. This reaction can only be understood in the wider context of differential participation
of the sexes in the economic domain, and the structural
resentment against any economic benefit devolving upon
women. The stigma forms part of the general notions regulating women's access to economic resources.
The faqîrât
themselves adhere to the idea that it
is improper for women to work for money, and they therefore vehemently deny the accusation that the goal of
their religiosity is material. They pass the blame on to
the female musicians. These are lower-class women who
sing at weddings for money.
Maddâhât
also know the
songs and the music that can induce trance. While critics reduce the faqîrât
to the level of entertainers by
accusing them of loud and gay singing or of asking
money, the faqîrât
consider themselves far above the
maddâhât,
stressing their own religious knowledge and
serviceability and making clear that the food and the
money they take is actually spent on the saint. For the
same reason they prefer not to be called faqîrât
but
gnâdiz.
The word gnâdiz
for the students or adepts of
an order is a berberic corruption of qandis which means
"to repent" (Rinn 1884:89). The commonly used term
faqîrât
means literally "the poor" and is somewhat denigrating.
The view of the faqîrât
as deviant, ignorant, gullible,
and greedy, is related to the danger they represent for
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the power hierarchy between women and men. As mediators
between women and saints, they challenge dominant reformist religious conceptions as well as an intended male
monopoly over contact with the supernatural. In their
handling of money and goods they usurp the potential
economic resource of male religious mediators. As organizers of women's gatherings they can function as a channel of communication for the political opposition. Their
disruptive power is curbed both by cooptation and rejection. They are used by imams and other men to get a hold
over the beliefs of women, while at the same time their
religious work is ridiculed, denigrated, or stamped as
sinful.

Penance by

trance

The little room is packed with women and children.
Not even a tiny space is left to stretch one's
legs or move one's feet. Behind a sheet in the
corner sits the bride and waits for nightfall. A
few privileged guests lift the sheet to peek at
her but the majority of the women pretend to
ignore her presence. In the middle of the room two
women play-act to hilarious laughter the sequence
of coitus, pregnancy and childbirth. Jámila, the
woman who plays the part of the assisting midwife,
stands out among the crowd. Her black gauze dress,
decorated with dangling rows of gold-colored
beads, points her out immediately as a daring
woman. This first impression is reinforced later
when she amuses the crowd with stories about impotent old men. Later that night, when the bride has
been deflowered, she dances with the bloodstained
bridal chemise over her head through the house.
Afterwards a couple of old women seize the drums
and start to sing in a different rhythm than
before, and others start to clap their hands.
Jámila closes her eyes and starts to hiccup. The
crowd pushes together to make space and urges her
to get up. One woman pulls her up. She starts
dancing frenetically and swinging her upper body
back and forth. Her helper ties a shawl around her
breasts and holds it to break her fall when she
suddenly collapses and sinks to the floor. Someone
gives her perfume to drink to revive her senses.
Then the crowd's attention to her dissipates and
turns to two other trance dancers. Jámila is left
to rest in the corner where I sit.
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No one pays attention to Jámila any more.
Suddenly she rises, turns to me, and without any
introduction pours out in French: "l have children, but I have no husband." Then in an ever
faster Arabic, all her problems follow. She lives
in Oran, and although she is feeling ill, she came
to this wedding because the groom is her brother's
son. Two years ago she fell sick. Since then she
spent much time in hospitals. They would treat her
and discharge her, but before long she would be
back again. Her situation worsened. Then, when she
was about to go to France for an operation, her
husband had a hemorrhage and died. It was incomprehensible; she who was dying slowly recovered,
and he who was vigorous suddenly died. He left her
with four children at school and a suffocating
grief.
The trance dance described above, locally called
tauba,
is a form of religious expression. The word
tauba
derives from the root t-w-b which means "to do penance,"
or "to turn to God for repentance." Another local connotation of the word is "to submit" or "to resign to God's
decrees" by means of submission to His servant the
saint. The tauba
dancers are said to "surrender and
cross their arms for the men of God." During the dance
the same gesture of crossing the forearms is made as
when visiting the saint as a sign of submission. Trance
is a means to reach union with God or a saint, the goal
of all mystics. In the popular conception of the religious hierarchy, however, trance dance is seen as a total
submission to God or the saint by the client. The dancers humiliate themselves and renounce their own personalities completely in order to obtain specific favours
or general
baraka.
Persons who have problems and who are in need of a
blessing from the saint, may seek to attain trance to
make contact with the supernatural. The best place to do
so is in the qubba.
The sacredness of the shrine is for
some women sufficient to induce trance as soon as they
enter it. Yet, women may have little opportunity to
visit a holy place, apart from the saint s festival.
The same applies to the second best place for a tauba:
the bathhouses erected on a spring and dedicated to a
marabout, like the hot water spring outside the town.
Another possibility to attain trance is during a session
of the faqirât,
but to visit or organize one is costly
and not always feasible. In these cases weddings and
other feasts provide good occasions for trance dancing
because they guarantee the essentials of a trance
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session, people, music and food, without much cost to
the participant.
To do the tauba is seen as an individual need and a
solution to certain sufferings. The urge for trance is
described as: "it is in her heart. Her heart tells her
what her head should do." or: "You get this feeling
around your heart." An involuntary inner compelling
force, marked by feelings of pain, anxiety, depression
and insomnia, drives people to seek trance or sensory
stimulation to induce trance. It is a highly individual
need. The sensitivity to trance inducers is comparable
to sensitivity to hypnosis. It is not seen as hereditary, although in some families several members are sensitive to it while in others there are none. Some people
feel a similar compelling impulse to chant the songs of
a saint. In the tauba sessions these needs to chant and
to fall in trance are canalized and institutionalized.
To do the tauba
is seen as suffering as well: it
devours the energy of the dancer who is not only
relieved but also exhausted when she finishes. She might
not recover until a few hours afterwards. The tauba is
also trying for the musicians who have to keep up their
drumming and singing until the dancing person has
reached jidba
(extasy) and finishes it by collapsing.
Some dancers are slow in finishing their trance and the
longer it lasts the higher the risk that other people
are aroused too. Once a person is aroused to trance it
is considered ugly not to give her the chance to finish
it, as it will cause her to fall ill. The musicians are
morally obliged to continue singing and drumming until
the dancer has gone through all the stages. The
faqirat
always oblige, as they are hired especially for this
task, but the musicians at weddings sometimes refuse
because it interferes with the way they make money by
playing normal dance music (See Chapter VIII). In an
early stage, the tauba can be averted by leading the
sensitive person away to where the music can not be
heard and by cooling her off with water or cologne. This
withholding of persons from trance occurs regularly;
especially women who take long to finish or who are
known to suffer a lot and recover difficultly afterwards
are kept away. The tauba revitalizes through exhaustion.
Whereas for some trance is needed to remain healthy, for
others the gains do not outweigh the depletion of
forces.
The tauba is an expression of and a solution to a
range of physical, social or psychological problems
(discussed below). Especially death evokes the tauba as
it calls forth many feelings that need to be released.
We saw already how the faqirat
function as professional
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wailing-women and trance-inducers the day after the
funeral. Also when visiting the saint's shrine the confrontation with the tomb reminds one of death, which is
part of what makes the qubba propitious to trance.7
The tauba
can be seen as a form of possession
trance (cf. Crapanzano & Garrison 1977:7, Bourguignon
1976:7-8). The altered state of consciousness brought
about by the tauba is not only conceptualized as possession by the spirit of a saint, but also as possession by
other supernatural beings. In Algeria it is said of a
woman in trance that
the spirits are in her." The
occurrence of trance in bathhouses may be both related
to a saint or the baraka
associated with the spring
water, and to the jinns, the spirits that are said to
abound near water. During the favourite night for a
hadra,
the 27th night of the Ramadan, not only God and
the saints, but also the jinns are close to human
beings. Conceptualization of the seizure as possession
by a jinn is less common than conceptualization in terms
of submission to the saint. Often the distinction
between the two is very vague. People who are possessed
by jinns are fewer in number, more marginal in society,
more expressive of sexual conflicts, and less institutionalized and organized, than people who surrender
themselves to a saint. There are various degrees of possession by a jinn, indicated by different terms.8 Of one
man in town it is said that he is married to a jinn.
Some people see him as a visionary and consult him about
their problems. And a spirit speaks through the mouth of
a certain young girl, when she is in trance. My landlady
told about an orphan girl, who used to live next door
with her widowed mother, who became married to the jinn
that she found in the form of a dog near the river.
The feelings about the tauba
are very ambiguous. The
above wedding took place in a desert village, about 200
km south of Maimuna, and the educated urbanité who took
me there explained the tauba as a custom of villagers
and a sign of their backwardness and lack of civilization. According to her such trance sessions no longer
took place in the town, or maybe only among the blacks
in the graba,
the oldest and poorest quarter in town. A
few months later, however, her own wedding turned into a
tauba
session. She was glad that, as the bride, she
could withdraw into a backroom away from the crowd
because she too easily succumbed to the rythmic music.
She did not want to fall in trance at her own wedding.
People were uncomfortable in talking about the
tauba with me. If I happened to be present when a feast
in their house turned into a tauba
session they felt
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somewhat ashamed and made excuses for the dancers. Often
a host does not want musicians to play trance-invoking
tunes, despite pleas from some guests, because she cannot control the feelings which might become released. A
tauba
might easily spoil the party as it tires the
guests and the musicians. There is also the risk that
the musicians, who are perhaps even more proficient
trance-inducers than the faqirât,
might stop a tune
short and leave a dancer unsatisfied. But at times there
are women who cannot control their urge to fall in
trance or to sing a saint's chant, thereby forcing others to fall in trance. When possible a tauba session is
avoided during the main party when all the guests are
present, and postponed to later at night when only
family-members and a few intimates are left, and the
musicians have earned enough to play an encore.
Trance and possession cults are considered low and
seen as practices of the lowest classes.9 Its practitioners are often called black, not because of their
real colour but as indication of their low status.
Trance dancers are seen as emotionally labile and lacking self-control.
The tauba is rejected as part of the now condemned cult
of saints. Yet, it is still a way to express subservience to the saints. The tauba is viewed as low and uncivilized, and indeed has become predominantly a practice
of the lower classes, yet others continue to perform it.
Its practitioners are chided and shamed, but at the same
time they are pitied and excused. Despite a growing
reluctance they are still provided with opportunities to
do the tauba during feasts. Why is that so? Who are the
tauba dancers and what do they have in common that makes
them liable to involvement in possession trance?

Trance and

gender

By comparing the different tauba dancers we may discover
what they have in common. The case of Jámila points to
one category of women that stands out as potentially
susceptible to trance: widows and divorcees.10 Mbarka
too is a widow, as are most of her fellow faqîràt.
The
tauba expresses grief for a lost loved one, and we saw
how it is related to mourning rituals, which fall mostly
on women, especially widows.
A second category are girls who have difficulty in
getting married. Nawal, the educated urbanité mentioned
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above, had already resigned herself to never marrying,
for she was twenty-seven years old and a university
graduate with a bad name because of her independent
life. It was against all odds when she found a partner
later on. Nawal never actually fell in trance in my
presence, but could suppress her urge only with the
greatest effort.
Al-Hajja, who disapproved of the
tauba,
had one granddaughter who was afflicted. The girl
was often ill and considered mentally weak. 11 Prostitutes are also prone to trance rituals. The girls of the
local brothel are faithfull visitors at the saints' festivals where these rituals are held. During a large
party in the house of the brothel-keeper the men and the
male musicians were downstairs while the women sat on
the first floor. When a song about a saint was started,
someone came running down from above to tell the musicians to stop. One woman explained to me: "They are
probably afraid that the whole house will fall in
trance, because all the girls do the tauba.
They do it
because they are all really unhappy. Most have had something happen to them in the past which makes them despondent. ' The close connection between prostitution and
maraboutic ritual, between profanity and holiness,
became patent in the holy streets of Biskra at the turn
of the century, described by Gellner, where the Sufi
lodges stood next to the whore-houses (1981:152). Also
Gaudry (1961:205) and Dermenghem (1954:337-338, 1960:73)
mention the great devotion of prostitutes to certain
saints.
A last category of afflicted is made up by married
women with various problems. One woman suffers from dysmenorrhea, another is infertile and has a co-wife, and a
third fears divorce for the same reason. There is a
woman who has difficulties in giving birth, someone else
who lost an infant while her husband was away, and yet
another who complains that her husband abandons her for
other women. Most of these women have a week constitution. In this category women with gynaecological problems prevail. They have illnesses which are related to,
or lead to barrenness or weak and dying children, or
have problems with their reproduction for other reasons . 1 2
What these three categories of women have in common is
that they do not meet the requirements for the roles of
wife and mother. Either they have no husband, because
they are widows, divorcees, prostitutes, or unmarriageable maids, or the relation with the husband is severely
strained, because they are ill, infertile, undesired or
incapable to keep their children healthy or alive. They
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fail their gender according to the dominant ideology
(cf. Mäher 1974:97).
The men involved in trance rituals show a similar
inadequacy in living up to their gender roles. Crapanzano analyzed the participation in the rituals of the
Sufi order of the Hamadsha as an effort to reduce the
stresses and strains in the male role. Men are faced
with the ambiguous demands of viril masculinity toward
their sons and womenfolk and feminine submission to
their father (1974:9). This creates all the more strains
when the man deviates from his male role because he is a
feminized homosexual, lives and works with his in-laws,
is the son of a widow, or is poor. Poverty impedes the
imposition of seclusion and therefore of male control
over his wife and daughters which can be detrimental to
a man's self-respect and masculine identity. Without the
help of a father, the son of a widow is often frustrated
in guaranteeing the honour of his mother and sisters,
and thereby his own. Homosexuals are even more aberrant
to the male role. 13 Also men possessed by j inns are
deviant from the ideal of masculinity. Crapanzano
describes them as "loners, sexual inadéquates, physical
misfits, eccentrics, or men who for one social reason or
another were unable to marry" (1980:5). The possessed
Algerian man described by Ouitis is shy and not very
sociable. He became an orphan when he was five years old
and was brought up by one of his uncles. He now works
for his father-in-law (1977:89). Ouitis relates possession in rural Algerian men to their inability to cope
with women's emancipation and changes in the family
(1977:85).
I never saw a child in trance among the many children present during urban trance sessions. Yet, this
does not mean that children never take part. The literature suggests that they are more to be looked for in
traditional rural milieus (Zerdoumi 1979:95, cf. also
Crapanzano 1973:159-160, 164).
One common explanation for trance is posed in terms of
social therapy. Given the noted characteristic of gender
inadequacy in many tauba dancers, the tauba can be seen,
among other things, as a cure for both men and women who
experience tensions because they can not live up to
their culturally defined masculine and feminine role.
Crapanzano analyzes trance as a cure which affects the
individual both physiologically and psychologically. The
trance ritual is a rearticulation of social relations
which may help to reduce socially generated tensions
that are in part responsible for the patient's condition
(1973:215ff). Gender tensions can thereby be aggravated,
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or sometimes overruled, by tensions derived from class,
town-country, or, as Maher suggests, Arab-Berber antagonisms (Maher 197:97).
The therapeutic value lies in the fact that in the
tauba the persons who deviate from the norms do literally penance for their deviance. They ask pardon from
God and the social group by suffering and by humiliating
themselves in front of them. They cross their arms in
submission; they loose self-control; they give up the
signs of respectfulness -for women the veil, neatly tied
hair, seclusion and the belt, for men loss of self-control and control over their body fluids as blood and
tears- and finally collapse and fall to the ground.1*
The penitents are rehabilitated with baraka
from the
saint and with remission by the group. They are temporarily reintegrated in society, which is symbolized by
the support given by the onlookers during the trance and
the good wishes and the sharing of a meal afterwards.
The explanation of trance as a psychological and a
socio-cultural therapy is supported by the data for both
sexes. However, it leaves some questions unresolved.
Various studies about trance or possession reveal that
women are preponderant among the afflicted
(Lewis
1972:71-100, Kehoe 1981:549ff). My experience in Algeria
also suggests a predominance of women among the tauba
dancers, even when taking into account a possible bias
caused by my limited access to the other sex's domain.
Ouitis calls possession a traditionally feminine form of
expression (1977:10). It is not known to what extent men
and women participated differently in trance rituals
formerly; and the mystics were certainly not all women.
But many men have done what one of my acquaintances did.
A son of a widow from a lower-class family who has risen
in the world, he gave up being an active adept of the
Hamdawa and turned to praying in the mosque instead.
If the religious activities of Muslim women have
been neglected in the literature, this certainly holds
true for their more deviant practices. Crapanzano is too
good an ethnographer not to note that "all the women
seemed to fall into trance much more quickly, and easily, than the men..." and that in the bidonvilles "the
wives of most, but not all, of the team members also
perform the hadra; this cannot be said for the wives of
the male devotees" or that there are also female devotees whose husbands are not affiliated but who tolerate
their wives performances (1974:xii, 112). Yet, his analysis of the Hamadsha performances as a cure for thwarted
masculinity nowhere takes these women into account. He
never alludes to the all-women trance sessions known to
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exist.15 Crapanzano's ideas are nevertheless very useful
if we rephrase them in less viricentric terms and
include the women who are thwarted in their gender
ideals. But if the explanation is made gender neutral
how then can we explain the difference in trance disposition of men and women? Do women have more problems in
playing their gender role? Why would this be so? Do
explanations of trance cults as something other than
therapy shed more light on this difference?
Rejecting the argument of one local male informant
that women are mentally weaker, and Charnay's (1977:164)
suggestion that girls, widows and divorcees participate
in trance sessions to compensate for their frustrated
sexual instinct, we can use two other explanations of
trance to understand its different use by women and men.
One explanation is posed in political terms. A
world-wide survey by Bourguignon reveals that high frequency of possesion is associated with stratified societies and that low incidence is associated with egalitarian ones (Kehoe & Giletti 1981:554). Not only in
Algeria but also elsewhere mystical cults are mainly
lower-class phenomena, and often associated with the
hungry and the poor. As such they are often comprehended
as a revolt against domination. As women are always the
subordinates in gender-stratified societies, possession
trance is most likely to be found among them. In Algeria
men regulate the economic domain, they dominate political and religious activities, have superior rights in
the sphere of sexuality or the use of space, and can
enforce decisions affecting women. Although women are
not devoid of power and the gender power-differential
varies with class, age or developmental cycle of the
family, they are relatively subservient and have greater
restrictions posed on them as a group than men. Especially persons who are particularly susceptible to
social stresses and conflict find a compensatory value
in doing the tauba and, due to their lower social position, these are more often women than men (cf. Morsy
1978:602).
In trance cults women defy the gender hierarchy.
Some authors go so far as to see possession trance as an
extortive strategem in the war between the sexes (e.g.
Lewis 1966:319, 1972,71-100). Through the tauba
women
indirectly criticize men. The tauba makes the onlookers
aware of the problems of the dancer, which often concern
her relation with a man. One day I overheard two women
watching a trance dancer whisper: "Poor creature. She is
very unhappy because her husband keeps running after
other women." Although informants could never generalize
about the characteristics of tauba dancers, they could
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always point out the "cause" of the affliction for every
individual dancer.
Through the
tauba
the
dancer
expresses her problem, which is thus publicly recognized. Her suffering and humiliation in the dance
arouses compassion. Help is extended in the form of
moral support to live with her grief or informal social
control over the accused. This way a man may be brought
to support his widowed sister or kept from divorcing his
barren wife.
The tauba as a psychological leveling mechanism is
accompanied by a material leveling. A man feels obligated to pay the ziyära,
or the hadra
of his female
dependants who need one, for otherwise he might be
blamed if they get worse or die. Rich people provide
during their weddings or other celebrations the food,
the musicians, the crowd and the occasion for a tauba
for their poorer kin.
The effect of the tauba as a political strategem,
however, should not be overestimated. As it is done
among women, the influence on men can only be indirect
and informal. As it is done mostly by deviants to the
gender norms, it temporarily accomodates the deviant to
these norms but does not question them. As it is also
seen as an involuntary illness, the tauba must be more
than a voluntary willful weapon of the weak.
The involuntary aspect of trance dancing demands a
different explanation than a political one. Kehoe and
Giletti (1981) offer such an alternative explanation,
which also takes account of the perception of the tauba
as a cure for physical ill-being. According to Kehoe and
Giletti possession may be a symptom of nutritional deficiencies, especially when the onset of a possession
state is involuntary. Although the authors acknowledge
that the relationship between diet and the central nervous system is very complicated, they find it reasonable
to infer a prevalence of consequences to the functioning
of the central nervous system where osteomalacia (rickets in adults resulting from vitamin D deficiency) and
pellagra (associated with a lack of tryptophan and niacin and other nutrients) is endemic (1981:552). They
found a strong correlation between populations subsisting upon diets poor in calcium, magnesium, niacin, tryptophan, thiamine, and vitamin D and those practicing
spirit possession, while conversely populations reported
as having probably adequate intakes of these nutrients
generally lack culturally-sanctioned spirit possession.
The authors proceed with a comparison between and within
cultures to show that ecological circumstances, economic
patterns and sumptuary rules place certain societies and
groups at higher risk of nutritional deficiencies and
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thus heightens their potential for the occurrence of
possession.
A syndrome of deficiency symptoms may be recognized
and institutionalized
among the nutritionally most
deprived groups in the form of trance cults. This fits
in with the notion of the tauba as a lower-class phenomenon. This theory shows that it might not be accidental
that maraboutism and mystical cults were at their zenith
in the second half of the 19th century; this was the
time that Algeria was ravaged by famines caused by
droughts, earthquakes, and grasshopper plagues followed
by
cholera
and
typhus
epidemics
(Rey-Goldzeiguer
1977:459, 466). The fast decline of maraboutic trance
cults in Algeria might not only be due to the influence
of a puritanical ideology but also to a general rise in
the standard of
living
(cf. respectively
Gellner
1981:165-173 and Eléments
sur 1 'emploi;1979-.90-91)
.ιε
According to such a theory, the preponderance of
women in possession trance is associated with the pre
ponderance of women among the malnourished. And indeed
Algerian women show more signs of malnutrition than
Algerian men. In one study it was found that "macrocytic
nutritional anemia was very common . . . nine out of ten
cases occur in young women' (May cited by Kehoe and Giletti 1981:553). In general women require less calories
than men. How then can they suffer more from nutritional
diseases than men of the same social milieu?
In the first place, reproduction weights heavily on the
health of Algerian women. They have one of the highest
fertility rates in the world approaching a natural fer
tility. Women at the age of 50 have borne on the average
6.86 children (Annuaire
statistique
1981:37, for older
and higher figures see Vallin 1978:136-150). Not only
numerous pregnancies dissipate a woman's force and raise
her need for a number of nutrients, but also the long
periods of breast-feeding in between. The mean length of
breast-feeding for the next to last live-born child var
ied from eleven months for young women to fifteen months
for older mothers (idem:135). Women need 350 extra cal
ories a day in pregnancy and 550 extra during lactation,
besides treble the normal intake of calcium and double
that of vitamin A (Maher 1984:129). Physiological pro
cesses maximize the nutrition of an unborn or suckling
infant even when the mother's diet is deficient, thus
increasing the effects of malnourishment. Also menopau
sal women have raised calcium-needs.
Women's greater need of specific nutrients at cer
tain periods of their life is not offset by a larger
food intake. On the contrary, sumptuary rules express
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and reflect women's lower position in the gender hierarchy and restrict women's diets. It is recognized that
expectant and young mothers need extra food and should
be allowed to "eat for two" and to satisfy their cravings less it should harm the child. After childbirth
they are pampered with special dishes like birqûqis,
a
fortifying coarse-grained couscous with meat, mixed with
hot spices that stimulate the milk-production, clean the
body and reheat the womb for another pregnancy. Yet,
even in this critical period, other customs counteract
extra nourishment. It is considered shameful, for
instance, to announce a pregnancy early, to show any
indication of it in front of superior male in-laws, or
to express one's cravings.
The women I talked to would not admit a difference
in diets for men and women, but in practice their cultural ideals and customs led to a lower food consumption
by women. The ideal Algerian woman eats little. I was
jokingly demanded in marriage once with the argument
that I would make a good wife because I ate little. Men
often complain that their wives eat so much. Eating little is being cultivated among middle-class women into
the fashion of merely picking at wedding-meals to show
their social class and civilization.17 In some families,
men are served first and separately, but also when the
family eats together men are always given the best
pieces. For poor families meat, milk, vegetables and
fruits are luxury items the best part of which is
reserved for the men. One day a village woman told that
her husband had taken her to the doctor because all her
pregnancies ended in a miscarriage. The medicines he
prescribed indicated that she was seriously malnourished. But when mealtime came she only sucked a chicken
neck because the rest of the meat had been served to her
husband and a male guest. Only once did I see a woman
serve her husband worse food than she ate, but he was a
permanent drunk without any control over and respect
from his family. Women also have less time to eat from
the shared dish than men because they have to wait on
the others: distribute the water, hand out the bread,
help and discipline the children, divide the meat, pour
the sauce or the milk over the couscous or get another
dish. And when the others have finished their meal it is
improper for her to continue eating alone. Moreover,
mothers often save their own share of expensive food
like meat for their children.
From childhood on women are trained that men go
first, especially when food has to be divided. When I
gave some peaches to one of the girls next door, her
mother forced her to give them to her little brother.
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One day I watched their father come home with a handful
of peanuts. Half of it was given to the small son, the
other half was divided between the five daughters. The
mother received nothing of the treat and took one or two
nuts from a daughter when the husband was gone. It is a
well-known pattern leading to well-fed boys next to
skimpy little girls. It can be observed in various situations; from the nomad tent, where the boys are fed with
the father and his guests while the girls pick at the
leftovers when cleaning up, to the long distance buses,
where the male travelers at the half-way stop have a
hearty hot meal in a restaurant while the women wait in
the bus and eat a sandwich.
Inequivalent nutrition of men and women results
from the unequal division of power between them, either
directly when the distribution of food itself is used to
express social distinctions, or indirectly due to other
rules pertaining to women like modest behaviour, seclusion or the division or labour. Seclusion adds to a vitamin D deficiency which causes rickets or osteomalacia.
In a land so full of sunshine, the free provider of vitamin D, women and infants get this disease because they
seldom come outside and when they do they cover themselves completely.
Not only seclusion but also the
ideal of beauty keeps women from exposing their skin to
the sun. Paleness is valued as beautiful and a sign of
good standing. A brown skin suggests work in the fields
or slave-origins. Infants catch the same seclusion disease because they are always kept close to their mothers. The resulting hypocalcemia can cause convulsions
similar to those experienced by tauba dancers.
Malnutrition does not automatically lead to trance;
their relationship is far more complex. Yet, chronic
mild deficiencies of specific combinations of nutrients
in lower-class women predisposes them to certain diseases that are socially regulated by conceiving of them
as spirit possession. This explanation of trance does
not invalidate the other analyses phrased in terms of
power or therapy. They are often compatible. Undernourishment influences reproductivity and can lead to amenorrhea, infecundity, or dying infants;18 afflictions
that thwart the norms of femininity and which are common
among trance-dancers. These afflictions also give rise
to psychological and social strains that are resolved in
the religious ritual of the tauba.
Undernourishment is
related to low social position. Nutrient deficiency
accounts for the idea of the tauba as involuntary, even
although it is canalized into a voluntary practice. The
tauba
expresses a physiological, psychological and
sociological disease, as well as a cure to this disease.
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It is a curse as well as a weapon, a disease as well as
a cure, a problem as well as a therapy for the socially
weak. Women are weaker than men, and the weakest among
the women are those who can not function or be respected
like women because they are without children or without
men.

CHAPTER SIX
WORKING MAGIC
A description of magic and magicians in Algeria usually
evokes dark backrooms, love potions, murmured incantations and scraps of paper with cryptic inscriptions.1 My
interest, however, is not to provide an ethnography of
exotics, but to understand Algerian sexual antagonism
and the cultural definitions of gender as expressed
through magic. The difference between holy baraka
and
evil suhùr,
between white and black mediation to the
supernatural, has much to do with the sex of the mediator. Who are the magicians? What are their characteristics and what do these tell us about ideas about masculinity and femininity?

Specialists

in

sorcery

Fadila must be somewhere in her fifties. She is a
healthy-looking woman. The chain with at least
thirty golden Iwizas
around her neck, matched by
two golden bracelets, two rings and earpendants,
shows that she is of substantial means. She meets
us in her freshly-painted courtyard and invites us
inside to sit on a mattress in front of a threedoor wardrobe with a large mirror, between a television and a huge refrigerator. The client with me
hesitates to sit down when she notices Fadila's
husband, who lies ill on another mattress, but
Fadila motions us to ignore him. It is clear that
she does. And he ignores us too; during our stay
he never moves. Fadila's eloquence and social
skill is amazing. Within a few minutes she is
up-to-date on the present state of affairs in her
client's family and has pressed home the point
that she would love to receive a basket of oranges
from the son-in-law's business. She asks what we
want, do we want cards read or the rag? Looking
for the first time in the direction of her husband, she says that she cannot do it here but will
come to the client's house in the afternoon.
Fadila is versatile in her art. She can read
cards, say magical formulas, make amulets and
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practice sorcery. She learned the craft from her
Moroccan mother. She and her husband never had
children. They fostered a boy and a girl who married each other and now live, together with their
children, with them. On the way home my companion
remarks: "Did you see her chain? She used to lead
a loose life; she was beautiful when she was
young. The Iwîzas
surely date from that time."
Fadila is a classical example of a sahhara,
a sorcerer.
A sorcerer is nearly always female, old, and widowed or
divorced. If the husband is still around, he is the kind
that cannot control his wife. It is said that he must
accept his wife's ignoble activities because she has
bewitched him. One woman settled the question of a married sorcerer with the remark: "There are always men who
shit on what their wives do." In any case the husband is
seen as powerless and honourless. I suspect that Fadila's husband paid for his fondness for prostitutes with
venereal disease, infertility and impoverishment. Honourless and ill, he is lucky that his profitable wife
stays with him and provides for him.
A sahhára
is always marginal to the society, and
not just because of her trade. The golden coins gave
Fadila away as an ex-prostitute; there is only one way
in which women of her age and her class could have
amassed them when they were in fashion. Her barreness,
her foreign origin, and her socially emasculated husband
also add to her marginality. Other sahhârât
may show one
or more of the same characteristics, or others like living alone, being a lesbian, a spinster, a possessed, or
a bathhouse worker (cf. Doutté 1908:35, 50-51).
A sahhára does not possess baraka to make her acts
creditable. Her professional status depends on her personality, skills, mythical qualities and outstanding
knowledge. She masters the science of sorcery with its
strict rules on words, sequence, timing and ingredients.
Her strength depends on her knowledge. She must locate
the cause of a problem, recite the correct formula, perform the rites at the right time and order and, best of
all, apply effectively a large variety of herbs, stones,
resins, roots and minerals. This skill together with her
peculiarities sets her apart from others.
Magical skills include verbal and social skills.
The good sahhára
is a poet, who not only has a wide repertoire of verses but also can improvise one when she
comes across an unfamiliar problem. She is also a psychologist, who not only goes by what people freely tell
her, but can also find their weak spots and their deeper
hidden anxieties. She must also be a good persuader,
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confirming her clients in their idea that their problems
are really important and convincing them that her cure
is the best. But she is very careful not to give away
her trade. Knowledge can be stolen, so too much exposure
is dangerous. Any small rhyme she teaches has to be paid
for in cash. Long incantations accompanying rites are
mumbled below her breath to guard their copyright. Her
fingers deftly manipulate the ingredients in such an
intricate series of acts that the rite is nearly impossible for others to duplicate. Some very powerful substances are kept scarce and are only available through
her. A good sorcerer is called "strong" (quwayya)
(Milliot 1909:52).
Her income depends on her proven abilities, news
about which will spread from mouth to mouth. Someone
with Fadila's qualities will expect five to ten dinars
for reading the cards and at least fifty dinars for sorcery. When the need is high, prices rise. One woman said
that she had once paid five hundred dinars for a consultation. It had not worked. In another case someone paid
a thousand dinar, but when results failed to materialize
the sahhâra
was denounced to the police and forced to
return the money.
Fadila would not like to be called a sahhâra.
The term
is so negative that it should not be pronounced in conversation. Even in fights it is dangerous to say it, for
the retaliation will be violent. Her clients never refer
to her as sahhâra
but rather as an "old woman" or "that
woman." They do not want to insult her, or be thought of
as persons who consult sorcerers. Sorcery, especially
active sorcery directed at a target, is sinful and forbidden. During her visit Fadila maintains that she only
works for us, that she never performs active rites to
hurt a person, only defensive ones to protect against
the sorcery of others, and that she repairs broken marriages and thus should be credited with good intentions.
The facts are otherwise.
To practice sorcery brings a woman to the margins
of society. People despise and avoid her. But it is as
an outsider that she derives her power and her strenth.
She and her practices are taboo, but it is this very
taboo that makes them powerful and effective. They form
part of the evil world and this gives them the power
over evil.
As with the word sahhâra,
suhûr evokes this evil.
Suhûr encompasses the objective, the means, the effects
and the conditions of sorcery (Ouitis 1977:75). It is
dangerous to pronounce the word. Sorcery is therefore
colloquially identified with euphemisms like: "they did
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things to me" or "they pursued me;" "l was turned
against;" "they wrote against me," or directly as "l ate
something hexed." When a woman loses several infants,
one says that she is matbûca
or has a tábida:
she is
cursed or pursued by a demon. The main effect of suhûr
is that it makes a person cold and motionless, be it in
love, reproduction, health, friendship, or work.
Sometimes sorcery is performed on things, like the
woman who did magic on her sewing machine when she was
out of work for a long time. But usually sorcery, which
can be aggressive or defensive, is aimed at another person, a victim or a presumed aggressor.
The simplest type of suhûr
involves words. Put
together in rhymes, words have magical powers. The sorcerer's verses, spoken aloud or in one's heart, are only
credited with a small, short term effect. But that does
not mean that they never break bones.2 One woman said
after a dispute with her neigbour:"! called down a curse
upon him and it materialized. I yelled at him 'I pray
God that you get an accident,' and the next day he had
an accident and broke his leg. Since then he is afraid
of me and does not say anything to me anymore." Later
his fear of her words apparently subsided, because a few
months afterwards the woman asked me to bring pig gall
from Holland, a dangerous substance difficult to obtain
in a Muslim country, to be used against him. Curses can
be called onto someone by repeating incantations three
or seven times. A woman whose husband had lost interest
in her was taught to recite each time he entered the
house: "Look, I walk before you. My belt is of wool, and
I am beautiful. Follow me, like the lamb follows the
ewe." Some rhymes accompany certain acts. A woman who
wants to attract her husband can say while she beautifies her eyes: "l put kohl on for you, peace be with
you, Abu Burnus. I am always in your hesitating heart."
When she cleans her teeth and colours her mouth with
walnut-bark (miswàk)
she can say: "Miswak,
so that it
radiates, and in my teeth it penetrates, from which the
colour emanates. My man, if he sees me, will fear me."
In defensive sorcery charms are common. On request
Fadila makes amulets against spells and the evil eye,
and for richness or happiness. For me she invented a
charm to get rid of long waiting lines at customs. She
makes little cloth amulets filled with herbs, stones,
razorblades, safety pins, perfume, spittle and other
ingredients depending on the use of the charm. She
advises her clients to wear them over their hearts. Most
women put them in the small change purse that they carry
tucked in their bras.
More serious and aggressive sorcery includes a
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combination of incantations, charms and the manipulation
of substances. The intended injury is symbolized by the
use of sharp metal objects like knives, scissors and
razorblades, by substances associated with death or poisoning, or by acts of burning, drowning, or burying.
Sorcery often uses organic cast-offs or exuviae of
the human body: hair, nail cuttings, blood, sweat,
urine, faeces, and, most intimate and thus most powerful, sexual fluids. Exuvial magic directed at the other
spouse often includes the sarmîta, 3 the rag used for
cleaning after love-making. In a confidential conversation late at night, the value of the rag was explained
to me by a 55-year-old woman: "When my first husband
divorced me I went to an old woman. She asked me for the
rag, but I had saved nothing. She said, I am sorry, but
I can do nothing for you. When my daugther came home
the first time she had trouble with her husband, she had
packed her bags in a hurry and had nothing from him with
her. I asked a woman to come, but she said that she
could not help without a rag. But my daughter had never
thought of saving one. At first she thought that she had
nothing of his with her but later she found an old pair
of his underpants. So the woman did it with that. She
cut it all to pieces and stuck razorblades and pins into
a candle. You can never trust a man.
One moment he
loves you and the next he takes another wife. Men
change. My daughter has learned now and brings me her
rags and his used shirts and socks. It is safest to
bring the rags to your mother and lock them up in her
shed so that he cannot find them. You know where the
best place is to hide them? You sew them into the cushions in the living room."
A sarmîta
should only be washed in warm water or
alcohol. Cold water washes away the husband's love and
his heart becomes cold. It is even better to save the
rag and not wash it at all. To be effective in magic it
must have been used to clean up sperm at least three
times. It is also very important that a woman does not
mix up the rag she uses for herself with the one she
uses for her husband: "You should mark the rags, so that
you know which is his. It is the man who has to be
turned hot for you; you should not be made to run after
him. You have to stay home, do nothing. Let him come to
you. When the woman did it for my daugther her husband
arrived here trembling and pleaded with her to come back
home with him. The day after we did it he sent four telegrams, ...one to her, one to me, one to my husband, and
one to the whole family. He even cried when he came."
Fadila and her client knew several magical rites
involving the sarmîta
to restore the conjugal tie. Grain
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is tied in it and cooked in water. A little of the water
is then mixed in the husband's food and the grain is
given to sparrows so that "the man will go to his wife
as sparrows to the grain." In another recipe the rag is
soaked in water, in which one then spits three times and
washes one foot. (While telling me this recipe Fadila's
client realizes that I must find it sordid and hurries
to add that one can wash the feet first or use only one
toe.) Some of this water is put in the husband's coffee
with the words: "l let you drink my juice. You are my
regal slave. Forget your mother and your sister. Not me.
In serious cases of disinterest and unfaithfulness
the magic is more elaborate. In one such rite, the
sarmîta
is folded, filled with ingredients while reciting an incantation, pinned into a package with three
safety pins, and burned on a charcoal fire for three
days. Then it is folded in a newspaper and thrown away.
The incantation goes as follows: 'l did to you cinnamon,
and you start to know me, I did to you alum. I sit, and
you sniff me like a dog. I did to you razorblades. Even
if he was in Fez or Meknes or asleep I take you a jinn
that excites you. I take you a jinn that troubles you
and one that makes you rise and one that takes you and
puts you in my lap. I give you feathers. With good
signs. You come as the dog who is whistled for." To this
basic recipe other ingredients with their verses may be
added. The parcel can also be fried in oil, burned with
alcohol, stamped to powder in a mortar and mixed in the
coffee of the husband.
Rhymes and acts are often obscene with double sexual meanings.1* Some of them are also sacrilegious and
therefore considered especially sinful and powerful.
Like this one: the man s sarmîta
or a piece of his
clothes is tied around the nameless headstone of a
grave. While breaking off a piece of stone, or taking
some dust from it, one recites seven times: "Oh grave, I
do not know if you are a woman or a man. So-and-so's
heart dies, as the person in the grave died for the
women and for the spouses. On the word of God, on the
word of the Prophet, on the word of Mkuna, Bitimkun, the
daughter in red of the sultan of the jinns. All that my
tongue says, happens and is."
The above recipe is one of the many ways to attach
a husband by making him impotent towards other women. He
becomes "tied" (rabt).
A man's sexual powers can be
tied by a jealous former lover, a mother who opposes his
debauchery on travels, or a wife who reacts to his adultery or the taking of a co-wife. The spell may be temporary and only directed at the man's feelings for
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specific other women, or permanent and general. It is a
dangerous curse as it might bounce back, on the woman who
throws it: he might also lose his feelings for her. Not
all practices of rabt require the aid of a specialist.
An easy and well-known practice is "to close a knife on
him." Fatma, a 56-year-old charwoman who told me about
this first spit on her finger and rubbed it on the sole
of her foot with the words sarr bacid,
"the evil is far
away," to indicate that she was not actually praticing
sorcery, before saying: "You buy a new folding knife and
after you make love you say: 'May this man be closed
like this knife is closed.' Then you close it. If you
want to undo the spell you open it." There are also
certain rites to tie women, always virgins. These will
be discussed in the next chapter.

Love with a few

hairs

In the above overview of different forms of magic the
examples given indicate that the sorcery was done by
women directed at men, that their relation was strained
and the women were trying to control the men's sexuality. It is no accident.
Sorcery can be practiced by anyone, but it is generally
believed to be a practice of women. A young, educated
man illustrated this idea when he said that ninety-eight
percent of the women practice suhûr compared to only two
percent of the men. A common synonym for sorcery is
c
amal an-nisâ',
"the work of women" (Ouitis 1977:48).
All women are seen as potentially evil and the difference between them and a sahhâra
is only a matter of
degree. This is expressed in proverbs like "Women are
the snares of Satan," or "Women are the cows of the
devil."6
The suspicion of men about the sorcery of women is
not without foundation. For women, magic is one option
available for influencing their husbands. Some of their
efforts are considered harmless routines by most Algerians, like when the bride jumps seven times over the ram
to be slaughtered at her wedding or makes sure to be the
first to enter the bridal room, both of which symbolize
her future control over her husband. The following procedure would be considered less acceptable. To gain control over a man and to make that "he returns under your
feet and accepts your opinion," one can take water used
for washing the hands and feet, spit in it three times
and then mix it in his food. To subordinate a man who is
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too jealous and distrustful one can conjure with muck
from between his toes -this can be scraped out of his
shoes- or with the nails of a donkey. The latter will
make him lax and lethargic like a donkey and indulgent
towards his wife's escapades. To make an intelligent man
stupid and a sexually valiant man impotent, he has to be
fed couscous rolled with the hand of a dead person.7
Magic is often not so much a means to gain control
of a husband, as it is a defense against maltreatment.
The woman who is beaten regularly by her husband can let
him wash his hands with the soap used for washing a
dead, while she recites: "May your hands become cold,
like the dead are cold in the grave." A woman who fears
divorce can burn his sarmita
with alcohol to make his
heart burn for her. Or she can put the top of a sugar
cone three times in her vagina before intercourse. Saturated with sexual fluids it is taken out, dried and put
in the husband's coffee or tea to bring about eternal
attachment. A woman who suffers from his adultery or his
interest in a second wife can use one of the above mentioned rites to tie him, or put her curse on a twig of
the oleander, wrap it in his rag and bury it in the
graveyard. When one learns that the oleander is poisonous, the symbolism becomes clear.
Men are wary of their women's sorcery, whether they
believe in it or not. Many husbands forbid their wives
to meet old women who are not relatives. They are suspicious about their food. One afternoon a man refused his
tea because it tasted funny. In fact the water had just
been treated to cure his alcoholism. Sorcery takes place
in secret, and any magical acts are carefully hidden.
I never found an example of a man practicing suhùr
against another man, although theoretically it is possible. When a man's longstanding friendship with another
man suddenly turns sour, when his new car breaks down,
when he suddenly falls ill, or when one of his animals
unexpectedly dies, its cause may be looked for in the
jealousy of another man. But in that case it is usually
attributed to the evil eye (al-cain).
The evil eye is a
form of witchcraft which differs from sorcery in that it
is less intentional, less sinful and less personal. The
identity and the gender of the bewitcher are less important. It is sufficient to identify the cause of the
unexpected misfortune. In witchraft general measures of
defense can be taken against the evil eye; in sorcery
the attacker has to be known to be able to defend oneself or retaliate. Unlike sorcery, the evil eye is immaterial.8 It is the psychic power to cause injury to
health and property emanating from the eyes. The main
cause of the evil eye is envy.
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Men do practice suhûr,
however, against women.
Pre-marital and illicit seduction is often attributed to
the sorcery of men. Men use sorcery to entice young
girls and married women into (forbidden) sexual relations and to make them fall in love with them. Women are
trained not to divulge their name to strangers and to
dispose carefully of their hair, nail clippings, menstrual pads, or other exuviae. They are taught to distrust neighbours and other women who enter their house
to spy on them and who may be hired by a man to bring
back a hair or a piece of clothing on which the spell
can be "written". This writing is usually done by a male
magician, for only in very serious cases do men go to a
woman sorcerer.
In an analysis of magic it is less important to
know how much it is actually practised, than to understand the way people in Maimuna think about it. In their
talks and thoughts magic is very real. Women tell each
other stories about the effectiveness of magic in order
to warn against or to confirm the evil intentions of
men. Consider the following tale: "Once there was a man
who would like to have a woman married to another man,
but she did not want him. So he asked another woman to
visit her and to bring back some hairs for him. The
woman went to see her, but she could find no hairs. However, she saw a goatskin there with the same hairs as
the woman's, so she decided to take some of those. The
man thought that the hairs belonged to the woman he
wanted and took them to a magician to let him write on
them. So the spell was put on the goatskin instead of on
the woman. The skin started to move. The woman put it
under a pile of blankets, but each time she found it on
it's way to the door. Her husband also saw that the
goatskin was moving and said to her: let it go, so that
we can see where it wants to go. They followed the skin
that went straight to the magician. The husband became
enraged and cried: 'Why do you write for my wife to come
if she does not want to?'"
According to women, not only man's lust for illicit
sex, but also his distrust of his wife can bring a man
to sorcery. In order to convince me that men practiced a
lot of sorcery one woman recounted the following story:
"l will tell you something that really happened to the
wife of my uncle. She told me herself. She is still
alive so if you want I can take you to see her some
time. When she was young she was beautiful, very, very
beautiful. Her husband was jealous, he didn't trust her
and suspected her of going with other men. So he went to
a tâlib
(male magician) and asked him how he could know
what his wife did during the day, when he was away. The
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tal ib wrote a charm (kitba)
for him, a very dangerous
one. He wrote several times the sultan of the jinns, not
just the jinns but their chief. You would call him the
devil. The tálib
explained that he had to put the amulet
between the breasts of his wife, at night when she was
asleep. Then she would tell him what she had done that
day. He took the amulet home and that night, when she
slept, put it between her breasts. She turned yellow,
and warts grew around her lips. She told everything she
had said that day. The next day her husband asked her:
'Whom did you tell yesterday to give you that cup?' and
that kind of questions. She wondered how he knew that
she had said these things. She thought by herself: 'How
does he know what I asked my son? He hasn't been home
all day.' She grew suspicious and decided to stay awake
the next night. When they went to bed she pretended to
be asleep. Then she felt him put something between her
breasts, but because she wasn't asleep, she didn't talk
of course. Her husband waited for a while and then fell
asleep. She took the charm and hid it. The following
morning the man awoke with a start. He couldn't find the
amulet. He searched everywhere. His wife said: 'What are
you looking for?' He answered: O h , nothing important.
Just something for my work. ' The woman had hidden the
kitba
and took it later to an uncle of hers who is also
a tálib,
to ask what it was for. He said: 'Where did you
get this? It is very dangerous. It could have made you
sick, or even kill you. It only invokes the devil.' He
told her that with this her husband could get her to
tell him anything he wanted to know. The woman went home
and obtained a divorce. She said, if you don't trust me,
and give me such dangerous things, I do not want to
stay. That's why they divorced."
Women's fear of men's sorcery however, is minor compared
with their fear for the sorcery by other women who are
generally blamed for all misfortunes, including the sufferings caused them by men. In principle all women are
suspect. Even a mother can be expected to practice magic
and her magic, done with good intentions, might turn
against her own daughther. For instance a henna curse
would be performed by mothers who want to protect their
newly-married daughters against the health dangers of
pregnancies when they are still very young. The mother
saves some of the henna that is applied to the bride's
hands during the wedding and puts the dish containing it
upside down on the wardrobe. For every night it stands
there the daughter will not conceive one year. A woman
who was childless for ten years before she finally conceived explained this by saying that her mother had done
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the rite but, because of the bustle of the wedding, had
forgotten the dish. Only ten days later she accidentally
found it, but then the damage was already done.
Persons most suspect are the mother-in-law and sisters-in-law. Before the wedding a young bride is cautioned by her mother to mistrust the women in her new
family. She should not comb her hair in front of them,
leave traces in the toilet, or leave her dirty clothes
unwashed. In-laws are assumed to be jealous of the love
of a young couple and to be set on breaking the relation. A cooling of the initial attraction between
spouses is ascribed to the machinations of the husband's
female relatives. It is also expected that co-wives will
wage war with magic for their husband's love.
Conversely, the bride is also suspected. In-laws
watch for signs that the newcomer is trying to appropriate their son and brother and persuade him to break with
his family. They will hold her responsible for changes
in his behaviour, and suspect she will use magic, with
the help of her mother, to attain her goal.
If the
couple is related, or has more modern conceptions about
love or spacious living-arrangements, this kind of tension may be reduced, and with it the suspicion of magic.
While the loss of conjugal love is likely to be
imputed to the sorcery of affinal kin, the continuation
of an unsuccessful marriage is probably caused by consanguinal kin. A woman who five times ran away from her
husband but returned each time against her will blamed
her sister who had "written" that she should stay with
him. The woman's family is willing to patch the relation
up despite the woman s objection. The family prefers
that she not return home as a divorcee for, especially
if she has children, she would be an economic burden.
The henna curse is sometimes made by mothers who want to
give their daughters a chance to find out if their marriage is successful before having the children that
would make a divorce more difficult.
Women outside the family may also be pointed out as
the cause for a woman's afflictions. A wife may attribute her husband's impotence to a former lover, or his
adultery to a mistress. Women also resort to magic to
defend themselves against harmful influences of outsiders. In March 1982 the following drama of sorcery
reached the newspapers: Mrs. Rehaili and her sister
Hadda in the village of Ain Fakroun sent two young men
on a mission to steal a garment from her man's mistress.
She needed it for a magical operation to separate the
accursed lovers and get back her husband. In the stormy
night of the theft, however, the burglars, surprised by
the family, left two dead and two wounded
(El-Moudjahid
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14.3.1982).
The diagnosis of sorcery and the identity of the
aggressor is read from an occult book or playing cards,
usually by someone who can also undo sorcery. A diagnosis in terms of sorcery verifies the feeling that "someone has done something to me." The book or the cards
show whether that someone is a man or a woman, blond or
dark, fat or skinny. Two cards are especially important
in identifying the enemy. One is called "the bedroom,"
and refers to one's private space as well as the people
one sleeps with. The other is called "the threshold,"
and indicates where the suhûr can be found as well as
whether the practitioner is an insider or outsider. The
frequent occurrence of these two cards shows that sorcery nearly always affects the most intimate social
relations and is also mostly attributed to people who
are relatively close. More characteristics are seldom
revealed, for the client they are enough to identify the
enemy. After the usual protests that she does not know
anyone who would want to do her harm, and that she can
do nothing against it because one is never totally sure
who the aggressor is -by implication that she herself
never practices such evil- the client will come forth
with one or two names.
Whereas unexplainable mishaps like a broken-down car, a
sudden illness, or a hole in a new dress are generally
attributed to the evil eye, suhur seems to be especially
active in the domain of sexuality, in its means and
objects as well as in its effects. To a large extent
suhûr is a means whereby people try to control intimate
relations. With a few hairs they try to influence love
and sexual attraction for the better or the worse. But
why do people need magic to do so? What does their use
of sorcery tell about these relations?
According to Favret, if people talk in terms of sorcery,
"it must be that the same things cannot be said any
other way" (Favret 1980:4). If someone buries a
sarmita
filled with pins and razorblades in the graveyard to
cause impotence, it is of little use to discuss whether
"it really works." Sorcery is a separate discourse with
a reality of its own, but one that reflects the underlying social structure. The two kinds of logic cannot be
mixed, but neither can they be understood without each
other. It is a sort of symbolic system, an idiom
reflecting and influencing the social organization from
which it comes forth without being reducible to it. How
are ways of life reflected in and influenced by sorcery?
What do people express when they use the idiom of magic?
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What do they say through suhûr that they cannot say any
other way?
It seems clear to me that underlying the magic in
the examples given above is a permanent tension between
the sexes and a constant potential for enmity between
husband and wife. The formulas that should bring about
physical attraction and affection do not bespeak mutual
love. Rather than mutual, the love brought about by a
few hairs is hierarchical; it is the subjugation of the
other by supernatural means. The sorts of misfortune
explained in the idiom of sorcery point to problematic
and antagonistic domestic relations.9 From the ways to
diagnose magic one can learn who should be feared the
most: persons who cross one's doorstep. Even in the
rejection of sorcery, views are formulated about intimate social relations. One university student strongly
disapproved of using sorcery, not because she did not
believe in it but because, she said "it is wicked to do
that to a man; it indicates distrust in your husband."
The examples of sorcery also indicate what is considered
most vulnerable: reproduction, affection, sexual enjoyment .
The main aspect of the conjugal relation, especially in
the first few years of marriage, is the bond created by
sexuality. If this bond is unsatisfying or unproductive,
the marriage is easily dissolved. Only by developing
their sexual capacities in marriage can people become
full persons. The social construction of masculinity
puts a high premium on sexual prowess, potency, fertility and descent. For women sexual attractiveness and
reproductivity is essential to prove their femininity.
But sexual attraction and reproduction are often seen as
beyond human control, as a matter of maktûb (fate). Only
God knows one's fate in matters like the character of
the partner, the quality of the matrimonial relation, or
the number of children. This dictum is repeated to young
people, especially women, who want to choose their own
partner or otherwise influence their matrimonial life.
Magic is a means to influence fate in such an important
matter as sexuality. Especially critical moments in a
person's sexual life are therefore occasions for the use
of magic. During weddings several prophylactic measures
-like veiling and relative seclusion of groom and bride,
wearing of special amulets, or visits to the saint- are
taken to ward off evil. 10 Men fear to be rendered impotent at the moment of defloration. One future groom was
warned by his friends not to see his former lover any
more or accept food from her lest she should cast a
spell on him to take revenge for their broken relation.
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Brides-to-be undergo magical rites to guarantee easy
defloration.11
Sorcery not only offers a means to influence fate,
but also an explanation for otherwise unexplainable mis
fortunes like impotency, infertility, or loss of attrac
tiveness. Moreover, the attribution of the cause of the
affliction to an exterior source mitigates the loss of
prestige and status of the victim.
Sorcery accusations are more than a coping with the
unexplainable.
The fact that the accused are nearly
always women (cf. Mauss 1972:28, Milliot 1909:53), and
the subject is nearly always sexuality, betrays the fear
of the power of women in this domain. Seductive and
reproductive abilities are the trump cards of Algerian
women, their main resources to get a hold over men.
Women's access to other resources can be and has been
limited, but their sexuality is more difficult to con
trol. For one thing, men depend on it for their own sex
ual satisfaction and for children. Accusations of magic
express fear of a power of women that cannot be control
led. Men blame the sorcery of women if they are impo
tent, infertile, or cannot resist another woman. Sorcery
accusations are both a recognition of the sexual power
of women as well as a justification and a means for
curbing it.
Conversely, magical practices by women mostly occur
when their potential sexual power is not working for
them, when they cannot attract a man, or secure his
faithfulness, his loving care or his progeny. A wellfunctioning sexual relation with her husband is impor
tant for a woman not only to prove her femininity, to
gain status through children and to give stability to
her marriage, but also to attenuate her submission to
her husband in other domains. Her sexuality gives her
some leverage over him. Sex and children are the pre
requisite for establishing contact, trust and maybe some
sort of equality between two partners who are otherwise
kept
apart through institutions
like segregation,
arranged
marriages, patrilocality,
polygyny,
easy
divorce, or legal authority of the husband.
Together with crowded housing and economic depen
dency, these factors antagonize the relations not only
between conjugal partners, but between the couple and
the extended family as well. From the point of view of
a peaceful existence and a continuation of the patrifamily, one favours a successful matrimony and an easy
incorporation of the bride marrying into the family. But
the ideal of a respectful and trustful relation clashes
with
a
conflictuous
reality,
and
it
is
the
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daughter-in-law who marries in who bears the burden of
this.
These contradictions are mediated by magic. The
fear of sorcery expresses the fear of an antagonism
which should not exist.
And it offers a means of
redress for those who suffer most: women in general and
wives in particular.
In this sense, the magical rites are as much a
statement of women's own lack of power as an effort to
get other persons to do what they want. Magic is a weak.
weapon in that it is individual, not very effective, and
cannot address accepted forms of dominance, just extreme
abuses. What power it has comes from the individuality
that makes it hard to defend against, and because it is
directed at the weak spot in the gender hierarchy: sexuality.
That men accuse women of sorcery but women do not accuse
men is in itself a statement of the gender hierarchy.
For women, men are too high to be associated with evil
and the devil; so they assume the dominant ideology that
women are the sorcerers, and blame each other. If a
woman discovers that her husband is powerless, she is
likely to accuse a former wife or lover; if he deceives
her she will accuse his ladyfriend; and if he prefers
the company of his relatives to hers, she will think
that it is the work of the mother- or sister-in-law. She
knows that he is the one who fails her, but the cause
for his failing is often looked for in other women. Sorcery accusations not only divide the two sexes but also
members of the female sex. Suspicion is rampant and a
basic characteristic of social life.
An accusation of sorcery amounts to "a denial of
common bonds" (Douglas 1970:xxv). To strengthen the weak
bond with the other sex, women renounce loyalty to their
own. The frequent accusations of and practices against
in-laws indicate that these relations especially are
tense and hostile. But outside the family as well variations in position, age, reproductivity, status and
wealth divides women and are the basis of a hierarchy
between them.
Women are rivals in the quest for men, and the surplus of women adds to their sense of competition for a
scarce resource.12 When in a fight Karima was threatened
by her husband with divorce, she screamed that he did
not have to come back. A friend who heard this commented: "She is crazy. He works and doesn't drink. Why
doesn't she let him work for the children? She can never
marry again with four children. She had better watch
out, because soon he will find another woman and then he
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will leave her and the kids. Once he has another woman,
that one will not let him return. There are too many
women here. One and a half million men died in the war,
so there are one and a half million women too many. They
are all looking for a man." Women without men are the
most dangerous rivals. Their sexual power is considered
by men and women alike as most disruptive of the sexual
order because it is not controlled by a man. Consequently, women without men are those most accused of
sorcery.
Accusations of sorcery do not necessarily coincide
with its practice. Yet the accusations cannot be completely dismissed as fantasy. Women feel disadvantaged
in the quest for love and frustrated in their lack of
control over sexuality, and many have no alternative but
to hope that a few hairs will change their condition.
It is difficult to estimate how much suhûr is still
practiced, but it is generally considered to be in
decline. We might be tempted to think that this decline
is related to a change in the quality of social relations, especially those between husband and wife.
Despite the greater weight given to the establishment of
mutual affection in the conjugal relation, I am inclined
to think that secular education is more responsible for
the disappearance of magic from view. Secular education
offers new ways of thinking about cause and effect and
more effective alternatives to influence a sexual relation. Progressive desegregation and access to medical
facilities enhance this process. As a result, magic,
while still quite common, is disreputable. People are
more hesitant than ever to show that they practice sorcery, because it not only stamps them as sinful but also
as superstituous. All the women I knew expressed disbelief in magic or condemmed it, yet all but two or three
in fact practiced it.

Who is the real

sorcerer?

Suhûr is not the only kind of magic but it is held to be
the worst kind and the sahhâra
the worst kind of magician. This attribution of evilness is related to gender.
The most innocuous magic consists of many small, routine, inconspicious acts. These do not require the help
of a specialist. Most people know some rites, formulas,
and ingredients to protect themselves against evil. One
technique in particular is common among women as a prevention and a cure against evil influences in general:
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to throw lead (darb ar-rasâs).13
Most houses have a little cache for magical herbs, stones, medical plants, a
piece of lead, a few cowry shells and some incense. People buy them from the caqqárs (druggist-herbalists) who
can be found around the old mosque, peddling wares like
alum to put in the fire against the evil eye, bakûr to
burn as incense against the jinns, or fasûk,
ferula
resin to undo sorcery.1* Whatever is unavailable can be
ordered or obtained at the next large weekly market.
Prophylactic protection against the destructive
force of an envious look is often self-administered.
Some acts become routine, like the recitation of the
protective Koranic Sura before sleep (S.113:1-5),15
showing an open palm as some people do when pictures are
taken, or saying "five (fingers) in your eye ' (kamsa
fi
c
ainik)
or another prophylactic phrase. Other acts are
performed for vulnerable persons in life crises. Babies,
boys being circumcized, brides and grooms are provided
with amulets consisting of little bags of salt, cowry
shells, a little hand (kamsa),
or a piece of gold. Nursing mothers protect their infants and their milk by circling salt seven times around their breasts. They are
also careful not to expose the infant to the look of
strangers, especially if it is a boy. To ward off the
evil from envious others one can also hold a macrùfaJ
an
offering of couscous with raisins and meat to neighbours, relatives and friends. Only when the affliction
caused by the evil eye, or any other source of evil like
jinns, the bird of the night, or willful sorcery, is
quite serious, does one resort to the help of a magical
specialist.
There are two kinds of specialists, roughly corresponding to two classes of magic: good' magic and 'bad '
magic. "Good" magic are practices reproved by orthodox
Muslims, but tolerated by most Algerians. Those who
practice it legitimate it by claiming that the intentions are good and that it is based on baraka,
God's
blessing. For some practices this claim cannot be disputed. Carrying charms that contain written Koranic
verses or symbolize the protective hand of Fatima, the
daughter of the Prophet, is so close to religion that it
elicits little comment. But acts belonging to the cult
of saints stand already further along the continuum from
culturally legitimate to culturally illicit. Many people
still use the baraka inherent in things like the earth
or the herbs from around a saint's tomb or cloth from
the saint's shrine to ward off snakes, dangerous animals, diseases or general evil, but they feel increasingly uncomfortable in admitting this. 16
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In earlier times, descendants of the saints openly
sold charms; now they only write talismans in private.
These written talismans, called kitba,
hijâb or hirz are
secret and mysterious. They are written with a wooden
pen and homemade musk-scented ink in an unreadable
script without diacritical points. It is said that letters, words and sentences are written backwards. The
spell of a kitba
becomes undone when someone tries to
read it, or when it is not handled in secret. The insistence with which individuals and professionals justify
the use of a particular kitba
by reference to the religious notion of baraka,
matches the growing reprobation
of them by the population at large. This baraka
is
implied by the storage of the writing paper in the
Koran, by the idea that in the kitba
a Koranic verse is
given, and by the descent of the magician from a holy
man. Proofs to the contrary, for instance that there is
no Koranic verse but only illegible runes, do not disturb the belief in the presence of baraka and the effectiveness of this magic. Further down on the scale, past
the magic with a religious legitimation, we find "bad"
magic, commonly considered evil and prohibited. This is
suhûr,
sorcery which is utterly objectionable. As with
religion and good magic, the dividing line between good
and bad magic is vague. Often the magical acts are the
same, the only difference being the person of the magician.
The main agent of good magic is the tâlib
and of bad
magic the sahhâra.
These are expert professionals among
a host of minor magicians such as the wahhây, a diviner
who uses no mechanical aids, and the sawwáfa,
who uses
cards, grain, coffee grounds, sand, cowry shells or the
lines in the hand to tell fortunes.17 Their work is not
respected, as only God knows the future and the fate of
people. Women may call each other sawwâfa,
but this is
less insulting than sahhâra.
Seers are also paid less
because, as one says: "they don't have anything to do
for it." They only diagnose but do not practice sorcery.
The minor magicians are usually women.
The word tâlib
indicates "a person who asks," a religious student. A tâlib
is a student of the Koran, who
recites verses on religious feastdays and at the major
rites of passage, who teaches religion to the children,
washes the male dead, reads marriage contracts, advises
on religious matters and repairs broken marriages. Most
tâlibs
come from noble families and as such can boast a
religious education as well as the baraka derived from a
marabout forefather. They also may possess a hikma,
a
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specific gift attached to their lineage, like the ability to cure jaundice, punish thieves, keep away snakes
or prevent babies from dying. Such a gift is not automatically inherited, but is transmitted patrilineally to
a descendant deemed worthy to receive it. Women seldom
receive a hikma, and if they do they lack the education
to become a tâlib.
In practice, a tâlib is a man.18
Many a tâlib
has turned his baraka and his hikma
into expensive merchandise. Under the cover of Islam
they mix in a lot of what a growing number of Algerians
would call magic. That this magic differs little from
that of a sabberà could be seen in a visit to a tâlib
with Karima. Karima needs the help of the tâlib for her
younger sister, who is still not married at the age of
twenty-four. Someone must have put a curse on her
because each time a man asks for her hand, she dislikes
him after a month and breaks the engagement off. Karima
discusses a lead cure with the tâlib,
but for this a
piece of underwear of the girl is needed, and she lives
far away. Instead, the tâlib
writes a kitba.
He takes
three little squares of paper out of his Koran and while
covering them with his unreadable script he explains
what she should do with them. The first must be burned
with musk, honey and ambergris to perfume the vagina.
With the second she must tap the boy she wants to keep
as a husband on the shoulder, but without him noticing.
Later this amulet should be returned to the tâlib.
She
should carry with her the third piece of paper along
with seven beach pebbles, grains, musk and gold. After
adding the girl's name and her mother's, he folds the
papers, warns us not to open them and repeats once more
the ritual to be followed.
The tâlibs'
way of diagnosing sorcery differs little from that of women. Only they do it from "the books
of the devil," the kutûb заірапіуа,
instead of cards.
One day, Warda invited a tâlib,
the brother of her sister's husband, and put a problem to him. Her son-in-law
had not slept with her daughter for a month, and he beat
her the few nights that he did come home. The
tâlib
wrote a kitba
for Warda's daughter, and read from his
book that a thin, blond woman had "done something" to
her. Warda identified this woman immediately as her
daughter's sister-in-law. Warda also asked a kitba about
her own problems. Lately she had felt tired and distressed, and her leg hurt. The tâlib's
book said that in
her case too a blond woman put a spell on her. The
kitba,
worn on the skin, would draw the curse out of her
body. If she then left it outside at night, the malevolent forces would dissipate into the air.
A tâlib,
like a sahhâra, must convince people that
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he is strong. To do so he often uses religious arguments. Warda's tälib
kept lecturing everybody on the
only good religion. When Warda's other daughter, a university student, came home and told him that to write
kitbas
is a sin, he defended himself by saying that
there are good and bad writings. His writings never
changed, that is, they were based on the Koran. He only
wrote for happiness, not to divide people. For the same
reason it was important for him to explain to me that
his kitbas
only protect the victim of a spell and are
not directed against the person who cast it: "l don't
know who that woman is. It is a sin to write against a
person if you are not sure it is her. Maybe it is someone else. God knows: He knows her."
People are ambivalent about tâlibs
for several reasons, first of all because there are good and bad ones.
Good ones have baraka and good intentions (niya).
They
are close to God. They cure diseases, bring back a
straying spouse, or ward off evil (yaqsic).
They do not
ask money for their services. Of course, they would not
refuse a gift in accord with the wealth of the client.
And one cannot expect anything good without giving something in return. Fifty to a hundred dinar would be about
right for a good tálib.
A bad tälib breaks up relations
(yatafarraq),
sows discord, curses enemies, and arranges
illicit sexual contacts.
Secondly, the ta lib's
religious legitimacy based on
the cult of saints is declining given the current
Islamic reform movement, and they are therefore thought
of as charlatans. One eighty-four-year-old nobleman complained that he no longer dares to say in public that he
is a tâlib,
because he will be laughed at by other men.
He concludes that there is no respect nowadays for the
old noble families and their traditions. A thirty-yearold mechanic opined that "tâlibs
are people who do not
want to work. They are lazy. They sponge on other people
and wheedle money out of them." This view is supported
by the media. In the El-Moudjahid
of 19.1.1982 a
defender at the court of Oran lashes out at fortune
tellers who take advantage of the misery of others. One
of them asked DA 10,000 for a consultation. It was added
that he was a Palestinian. In the same month, the television showed a contest between two secondary schools,
in which a group of students ridiculed the practices of
tâlibs
in a humorous play. Few people openly admit that
they consult a tâlib
for a problem. The new generation
of 'students of religion" strictly adhere to their functions of praying and teaching, and denounce the magical
practices of other
tâlibs.
A third reason for the ambivalent attitude towards
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the tâlib
lies in the different role he plays for men
and women. As a result men and women also think differently about him.
Men claim that they use the services of a talib primarily in case of diseases for which doctors have no cure,
like jaundice, epilepsy or possession. In fact they
approach the tälib
for various matters. One man, for
instance, invited a tâlib
to write for his deceased
brother's daughter, who seemed doomed to remain a spinster. The girl, who was educated, had flatly refused to
marry a man her uncle chose for her. So he took recourse
to a tâlib to demonstrate one last time his concern for
her future. Although the girl did not believe in the
tâlib's
power, she followed his instructions because her
uncle had paid for them. She burned the kitba in a dish,
pounded it, mixed it with the kohl for her eyes, and
said the formula he taught her each time she made herself up with it. She refused to divulge the phrase to
me, as the tâlib had warned her that this would undo the
spell. The girl indeed married four months later but did
not consider this a result of the tâlib's
efforts. Men
also use tâlibs
-according to women- to establish
illicit sexual contacts or to control their women.
Women consult a tâlib when a child falls ill with
disease, when a daughter finds no husband, when they
have marital problems, when they feel unhappy and for
many other problems. While the tâlib
himself, to make
his work more acceptable, stresses his curative abilities, in fact, just like the sahhâra,
he deals mainly
with problems in the domain of sexuality. He also has in
common with the sahhâra that he receives more women than
men.
For these reasons a tâlib
is somewhat marginal to
the male community. Men consider him an outsider.
Although they show a certain deference when they need
him, they distrust him and suspect him of conspiring
with women against them. The above mentioned mechanic
who kept his wife in strict seclusion and beat her when
she did not obey him, said: "Tâlibs
help women to
revolt against men. They always work against men. Only
women go to see them. A woman goes to a tâlib because
she wants something of a man; he helps her to monopolize
her husband. If I find out that my wife goes to a tâlib
I'll divorce her." I ask if he would not be more lenient
if she consulted the tâlib for an illness of his son he
is very fond of. "No, she has to ask me, then I will
take the boy. She knows." His less strict friend interjected: "A man never allows his wife to go to a
tâlib.
If she goes, she does it in secret."
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According to men, a tálib
has no nif.
Nif;
literally means nose and refers to a man's honour. A
tâlib
has no honour and earns no respect because he does
not behave like a man. He receives women without respect
for the rules of segregation, talks about feminine concerns, and handles feminine objects. No other man in his
right mind would lower himself to discuss infertility,
birth problems, or breast-feeding with a non-related
woman, let alone work with her dirty bra and panties. A
man with any sense of honour does not risk the enmity of
all the men for the sake of women. But a tälib
is not
sensitive to masculine threats because he lacks the necessary masculine qualities. He is not much of a man. He
sits like and with women, he speaks softly like a woman,
he reacts sexually like a woman. To be friends with a
tâlib
would impair a man's sense of masculinity and the
respect others have for him. A man cannot even challenge
a tâlib
for talking to his wife. The tâlib
is so unlike
a man, his status so different, that the challenger
would lose his own nif.
Originally the tâlib
could neglect gender rules because his high social class and
religious particularities elevated him above the crowd.
Today it is more the lowness of his status which gives
him this privilege, although a little of his former
aureole remains.
Women confirm this male scorn and fear for
tâlibs
and hide their visits for their husband. Karima said:
"Women go to tâlibs
in secret, and men go to them in
secret. Some men divorce their wives if they find out,
because there are tâlibs
who are dangerous. If a women
comes to him and complains about her childlessness or
her husband and the tâlib
likes her, then he writes that
she falls in love with him. She can do nothing against
him, because, in order to write for her, she has given
him her name and the name of her husband and her
mother."19 Although women may also be critical of the
tâlib,
on the whole they are more positive about him
than men. Warda's educated daughter assured me that ever
fewer people believe in the powers of the tâlib,
and
said: It s all a myth. They don't write verses of the
Koran, but only doodles that nobody can read. If they
really knew the Koran, they wouldn't write, because then
they would know that magic is forbidden." Later Warda
asked me not to talk with her daughter about magic anymore; it made her scold her mother for believing in it.
She said: "My eldest daughter did the same to me before
she was married. But look how much she has changed, now
that she has her problems." Women have a need to believe
in the tâlib
when they find few other ways to solve
their problems.
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To rationalize their visits, women remark that
theirs is a good talib,
not someone who sows discord,
and that it is not shameful to be alone in a room with
him because he is close to God. Karima said approvingly
of her tálib:
"He listens to the problems of women; he
knows the problems of women." Women support each other's
beliefs with stories about the powers of tâlibs.
In
general there is a diminishing need for the help of a
tâlib compared with a generation ago. But the decline of
the importance of the tâlib
has had a different impact
on women than on men.
The religious-judicial functions of the tâlib
are
gradually being taken over by formally-appointed and
paid office-holders and laymen. In the now dominant
ideology, baraka can only come straight from God, the
ability to read and recite the Koran is shared by many
and no longer the prerogative of the maraboutic elite.
But, as we have seen, women have only limited access to
this new mainstream Islam. As they resort more to the
saints as divine intermediaries, so they are also more
apt to believe in the transmission of baraka by their
descendants. Near the tomb of every important marabout,
a tâlib
is available to write a kitba with the blessing
of his forefather.
The tâlib's
glory days are over in the medical
field due to the expansion in free health service.
Clients only consult him after seeing their doctor with
the idea that "one never knows, maybe it helps." Wise
tâlibs
specialize in those ailments for which the doctor
has no cure, where only supernatural powers, if anything, can help. One of these is possession, which as we
saw, is more a problem of women than of men. In the case
of a reproductive malfunction that cannot be medically
treated, a women is more likely than a man to seek the
help of a tâlib,
because the social implications are
more serious for her. Women also consult the talib for
contraception in order to space their children, traditionally a female concern. To let him write a verse of
the Koran to prevent conception sounds less sinful than
to take the pill.20 And as long as doctors require the
husband's permission or a marriage certificate before
giving more effective contraceptives, some women will
have to depend on the kitba.
Women also make more use
of the tâlib's
curative functions than men for financial
reasons. People are not always content with the free
social health treatment, and good medical service is
expensive. As men control the money, they decide when a
woman can see a private doctor.21 A woman is less dependent on her husband to see a tâlib,
who is cheaper and
gives credit. More than men, women are responsible for
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the illnesses of their young children, and if a child
falls ill or dies it is seen to some extent as their
fault. Their social position, and the social character
of their biological (mal)function forces women to consult the tâlib
more often than men.
In the domain of sexual mediation the tâlib
may be
less consulted for contraception and gynaecological
problems, but his mediatory role in stressful relations
between the sexes remains important. To work magic in
this domain is an elaboration of his function in reading
the marriage contract, reconciling separated spouses and
chaperoning divorced women back home. Except for the
notions of baraka
and the writing, the tâlib
s formulas
and rites do not differ much from the sahhâra's
and neither do his clients.
The tâlib
and the sahhâra have in common that they serve
people as hexers and as de-hexers. The magic numbers
three and seven are used by both, as well as many magical substances and symbols. Each one will handle a
dirty slip or a love rag when necessary, and speak in
terms of the symbolic oppositions of hot-cold, lifedeath or wet-dry. For both, stories are told to get people to believe in their power. In one story the
tâlib
punished an unbeliever by throwing stones and debris in
her courtyard; in another the sahhâra
showed her talent
by making a sheepskin and a knife dance on the windowsill. Both kinds of magicians are consulted mainly for
problems related to love.
Also in their personal characteristics the
tâlib
and the sahhâra
look alike. They share a marked gender
ambiguity. The male tâlib
often shows traits and behaviour that are normally ascribed to the feminine gender.
He is soft, patient, and sexually passive. Sometimes he
is impotent. The female sahhâra
on the other hand has
acquired masculine traits. She is strong, in command of
her household, equally as disrespectful of segregation
rules as her male counterpart, and a failure to wifehood
and/or motherhood. The tâlib
is a male but not masculine, the sahhâra
is a female, but not feminine. They
are somewhere in between. Their ambiguity can involve
great paradoxes, like the image of the tâlib
as emasculated yet a dangerous womanizer and the sahhâra as dried
up and barren yet a seductress. Both are seen as asexual
and sexually aggressive and they inspire fear, awe and
revulsion.
But in spite of the many similarities between a
tâlib
and a sahhâra,
Algerians do not classify them
together. Even the most evil tâlib
is seldom seen as a
sorcerer. An example of this was given by a young,
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fervent Muslim Brother who lectured me on his religion.
He said that if you believed in suhùr,
you were no
longer Muslim, and if you believed a story about sorcery
your prayers would be invalidated for forty days. Yet, a
few minutes later he tried to convince me of the powers
of the tâlib
in his village who could burst car-tires
merely by looking at them, and who could make a kitba
which thrown on a drunk's roof would turn into a snake
who would punish the sinner. For him, as for many others, his tâlib is no sorcerer. Only women are friends of
the devil, auliyâ'
as-sayâtîn.
Male and female magicians are differentiated on
several counts. First they are attributed a different
background. The tâlib has an origin whereas the sahhara
is thought of as a stranger. Origins are very important
in defining a person's status. To say "he has an origin"
is the same as saying "he is respectable, because he is
from a good family." A tâlib is usually associated with
a saint and a maraboutic lineage, and this respectability is augmented by holy grace and an aura of learning.
The traditional prestige of the noble lineage still lingers on today, although the value of proper descent and
the reverence for the marabout has decreased. It also
rubs off on those tâlibs
who earn their sustenance more
with questionable "magic" then with religion, or those
who never belonged to a great family. Inversely, to say
"he has no origins" is dif f amatory. The statement is
commonly used as an injurious reaction to scandalous
behaviour. To say of a woman that she is a stranger is
the same as saying that she is not under a patriarchal
authority to guarantee her virtue, and is thus disreputable. The difference in background between male and
female magicians implies a difference in social, religious and moral standing.
Secondly, the tâlib
is different from the sahhâra}
because the male equivalent of the sahhara
is the
sahhâr.
A sahhâr would also be an outsider, a stranger,
someone who could not pride himself on saintly descendancy. The existence of such a low category makes the
tâlib
higher. Few men are actually seen as
sahhâr.
Those men who practice sorcery manage to make themselves
known as a tâlib.
There are more tâlibs
than
sahhârât.
My very rough guess for the number of tâlibs
is about
fifty while there are at the most ten sahhârât in town.
The third ground for differentiation was, as we
saw, the association with religion and learning of the
tâlib and the lack of these for the sahhara.
The tâlib
must be closer to God because of his ties to the saint,
his baraka, his reliance on the Koran and his religious
writings in the kitba. The sahhara must be closer to the
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devil because she cannot read and write verses but
recites formulas that contain dirty words and invocations of the devil. Instead of discreetly writing an
unreadable script, she talks grossly of the sexual
organs of the man and handles human cast-offs. To pay
her means paying for sinful, forbidden sorcery; to pay a
tálib,
however, can be seen as a meritorious gift, a
ziyâra,
in return for the baraka received through him
from the saint.
The major reason, however, for differentiating
between the tàlib
and the sahhâra,
is that the first is
a man and the second a woman. All the other differences
ascribed to them are related to their respective gender.
Women are seen as the snares of Satan, as shame and
weakness, never to be trusted. Every woman is thereby a
potential practitioner of sorcery. The mere fact of
being a man never brings about the suspicion of sorcery.
Only male control can keep a woman from sorcery. If the
practitioner is a professional, it is automatically concluded that she is a stranger, a woman without origins,
a woman without a man. Had she a man and were she of
good family, her male relatives would never allow her to
practice this craft. Women, and women without men to
boot, can hardly boast of their religious learning or
descent to make their magic look more like religion.22
Without the legitimation of baraka their craft is forbidden, sinful and evil, the lowest and most marginal
kind of magic, and they are the lowest and most marginal
kind of magicians. And it is this very quality that
makes them most dangerous. A tálib
is less marginal and
less feared and despised than a sahhâra
because he is
less powerful, and a man. Real sorcery is done by women.
Despite the large number of tâlibs
who practice magic,
the real sorcerer is a woman without a man.

CHAPTER SEVEN
ASSISTANTS IN FERTILITY AND BIRTH
In defining clean and unclean, pure and impure, divine
and human, or white and black magic, I have repeatedly
referred to sexual activity, sexual organs, sexual fluids or sexual status. Sexuality is a root influence in
other domains. Some persons have specialized in helping
others to cope with aspects of sexuality like virginity,
defloration, fertility, pregnancy and birth, not only
biologically but also socially. They can both regulate
and disrupt the organization of sexuality.

Custodians of

virginity

Hajja Fatna is a small, gentle, softspoken woman
in her early sixties. Her round face is often
smiling and creates confidence. Hajja Fatna is a
woman of medicine. The first time that I go to see
her, I have to wait for her in the house of her
daughter, because she is at the doctor's. She
returns with different sorts of pills bundled up
in her scarf and shows me a box of Glifanan; nothing else is so good for her headaches. Hajja Fatna
combines the new with the old. The people who come
to her include: barren women who want to have
children, and fertile women who do not want to
have them; women who want their unfaithful husbands to love them more, and others who want their
jealous husbands to love them less; mothers who
want to safeguard their daughters' virginity;
pregnant women with aching backs; or young mothers
worrying about their infants. Hajja Fatna combines
traditional medicinal herbs with magic, religion
and psychological counseling to suit each particular situation. The prefix hâjja,
indicative of her
status as a pilgrim, adds a certain religious
legitimacy to her acts.
Hajja Fatna is an imra'a
kabira
an "old woman." An "old
woman" may be able to take care of many problems, like
Hajja Fatna, or may specialize in only one or two of
them.1 For some of these specialties a functional title
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exists -which may not always be used- for others there
is none. Some women pride themselves to have been given
through their saintly lineage a hikma,
a special gift,
for instance to do a massage or cure a specific disease.
In general an "old woman" assists in the various rites
that celebrate the sexual order and that guide people
through the transitions in their sexual life.
Virginity rites have received little attention, despite
the acknowledged importance of virginity in Mediterranean culture, and the understanding that virginity is
not only a biological but also a socio-cultural phenomenon related to state-formation processes and conceptions of gender and gender oppositions (cf. Schneider
1971, Blok 1985).
Virginity rites are undergone by Algerian girls
sometime between the ages of six and sixteen. (For men,
virginity is not a culturally significant quality.)
Although a mother can lead the ritual for her own daughter, most people go to a specialist, who is paid twenty
to thirty dinars for her services.
The easiest virginity rite is to close a box with a
key and to let the girl jump over it seven times. The
box and the key are carefully stored away until two days
before her wedding. Then, during a party for the girl
and her friends, the box is opened, and the girl jumps
over it seven times, but this time backwards. After the
first rite it is said that the girl is tied, she is
marbûta.
She cannot be opened before the spell is
undone by repetition of the rite in the opposite direction.
One can also use a large, round, flat bread basket.
The center is cut out of a woven scale that is normally
used for the preparation of grain or bread and is therefore a symbol of fertility. The girl steps in the ring
which is pulled seven times from her toes to her head.
Then the scale is turned face down and stored away in a
safe place. To undo the spell the act is repeated but
now from head to toes.
Best known is the rite with the weaving-loom.2 The
loom is set up and the young girl steps seven times zigzag through the warp. Sometimes holes are cut for this
purpose. To untie the girl before her wedding night, she
has to do the same backwards. She can also jump seven
times over all the parts of the original loom thrown on
a heap or do a major purification on top of it.
These rites lock in the potential sexuality of a
girl. Her virginity is celebrated and at the same time
safeguarded against loss. The sense of protection created by this rite is reinforced by stories about its
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strength. A groom will not be able to penetrate his
bride in the wedding night if one forgets the reversal
rite or if one has not used exactly the same scale or
loom. When defloration is problematic it can be blamed
on a missing part, which provides an exogenous explanation for flaws in one's sexual functioning.
The specialist who knows and performs the rite
gains control over the girl's sexuality. Her power to
tie up the vagina gives her power over its opening. Her
protective mediation is both valued and feared, because
she could doom a girl to remain a maiden forever by
carelessness with the objects used or the proper
sequence of acts. If she were opposed to the marriage
she might actually misplace a part.
Today, a growing number of mothers no longer let
their daughters pass through the loom, and the main reason they give is their mistrust of the specialist. They
say that tools and property are replaced much faster
than before, so one can be less sure that the loom will
remain intact. Yet some mothers have more reasons than
ever to fear for the purity of their daughters. Girls
go more and longer to school than before and have more
contact with boys. Warda, who worried about the dangerous freedom of her two teenage daughters and her reduced
control over their virtue, told how she revived the ritual by herself: "if you are afraid that your daughter
goes out with boys, you should let her pass through the
bread scale. They say that it fastens her. I did it last
year with Rashida. Zahra didn't want to do it. She said,
no, no, I don't do that, that s all superstition. She
refused to do it, but Rashida didn't mind. They say that
it makes a man like a woman before her (...) I hid the
scale up there in the closet because if she gets married
I have to do it again. I don't know if there is any
truth in it." (Qs. : Did you mother tie you when you
were a girl?) "No, my mother never did it with us. She
knew that we never went out."
If Warda could bring up her daughters in strict seclusion, as she was brought up herself, she would probably
not have resorted to this symbolic seclusion. But the
way she practices the rite is half-hearted and indicates
a loss in symbolic force. She does not use the best
implement or invite a specialist, and her faith in her
home-made version is rather ambivalent. This also diminishes the rite's explanatory value, for if things go
wrong in the wedding night she cannot blame and ol woman
who lost a part or say that she accidentally threw out
the basket with the garbage. But then also the need for
such an explanation has diminished. When problems arise
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the couple can now go to a doctor.
For Warda's daughters the ritual has already lost
all meaning. Unchecked by her father, who is permanently
ill, Rashida flirts with boys. Zahra, who studies biology in another town, does not take much advantage of
this freedom, but grumbles at her mother's superstition
and refuses outright to have anything to do with it. One
bride-to-be, who just returned from an untying ceremony,
said that her family had pressed her to go although she
herself found it unnecessary and meaningless. She had
passed the loom as a child, and her relatives did not
want her to run any risks. Paradoxically, the rite may
actually encourage parents to relax their vigilance. A
girl told me after she slept with a boy: "The thought
that I am no longer a virgin would never occur to my
mother. For her that is impossible because I am still
marbût a."
The preoccupation with virginity can also be seen in the
virginity test. Here too "old women" used to play a
larger role than they do today.
All mature women profess to know whether a girl is
still intact or not. They say that they can see it in
the way she walks, hear it when she goes to the toilet,
or notice it from other subtle changes. But when an
incident raises doubts about the state of the hymen, or
when her parents want a guarantee that she can present
them her qamija,
her blood stained underdress, in her
wedding night, they may bring her to an old woman like
Hajja Fatna for closer inspection.
Hajja Fatna's experience, her trustworthiness and
her knowledge of female physiology make her fit to check
for virginity. It is said that she knows a virgin just
by looking at the colour of her sexual organs. As with
the virginity rites, she defends with this test the dominant value of virginity for unmarried girls. On the
other hand, her authority in this matter makes her at
the same time suspect. Her knowledge could enable her to
cover up a ruptured hymen, especially because she has an
interest in showing the effectiveness of her rites and
in defending the honour of the girl's family.
This suspicion of the intra'a
kabira
is one of the
reasons why parents increasingly bring their daughter to
a doctor for a virginity test. A doctor, who is usually
a man, is considered more knowledgeable and objective
than an old woman. As a man he has less interest in protecting a girl for her own sake, and as a doctor he is
supposed to have fewer ties with the family on whose
honour he judges. Moreover, a doctor can provide a formal, written statement about the condition of the
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virginal membrane, which an illiterate old woman cannot
offer. Parents prefer to have such a certificate at
hand, just in case their daughter does not bleed in her
wedding night, to keep the groom from questioning her
maidenhood and reclaiming his money. This process is
supported by authorities, who may ask for a legal virginity certificate before registering the marriage contract to prevent juridical problems. The hour of truth
that mothers say they fear most is not passed nervously
in front of the bridal chamber, but a few days before in
the doctor's office.
Some honourable
families display
their moral
superiority by claiming that they do not need a certificate to guarantee the virginity of their daughters. This
was the case of Warda's mother: "We never got a certificate from the doctor before we married. My mother knew
we were good because we never went out. People used to
ask her: 'Why don't you get a certificate for your
daughters?' But my mother always answered that she
didn't need a certificate to know that we were good. We
all had our qamija when we married. Mostly girls who are
not virgins get a certificate.
They have it faked
(...). The mother takes a real virgin to the doctor and
gives the name of her daughter." Yet, in the face of
desegregation and the growing resistance of young girls
against seclusion, it becomes more risky to claim
superiority this way, and many families now choose the
security of a certificate. The general feeling of moral
decline has increased the demand for virginity tests.
As Warda notes, the male medical takeover of the
virginity test has not raised it above suspicion. Doctors who do not have the same personal ties with a family as an old woman, can more easily be deceived. It is
said that some doctors can be bribed, and that in the
large cities and Paris surgeons can be found who mend
broken hymens. But in these cases the trafficking is
first and foremost attributed to the bad girl or to her
mother. The main suspects are women. The fear of a
women's conspiracy, which made the female custodian of
virginity suspected, hardly endangers the status and
credibility of the male doctor.

Guards of the bridal

room

In Algeria the first marriage is the supreme event in a
person's sexual life. For a female it marks the transition from virgin to woman. This transition is prepared
and guided by a few ordinary persons, who are given an
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appropriate title, perform specific tasks and have certain privileges. Very often, though not always, these
guides in the rite of marriage are women without men.
The preparation of the liaison is in the hands of the
kuttáb,
the matchmakers or "those who ask" for a girls
hand. The mother of the boy takes the initiative, engaging some old, wise women as her negotiators. Often they
are the same women who deliver the babies, test the virgins, or wash the family dead. They contact the prospective bride's family to find out whether the match is
economically, socially, and psychologically acceptable
(cf. Rassam 1980:74). The girl's mother has also asked
for the help of some old women, to do the talking. Young
women and girls, especially the future bride, are
excluded from the discussions. In the Algerian movie
Leila
et les autres,
a young girl breaks this rule by
telling the kuttâb
that she does not accept their conditions because she would rather continue her studies than
marry. Such insolence, which promptly led to the departure of the mediators, is nearly inconceivable in real
life unless the girl, as in the movie, is the daughter
of a widow and has little to fear from a father for her
disrespect. When the female negotiators have come to a
preliminary agreement, the men take over the negotiations .
The invitation to the wedding guests is extended in
person by the câridât)
the inviters. Printed invitations
sent by mail are still not common. The one family that I
saw using printed announcements only sent them to outof-town guests and people who were not at home during
the invitation round. The caridát
are a small group of
women composed of some of the matchmakers and the mother
or, if she is too busy with the preparations, a younger
c
relative of the girl or boy to be married. The
âridât
often happen to be women without men because they are
freer to move in public and can stay away from home
longer. Inviting is a festive occasion. The women are
dressed up as for a wedding. In former times, the inviters of important families arrived accompanied by music
and shouts of children. Today they are only small groups
of veiled women who move hardly noticed through the
streets. The task takes several days because everywhere
meals or drinks are pressed upon them; at least they
must accept being sprayed with perfume for bringing the
good news.
During the wedding night the masters of the main ceremony -the defloration- are the wazir and the wazira,
the
ushers. Ideally, the wazira
is an older confidante of
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the bride and her mother. She gives the final touch to
the nuptial chamber: she sprinkles aromatic and beneficent herbs under the sheets, arranges the bridal suitcases when they arrive, pushes nosy children out of the
way and guides the bride to her room, sets her at ease,
advises her and dresses her. She is, with the mother,
the last one to stay with the bride. When the groom
enters, she posts herself outside the door, to keep
watch and to go in as soon as it is all over. For the
next three to seven days she serves the bride who
remains during that time in seclusion in the nuptial
room. In practice, the wazira
is often not chosen by the
bride or her mother, but by the groom's family. Sometimes there is no
viazira.
The groom's family nearly always appoints a
wazir.
The male usher, usually a cousin of the groom, is more
or less in charge of the bachelor's party. He brings the
groom to the wedding bed and sometimes shouts together
with his friends encouragements to the bridegroom.
The wazir
shares with the wazira
the privilege to
be able to enter the room at all times, and the duty to
see to it that the matrimonial act is executed properly.
When my landlady returned from her brother-in-law's wedding she recounted how the wazir
repeatedly had gone
inside to encourage the groom who was unwilling or unable to do anything. When this did not help he had berated the groom and taken away the cassette-recorder he
was playing with. Laila, a mother of seven married to a
storekeeper, recalled that when she was a bride at thirteen, she resisted her husband so much when he wanted to
take her virginity that the wazir
tied her arm to her
leg to keep her quiet. People say that an usher should
hold the bride for her husband if she is very uncooperative. One woman thought that in the old days the wazir
had to penetrate the bride himself if the groom was unable to do so, but I never heard of an usher actually
doing this. A wazira usually does not help to subdue the
bride. Algerian custom is different from that of Egypt
where the traditional country midwife also functions as
wazira and deflowers the bride with her fingers (El Saadawi 1980:29).
People say that there is no embarrassment between
the couple and their wazir or wazira.
The ushers are
chosen from among those for whom no avoidance rules
exists, and are often their most trusted friends. Ushers
not only control and impose the proper execution of the
marital act, but also defend and protect against too
harsh demands. A good wazira stands up for her ward; she
will ask the groom to be careful; and she will help the
bride, when necessary, with home remedies against the
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pain of defloration.
After the consummation of the marriage either the
v/azir or the wazira
brings the stained undergarment to
the parents of the bride and the groom. In most families
it is still displayed to the guests, although the custom
of dancing around with it while guests throw money on it
for the ushers is disappearing. There is still a great
deal of stress on producing the proof of virginity,
which often makes the first sexual act for girls extra
painful. Haemorrhages from a too violent defloration
for the purpose of drawing blood are not unknown. Karima
said: "On Fridays (most weddings are on Thursdays) you
find many brides in the hospital to be sown up."
Especially older female guests closely examine the
gami ja.
From the colour of the blood they draw their
conclusions about the intactness of the bride. They
boast that they can detect immediately a proof that is
faked. Among upper-class urbanités only the two mothers
or their representatives inspect the spotted underdress.
The gamija
is traditionally one of the strongest symbols
of respectfulness and civilization, because it shows a
high degree of control over sexuality. But at the same
time the elite is beginning to share the European disgust for the custom and considers a public display of
the gamija
uncivilized. Only powerful families can
afford a privatization of the socially important proof
of virginity without loss of face. Andezian notes that
the showing of the bridal garment has not lost in importance among Algerian immigrants in France, despite the
disapproval of the French. On the contrary, the perceived sexual abandon of the surrounding culture and its
feared influence on young people have made it all the
more imperative in many families to demonstrate the
final proof of virginity for the honour of the house
(personal communication 20.12.1983).
Not all girls can conform to the social norm that
they have to bleed in their wedding night. Even the
purest virgin may not bleed due to an elastic, absent,
or accidentally ruptured hymen. According to the Egyptian physician El-Saadawi, more than 30% of girls have
no bleeding at all during their first sexual act
(1980:28). People do not recognize these possibilities
and stick to the harsh rule that a girl who does not
bleed is considered defiled and sent home. When I told a
mother of five daughters about accidental rupture, she
denied the possibility and explained that a girl has
seven bloodveins that make up her virginity.
It can
happen that one is accidentally broken, but then she
still has six left. Yet, there are some acceptable
explanations for the discrepancy between ideology and
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physiological reality. The first is the belief in Friday-girls. It is said that girls born on a Friday only
show white blood in their wedding night. The stains
will turn red when held above the steam. It should be
marked on a girl's birth certificate and marriage contract if she is born on a Friday, but who will check if
it is given as a subsequent explanation? A second outlet
is the virginity test described above. The written testimony obtained prior to the wedding protects the girl
against accusations. Whether the public believes that
the girl is born on a Friday or that the certificate is
not falsified, depends for a large part on the girl's
previous behaviour and the respect her family commands.
A second group that cannot conform to the norm of
showing a qamija
are girls with past sexual experience.
Because they know the cultural value of their hymen (and
the possible repercussions if they lose it), educated,
sexually-liberated girls develop quite a skill in seducing and even making love with men without allowing them
to go all the way. Some even conceive with their hymen
intact. Those girls who lose their virginity knowingly
are less at a loss than unprepared virgins with anomalous hymens. One very expensive solution is to have it
remade by a surgeon. Another solution is to tell it
frankly to the husband on the wedding night. A university student who did that rightly guessed that her
future husband loved her enough not to make a scene that
night. He divorced her a few months afterwards. Or they
fake virginity by tricks such as making a cut with a
razorblade in the vagina. But they realize that these
tricks are difficult when the man is not in on it.
Laila, a storekeeper's wife, was undressed and checked
over by the groom's aunt who was appointed as her
wazira,
and she wondered where she could have put a
razorblade when she was stark naked.
If a girl cannot save her hymen it is preferable to
lose it to the man she will marry. Producing the proof
then becomes his responsibility. The young teacher who
told me that the best way out was to draw vaginal blood
with a razorblade because other blood would be recognized as different, handled the problem differently at
his own wedding a few months later. He just told his
mother that he had slept with his fiancée and that she
was already pregnant. The mother scolded him for not
taking precautions and understood that there would be no
qamija.
She subtly conveyed this to the few guests
invited for the wedding evening. During the dinner she
pointedly ignored the muttered comments. The bride's
mother, the only relative who loved the bride enough to
sit through the ordeal, kept silent and looked visibly
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hurt. Most guests left immediately after dinner. The
bride's sisters had tried to convince the bride that she
should do something to save her family's honour. The
bride refused for fear of bringing double shame, because
her pregnancy would inevitably bring the fraud to light
later on. As a result the sisters did not come to her
wedding dinner.
During another wedding the guests whispered to me
that the bride "had already been taken by him." They
gave this as a reason why few people had been invited.
When the bride and her family arrived they were heavily
criticized and most guests left at the moment the groom
entered the bridal room, which normally is the most
exciting time of the party. Some guests said that it all
was a shame; that they would not have come if they had
not been closely related to the groom's mother and pitied her.
In both the above cases, the families concerned had
a reputation for moral looseness. The foster-parents of
the first groom were known as sexual libertines; and the
father of the second had shamelessly invited his longstanding lover to the feast. The first bride had no
father, and the second was considered lower class. In
neither case the family had much respect to defend.
In a situation where a family less willingly
accepts a loss of face through failure to produce the
proof of their honourability, a uazir
or a wazîra
can
help. The intermediary position of the ushers, which
serves to enforce the dominant sexual code, enables them
also to cover up previous slip-ups from the public eye.
They can advise on what to do in such a situation or
bring the necessary devices. Ushers are always somewhat
suspect for this reason, and a wazîra more than a uazir
because she might conspire with the bride to deceive her
husband. Folk stories warn of old women who bring in the
blood of a ram's head or a chicken. To prevent such
conspiracies the groom's family prefers to appoint the
groom's sister or aunt. Instead of a support for the
bride such a wazîra becomes one more form of control for
the girl.
The showing of a blood-stained qamija
serves to
disprove the ever-present suspicion of a family's sexual
behaviour and its women in particular. But in the very
process of overcoming this suspicion, new distrust is
generated and concentrated on the performers and the
officiants of this rite.
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fertility

Virginity rites, virginity tests and virginity proofs
are in part a control over fertility. Sexual relations
and child-bearing is thereby restricted to married people. Within marriages people also try to influence their
fertility. Hajja Fatna is an imra'a
kabira
who helps
them to do so.
Fertility is highly valued in Algeria. The country's
fecundity figure is very high, with an average of 6.86
children per woman and a crude birth rate of 43.4 per
1000 inhabitants (Annuaire
statistique
1981:37).^ The
crude mortality rate is 11 per 1000 inhabitants. Infant
mortality is still high (9.77%) but on the decrease. The
high fecundity leads to a significant natural growth
rate of 3.2%. Fecundity varies with socio-economic categories; in 1980, 90% of the registered births took
place in families where the woman was illiterate while
female illiteracy amounts to 58% (be Monde 23.2.1983).
Motherhood is the most important factor in establishing a woman's status. The social pressure to become
a mother weighs heavy on Algerian women. A marriage is
expected to bear fruit as soon as possible. Mothers try
to plan their daughter's wedding for the time that she
is most fertile, preferably three days after her period.
The first signs of pregnancy are anxiously awaited and
after a few months of marriage without results, the fear
of sterility arises and soon becomes an obsession. Karima predicted the fate of Jauhar, a young bride who was
"without belly" (bilá
kirs):
"After half a year people
will question her about it, after a year people will
talk about her, and after two years she will be out in
the street." When I returned to Maimuna after two years
Jauhar still had no children but was not out in the
street. She had married out of love, and the couple had
solved their problem by adopting a girl born as the
weaker of twins to Jauhar's brother-in-law and registering her as their own offspring. Jauhar had exceptional
luck. In general barren women are despised and made to
feel worthless. Although it is recognized that a husband
can be sterile, it is mostly women who bear the stigma
and the consequences. Men tend to use their unilateral
rights to divorce and polygamy before questioning their
own fertility. Fertility is generally regarded as a concern of women, and they are the ones who seek help both
from modern physicians and traditional healers.
Most women know of herbs, foods or acts to stimulate fertility. Their workings are generally conceptualized in terms of hot and cold, wet and dry (Champault
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1969:312). A woman who wants to be with child has to
"heat the womb;" she can do so by going to the bathhouse or by eating foods spiced with certain herbs. One
such dish is birqûqis,
a spicy coarse-grained couscous
that is served at name-giving ceremonies; its heating
qualities give rise to sexual jokes. For a pregnant
woman too much heat is dangerous and may cause an abortion; she should stay out of the hot part of the bathhouse and not eat birqûqis.
A barren woman is called
cold or dry; and when a woman no longer conceives it is
said that she has become cold.
When hot baths and foods do not work and a woman
seriously worries about not getting pregnant, she consults a specialist like Hajja Fatna who knows other and
perhaps better herbs and substances to use, and who
knows how to find, prepare and apply them. These traditional remedies usually consist of fumigations, or eating or drinking stimulants of the womb so that "the
stomach turns upside down." They are unpleasant and
often dangerous, such as the following recipe: "You mix
harmal
(African rue) with the same amount of flour and
bake it in oil into a flaked pastry. Add honey and butter. Eat this and turn a somersault. It makes you very
sick but there are women who become pregnant afterwards." Hajja Fatna combines the herbs she administers
with massage, magic, psychotherapy or implorations to a
saint. Such combinations are also found in the solutions
to sterility given by Desparmet (1939:280), Zerdoumi
(1979:72-73) and Champault (1969: 312).
Hajja Fatna draws from the same variety of therapies once a woman has conceived but fears to lose her
unborn child. She can diagnose an incomplete miscarriage
as a rigid,
a sleeping child, to save the woman the loss
of the priviliged, pregnant status until the foetus is
definitively expelled. And she tries to revive the
ragid,
the baby who doesn't move anymore.5 One day Hajja
Fatna told me how she treated a woman who came to her in
tears because the Chinese doctor in the hospital had
said she would miscarry as her child was dead; "When she
came because she no longer felt her baby move, I did
this and this." She demonstrated how she massaged the
abdomen and lifted the legs. "I shook her legs like this
and rotated a couscous pan over her belly and prayed to
God for help." She continued laughing: "The pan was a
bit too small because she has a large belly." Her treatment was succesful: the child "woke up" and was born a
few months later. Hajja Fatna is also credited with
being able to turn around babies lying in breech position by a massage with oil or earth from around Sidi
Ahmad's tomb.
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Someone who knows to bring about or safeguard a pregnancy is also likely to know how to prevent it or to
break it off. An imra'a
kabîra
who is asked about contraceptive and abortive devices at first feigns ignorance. When she finally divulges what she knows it is
usually with the proviso that it is not she, but others
who use them (Gaudry 1952:351; Jansen 1982:125; Mathieu
& Maneville 1952:71ff). She does not practice such sins
before God; she is wise, not evil.
Under certain circumstances, however, an
imra'a
kabîra
does not hesitate to use her wisdom for her
friends and relatives. Despite the high value placed on
fertility and the importance of having children, Algerian women do not all favour unlimited reproduction,
confronted as they are with the burden of bearing and
bringing up children. According to the last detailed
study about this subject held in 1968, more women than
men want to regulate the number of children. The majority of the women -65% of the urban women and 52% of the
rural women- were willing to use contraceptives. Acceptance of birth control increased with the number of
children, except for rural men, and even more with education, income and an urban environment. But they were
severely hampered by the lack of information about and
the availability of modern contraceptives. Of the rural
women, 84% could not name, nor had access to any modern
means of birth control (La régulation
1968:35-48).
All of my female informants knew birth control
devices, although not all had access to them or used
them. Women often talked about the burden of children,
compounded by poor housing, unemployment, high costs of
living, or weak health of the mother. Especially among
urban middle-class women birth control is a common
topic. Their ideal number of children is four: two boys
and two girls, twice "the choice of a king." They argue
that if one child dies there is still one of that sex
left. When a mother of four announces that she will
stop, she may be answered with: "Right you are!" But it
is also likely that someone will prompt her "to add" and
suggest that she is young and healthy enough to have
more. A few educated women express the wish to have only
two children. They are always urged to continue as are
mothers who only have children of one sex. In general,
men prefer boys over girls, and both men and women like
their first born to be a son.
But women also want
daughters. Boys take more work, while girls help their
mother and keep her company. Among lower classes the
preference for boys is especially pronounced. Indirect
female infanticide, however, is said to have disappeared
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from all but the poorest milieus. I heard of one case in
which a mother of two girls, whose third child again was
a girl, refused to feed the baby who died.
The Arabic pharmacopoeia has long contained procedures and recipes for birth control. Not only abstinence, coitus interruptus and prolonged breast-feeding
were known, but also substances swallowed, rubbed on the
belly, fumigated or used as suppositories by women or
smeared on the penis or drunk by men. There were other
procedures as well, including avoiding simultaneous
orgasms, sneezing after coitus and gymnastics (Musallam
1983: 77-104). Of course, not all of these are common
knowledge, but women in general and an "old woman" in
particular, can usually mention one or more traditional
contraceptives or abortive devices. Most are not very
effective -and those that are, are rather dangerous. The
contraceptives mentioned to me include the introduction
of soap before coitus or douching with vinegar after.
The tâlib
can write an amulet against conception; or a
woman versed in the art can write on an empty snail. Or
one could tie a knot in a baby's umbilical cord for
every year one wishes to wait before giving birth again,
or let as many chick-peas tied in a piece of cloth soak
with menstrual blood while saying: "The flow of progeny
is tied like the cotton is tied." A traditional birth
control specialist like Hajja Fatna knows, among other
things, that tea made of the root of salix safsaf can
cause sterility. She took the drug herself to stop
menstruating in order to remain pure on her pilgrimage,
but is sorry she did so as her back and legs have hurt
ever since that day. She warns that the tea is dangerous
and sinful if young women take it: God will punish them
for not wanting children and seven snakes will eat their
breasts away when they die.6
In the urban context, traditional contraceptives
are quickly giving way to the pill and the intra-uterine
device. The 26-year-old mother of five children who mentioned soap and vinegar, herself used the pill and said
that traditional contraceptives were only used by "widows or divorcees." The 48-year-old mother of four who
remembered magical recipes had secretly undergone a
sterilization in France when she went there for another
operation. In the field of contraception the same process is taking place as in virginity control. Slowly the
task of the old wise women versed in traditional medicine, is taken over by a more masculinized and modern
medical system. Older means to influence fertility are
losing force: the forty day postpartum taboo on sexual
intercourse is not always respected; dietary improvements diminish the contraceptive effects of lactation;
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and magical rites or the consumption of plants are
increasingly recognized as ineffective or dangerous.
"Arab medicine" is becoming synonymous with "magic,"
"danger" and moreover with "illicitness". Old women's
medicine is said to be reverted to by women whose husbands do not want them to practice birth control or by
women without men who want illicit sex.
After independence the Algerian government was slow
in giving up the pro-natal policy established under the
French. Not that there was much traditionalist prejudice
or religious opposition to impede the development of
family planning services. Religious opposition to contraception never was dominant; most leaders share the
viewpoint that contraception in itself is not sinful,
only some reasons for using it.7 To space one's progeny
to safeguard the health of mother and child is quite
acceptable, but to use anticonceptives because the woman
wants to work or to indulge in extra-marital sex is not.
Even the recent campaign against the pill by Islamic
conservatives, which caused many women to give it up, is
not based on a condemnation of its contraceptive effect,
but on its supposed harmfulness to the woman's body as a
cause of cancer and sterility. Similarly, the negative
attitude towards the IUD and the shield, which are far
less used than the pill, is not primarily due to Islamic
reproval of contraception but to propriety rules (Himri
1980:185). The intra-uterine device violates decency
rules as it must be put in and checked by a (often male)
gynaecologist, and upsets purity by causing a heavier or
irregular menstrual flow. Many people are also afraid
that it will hurt the man's (sic!) organ. Shields are
associated with prostitution.
Despite dramatic overpopulation, the Algerian government has remained relatively passive in the area of
birth control. Birth control was seen as a strictly private affair of individual couples, and state intervention was avoided. This attitude was reflected in the
establishment of family planning centers. The first Center for Spacing Births was set up in 1967 in Algiers,
followed two years later by similar ones in Oran and
Constantine. From 1973 onwards, with the extension of
free medical services, new centers were installed all
over the country, and by 1982 there were 700 of them.
Also a training program was started for family planning
personnel in which young midwives learned in a month's
course to give information on birth control and to place
IUD's (Algérie-Actúa
lité
849, 1982:7). Both the name of
these centers and the way they work reflect the state's
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family planning, but wait till the women come to them.
Women do so in such great numbers that the PMl's can
hardly handle the requests. The centers provide oral
contraceptives and lUD's free of charge to women who
present a marriage certificate or the written consent of
their husband. They thus subject women's control over
reproductivity to a man's permission. Apart from some
PMI's in the capital who experimentally hand out contraceptives to all women, most centers do not help unmarried girls, widows or divorcees. Women without men need
"friends" if they want to obtain modern contraceptives.
In absence of these they have to depend on traditional
means of birth control.
If the government's relative passivity in matters
of birth control is not primarily due to Islamic prejudice or the non-cooperation of women, what then is the
reason for its reticence in developing family planning
services? The answer must be sought in the ideological
position that the country's underdevelopment should not
be solved by limiting the population growth but by a
better division of national and international income
(Boals 1974:339).
This view was also upheld by the
UNFA, the National Women's Organization
(El-Djaza'iria
29, 1973:vii). Growing population pressure has only
recently led some politicians to advocate a more active
approach (Algerie-Actualité
849, 1982:7). In the meantime the policy of making birth control a private affair
has done much to impede women in their access to modern
contraceptives.
Although abortion is an important traditional form of
birth control, it has not been adopted as eagerly as
contraceptives by modern medicine. Abortion is legally
forbidden in Algeria and punishable with prison terms
for the woman who procures one and the person who
assists her (Code Penal art. 304 and 309).
According to an Algerian demographic survey, traditional abortive or semi-abortive practices are still
widespread, both in the towns and in the country-side
(Enquête
socio-démographique
vol. 5, 1970-72:74). This
conclusion is derived from the answers of physicians,
midwives and nurses who have to deal with the effects of
home-induced abortions, and so see only the tip of the
iceberg. The midwives of the local hospital, who were
very reluctant to talk about the subject, mentioned two
recurrent complications. One was caused by soda permanganate, which some women put as abortive in their
vagina. It corrodes the whole basin and sometimes even
eats away the cervix. Other women suffer from serious
tears during childbirth because the alum which they
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introduced as contraceptive has contracted and tightened
the vagina. Abortive practices are sometimes mentioned
by anthropologists but seldom extensively researched.
Miner and De Vos note that the Algerian parents in their
study preferred an abortion for their pregnant unmarried
daughter to a forced marriage (1960:58).
Gaudry
(1961:351-352) and Mathieu and Maneville (1952:71-85)
are more detailed about abortions and abortives and see
abortion as a means of birth control for married
couples. Abortion is not uncommon in Morocco (Mernissi
1985:21).
At first, women hesitate to talk about abortions
with an outsider and only confirm its occurrence in very
general terms. Yamina said: "Women take herbs if they
don't want to have any more children and if they want to
get back their menses. They know which herbs to use, and
if they don't there are always other women who can tell
them." Yet, most women need very little probing in private before divulging what they know about abortives or
about an imra'a
kabira,
an old wise woman who can help
them. Karima said: "All women here know that you can use
mariwiya
to let the child fall. You put it in boiling
water and then you sit over the steam. ' When Yamina mentioned mariwiya
some weeks later, I asked about its
abortive effects. She ignored my question and summed up
the beneficial qualities of the herb. It was good
against diabetics, boils, and high blood-pressure and
she had a bag full of it in her kitchen to use for compresses on her hurting leg. Only after some further
questioning did she confirm that mariwiya
is very bitter
and in concentrated form "bad for the pregnant woman."
Karima's neighbour denied the abortive effects of the
herb; she said that it would harm the unborn baby but
not cause its expulsion. She suggested that it was better to use the fula
of the miswâk.
All three women
added that abortives were not used by decent married
women but only by "widows and such who want to sleep
with men."
In fact, however, decent married women quite openly
try to get an abortion, although they do not always succeed. During the last month of my stay three women in my
network had to solve an unwanted pregnancy. Their cases
illustrate the different attitudes towards abortion.
Zina, 25 and daughter of a divorcee, worked before her
marriage as a licensed midwife in the hospital. There
she had witnessed the ravages of home abortions. She
told how she had seen many women with haemorrhages
because of the herbs they had used. Usually the herbs
were not strong enough to expel the foetus, so the women
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needed to be curetted. When an unmarried friend became
pregnant, Zina had taken her to Oran and had arranged a
clinical abortion for her. Zina knew how to help others,
but in the end she could not help herself.
After her marriage to a whole-saler in citrus
fruit, Zina had moved to her husband's home town, 90
kilometers from family and friends, and he imposed a
strict seclusion on her. Condemned to nearly solitary
confinement she soon turned into a nervous wreck. After
two children she decided that she could not endure
another one. Because she could not go out, her husband
bought the pill for her, but after some time he forgot,
despite her promptings. When she discovered that she
was pregnant again she was desperate.
Zina's seclusion made her dependent on outside
help, but it never came. With her mother-in-law she
lived in hostile silence. Her husband wanted another
child and seemed to have forgotten the pill on purpose,
and even her mother, whom she called daily on the phone,
was not willing to assist her. Her mother said to me:
"Many women let their menses return. But it is dangerous, some women die from it. I don't like it; it is a
sin." She told Zina that she should accept her responsibility. In desperation Zina swallowed the contents of
her medicine chest. She got sick, but it did not have
the desired effect.
Such rash efforts to get rid of a foetus are not uncommon among women for whom the prospect of an addition to
the household is unbearable. Malika was a few weeks over
time when she told a friend: "l took all the aspirin I
could find and drank pure lemon juice. If I am really
pregnant I'll get an abortion at once." Like Zina,
Malika had stopped working as a nurse when she married a
business manager and had two children; but unlike Zina
she did not live secluded. Apparently she was succesful.
I overheard someone ask the friend if Malika had recovered. When this evoked a puzzling look, she added:
"Didn't she have a tooth-ache?" The friend smiled, and
nodded confirmatively.
The first thing Karima did when pregnant with her fifth
child was to lug a heavy bottle of gas several times up
and down the staircase. It had no effect. Next she went
to her doctor to ask for an abortion. He refused and
tried to talk her out of it. She agreed with him that it
was a sin and that it might haunt her for the rest of
her life, but a few days later she decided that she
would go to Algiers to have it done there. She telephoned her sister who lived in the capital. The sister,
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who had undergone an abortion herself, assured her that
it could be arranged and that it did not hurt. Karima
bought a bus ticket for the next day, but never went.
She said she had the flu. Some weeks later during a
walk, she stopped before one of the herbalists selling
their wares on the sidewalk and asked for permegal.
After some rummaging the boy handed her a pink tablet.8
Karima showed it to me and explained that, used as a
suppository up to two months, it would acidify the foetus although it might not always kill it. She handed
the pill back to the boy and said that she was afraid to
use it; she preferred a healthy girl. The herbs used for
fumigations of the vagina which she had mentioned earlier also scared her, because she knew of women who had
died using them.
Karima discussed her problem with other friends.
While visiting the women of her husband's family she
told them that she did not want this baby and that she
had considered an abortion. They rebuked her. Then she
explained that she could not do it; it was much too late
now. Her host agreed that it would have been possible
before the child was forty days and that it was too
late. Behind her back, a friend gossiped: "it is her own
fault, she should have thought about it. A man doesn't
think about these things. She should have gone to the
clinic to get the pill. She didn't have to sleep with
him right away after the last one was born; it is sinful
to sleep with your husband the first forty days after
birth. So she had time enough to go to the clinic. She
only has to show her marriage certificate to get the
pill for free. Her husband allows her to go out, so it
is easy for her to take precautions."
In fact, Karima had gone with her husband's permission
to the clinic for anticonception before her postpartum
period ended. But there she heard that the pill would
influence the milk for her newborn baby and that an IUD
could not be placed until a few months later. Her hope
that breast-feeding would prevent another conception was
in vain.9 Less than a year later Karima again had the
same problem. But this time she managed to get an abortion on medical grounds when she had a gall-bladder
operation.
As these three cases indicate, although the topic
is avoided in public because abortion is illegal, women
discuss it with female intimates and admit their efforts
to procure one. Among women, the moral reprobation
involved in abortion is rather low, especially in the
very first stage of pregnancy. They show little shame in
telling that they went to the doctor "to have their
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menses return," an expression which means both to regulate menstruation as well as to procure an abortion. It
is left ambiguous which one they mean. In an interview
published in Confluent
a physician in an Alger hospital
said that he sometimes received women requesting an
abortion who were fully convinced that is was permitted

(La limitation

des

naissances

1965:328). Abortion has

the advantage over preventive means of birth control
that it mediates the contradiction between the cultural
ideal of fertility and the practical problems of numerous progeny. It shows that the body is still fertile
although no child is born. 10 Among the traditional means
of birth control, there seem to be more, or at least
more effective, devices for abortion than for contraception
(Gaudry
1961:351-352,
Mathieu
&
Maneville
1952:71-85). With the advance of the pregnancy, the
opposition to an abortion grows. Pressure is exerted on
the woman to accept her fate, and she is scared with
stories that herbs are dangerous and might kill her or
that a clinical abortion hurts because it is done without anaesthesia.
Women base their relative acceptance of abortion in
the first stage of pregnancy on religious arguments. A
middle-aged seamstress said: "A doctor in Oran took an
oath on the Koran that he wouldn't abort after a month
and twenty days. He asks for a lot of money; you have to
show your marriage certificate and tell him why you
don't want the child. If you let him do it, it is not
sinful because he swore on the Koran." There is little
agreement on the length of this first phase. Some say it
is forty days, others a hundred and twenty.
Islamic authorities are not unanimous about the
permissibility of abortion. They all agree that it is
not allowed after 120 days except in order to save the
mother's life. As for the first sixteen weeks there are
scholarly advocates of the right to abortion who base
their argument on a hadit
which indicates that 120 days
after conception the foetus gains a soul; opponents
refer to the Koranic verse that God will take care of
one's offspring (Bukári in Brünnow/Fischer 1966:157,
Musallam 1983:54, Akeb 1982). Islamic states have variously applied these two kinds of exegesis. In Egypt,
abortion in the first sixteen weeks was permitted by the
religious authorities in 1937, but has remained illegal
up to this day (El-Saadawi 1980:69). In Tunisia, abortion was recently legalized and made available to mothers who already have four children. In Algeria, the
adversaries dominate; abortion is illegal. Yet, a clause
that it is allowed when done openly in order to protect
the woman's life (Code Penal,
art. 308), facilitates
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medical abortions. It enables women who know the right
people and have enough money, to find a doctor who is
willing to help them. Women who do not have such "shoulders" to help them to end an unwanted pregnancy, still
have to depend on an imra'a kabira,
a woman specialized
in the old ways of controlling fertility.

Women who cut umbilical

cords

Hajja Fatna is an old woman "who knows how to
cut," an epithet that indicates that she is valued
for her skills as a midwife. When I ask her how
she learned her craft she says: "Oh, just like
that." Some days later, after the same question,
she tells that a foreign woman, who came to their
tent to assist her mother in childbirth, had considered her as her daughter and taken her along as
an apprentice after she had her own first child.
That s how she came to be a qâbila,
a midwife. She
lost the exact count of all the children she
helped to be born, yet she knows 'her' children
when she encounters them in the street. Her daughter boasts that all of them are still alive. Hajja
Fatna corrects her: two have died, but only later
in life, not at birth. Unlike most other
qàbilât
Hajja Fatna is not a widow; the man with whom she
has had seven children is still alive.
When a young woman reaches the end of her pregnancy, her
mother-in-law alerts an able, older woman who can assist
with childbirth. Whenever possible, she invites the
qâbila
who helped her when she had her own children.
A qâbila
seldom examines the expectant mother
before labour has started. Of a good qâbila
it is said
that she needs only to see the facial coulour of a pregnant woman to know if all is well. Sometimes a mother
asks her to predict the sex of the baby. When I ask
Hajja Fatna how she knows this she says: Ά girl is like
this (she holds up a closed fist), round, closed like a
kidney. A boy is oblong and moves back and forth. You
can feel it.' In her prediction of sex she expresses and
reinforces cultural gender definitions by which men move
a lot and women are closed and withdrawn in themselves.
When the child is not in the proper birthing position
she will gently coax it to turn around by a massage with
her deft fingers. Hajja Fatna's latest feat was the
birth of a twin who were cross-positioned with their
heads in opposite directions. She had sent the woman to
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the hospital as a ceasarean section seemed inevitable.
When the woman was on the operation table, Fatna's
experienced hands were still trying to turn the babies.
At the last minute, she succeeded and they were born
normally.
During labour, the qâbila
sits in front of the parturient woman who gives birth in a vertical position.
The birthing mother squats or sits on the legs of the
midwife, who bounces her up and down to speed up the
process. In the tents of the nomads and the old houses
in the countryside a rope is still sometimes hung from
the beams in the place where normally the skin for making buttermilk is suspended for the woman to hold during
contractions. Another woman supports her from behind.
The qâbila
intervenes little in the birth process; she
only receives the baby. (Her title literally means "she
who receives.") Her most important task is to cut the
umbilical cord. A good qâbila
"knows how to cut;" Hajja
Fatna can cut it so well that it falls off within three
days, according to a grateful client. Immediately after
birth she places a red scarf on the young mother's head.
It is believed that this keeps the woman from falling
ill and rejecting her child if she sees blood. Others
explain this gesture as a protection against an ugly
face caused by labour. Then the qâbila
swaddles the
infant and prepares its futur,
a breakfast of sugar and
water. The first milk of the mother is considered bad
and a cause of fever in the baby; it is thrown away.
Afterwards the qâbila
buries the afterbirth. For her
services she is given a basket of food, soap and sometimes a dress, and DA 100. This is not considered a payment: it is instead classified as milh. Milh (lit. salt)
refers to the gifts exchanged between friends which create a bond. If the family is too poor to make such
gifts, the qâbila
receives nothing. She will help them
nevertheless and see it as a good deed which she does
for ajr,
religious merit.
As assistant in the important rite of passage of birth,
a qâbila
should be pure. This means that she is preferably past menopause and without a man. Neither menstruation nor sexual contact can then interfere with her
task. Hajja Fatna does not have this quality of being a
widow, but her two pilgrimages to Mecca remove any possible doubts about her purity. Old age in itself is also
an asset. One woman said of her midwife: "She delivered
seven hundred and seventy children. She is very old. You
wouldn't say that she still cuts if you saw her. Her
face is all wrinkled and she is nearly blind. But she
can tell you the exact hour of birth. If she says that
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the baby comes at four, it comes at four." Her life
experience may include having had children of her own,
but motherhood is not an indispensable prerequisite for
becoming a good midwife. Miryam, now a widow, remained
childless during her marriage, but she is no less
respected for her help at childbirth and her ability to
cure children's diseases.
On the other hand, the qâbila's
work makes her
impure. Her contact with blood, the placenta, the umbilical cord and lochia pollute her as well as the woman
who gave birth. The gifts of soap and a dress are symbolic of her need to purify herself when she has finished. Her handling of organic cast-offs also gives her
magical power. She is therefore seen as dangerous and
close to being a sorcerer.
The services of the qâbila are increasingly taken over
by doctors and midwives in modern health institutions.
But in 1978 77% of the babies born in the province were
still delivered at home and most of these by a qâbila.
Next to the qâbila without formal education, there
are two other categories of midwives. There are trained
and certified midwives called sages-femmes.
These are
young women who followed a three-year training after
their secondary education. They work in hospitals or
family-planning centers. The second, and larger group
are the accoucheuses-rurales.
They include girls with
only three years of secondary education followed by a
year of practical training, and traditional midwives
without schooling but with much working experience. They
are enlisted for want of better trained personnel; they
have to pass certain examinations, and must work in
close cooperation with a rural clinic or hospital. Both
sages-femmes

and accoucheuses

rurales

sometimes do home-

deliveries in their free time for which they are usually
paid DA 500. Only sages-femmes
can sign the pregnancy
testimonies which working women need to demand a leave.
In 1979 there were 11 sages-femmes,
46 accoucheuses
rurales and an unknown number of qâbilât
in the provincial population of 300.022 (Annuaire
statistique
1979:26, 52, 134 and 141). The local hospital in 1984
had three sages-femmes
and seven accoucheuses
rurales
who did on the average 340 to 380 births per month.
In everyday language people only differentiate
between a sage-femme
-they use the French word when
speaking Arabic- by which they mean both groups of
licensed midwives, and a qâbila.
The relation between
the qâbila and the trained health personnel is strained.
Doctors and sages-femmes
look down on the qâbilât
as
illiterate and dangerous old crones. When Hajja Fatna
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sends a woman to the doctor, she warns her not to say
that she first consulted a qâbila:
"Otherwise they will
say, why don't you go to her?" A qâbila
and her clients
criticize the hospital staff that they have no feelings
for their patients, ignore their complaints and tie them
to the birthing table when they will not listen to their
orders. They complain that the sages-femmes
will not
allow relatives in the delivery room to support the parturient woman, and that they refuse to return the placenta or the umbilical cord. Moreover, they yell at
their patients and even hit them if these are slow to
understand; and one has to bribe them to get a better
treatment.
In the competition between the traditional and the
modern midwives, the advantage of the qâbila
lies in
her familiarity. Her main asset is to be an ordinary
old woman. Although clearly recognized as a specialist
she is at the same time not treated as one. Her expertise is downplayed by referring to her as "an old
woman", "a woman' or 'the old one," or with a kinship
term like "auntie." The term qâbila
is always used for
someone else's midwife seldom of one's own. A young
engineer explained why he wanted a qâbila
to attend to
his pregnant wife, an ex-teacher, instead of a doctor:
"She is an ordinary woman, like someone from the family.
She doesn't bring anything, she doesn't arrive with a
purse, that would spoil everything. It would take away
the confidence in her. She is just an old woman, like
the others. It is not that she knows more or has learned
more than the other women. She doesn't think she is a
doctor and has no pretensions. The problem with doctors
is that they see childbirth like an illness. But a
woman who gives birth is not sick, it is something natural."
On the one hand a qâbila
like Hajja Fatna is not an
ordinary woman. Unlike most women, she knows how to cut,
which means that she is forceful and courageous enough
to accept responsibility over life's beginning. She commands respect and obedience in the delivery room. She is
patient, gentle and reassuring. She knows how to comfort
the woman in labour by suggesting the most comfortable
position, by a massage or by just a smile. Moreover, she
is skilled and experienced. Unlike other women, she
knows better what to do in crisis situations; she knows
magical rites to protect mother and child and how to
deal with magically-dangerous substances.11 On the other
hand, by calling her an old woman or auntie, by not paying her but giving her presents, and by insisting on her
lack of pretension, she is made into a ordinary woman
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who can be incorporated in the family. This means that
avoidance rules between her and the family no longer
pertain.
The incorporation of the qábila
as a fictitious
kinswoman protects the privacy of the client-family. It
means that the neighbours will not gossip about her visits, as they would if she were just a strange old woman.
It means that a jealous husband does not have to expose
his wife in the hospital to the view of strange doctors,
cleaners or visitors. Nor does he risk the enormous
dishonour suffered by the man whose wife gave birth in
front of the hospital's lift doors and who had to
divorce her afterwards because everybody had seen her
shame.
The advantage of the modern trained health personnel over the qâbila
lies first in their ability to deal
with difficult births. In 1978, 35% of the stillbirths
in the province took place in a hospital or clinic, compared with only 23% of the live births (Annuaire
statistique
1979:52 and 141). Their modern training also
attracts clients who are immigrants from other towns
with some degree of education. These are often young
people with no or few kin in the town, and therefore no
ties with, or obligations towards a qâbila
connected
with the family. In these cases the woman is not subject
to the wishes of her mother-in-law but can make her own
choice. Another advantage of giving birth in the hospital is that it is cheap; policlinic deliveries are free
of charge. Upper-class women who have friends among
obstetricians and enough money to pay DA 500 sometimes
manage to combine the advantages of a home-birth with
trained assistance.

From heavenly

wages to hard money

As we have seen, there are midwives and other female
helpers who are not paid for their services, but given
gifts or the promise of remuneration in heaven. They
work for milh
and ajr.
In classical Arabic ajr
indicates the normal monthly wage. In Algeria the word is
specifically used for the remunerations given in the
afterlife for the good deeds done on earth; the monthly
wage is called sahr.
What induces people to forego
earthly compensation for their work? Have they no need
for money? Does God pay better?
Ajr
to

is a religious concept used by people to initiate or
maintain personal, multi-stranded and long-term
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relations. A person who does a favour to someone else
and refuses payment by saying that God will repay it to
her or him later, demands respect on a basis of equality
with the receiver. It gives face (honour) to be able to
give something without expecting a return, and the verbalized phrase stresses even more the qualification of
the favour as a gift. Conceptualization of work done for
someone as a gift starts a long-term indebtedness of the
receiver to the giver. A gift can not be paid, but must
be returned later with another gift; milh for milh.
When a qâbila
offers her services to make ajr she
renounces money now in order to receive gifts later. The
refusal of a direct recompense creates a bond of friendship and mutual trust between her and the family. The
family can always count on her help, even when they are
poor or temporary out of money; a qabila
can always
count on support and gifts in line with the status of
the family. The relation between a qâbila
and her
patrons becomes one of continuing mutual support. Over
the years this bond will be strengthened by her involvement in other intimate family matters. She will come
regularly to look at her children who might even call
her mother, and participate
in the
feasts of namegiving, the first outing of the baby, circumcision or
marriage. She will watch over the daughters' virginity
and fertility and stimulate the boys' virility and
potency. She provides home remedies when they are ill
and educational advice when they are unruly. The same
qualities that enable her to guide people into life make
her also fit to guide them out of it: at the hour of
death she may be asked to wash the corpse. The family
who needs the services of the qâbila
cannot refuse to
accept this type of bond: it would be disgraceful to
prevent an old woman to work for her salvation. By the
notion of ajr
a qâbila
indebts families to her and
builds up a life-long insurance.12
A qabila
is usually old and widowed. Old people are
close to death and as such have a right to worry about
their afterlife and to work for a better place in
heaven. But old widowed women also worry about their
existence on earth. Their subsistence is not always provided for by the legacy of their husband or the work of
their children. Although a qâbila
may start practicing
when her husband is still alive, her activities will
only expand fully once he is dead. She will then build
up strong relations with several families who will protect her against the vagaries of life. She can go and
see her children at any time she wants, and when she
comes she will be given a meal or coffee and sweets. How
could one let one's aunt and the "mother" of one's
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children go hungry?
The bond between the qâbila
and her families established by ajr and secured and smoothened by personalizing the relation, by defining the job done not as work
and the woman who does it not as a specialist, is not
only advantageous for the family but also for the
qâbila.
It saves the qâbila
the shame of having to work
in the public domain for it is more honourable for an
old woman to be taken care of by her family than for her
to work for money outside the home. Here gender conceptions about work come into play. How does the notion of
ajr function in gender relations?
In the chapter on religion we have already noted a differential use of the reference to ajr by women and by
men. While male religious mediators easily accept money
for their services, females prefer to receive their recompense from God. Those women who do accept money are
criticized. A similar difference is clear among health
care workers. Male herbalists and doctors or educated
midwives never refuse to be directly reimbursed for
their services; among their traditional female counterparts refusal of money is quite common. Do women need
less money than men? Or are old women so sinful that
they need to do more good works for their redemption?
According to North African folk belief old women
are indeed more sinful (cf. Dwyer 1978:80), but their
frequent reference to ajr does not seem to spring from a
desire to appear more religious than they are considered
to be. I would suggest that it is more a survival strategy adapted to the existing cultural notions of gender.
For women, reference to ajr turns a work relation
into a kinship bond, and a public job into a private
one. As such it expresses and reinforces the economic
exclusion and spatial seclusion of women. Women are more
dependent than men on family relationships. If they are
not supported by their kin it is very difficult and
degrading to find a subsistence elsewhere. Women therefore create substitute kin ties which bring them substitute support. But by doing so they also reconfirm their
exclusion from the public, economic domain, and thereby
continue the existing segregation. Women do not need
less money than men, they are only more afraid to ask
for it. If a qâbila
insisted on being paid now and not
later, it would make her public, disrespectable and
undesirable as a family member. She would lose the very
qualities that assure her livelihood.
The sages-femmes
who work for money in public do
not earn the respect and veneration of a qâbila.
It is
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not proper for a woman to work outside the house, and
even less proper when this work requires her to be out
at all hours of the night. A qábila
finds it normal to
sleep in the house where she works, but a modern midwife
can not do this because her relation with her employers
is quite different. The sage-femme
is less strictly confined to the private and the female domain and therefore
less respectable. The girls who choose this profession
often come from poor or fatherless families with low
honour. 13 It is not so much the training as the actual
practice of midwifery that can be shameful for girls
from respectable families. I knew two young, upper-class
women with a midwife diploma, but neither one ever practised as such. Both were employed temporarily in a family planning center and later taught in a nursing
school. One of them stopped working when she married.
Another sage-femme,
granddaughter of a traditional
qâbila,
was only allowed to work after her marriage by
her husband if she would not work at night. In the hospital, the sages-femmes
do no deliveries at night, but
leave this to the lower-status acchoucheuses
rurales.
Respectable girls prefer to go into other professions
like teaching, rather than into public health care. By
the same token (see below) nursing is far less a feminine vocation than in Europe or America. Most of the
women who work in public health services do so out of
need. A woman or girl who has to provide for her family
cannot refer to ajr,
because in her case heavenly wages
no longer meet subsistence requirements. They accept a
loss in respect in order to get better wages.
Qàbilât
do not have the education necessary to do the same thing
and can only stick to their old survival strategy of
establishing personal relations.
In short, the changing use of the concept of ajr
implies a change in the social relations between the
people in the delivery room as well as a change in gender relations. An old qäbila
without a man can still use
the notion to create a refuge which is in line with traditional gender notions that a woman should be integrated in a family. A young, trained midwife, however,
cannot use this cultural construction. Families do not
want her as a member; and she herself does not want to
be a member, because what she needs is not protection or
food, but hard money. Whereas the notion of heavenly
wages helps the old qâbila
to adapt to gender norms, and
to earn respect albeit very little money, the earthly
wages of the sages-femmes
challenge these gender norms.
We can conclude that the women who have traditionally
assisted in the proper sexual functioning of the body,
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play an important role in the social regulation of sexuality. They give order to that aspect of sexuality concerned with the production of new members of society.
Their main task is to turn virgins into respectable
young mothers. With virginity rites, advice on the sensible spacing of children, and supervision of the birthing process, they give content to the norms of virginity, fertility, physical integrity and motherhood. Even
the evil side of their wisdom, their knowledge about
faking virginity or performing abortion, can to some
extent be explained as bringing the exception in line
with the dominant rules, by keeping at least the ideology intact. Better a faked hymen than the open confession of premarital contact, better an abortion than an
illegitimate child. They work with reality, remodelling
and reshaping it to bring it in line with an acceptable
appearance. For themselves they accept the appearance of
a normal old woman who belongs to the house, which hides
the harsh reality that they are women who do not behave
normally, who are not provided for and who have to
depend on strangers to stay alive. They are both a member and not a member of the receiving family. And in the
same way their work is ambiguous: it is central to the
reproduction of social life but contains equally he seed
of disruption.
The new midwives, the sages-femmes,
also show this
ambiguity although in a different proportion. They gain
in money, but lose in respect. With their money, their
aura of modern medical professionals, and by limiting
themselves to helping only women, they can claim back
some of the respect lost due to their public exposure,
but not all of it. As a result the profession is first
taken up by daughters of widows and other poor girls.
But we may expect that with the expansion of the health
service the job will become more prestigious and draw
more of the other educated girls.

CHAPTER EIGHT
DISTURBERS OF THE SEXUAL ORDER

In contrast to the supervisors of proper sexual behaviour, there are those who specialize in sexual relations
in the illicit, extra-marital domain. They are not so
much interested in sex for reproduction as in sex for
fun or money.
Every society has rules about with whom, where, and
how to mate, and every society has members who break
these rules. In Algeria it is improper to talk about
sex, but daily conversation is nevertheless spiced with
many allusions to adultery and prostitution. The boundaries of allowed sex are defined in acts and discourse
by that which is not allowed.1 The activities of adulterers, postitutes, brothelkeepers and matchmakers help
us to understand gender categories and the gender hierarchy constructed on sexuality.

Courtesans

and

prostitutes

Linda is twenty-four. Forty days after her birth
her father, a freedom fighter, died. Linda lives
with her mother, her brother and his wife, and her
daughter in a three-room apartment in the better
part of town. When she was twelve, she married her
first husband. It was a forced marriage; he had
raped her, and he escaped a conviction by taking
her as his wife. After a year with his family and
a lot of fighting with his brother's wife, they
divorced. Later she married a handsome, blond
Kabyle. They only stayed together eight months.
Linda says that there was no love between them;
she disliked blonds and did not get pregnant. That
was his fault, because when he remarried it was
proven that he could not beget children.
Linda's little daughter of a year and a half
was born out of wedlock. She wants another child
and says: "The only thing that I still need is a
good man who comes by and wants to marry me.
There is one who asked me, but he is old; he is
sixty and not even rich. It is not just that he is
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too old, he also looks old. If I marry again I
want to be able to remain faithful."
Linda works as an independent, non-registered
prostitute. She does not receive men at home, but
has more or less steady friends whom she meets
regularly for dates or parties. Her contacts are
maintained by telephone. She is planning to build
a small room in the basement to telephone and
smoke unencumbered by her brother.
Her work requires a lot of travelling. She
tells how she went the weekend before to a party
in Ain Sefra. Her friend awaited her there and
paid the five hundred dinars for the taxi. She
also tells how she often goes to France to work
and to buy jewelry. She supposedly works as a
cleaning-lady or a barmaid, but in fact earns most
of her income there with striptease and prostitution. On one of her trips to France she underwent
facial surgery to take away the scars left after a
car-accident.
Other people see Linda as a woman who is
kafifa,
light, uncontrolled, or even worse as a
woman who is fasida,
rotten, immoral. She herself
thinks differently about it: "I am young and
divorced, I have the right to amuse myself;" and
"l have to work for my daughter."
Linda is a prostitute, a qahba.
There are several kinds
of prostitutes.
The most clearly delineated group of prostitutes
working in the town are the filles
soumises
who work in
the recognized and licensed brothel. Placement in this
brothel is seen as a punitive measure for women who have
been caught streetwalking three times. Prostitutes will
always be placed in a brothel in another place, far away
from their hometown. About ten women work in the local
brothel. They are registered and are subjected to police
and medical control. The women cannot pick their own
clients; the price is fixed and extra gifts must be
reported.
The filles
soumises
are locally called "the daughters of Fatima" after the sturdy, middle-aged, lesbian
madam of the house, who imposes her authority on them in
all domains. The standard suffix "daughter of Fatima"
identifies these prostitutes just as other people are
identified by their father's or their tribal name (Being
a lone, female foreigner to town, people seeking out my
identity occasionally asked me whether I was a daughter
of Fatima.) The use of the kinship idiom to a certain
extent integrates the registered prostitutes into the
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local society. In various ways they are thought of as
one family. The women must obey Fatima as they would
their parents. When they are invited as guests to weddings their generous gifts are thought to be prestigious
for Fatima, just as the gifts of other women enhance the
status of their husband or father. Fatima watches carefully how much her girls give, probably also to make
sure that her subordinates have no uncontrolled income.
The prostitutes of the brothel are strictly secluded and
need Fatima's permission for outings. Fatima maintains
a wide social network. She lives in a large house in the
center of town a few streets away from the brothel, with
her female friend, her four sons and their families. Two
of the sons are "children of the legion," a term which
indicates that they are illegitimate children fathered
by some unknown soldier; the other two are fostered.
Fatima gives large meals at saints' festivals, invites
many people at family occasions like a birth or a circumcision, and once a year gives a large party. By making many visits herself and by giving large gifts, she
makes people indebted to her and gets them to reciprocate. Despite the stigma on her, her family and her
gifts, many respectable women feel socially obliged to
accept invitations from her. One of them excused her
visit to Fatima saying that her husband did not object
because he knew that as the expert in the vices of life
Fatima knew best how to prevent vice in her own daughters-in-law and guests -that Fatima's house was the
strictest in town. As a result, the prostitutes are not
completely kept away from society. The other guests may
look askance at them or whisper about them, but seldom
outrightly shun them.
The existence of prostitution
is not openly
acknowledged to outsiders. Any public sign of prostitution is discouraged and seen as damaging Maimuna's collective honour. To indicate the public house, locals say
"number sixteen." The brothel is excused that it is a
necessary evil caused by the army: "Soldiers must have a
place to spend their sexual energies, and this safeguards local women and girls." Women also allow that
their men must have an outlet when they themselves cannot fulfil the marital obligation because they are ill,
menstruating or in postpartum quarantine. When Karima
had locked her husband out of the house after a dispute
about his drinking, her friend commented: "it is not bad
that he sleeps outside. He hasn't had contact for
months. It might be good for him." Karima, who had not
allowed her husband to approach her for a long time
because of her pregnancy, sensed the underlying reproach
and answered angrily: "And if he comes home with a
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disease and infects me? I don't mind if he goes to number sixteen; he hardly runs a risk, there because they
are checked every week by a doctor. But the women outside are dirty. I have always been clean, and I also
kept my children clean. I don't want him to give me
something and to make me pay."
The "women outside" Karima refers to are the independent prostitutes. To this category belong first and
foremost the Èaikât.
Saikàt
are women who, accompanied
by male musicians, sing and dance at weddings. They only
entertain the male guests who, as on other occassions,
sit separately from the women. Many families consider
themselves too decent and honourable to invite
saikát.
Instead, they hire maddâhàt,
female musicians and singers who perform only for women and are less associated
with prostitution than the saikát.
A related reason for
not inviting saikát
is often that the family does not
want to serve alcoholic drinks. Either they can not
afford it, because the provincial ban on alcoholic beverages makes them very expensive, or they have religious
objections against drinking parties. To have
saikát
without drinks is not done; they go together invariably.
Saikát
also entertain at parties organized by and for
men (bastas).
Here they sing and dance, make laudatory
poems for the highest bidders and provide sexual services. Here also the wine flows freely. It is said that
wine makes the poems better and more appreciated.
A second group of independent prostitutes are the
"free women" or courtesans. Unlike the saikát,
whose
profession is so well-known that they are often registered as such, the free women work clandestinely. Clandestine prostitutes show much variation in background
and wealth. Well-to-do courtesans like Linda are selfreliant and proud of their independence. They seldom
receive at home but make appointments by telephone with
more or less steady friends with whom they visit a
drinking party or a hotel. Some are set up in apartments as mistresses. The less well-to-do make contacts
in the street and use the telephone in the post-office.
A number of them work in five or six clandestine brothels in the old quarter. They do not sollicit themselves;
their old madam invites potential clients in from the
street for a cup of coffee. At the bottom of the scale
are the physically or mentally handicapped prostitutes.
There is, for instance, one mentally deficient girl of
sixteen who sleeps in the street and sells herself to
the workers on construction sites.
Ex-prostitutes usually stay in touch with the profession and become madam of a house or matchmaker
(sikkâma)
in illicit relations. Or they hire out their
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room for such contacts.
There seem to be few pimps. An old Algerian proverb
says:
"A good prostitute needs no pimp" (Bencheneb
1904:12).2 Although undoubtedly some men live off earnings of a prostitute, procurers are thought to be, and
usually are, women. Fatima is her own boss, as are the
madams of the clandestine brothels. The steady friends
of call-girls are more clients than pimps. A politician
once offered protection and a flat to Linda: he wanted
information and not money in return. She did not accept.
The husbands of the few married prostitutes are treated
as poor cuckolds in the iron grip of their wives. They
are seen as emasculated by their wives' magic, beauty or
money. When a young bricklayer in his early twenties
married a forty-six year old prostitute, he was pitied:
"He is young but he cannot get children because he married an old woman. She managed to ensnare him. It is
because of the house. He has no house and moved in with
her." Men of prostitutes are seen, and indeed often
behave, more as victims than as exploiters of their
wives.
Apart from a few women who are married or enter the profession as girls, prostitutes are divorced or widowed.
Some, like Linda, have had more than one husband. Prostitution is one of the few alternatives for poor, uneducated women to earn a living. But while poverty is an
important reason, it is seldom the sole one why women
take up this profession. Other aspects are the fast
money and the freedom to smoke, drink, flirt, joke,
travel, and control one's own money and sexuality.
In the hierarchy of prostitution, women exclusively
concerned with making money and those officially registered have lower status.3 Nearest to respectability are
women who are temporarily involved in illicit relations
in between marriages, and who do so for gifts and pleasure. They can most easily return to the category of
decent women by remarrying. If they behave like a decent
woman they are usually redeemed and forgiven. Lowest in
status are the women in brothels.
As women without men, prostitutes are a threat to
the social order. They can make a man squander his money
on wine, love and songs (It should be noted that in the
intense competition for prestige the payments for panegyrics can reach astonishing amounts.) By seducing the
husband, they threaten the moral and physical integrity
of the family. Karima preferred for her husband to go to
a brothel instead of a woman outside because she was
afraid not only that he would bring back a disease, but
also another wife. She saw free prostitutes as much more
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likely competitors than the daughters of Fatima.

Free love

versus

conjugal

fidelity

"A man usually loves his lady friends more than his
legitimate wife. The wife gets children and becomes
tired and slovenly. But with the friends men can drink;
they like to drink with a woman but they cannot, of
course, drink with their legitimate wife" (married
housewife, 26). In Algeria, prostitution's significance
for notions of gender must be understood in the context
of a basic sexual suspicion in conjugal relations. References to adultery and prostitution serve to kindle the
antagonism between the genders. By separating the "bad"
women from the "good" women, amongst others through spatial metaphors, the sexual power of women is contained
and subjected to the dominant gender hierarchy.
In everyday discourse the free sexual relation is often
juxtaposed against the legal union. References to prostitution are often made to express a pervading suspicion
about the sexual behaviour of the other sex. For
instance, a 28-year-old engineer remarked: "There are no
virgins anymore." His 26-year-old wife said in his
absence: "Here seventy five percent of the women have a
lover, and two hundred percent of the men. The only
exception is my father; my respect for him forbids me to
say that he has one."
Both men and women have little faith in the sexual
loyalty of their partner. Women often complain about the
untrustworthiness of their husbands. One older woman
cautioned: "You can never trust a man. One moment he
loves you and the next he takes another wife." She
speaks from experience. Her first husband, a judge,
loved her, but divorced her unexpectedly on the instigation of his mother. Her second man, a four times
divorced employee at the prefecture, separated from her
three times, taking other wives and lovers in between,
but claimed her back each time. Female conversations are
often spiced with remarks like: "There are no good men
here, they are all hooligans." Or: "Here the men make
children and later desert them."
Women have little choice but to accomodate to their
husband's passion for promiscuity. Warda suffered a lot
from her husband:
"He always ran after the girls. I
didn't mind so much that he went to other women, but I
minded that he drank. Even when he went to other women,
he never had enough. He always wanted to sleep with me.
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Especially when he was drunk he wanted two or three
times a night. I always fought with him about that when
I was young. I said it is not good, you don't need it
every day. Once a week is enough. But he always wanted
to sleep with me, even when he had been to his girlfriends." "Ay, the women!" "He went very often to other
women. People would say to me: 'l don't understand why
you let him go to other women. ' But what can I do?
Nothing! He doesn't leave his thing there, he brings it
back again in the morning. I always thought: One day it
must be finished. And now it is finished!" To regulate
and legalize man's tendency to promiscuity, Islamic law
allows a man up to four wives, plus the possibility of
changing wives through easy divorce. Legally, Algerian
wives can sue their husband for adultery (Code
Penal
art. 339-341), but this is difficult to prove and social
pressure will be exerted on them to accept for the sake
of the children that male unfaithfulness is a bad but
bearable fact of life. They have few sanctions against
polygyny or adultery; the only exit, and a bad one, is
divorce.
Despite the recognition of a similar tendency to
promiscuity in women, women have no legal outlets like
polyandry or easy divorce. Their adultery is punished
with prison terms twice as long as those for men, and
more strongly socially disapproved. Warda, who condoned
her husband's infidelity, condemned the immorality of
members of her own sex: 'Many women here are in the high
life. But it is sinful and God will punish them. Men
all want the woman in bed. I never did it, because later
they all talk. They tell in the cafe that they went with
the wife of so-and-so. Everybody knows the women who are
in the life. I never deceived my husband." "Why would a
married woman want another man? Doesn't she have everything she needs? If she is a widow, who also has her
needs ... but even then it is sinful. Better to marry a
hundred times than to commit a sin once." Unfaithful
wives can expect stigmatization, beatings, or divorce.
In 1982 one man in town applied the ultimate sanction
on his wife whom he suspected of seeing other men: he
ritually slaughtered her.
Women distrust men, but men have as little faith in
the sexual self-control of their women. According to the
dominant ideology, women lack sufficient innate sense or
reason (caql)
to control their passions. Only if a woman
is of good descent and receives the right training, can
she acquire the reason a man automatically has by birth.
People are convinced that without male supervision women
easily neglect their duties and seek the pleasures of
life. Moreover, women are seen as sexually insatiable.
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On different occasions I heard an unemployed young man
and an office employee complain shortly after marriage
about the sexual hunger of their brides who were never
satisfied and completely wore them out. Women are credited with similar sexual sensations and needs as men.
According to classical Islamic teachings women have ejaculations during orgasm, which are indicated with the
same term as the man's (Bouhdiba 1975:67). Women also
have certain rights to sexual satisfaction. According to
al-Ghazali: "The virtue of the woman is a man's duty.
And the man should increase or decrease sexual intercourse with the woman according to her needs so as to
secure her virtue." (Quoted by Mernissi 1975:10). Some
women also think they need to have orgasms in order to
conceive. In Malikite law a woman can file divorce if
her husband can not fulfil his sexual duties because he
suffers from a hidden disease that endangers marital
life, or neglects her completely during a long period,
for instance because he disappeared abroad or went into
prison (Bouhdiba 1975:28 and Borrmans 1973:133). Karima's sister, who lived in Algiers was accorded a divorce
because her husband refused to make love to her in the
proper position.
This recognition of a woman's sexual needs, means
that people are rather lenient to widows and divorcees
who enter into illicit liaisons. Their conduct is criticized but at the same time it is not expected that women
whose sexual passions have been awoken in a marriage
will be able to keep themselves in check when there is
no longer a man to control them.
Sexual suspicion is not only directed at the wife,
but at women in general. Men and women alike often refer
to local women as whores who lust for sex and gold. One
expression they use for this is: "They get ten thousand,
they spend a hundred on the bath and with the rest they
go to Qaddur (the jeweller)." One woman explained the
history of this saying as follows: "Once upon a time
there lived a rich man near the holy spring. He had a
beautiful daughter-in-law. A shepherd saw her and said
that he would give twenty douro, which at that time valued at least two thousand dinar, if she only would greet
him, or touch his face, nothing more. They told him that
would be impossible, how could a rich girl like her show
herself to a shepherd. It would be like a queen showing
herself to a servant. He insisted however and said that
he would even pay forty douro.
But they sent him away.
Later the story was told to the woman and she said: 'Why
haven't you told me? I would have gone to the baths with
a little of the money and be left with a riyâl
and a
half.' That is why they have this saying. All women have
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a bad reputation here. How else do you think that they
get all that gold?"
Such stories reconfirm the distrust of women. A man
fears in his wife what he admires in his lover: sexual
activity and enjoyment. In his wife it endangers his
masculinity. As he is responsible for her sexual behaviour, any of her misdeeds will bring him dishonour. In
another woman however it fuels his sexual self-esteem
and proves his sexual prowess. But he ascribes the sexual activities of the prostitutes, whom he despises and
enjoys, to all women. His extra-marital adventures, the
availability of other women, leads him to distrust his
wife even more and to tighten his control over her.
Adultery and prostitution promise pleasures the marital
relation does not. They are the dysfunctions and compensations of the sexual system in general.
A free union allows a free choice of partner,
whereas a legal union does not. The majority of Algerian
youngsters still marry the spouse the family arranges
for them. Most Algerians do not share the European view
that an arranged marriage diminishes the quality of the
relation between the spouses. Nevertheless, more and
more parents include the existence of love as a precondition for a successful marriage. By love they mean that
the prospective couple should show a liking for each
other. The number of marriages out of love increases,
but I noted that quite a few of the self-chosen partners
were cousins. They have more opportunity to mix than
unrelated boys and girls, and in the virtual absence of
outside competitors deeper feelings easily blossom
between them. But even between cousins premarital contact is limited and subject to the scrutiny of the family. One day, during a progressive mixed wedding party
for the unmarried relatives of the bride, a girl talked
the whole evening to a distantly-related boy. This was
immediately identified as love, and within the week they
were formally engaged. The bride at this wedding was
given by her father, a garage-owner, to one of his
employees. She was not consulted, her attraction to her
sister's husband's brother was disregarded.
On the
other hand, her cousin, who was also present, had independently chosen and arranged a marriage with a man whom
she met at work, and even openly lived with him before
they married. Cases of free choice are still exceptional. Most people hardly know their partner at the
outset of marriage.
Illicit unions also promise freedom from multiple avoidance rules involving shame and respect which are found
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in licit relations. The conjugal relation is marked
both in public and in private by avoidance rules based
on gender and social hierarchies. An important way to
express social superiority, as well as deferential
behaviour towards social superiors, is to maintain a
proper body distance and body control. Such body control
is especially important in the domain of sexuality or in
behaviour symbolic of sexuality. Showing one's sexuality
is a form of disrespect to social superiors.
An Algerian sociologist once remarked that the
notion of the couple does not occur in traditional Algerian milieus (Zerdoumi 1979:66), and an Algerian novelist said that "the couple still has to be invented"
(Lounes 1982:77). These seem to be extreme statements;
but it is correct to say that the connubial relation is
recognized with difficulty. It is no accident that Boutefnouchet, in his analysis of the Algerian family,
gives information on all kinship relations but hardly
treats the husband-wife relation (1980:60). Marriage
arrangement, sexual suspicion, gender segregation and
hierarchy and rules of modesty, shame and respect hamper
the development of a close, affectionate and loving
relation between husband and wife and reduces it to a
predominantly sexual relation (Aoussi 1968; Foudil
1968). The gap between conjugal partners is exemplified
by the fact that many emigrant men send letters and
money to their parents and not to their wives. The
parents replace the husband's authority in his absence
(cf. Ghalem 1979:133-134; Aouchal 1978:44-46 and 62;
Metref 1979:69). Members of a couple seldom spend time
alone together or are seen as a unity. Women are separated from men in work, play, loyalties, language, politics, religion, dress code, use of space, illness and
other aspects of life. English proverbs such as "Absence
makes the heart grow fonder," and "Familiarity breeds
contempt," warn that segregation should not automatically be equated with lack of affection. There are without doubt many Algerian women who prefer their husband
to be out of the house most of the time. And of course
there are women who develop a close, affectionate and
understanding relation with the father of their children. Nevertheless, many Algerians and especially
the
younger generation complain themselves about the weak
matrimonial tie which they see as a cause for too many
divorces. Moreover, if spouses develop an affectionate
relation, it is not something to be talked about or
shown to outsiders.
Spouses refrain from expressing their relation in
public.
They seldom appear in the street together
except for the obligatory chaperoning of the woman to
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her mother or the doctor. Outside, they do not openly
speak to each other and often the woman walks a few
steps behind her husband. Mixed visiting occurs only
among a very small, educated, urban elite. Public interest in the conjugal relation is considered a violation
of the sanctity of the family. An Algerian man will be
deeply hurt in his self-respect and privacy if a
stranger inquires after his wife or his relation with
his wife. For instance to ask a man how many years he
has been married is uncivil and an attack on his honour.
An Algerian woman avoids pronouncing her husband's name
and will blush if she has to refer to him in a discussion with a non-relative. To talk about their relation
is to talk about their sexuality. For both spouses to
show any sign of their sexual relation is caib,
it is
shameful. For one should not show one's impurity, one's
passions, one's animal-like behaviour to others; one
should not show to strangers the most intimate and
treasured possession.
Both men and women must control their sexuality;
they should give no signs of sexual activity, dress
decently and avoid contact with unrelated persons of the
other sex. But women are subjected to far more rules
than men to keep sexuality out of sight. The sight of
their limbs suffices to arouse forbidden passions in
strange males; they should thus cover themselves with
veils when entering the public sphere. Their sexual
charm must equally be invisible: no laughing, talking,
singing or dancing in front of males, no seductive
looks, no make-up, and always a respectful distance. A
veil that is held too elegantly, a laughter that cannot
be contained, a face that is not enough covered, each is
enough to classify her as a whore. Not only signs of
prospective but also of past sexual activity should be
concealed: no wet hair in public because it reminds of
purification after sex, nor pregnant bellies. The men in
a café who saw an unveiled pregnant woman pass called
her a cow. She was later rebuked by a female friend for
showing her state on the street.
Even in the privacy of the home, men and women are
to a large extent segregated. The performance of daily
tasks and the celebration of the main rites of passage
are done separately by sex. Also inside women should,
more than men, show deference to social superiors by
covering their sexuality.
A girl is educated to obey and show fearful respect
first to her father and elder brothers, and after marriage to her father-in-law, husband and brothers-in-law.
This means that she has to lower her eyes before them,
not contradict or interrupt them, not raise her voice,
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sing loud or laugh heartily, nor comb her hair or appear
with bare arms in their presence (Zerdoumi 1979:263).
Neither to her husband and even less to her in-laws a
decent woman should reveal an uncontrolled and sexually
active body.
Patrilocal residence and housing shortage add to
the suppression of sexual expression. A young couple is
careful to hide all signs of their sexual relation in
front of the male relatives. Any show of affection in
words or gestures is taboo. The pronouncement of a
spouse's name is disconcerting enough let alone the
sight of a couple kissing. An Algerian film critic
remarked that in all Algerian films there is not a sin
gle kiss, and that it is le plus frigide
du monde arabe
(Abdou В. 1982:20).
My landlady was fascinated and
stunned by the idea that I kissed my partner in public
when welcoming him at the international airport after a
long separation. In the end she excused my bad conduct
by saying: "Well, people will think that he is your
brother." Even more implicit signs of sexual contact
have to be concealed. In strict families the young
couple cannot sit together in the same room as the man's
father. A recently married woman should not let her
father-in-law see her while hauling water for a major
purification or while sitting in front of the cooking
fire: both symbols of sexual activity; and signs of
menstruation, pregnancy or breast-feeding should be hid
den. During Ramadan menstruating women pretend to their
male in-laws that they are fasting, in order not to
reveal their condition. Some pregnant women walk stooped
so that people will not notice their protruding belly. A
young mother cannot appear before her father-in-law with
her infant on her arm or when breast-feeding it. It is
c
shameful ( aib)
to confront the patriarch with a sexual
relation, the product thereof or even its symbols. When
the child is older these norms lessen. It is said that
the "grandfather forgets it." Similar avoidance rules
apply to the woman's father but they are less proble
matic because of the patrilocal residence pattern.
These rules become very embarrassing under the
present bad housing conditions and economic stress. If
the extended family has to share a small space, as is
often the case, it is difficult to retire to wash, cook,
breast-feed, change clothes or make love. In a satirical
play on the housing shortage a group of local youngsters
expressed this in the phrase: "if you want to put on
your pyjamas you have to leave the house." Many couples
sleep apart, not because this is cultural custom but
because they share their room with their children and
often one or more other relatives as well. To make love,
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they have to wait until everybody is asleep, or pretends
to be.
The avoidance and shame between the couple and the
extended family is to a large extent duplicated in the
relation between the wife and the husband. Spouses generally feel a mixture of respect and shame towards each
other. They do not communicate easily about their sexuality. Women are seen as so close to sexuality, to
uncontrolled passions, to nature -a belief which is
expressed in the saying "Woman is a pudendum"- that
shame is not just located in her but that she is shame
(Ouitis 1977:60-63). It is the duty of men to cover the
shame of women. A man is responsible for his wife's
behaviour and if she is not sufficiently serious by previous education he will see to it that she becomes so.
He must form the woman into a civilized person, the
woman has only to obey. He controls her outings and
checks if she is veiled properly. He orders her to
change dresses if he considers the one she is wearing
too flimsy. He decides when she can use lipstick or cut
her hair. The wife's behaviour will bring his respect
into play, her shortcomings wil be blamed on him.
Because the husband is responsible for his wife's
behaviour, he may punsih her if she does not obey. He
has the social privileges to withhold sex, beat her,
divorce her or take a second wife, and often threatens
with these kinds of punishment.5 Beatings are a recurrent topic of discussion among women. On the one hand
they acknowledge the right of the husband to punish them
if they misbehave, on the other hand they become angry
if he uses and abuses this right. Rabica had been beaten
by her brother-in-law and her married friend commented
that: "nobody has a right to beat a woman except her
husband." But when some time later her own husband beat
her so severely that she spent a night in the hospital,
she fulminated: "He beats me even now that I am pregnant. They are all bastards, all men without exception.
It shows a lack of respect if a man beats his wife, it
means that she is less than he."
Warda was not the only one who complained: "Oh,
men, they are all evil, they all beat their wives". She
and her children were frequently thrashed. Now her husband is old, worn out and has to keep to bed, and
according to Warda "doesn't dare to beat me anymore
because now I hit back." The missing legs on the tin
teapot still testify to her last defense. However she
kept imposing the norm of female submission on others.
Her sister's arm was broken by her husband when he found
her outside without permission, but Warda recounted the
story as if it was the sister's fault because she
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disobeyed her master. Zina, a former midwife, got a
fractured skull when her foster-father hit her with a
heavy glass ashtray; she divorced her first husband
because of his violence; and then her second husband
began to beat her. But Warda advises her to bear it for
the sake of the children.
Algerian law has put a limit on matrimonial violence. The seriousness of the injuries is counted by
doctors in numbers of sick-days and
women know that
with a medical certificate for fifteen sick-days, they
can denounce their husband in court. Some threaten their
husbands that they will denounce them. A violent husband, however, will try to avoid facial and other visible injuries and keep his wife from seeing a doctor.
Moreover, women who turn in their husbands are socially
criticized. One girl had been beaten three times by her
fiancé because he found her outside without his permission. The first time the man was forced to pay an indemnity; when he repeated he was sentenced to prison for
two months; after the third beating he escaped a sentence of five years in prison by marrying the girl the
week after so that she forgave him. It was the girl,
however, who bore the brunt of the critique. Someone
commented: "it is a shame that she denounced him. His
first wife is very different. After their divorce she
had the children and people told her to denounce him
because he didn't pay anything for them. But she didn't
want to. It is a disgrace to denounce the father of your
children. She felt ashamed to do it; she is a very
serious-minded woman. He deserted her for this one, and
she wants to denounce him." Corporal punishment of a
wife is morally acceptable; her public self-defence,
even when the law is on her side, is not.
The respect, obedience and deference by the woman
to the man in the marital relation and the way these are
enforced express female inferiority. The participants in
the relation, however, do not necessarily experience it
as such. Women feel that they earn respect, confidence
and a secure status by behaving according to the norms.
Neither their low status nor the cultural devaluation of
females precludes a high self-esteem
(cf. Dorsky
1981:20). Women put a high premium on the development
of love and confidence with their partner because affection and sexual attraction smooth away the sharp edges
of male-female inequality. But they also derive much
self-esteem
from
being
a mother
and
a
caring
family-member. They draw as much satisfaction from an
affectionate relation with their children, with their
parents or siblings, and with other women as with their
husband. They do not totally, nor to a large extent,
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depend on their husband to feel loved. A woman's primary
affectionate relation is with her children and her
parents and only in second instance with her partner.
What a woman seeks in marriage is motherhood, much more
than wifehood; a secure status much more than romantic
love. If she might have any other wishes these are
quickly dismissed by other women with the remark: "He
doesn't drink, he provides for you and the children, so
what's there to complain about?' A widow is always asked
if her children take care of her, but never if she
misses her husband and is lonely. Loneliness is more due
to absence of children and parents than to absence of
the husband.
Of all the women without men who complained to me about missing the material support of a
husband, not one complained about missing his emotional
support. That aspect was evidently less important. And
if they missed him it would not be proper to talk about
it.
Recently, some pleas have been made for more openness about sexuality and more communication between marriage partners. The weekly Algérie-Actualité
tentatively
broke the taboo on the topic of sexuality in a series of
articles and thereby evoked a stream of letters from
readers (nrs. 867 and 869, 1982). Boys are increasingly
looking for a wife they can "talk to," girls dream of a
husband who is comprehensive and who listens to them.
Newly-weds try to break away from the confining traditional extended family to live by themselves as a couple
whenever housing conditions, finances and the availability of alternative care for the parents allow this. This
new interest in the couple runs parallel to a slow
proces of sexual desegregation that began among the new
urban elite. Television, elsewhere seen as the disrupter
of family communication, is in Algeria a succesful force
in bringing family members of the opposite sex together
and in opening up a dialogue between them (Boutefnouchet
1980: 236). More schooling for girls and more spacious
living arrangements are also factors.
Extra-marital and prostitution relations can be
more romantic and more egalitarian. The prostitute has
more control over her sexuality than a married wife nor
is her freedom in space, speech and action symbolic of
her sexuality so much restricted by the man. Yet, it
means that she will not be respected or trusted, nor be
defended against the violence which men may practice
against her. Some men marry prostitutes, but these marriages are considered to be unstable. People say that an
ex-prostitute is seldom able to remain faithful once she
has tasted the pleasures of life.6 If the marriage is
to succeed, the ex-prostitute will have to submit
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unequivocally to the orders of the man, and behave more
chastely than the other married women.
In the differences between licit and illicit love,
the criteria of what makes a "good" and a "bad" woman
take shape. Whereas a decent woman accepts her parent's
choice of a sexual partner, a prostitute has more freedom to initiate sexual contact. Whereas a decent woman
should not show an interest in or enjoyment of sexual
activity for fear of increasing her husband's suspicion,
a prostitute's attraction lies in that she is sexually
active and derives pleasure from it. Whereas a decent
woman must repress signs of sexuality and show modesty,
obedience and deference, a prostitute is less inhibited
in her sexual expressions and in her relation with a
man. Both the "good" and the "bad" woman might not have
these characteristics in reality, but they should at
least give the appearance that they do so. The woman who
wants to be seen as decent and treated with respect must
abstain from all behaviour associated with prostitution.
But in differentiating herself from prostitutes, she
must let her sexuality be controlled by a man. The prostitute who wants to remain in trade, must offer what a
decent woman can not: initiative, enjoyment and freedom
from male control.
Sexuality is often organized and controlled through
the use of spatial metaphors. For instance the wife and
the female members of the family are indicated by spatial notions like dâr
(house), or harim
(sacred precinct, inviolable place). What does this mean for prostitutes? Are they also defined in spatial terms, and if
so, why?

The proxemics of

prostitution1

The relation between men and women is affirmed and represented through the use of spatial metaphors (Goffman
1979:1; Ardener 1981:11-34; Hall 1969:83-109). People
speak through space: they state not only their identity
and their place in the social structure, but also their
gender by the place they occupy, both in volume and by
their position relative to other individuals
and
objects, although there is not always a tight fit
between what Ardener calls the "ground plans" and the
"social maps" (1981:12). One can see how use of space
reflects and delimits definitions of gender by looking
at those persons who violate the rules of space for
their gender: prostitutes. Prostitutes transgress the
boundaries between male and female space, between
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masculinity and femininity, by taking over the male spa
tial idiom. They thereby dramatize these boundaries and
define what is male and female space, what is masculine
and feminine in an Algerian urban context.
Both Goffman (1979) and Wex (1979) have shown how the
way in which one sits, stands or walks signals whether
one is a man or a woman and in what relation one stands
to the other sex. They collected advertisements and pho
tographs to illustrate their argument that in their cul
ture men in general take up more space with their bodies
than women. Men sit with their legs wider or further
stretched out, with their feet pointed outward and their
arms more distant from the body. Women on the other hand
keep their legs more together and their arms closer.
This symbolic extension of body volume by men, and
retraction by women, expresses and reinforces the social
hierarchy between the genders.β
Algerian body language shows a similar structural
difference and hierarchy between men and women, only the
idiom in which it is expressed is somewhat different.
Both men and women traditionally sit cross-legged
on a carpet. The men, however, sit wider; in strict
patriarchial families, they sit in the best and largest
room and are served before the other family members.
More modern men eat with their family, but in that case
they sit higher. They, and their grown-up sons use a
small stool or a chair, although this inconveniently
elevates them far above the low, round serving table.
The wife and daughters sit on sheep skins or mattresses.
Chairs are relatively new. Reiected by the older genera
tion as "something for apes, ' they are quickly gaining
popularity in middle and upper-class families. A chair
is always reserved for and offered to a man, and only in
second instance to a woman. Older matrons criticize the
modern, bourgeois girls who are spoiled by chairs and
whose short dresses and pants hinder them in learning
the proper sitting position. They are said not to make
good wives "because they cannot even sit properly." When
such a girl's hand is asked, she may don an ample Alge
rian dress and ostentatiously sit cross-legged during
the meeting with her future mother-in-law to show that
she knows her place.
Men seldom work in the squatting position typical
of women. It is a feminine quality to be able to squat
for hours, while doing the dishes, washing the clothes
or preparing the food. Yet, squatting is perceived as
indecent and should not be done when non-kin can see it,
as it is also the position for relieving oneself. Men
usually sit on a chair or a bench when working - except
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for the pal lb who as we saw has feminine traits. For
instance, a female weaver will sit on the floor, while a
male weaver uses a bench. Outside the house, waiting
women sometimes sit on the ground, while waiting men
look around for a stone or a café-chair to sit on.
Also when relaxing, a man takes up more space than
a woman. He will rest his one arm on a pillow and
stretch his legs out on the carpet or the couch
(tawarraka).
At that moment his wife is probably still doing
the dishes and getting the children to bed, but when she
can rest she will never stretch out as he does. She will
sit erect, although she might lean inconspiciously
against the wall or the couch. Sometimes she stretches
one leg or raises one knee, but she keeps the other leg
crossed in front of her.
Women never sit with two
raised knees wide apart, as men sometimes do. In the
very few instances that they raise both knees, they
carefully cross their legs before them. Neither do they
sit with their legs wide, with one foot on the bench, or
with one leg crossed over the knee of the other, as men
do.
Men also take up bigger space than women because
they spend a large part of the day outside the house,
and there they often stand. Women spend much of the day
inside, sitting. Moreover, standing men take up more
space than standing women. They keep their legs further
apart and often let their foot rest on a stone, a stoop
or a railing. Their hand is in the side, in a pocket,
against a wall or on the shoulder of a friend, if they
are not using it to gesticulate in illustration of a
story. Their heads and eyes move to follow the passersby. For a woman, to stand, move and look in such a way
is indecent. Moreover, her veil forces her, when outside, to hold her limbs close together. To keep this
garment in place, she has to press the material tightly
against her body with her arms while holding it with one
hand next to her cheek to cover her face. If she moves
her head too much it will slip back. When veiled, a
woman can not shake hands, pat someone else's shoulder,
carry more than one bag or guide more than one child. If
she wants to use two hands, she can clip the veil under
her chin and cover her face with a small facial veil,
but many people consider this a daring and improper
innovation. Or she can hold the veil with her teeth if
it is only for a short moment. Yet, this is only done in
emergency situations and when no male is looking,
because like the nose veil it shows too much of the
face. Only a minority among Algerian women wear no veil:
some Berber women; and students and working women of the
urban elite. Lower-class working women in town and
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village women have nearly all adopted the veil, which
was formerly a middle and upper-class symbol of respectability; even if they cannot wear it while they work,
they don it when they go to or come from the factory or
the land.
Veiling is only one way in which clothing can be
used to make the body look more or less voluminous. A
local expression goes: "A woman with a belt is quite a
woman. A man with a turban is quite a man." A belt,
which keeps the clothes close to the body and so diminishes the personal space, is the symbol of industriousness, chastity, and obedience, and therefore of femininity par excellence. When for the first time I wore a
belt over my wide Algerian dress, the man of the house
remarked: "l say!
You put on a belt! Now you have
finally become an Algerian woman." A woman needs a belt
to fasten her veil and to hold up her ankle-length dress
when cooking, washing or scrubbing floors. In the last
rite of the wedding the bride is girded with a belt,
which seems to symbolize the confinement of a potentially loose sexuality and its submission to the authority of the husband. Men do not use a belt over the
loose, ample robe they wear inside, nor over the wide,
woolen cape (burnus)
they wear outside when it is cold.
Only the young men who wear European clothes also wear a
belt, and for them, as in Europe, a belt is a masculine
attribute. Nor do men flatten their hair and head-gear
as close to the head as women; instead they wear turbans, which are folded to look as voluminous as possible. Other attributes like a cigarette or a glass can be
used to expand the personal space and these signs too
are more often used by men than women.
Men also stress their bodily protrusions in expressions and by touching them when they want to look big
and show their position. The nose, the moustache, and
the genitals stand for masculinity and honour. The
expressions "l won't put my nose down and "l won t
shave my moustache" are said by men who want to convey
that they will not accept any infringement on their honour and malehood. Women of course have no moustache, but
neither do they have nif
(nose = honour). They should
not blow their nose in presence of others and of course
never draw attention to their genitals.
The spatial metaphor of posture usually coincides
with that of actual body volume. Men not only act
larger, but also are larger than their women. In Dutch
culture most men marry a woman who is smaller than they.
Men who marry a taller wife are joked about and it is
insinuated that they lack virility, that it is the wife
who wears the pants. As a result, small men and tall
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women tend to exaggerate the spatial images used by
their gender to appear respectively large and small.
Although in Algeria men also claim a larger symbolic
space than women, there is less overt reaction to a
tiny, thin man marrying a large, sturdy woman. One reason for this is that no-one hardly ever sees them
together. Another is that reference to them as a couple
is taboo. A woman is chosen as a wife by the mother of
her future husband for her health, her origins from a
good family, her capacity to work and to produce children and last her beauty. Her qualities are more compared to those of other women than to those of her
future husband. However, in those circles where youngsters choose their spouses themselves, there is more
attention to a hierarchy of body size.
Works in proxemics, in the study of the use and
perception of space, have shown the use of space in the
establishment and the maintenance of social hierarchy
(e.g. Hall 1968, Goffman 1979). Body volume and extensions of it are used by men to compete with each other
as well as to express social superiority over women. The
men who enlarge their space and the women who reduce
their space thereby reflect the social inequality
between the genders.
Prostitutes break the rule of space for their gender.
They do not show the spatial behaviour of deference
which characterizes decent women. For their work, they
display themselves as sexual object by taking on a masculine pose.
The use of masculine spatial idiom by prostitutes
can be illustrated by comparing the books of Garanger
(1983) and Alloula (1981), both of which have pictures
of Algerian women taken in the colonial period by
Frenchmen.
Garanger's pictures date from 1960, when as a military serviceman he had to photograph nearly 2000 villagers for the identity cards they were forced to carry
from then on to control their movements. The women had
to unveil themselves and sit on a stool in the open air
before the white wall of a village house. Their faces
express a violent, mute protest. Their look challenges
the intrusion of the colonizer on their respectability.
They keep their head up straight, their arms close to
the body, crossed in front or holding a veil up to the
chin. Their restrained but defying posture replaces the
veil in protecting their personal self, just as the contained comportment of today's urban, unveiled women
wards off penetrating male glances.
Alloula's collection of old postcards of women from
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the turn of the century, however, does not show any
respectable women, not even when they are heavily
veiled. Alloula upbraids the photographers that they
used prostitutes to depict the Algerian woman. He is
convinced that the women on the postcards are not ordinary women: "Ces femmes algériennes
inaccessibles,
le
photographe
va leur trouver
des équivalents
plus complaisants.
Ce seront les modèles rétribués
qu'il
recrutera presque exclusivement
dans les marges d'une
société
où le déclassement
social
-consécutif
à la conquête
et
au bouleversement
des structures
traditionellestouche
aussi bien les hommes que les femmes, poussant
invariablement ces dernières
vers la prostitution.
Paré pour
1 Occasion
d'habits
de gala et de bijoux
-ces
accessoires
indispensables
de la mise en scènele
modèle,
par la grâce de cet art de l'illusion
qu'est
la
photographie,
figurera
à s'y tromper ce réfèrent
inaccessible
:
l'autre femme
algérienne,
l'absente de la photo."
(Alloula 1981:17, his italics).
In the eyes of Alloula and other Algerians a model is
nearly automatically a prostitute. The "other," the
decent Algerian woman does not pose for photographers,
especially not when they use her pictures for postcards.
In these last few years the religious ban on depicting
humans and the honour code of secluding women are less
strictly adhered to; people need to have their photograph taken for identity-cards and passports, and like
to have photographic souvenirs of memorable occasions.
But even if photographs are taken, they should remain
within the family. A woman who lends herself to public
exposure is still classified as a prostitute.
Not only the fact of being portrayed on a postcard,
but also the way in which they are portrayed shows that
these models are indeed prostitutes. The women on the
cover and the other photographs in Alloula's book stand
in certain poses, which can also be seen in the postcards in my own collection (see fig. 4 and 5 ) . If we
compare these with the masculine and feminine postures
described above, we see the following similarities and
differences.
The standing women show masculine signs by not
keeping their arms close to the body, but spreading them
out. They often lean with one outstretched arm against a
wall, while their other hand rests on the hip. Other
recurrent masculine themes are: looking straight at the
watcher, spreading the arms away from the body -mostly
in the process of unveiling in order to show a nudity in
varying degrees- leaning against a wall or a railing,
standing with the legs wide or with one foot in front or
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on an elevation. In a sitting position the legs are
spread wide, sometimes with one foot on a balustrade or
with one leg crossed horizontally over the knee of the
other, or stretched out in a semi-lying position. Often
a chair is used. The arms are held wide. Many of the
women smoke a cigarette or a waterpipe. Among men these
same gestures are used to establish a hierarchy in masculinity.
It could be that the French (and probably male)
photographers purposely put their models in these provocative poses, as the postcards were made to be sold to
French soldiers and colonists. But other sources confirm
that Algerian prostitutes did indeed use this system of
signs for their profession.
Pictures of Algerian courtesans by Gaudry (1928 and
1961) were taken in a different context. The photographer was a woman; she had no commercial interests and
photographed the women the way they presented themselves. Although the women's poses in her pictures are
somewhat less provocative, we still see the typical gestures of a hand on the hip, a cigarette or a whisky
glass in the hand, and the arms wide. Moreover they let
themselves be photographed in front of men. Eberhardt,
who lived in Algeria around the turn of the century,
said of a prostitute from Batna whose
life she
describes: "Like the others she got drunk on absinthe
and spent endless hours sitting in her doorway, a cigarette in her mouth, and with her hands folded on her
crossed knee." (1972:32).
Today prostitutes use the same signs. Linda is one
example. When I meet her in her neighbour's house she
is dressed in a t-shirt and a short skirt, which hangs
open in front because the buttons to close it are missing. She sits wide-legged on the couch. When the neighbour's husband unexpectedly comes home, she quickly puts
her knees together and
grabs a rag lying nearby to
cover her legs. But as soon as the man notices that his
wife has a female visitor he leaves. In this case, Linda
did not want to be identified as a prostitute. Her initial bearing was opposed to the feminine demeanor which
mothers instill in their daughters with phrases like
"sit cross-legged" or "cover yourself."
Linda also smokes. Smoking is such a strong symbol
of prostitution that Linda can not smoke in front of her
brother, but has to go to the basement. A woman who
holds a cigarette in the street is an affront to morality. I was told that in one family the parents had
forced their son to get a divorce because his wife had
smoked in front of them. Burning marks of cigarettes
have become the professional sign of prostitution, and
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the offer and acceptance of a cigarette a code for
extra-marital sexual contact. Smoking women who do not
want to be classified as whore must take all kinds of
precautions so that nobody will smell or see it (cf.
Benhadouga 1981b:1). In Algiers at least one pastry shop
offers a secluded room in the back where young women
working in the offices nearby or studying at the university can withdraw to smoke a cigarette.
The characteristic demeanor of a prostitute is
described as tataqassil
or tataqarrad
which literally
means "she cuts," but which was explained to me as "she
stretches out, that is to say, she gives meaning to each
part of her body, she extends her bust and her buttocks." A decently married housewife said of the hand on
the hip: "Only whores do that. It means that you offer
your belly. It is the characteristic pose of Fatima the
brothelkeeper when she receives men. It is a pose of
power."
During mixed parties the prostitutes relax in similar postures as men; they recline sideways against a man
or with an arm on a pillow and the legs outstretched.
They do not keep their bodily protrusions in check as do
other women. As men use their moustache, prostitutes use
their hair to refer to their sexual capacities.
Saikât
often loosen their hair when dancing. Linda even used
the masculine expression "I don't put my nose down" to
indicate that she wasn't going to give up her independence, when she told how a high civil servant had
offered her protection and a flat. Linda has become so
used to masculine body language that she uses it outside
her profession.
Prostitutes
differentiate
themselves by
their
clothes from other women and thereby mark themselves as
sexually available. Their headscarfs are larger, more
colourful, and folded more voluminously in the way of a
male turban. Around the turn of the century, prostitutes
gave an impression of broadness and tallness by wearing
several dresses at once, a high tiara with plumes, and
very large bracelets (Buonaventura 1983:68). Today they
achieve a similar effect with long fringes on their
scarfs and dangling bead-decorations on their dresses,
accentuated by special ways of moving. When dancing, the
belt is loosened and moved to the hips. The loosening
of the belt is a recurrent symbol in broad songs for the
sexual loosening of a woman. The prostitute's demeanour
is not constrained by a veil: she performs for and
interacts with unrelated men without wearing it. Prostitutes do not always go unveiled, however. The veil forms
part of a use and perception of space on a larger scale
than that of human posture. It makes sense to discuss
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Fig. 4. Posing on a threshold

Fig. 5. Women in a masculine posture

Fig. 6. Street in Biskra ± 1900
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first the gender rules for this larger spatial behaviour
before returning to the veil.
Body posture is closely connected to body movement. Control of movements is seen as reflecting social superiority, while nervous, jerking or shaky movements represent
a low status. Men are seen as naturally in control of
their limbs. They are taglia}
or heavy. Women are not,
but they can become taglia
through a strict education.
They have to overcome their ascribed natural tendency to
be kaf If a, or light. Individual men who move too much
are likened to women. Male dancers or trance-dancers are
considered effeminate. One storekeeper in domestic utensils is given the woman's name Jacqueline because "he
moves so much." A woman who shows extreme control over
her movements on the other hand may be praised with
being "heavy like a man."
Lightness of movement stands for lightness in morals. Elder women say that they can tell a girl's moral
character from the way she pours coffee. Men often see
women's dancing or need for trance as a testimony of
their potential lightness. As a result many women do not
want their husband to know that they dance. Women differentiate more between kinds of dancing and only
denounce excessive quivering and exuberant motions of
the body as well as the dangling bead-decorations and
fringes that accentuate these motions, which they see as
typical of prostitutes.
The most important rule in the code of movement is that
one should remain within the space reserved for one's
own gender.
Women should stay within the house or
within the special rooms in the hospital, the bathhouse
or the mosque reserved for women. Men can use all the
space outside, the public means of transportation and
the rest of the public buildings. The feminine space is
directed inwards, towards the courtyard; the masculine
space is directed towards the outside, the streets. The
difference in available space reflects the social hierarchy between the genders.
Prostitutes violate this code and cross the boundaries of their gender. They usurp the masculine space
par excellence: the street. This usurpation is portrayed
on an old postcard from around 1900, depicting a street
in Biskra (see fig. 6 ) . The interesting detail in this
picture is that most of the houses have wooden balconies
on one of which a woman stands. At that time, however,
Arab houses did not normally have balconies. On the contrary, interior spaces were closed off from the outside
world by impenetrable-looking walls in which windows
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were lacking or of minimal size (see fig. 7). The balconies were material signs of the publicness of the women
on them.
A decent woman cannot appear on a balcony. When
after independence the Algerians moved into the French
houses, they entered a space that did not fit their
social organization. A first reaction was to close the
large windows to the exterior with shutters or walls,
and to prohibit the women to go on the balconies. Other
families integrated the balcony into the house by closing it off with sheets, blankets, windows or walls. As
most French apartments did not have a private courtyard
or windows looking out onto one, this meant that many
Algerian women were locked in and deprived of light and
fresh air. The French cultural heritage has lingered on
and there are still Algerian architects who in anticipation of a change in Algerian social relations force them
into European ground plans. Whenever these do not fit,
women pay the price. Some urbanization projects, however, show how modern construction can be reconciled
with traditional social structures. For instance the new
apartment buildings in the quarter of Dar-el-beida have
balconies in the form of spacious, walled-in courtyards,
grouped in such a way as to provide privacy for the
women from neighbours on the same or higher floors. Paradoxically, these same apartments now have the reputation for being used for prostitution, as nobody can see
what happens inside them.
In 1984 the tenants of a large new apartment building complained to the authorities about one of their
neighbours because she regularly stood on the balcony.
They accused her of proffering herself. Balconies are
still associated with prostitution, but the local
brothel no longer has them. It faces the street with
only one hidden door in a blank wall topped with barbed
wire. Algerians have become less lenient to overt deviance from the sexual order.9
The spatial segregation between women and men cannot
only be maintained by walls. Men regularly have to enter
a house, and women have to go out in the street to visit
relatives, the bathhouse or the doctor. Through certain
behaviour the boundaries between women's and men's space
can be diverted. A man always announces himself before
entering someone else's house so that the women can disappear; the visitors' room then becomes men's space. A
woman wears a veil outside, a movable private space.
Prostitutes also cross this elastic boundary. The
saikat
perform unveiled for men. The courtesans of the
Djebel Amour let themselves be photographed in the
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street by Gaudry, and Linda too often went out without
veil. But she no longer does. Public denunciation and
sharper police control have led the prostitutes to use
the veil even more than other women. Its appearance of
respectability enables them to walk the street more
without being recognized, while at the same time they
can use it to give signals with to potential clients.
The message is conveyed by moving the veil. It can
be held back a little to expose more of the face, or two
eyes to exchange intensive regards. The veil, called
hâ'ik,
is folded tighter around the hips so that the
movements of the buttocks when walking are better visible. Decent women do not play with their veils; they
keep their faces covered without however making such a
small peekhole that they are unrecognizable, and in the
back their veils hang straight down.
Shapes and motions are accentuated by the use of a
supple, silk veil. This yielded the euphemism "girls
with a silk veil."
Only courtesans or women from
wealthy families have the money to buy such an expensive
veil. This poses some problems for rich women who want
to use this status symbol without being approached as
prostitutes. They solve it by wearing their silk veil
together with the cajâr,
a small facial veil that makes
them recognizable, or by making their tanqiba,
the hole
to look through with one eye, just a little larger than
the prostitutes. The veiling codes differ subtly between
towns and regions. In the town of Oran, for instance,
decent women leave all of their face open, for there any
size of tanqiba
equals solliciting. Silk veils are offwhite and easily recognizable between the ordinary,
cheap and white veils of cotton or nylon. Poor prostitutes therefore wash their veils in tea in order to colour them, which has earned them the name "girls with a
yellow veil." Very little is needed to turn the veil
from a symbol of purity into a symbol of prostitution.
Prostitutes violate their gender's spatial rules in more
ways than misuse of the veil. Often when I walked with
women in the street they would point out to me other
women as indecent. When I asked why, I received the following answers.
She is standing still." A woman who stands still
in the street, apparently without reason, is suspect.
Every woman who is longer than strictly necessary outside makes herself public, a woman of the street. Especially if she is found outside at certain times, or in
certain places. For instance, about a woman waiting on a
Sunday afternoon near the taxi-stop close to the sheepmarket: "She waits there for a man who sold his sheep
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and has a lot of money." Standing in another public
space is also seen as trespassing. Of two women we found
talking to a grocer it was said: "l am sure those two
were his little friends." A woman who stands in or near
the post-office, on the bridge over the river or one of
the town's exit routes is easily classified as bad. The
post-office is out of bounds for all women but the old,
bent war-widows who have to pick up their pensions,
because it is frequented by too many men - men meet
there to conclude a market deal, to find a ride back to
their villages, make a call, cash a cheque, or have a
cup of coffee in one of the nearby coffee-houses. Moreover, decent women communicate by mail or telephone only
indirectly through their husbands or fathers. The bridge
over the river leads to the old lower quarter associated
by the up-town people with prostitution; and the exit
routes where drivers can pick up women lead to the countryside and the woods that can be similarly used.
The way a woman moves in the street, can, like
standing still, be a significant criterion for identifying her as prostitute: 'She is looking to the right and
the left. She is clearly waiting for a friend." She is
wearing plastic slippers so that she can easily walk a
long way." "She moves her shoulders and her hips" or
"She walks provocatively." Of two women going by in a
taxi it was said: "Did you see those hayy hayy?
They
must be going to a party."10
People think that itinerant women are prostitutes
and that prostitutes are itinerant. They always conceive
of prostitutes as coming from some other place. Registered prostitutes are referred to as nailiyas,
as persons coming from the tribe of the Ouled Nail living
southeast of Djelfa. Previously many prostitutes in
Algeria's urban centers came from this tribe. 11 Although
at present the actual number of nailiyas
among the
town's prostitutes is unknown, the name is often used
indiscriminately for all prostitutes.
By saying that prostitutes come up from the lower
quarter to the new town, or originate from other towns
or regions, people express their fear of prostitution,
that their own neighbourhood will be infected. In fact,
many independent prostitutes as well as brothel prostitutes live and work in the new town. But to some extent
it is true that prostitutes seek anonymity by displacement to other quarters, towns or uninhabited rural
spaces. Linda and her colleagues regularly travel to
Oran, to other towns, or to France for their profession,
and so support the idea that women who travel behave
immorally.
Out
of
town
travel
makes
social
control
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problematic. With the extension of the means of communication and transportation and the availability of cars
as a movable space of privacy the control of sexuality
is taken over by higher levels than the family or the
community. Traditionally the family safeguarded morality
by imposing seclusion on women. Where the families fail
the state now takes over the responsibility, but with
the same kind of control. In 1979 the government started
a national campaign to remove all dirt from the street.
Not only was the garbage collected, but also women walking alone or couples who could not prove their decency.
A popular song of that time deplores the deportation of
free women to the High Plains where they had to cut
esparto grass as a correctionary punishment. Public protest stopped the campaign, but the attitude that provoked it still lingers on. Policemen still check in
hotels if the guests have deposited their marriage certificates and stop cars in the countryside to inquire
about the relation between the passengers. Seclusion as
the solution to the immorality of wayfaring women also
underlies the recent government decision that women cannot travel abroad unaccompanied by or without written
and certified permission by the husband or replacing
tutor. This measure was taken to prevent women like
Linda from going to France and besmirching Algeria's
national honour by prostitution. Such a measure limits
the freedom of movement of all women, reconfirms their
inferior and dependent status and is one of the many
juridical constructs to warrant women's obedience to
men. The decision provoked so much protest among all
kinds of women's groups that it was withdrawn.
Prostitutes not only move with their bodies but
also with their voice and music through masculine space.
Their sound and laughter can be heard by unrelated men.
Like men they whistle on their fingers and use men's
musical instruments. During a wedding, a shopkeeper's
wife with seven children said of a singer:
"I knew
immediately that she was a saika when she picked up that
flute. A flute is for men, women only play the drums."
Because they move, prostitutes have more contact
with outsiders. Like men, but unlike most other women,
they take over behaviour considered "Western": they
smoke, drink alcoholic beverages, chew gum, dance, laugh
and talk with unrelated men, and travel. Moreover, like
Linda, they often take on Western professional names,
bleach their hair, and wear Western dresses. In body
posture, movement, dress and attributes, they take over,
just like men, symbols of dominance once used by their
colonial oppressor.
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Prostitutes cross the boundaries of their gender's
space. In body posture, their feet, knees, arms and
smiles are not only in an unfeminine position, but in
overly-emphasized positions symbolizing masculinity. By
standing on balconies or thresholds, by moving in public
during parties or when traveling, they use men's prerogatives. In proffering their female forms and drawing
attention to their availability, prostitutes purposively
violate the boundaries between feminine and masculine.
They thereby use an important principle of the code of
masculinity: the appropriation of a large space. Instead
of the meek, hunched and inert demeanour of submissive
women, they take on the demeanour of power.
When prostitutes professionally use the body language by which men express their superiority, they disturb the visual image of the gender hierarchy. Does this
mean that they also disturb the power hierarchy between
the genders?
Prostitutes are not only seen as sexually powerful,
as attractive, seductive and skillful in the sexual act,
but they are also credited with magical, religious and
economic powers. A prostitute's hold over men is often
attributed to her use of magic. The female marabouts who
were prostitutes earlier in life, the folktales in which
a prostitute goes straight to heaven after doing a good
deed, and the prostitutes' participation in trance ritual, show a mix of the profane and the sacred.12 The
heavy chains of gold coins of some more succesful prostitutes are seen as typical for the whole group.
Their personal power, however, helps little to elevate the power of women as a group. On the contrary, it
serves to reduce that of other women. Prostitutes can
use the masculine spatial idiom exactly because they are
prostitutes. Because when women use these masculine symbols of power the symbols are given an opposite meaning.
The same symbols which among men indicate prestige and
masculinity, indicate among women a low social status. A
man who puffs up his chest is a tough guy; a woman who
does so is selling herself. An Algerian man who travels
to France is praised for his sense of economic responsibility; an Algerian woman who goes there is accused of
prostitution. To smoke, drink, wear Western clothes,
chew gum, or walk with great strides, makes one a great
man - if one is a man. If one is a woman, it makes one a
harlot.
Because prostitutes differentiate themselves from
other women by using unfeminine spatial behaviour, all
masculine spatial behaviour in women is automatically
associated with prostitution. What is socially peripheral, becomes symbolically central (Babcock 1978:32).
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This means that all women who stand or move like men are
classified as whores. Especially working and studying
women complain about the consequences of this for their
freedom of movement and their respectability (cf. M'Rabet 1979; Sou'al
1983; Verdet 1982). Women cannot even
accidentally use men's space without the risk of being
accosted as a prostitute. It is often assumed that men
purposively stigmatize all women who are out in the
street as whores in order to treat them as free game. 13
But given the extent to which they are regarded with
contempt, women using public space are relatively little
harrassed. I think that this association with prostitution is more than a license to hunt women in public; it
is a means to qualify their own women at home as
respectable and thus themselves as honourable.
Although the women at home do not follow spatial rules
as rigidly as they are supposed to and have great fun in
side-stepping them occasionally, they largely share with
men the view that women who use men's space are bad.
They might make an exception for themselves or their
daughters if they need to go out for study or work; but
this recognition of justifiable reasons for breaking the
rules does not modify the general idea that one should
not. Women at home need to see the woman outside as bad
in order to value their own seclusion as something which
makes them good, decent and respectable. In order to
convey the respectability of a woman they make use of
this dichotomy. They refer not to what she does, but to
what she does not do: "She does not stand on the balcony," or "She does not smoke." Warda praised the morality of her daughter who lived in a student dorm in
another town and travelled alone back and forth every
week with the remark: "She never goes out." Most women
who actually use men's space because they work or study
do not outright challenge the division of space: they
claim no right to be there; they are only excused for a
specific reason. They, like the women at home, do not
want to be associated with prostitution. Although they
do not use the veil, a closed face, restricted movements, minimum public exposure, and a contained posture
show that they at least in appearance accept the existing division of space and distance themselves from prostitutes. The fact that prostitutes use masculine spatial
metaphors prevents other women from doing the same and
thus obstructs a more equal division of space between
the genders.
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Musicians
During the day Faiza works in a bathhouse in one
of the satellite villages around Maimuna. She
scrubs the bodies of her clients and sells them
cloth, shoes, perfume and other goods. Occasionally she is asked to wash a corpse. She combines
this function of gassala
with that of mourner and
sings with the group of faqîrât.
But her most
important activity is making music at night as
leader of a group of maddâhât.
Her troupe
includes five other musicians. Three are unmarried
women from the same family; the eldest is over
thirty and is considered a spinster. The fourth
woman is a divorcee, and the other a married woman
whose husband is insane. Apart from the married
woman, all are black and cadaidl,
member of the
lower servant class.
Maddâhât
are professional singers who provide
entertainment at feasts for the female guests.
They accompany themselves on the darabukka,
a conical, one-headed hand drum, and a bindir,
a tambourine. Their music is amplified with loudspeakers. Good maddâhât
can sing and play for hours
without interruption. They should not only have an
extended secular repertoire, but also know the
songs connected with different saints that lead to
trance; and they must be excellent improvisors.
Like the saikât
they can please or provoke with
songs made up for the occasion, whether for an
emigree to welcome her back in her hometown; for a
divorcee who is followed around by a green Fiat;
or for a married woman to warn her that her husband has a lover. These improvisations
are
rewarded with zagarîd,
thrilling ululations of
approval.
Maddâhât are especially to be found at the larger weddings. The host family hires them for a fee that depends
on their fame. The larger part of their income results
from a competition acted out between the guests. This
competition goes as follows.
A guest who wants to dance gives ten dinars to the
maddâhât.
In turn she is given a woolen belt to be tied
around her hips, which means that she dedicates the
dance to her hosts. Only one or two persons dance at a
time, and the other guests sit in rows to watch the
spectacle. If the dancer is close to them, they shower
her with money. By giving her friends "make her greater
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before the people." Each gift, called risqa
or garáma,
is five or ten dinars, preferably in paper money, which
is more conspicious. During the dance the money is held
visibly in the hand and afterwards it is given to the
musicians who announce the total sum by loudspeaker. A
high amount indicates high esteem, respect and prestige.
It shows that the woman who dances has many friends who
can give, and, moreover, that she is rich herself
because to receive a gift obliges a return later. The
first woman to dance and the one to receive the most is
always the hostess of the party.
This competition for prestige has similarities to a
potlatch. The money with which one competes is lost; it
is given to the musicians, who are not recognized as
competitors. While classified as waste (kassára),
the
money is nevertheless well-spent, because it brings
prestige. The sums that are laid out can be significant.
A woman who dances once might have to reciprocate with
from fifty to two hundred dinars. Poor guests therefore
never dance. Nor do poor families hire musicians - they
might not even come if asked. At weddings of the poor
the music is provided by young girls, old female relatives, or even a cassette recorder, and dancers receive
no money. Such feasts are considered dull.
Haddâhât are central to a competition in which they
do not take part. Their marginality and non-participation is reflected in their behaviour and apparel. They
eat and sit apart from the audience and do not converse
with anyone outside the functional contacts. They wear
cheap everyday dresses and little gold compared to the
costly gowns and the abundant jewelry by which the
rivals exhibit their affluence. They never dance, and do
not vie with other women in attractiveness. They work
and do not feast. Although they are sitting and acting
at center stage, they do not belong to the group which
they serve. They cannot give, or gain prestige by giving. But because they cannot give, they can take. And
they take a lot of money.
A good group invited by a wealthy family can make
up to several thousand dinars a night. The gains can be
increased by several means. First by wasting no energy
on dancers who do not amass money. The songs for them
only last a few minutes. Only after a profitable evening
will a friendly group offer free dancing for the youngsters of the family. Second, by luring profitable prospects into dancing by laudatory personal songs, or
exploiting antagonisms within the group to force individual women to take part in the competition. Thirdly,
by offering good quality in singing and drumming, which
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attracts dancers. Variation in the repertoire and versatility in playing any rhythm requested are valued.
Incompetent musicians are heavily criticized by the
guests and jeopardize the host's honour.
It is no accident that nearly all members of Faiza's
group are coloured and cadaidî.
The majority of the
maddâhât
in town are black and belong to the lower
classes. Families of noble descent would consider it
very dishonouring if a woman from their family worked as
professional singer. As employers of the musicians, they
stigmatize them on several grounds.
The first ground is their low origin. Musicians are
disrespectable because their families merit no respect.
Yet, this is not only a cause but also an effect. It is
also argued that someone must be of servant origins
because she is a musician.
The same alternation between cause and effect can
be found with regard to mobility. Singers are perceived
as indecent because of their mobility, or in reverse,
perceived as mobile because they are indecent. They have
to go over street to the place of performance and return
unaccompanied late at night. Female guests who cannot
be collected by a male relative stay overnight at the
host's house, but musicians are never invited to stay.
To work, the singers have to leave their lower-class
neighbourhood, called graba or village
nègre.
During
colonial times the graba was exclusively Algerian and
provided the servants for the French who established
themselves on the other side of the river. Since then,
the dominant group has changed, but the population of
the graba is still used and feared by the uptown people.
To have the maddâhât
come from the grâba,
or even better, from other towns is prestigious. The maddâhât are
faced with the paradox that what comes from far is better, but what comes from far is also more despicable.
A third reason for stigmatization is that singing
is not proper behaviour for women. When I made a short
visit to Maimuna in 1984, Karima took me to the wedding
of two teachers in a downstairs apartment. The family
had not hired musicians. The guests called on each other
to sing or play the tambourine. The request was always
refused. One woman who excused herself with that she
could not sing was teased by her neighbour that that was
not true because the other day she had heard her sing.
The accused was visibly displeased with this revelation.
Decent young, married women should not sing, or if they
do, should not be heard by the neighbours. Singing at
weddings is therefore avoided and left to unmarried
girls or older women who have less of a position at
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stake. And even of them only the most daring ones will
accept. Singing, like dancing, laughing, or talking
loudly is an exhibition of one's presence and one's sexuality, and a lack of control and "weight". The girls
who finally picked up the drums at this wedding were
especially invited to the party on the condition that
they would sing. They eulogized the host's tribe and
denigrated specific non-related guests. Another girl
then took up the gauntlet for her group and returned the
insinuations. The duel sharpened until she was admonished to stop as it might cost her her reputation. Her
group continued, however, to criticize amongst each
other the singers. They were said to be too old and ugly
to marry, to have no shame in singing so loudly and so
lewdly while the men sitting outside the flat could hear
everything. Moreover, they must have been instigated by
the hostess to reveal all the gossip about their adversaries .
The singing of maddahat tends to be even more public and therefore more condemned. The sound carries over
into other houses. In one Friday sermon the imam
preached against the maddahat by warning the men that
the names of their wives and daughters would be called
out in the street. A man's honour is sullied when his
wife's name becomes public property, especially when it
is associated with money made by dancing.
The publicness of female singing is made even more
shameful by the contents of the songs. When asked what
she thought of the lucrative profession of musician, a
rich girl answered: "Singers are not from good families;
they say things that are not serious. Many of their
songs are shameful and forbidden, but the maddâhât keep
singing them." Many words have double meanings or are
plainly obscene and scurrilous. Most songs of the
maddahat belong to the genre ray. The ray is a form of
popular music, based on simple themes and melodies, and
transmitted orally or on cassettes. As a musical genre
it is banned from official television and radio broadcasting, but it enjoys an enormous popularity in the
Oranie. Through a large underground musical network of
clandestine cassette copiers maddahat
can become famous
over a wide area. Rây music is "not serious," common
topics are illicit sexual contacts, prostitution, winedrinking, debauchery and adultery. The words used are
often direct and revealing; no circumlocutions are used
as with
other songs about touchy themes (Meliani
1981:13-15).
Saikât
sing such promiscuous songs at
promiscuous mixed parties, but the maddahat are more and
more taking over the words from them. Within a singlesex context, however, they lose some of their obscenity.
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The context is all important to maintaining
an
appearance of respectability. One day a mother orders
her 15-year old son to turn off the cassette-recorder.
She explains: "The words that she uses are bad. It is
now midday and the men of the neighbours are home. I
don't want them to hear that we play that kind of music.
Maybe they want to sleep. Farid (a 'serious male singer') is allright, I don't mind if they hear him. We have
respect for our neighbours. After three o'clock it
doesn't matter, then the men have gone." Music is seen
as obscene when it disrupts the dominant gender ordering
in its contents, and when it disrupts the concomitant
sound barries between the genders. The singing of the
maddâhât is thus not just broad in contents but also in
its audibility by men.
During women's gatherings maddâhât
voice many
female concerns. A favourite topic during weddings is
copulation and birth. Accompanied by the musicians, a
skillful dancer imitates these acts to the hilarity of
the audience. It is said that belly-dancing is a perfect
preparation
for
coitus
and
birth
(Buenaventura
1983:154). Before a male audience, dancing in general,
and these mimicking dances especially, would be considered as a form of prostitution of the dancer and the
singer. Within a single sex context such a performance
bears far less this connotation, although it is still
not respectable.
Many words have double meanings, which may reveal a
women's perspective. During one wedding the following
song was sung:
rani
marida,
rani
marida,
nasarbû

mariwiya

wa bâlik

nabrâ.

Literally translated it means:

I am sick, I am sick, let's drink mariwiya
(a herb) and
I will be cured." When two young girls asked an older
woman what it meant, she said that it was a request from
a girl for wine. Mariwiya
would be a euphemism for
wine. There was also a third meaning which she preferred
not to explain to the girls. In local idiom "sick" also
means "pregnant," mariwiya
is known as an abortive, and
nabrâ can also signify: "l become free." Given these
meanings the song would read: "l am pregnant, I am pregnant, let's drink mariwiya
and I'll be free."
In the songs, the art of seduction comes to full
bloom. The beauty, craftiness and sexual heat of "us"
are elaborated and those of "them" are viciously
attacked. The attractiveness of lovers is praised as
well as the cars they own, their voyages abroad and the
gold they may offer. It is clear to all that it is
mostly extra-marital and not conjugal love that is
lauded here. Sometimes women are very explicit about
this lack of "seriousness", like a girl who sang as a
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song: "I have a double standard of morals. I have a triple standard of morals, I have a quadruple standard of
morals..." etc.
A last ground on which the maddâhât are stigmatized
is their handling of money. The money they receive is
not primarily seen by others as wages for their work. It
is more the unplanned consequence of the potlach, and as
a result criticism against them is more worded in terms
of "incitement of women to waste money." The imam who
preached against the public diffusion of their songs and
announcements, also included in his sermon their evil
influence on the proper behaviour of women. They led
women to squander thoughtlessly their husband's income.
We may conclude that the relatively good income of
maddâhât
is counteracted by a low status, due to their
origins, their mobility, their publicness and the shamefulness of their songs. Yet, this low status is not
fixed but fluctuates. The dividing line between maddâhât
and the lower status group of saikât
is not always
clear. Maddâhât pride themselves that they are better
because they are not prostitutes and do not perform for
men. Moreover, they can also sing religious chants, and
their songs are in general a little bit less indecent.
Their dealings with money are less direct than in the
case of the èaikât,
who let themselves be paid directly
for the words they sing. Higher status groups, however,
are less careful in distinguishing the singers from the
prostitutes. They suspect at least a number of maddâhât
of behaving nicely at women's parties but turning into
saikât
or prostitutes on the other nights of the week.
This impression is reinforced when the singers take over
some symbols of prostitutes, like drinking and smoking.
In Algiers, singers
customarily
drink and smoke,
although the wine is served in water jugs so that it is
not too obvious. Locally, only one maddâha has this
habit. She has a relation with the brothelkeeper and is
classified as a prostitute. Less and less people want to
invite her.
Also the demarcation line between maddâhât and the
status group above them, the non-professional singers at
weddings, is vague. The non-professional musicians are
white, not black, they are guests and not workers, and
they do not receive money. Yet, by singing they take on
some of the stigma of the maddâhât
and are accused of
being frivolous, indecent and shameless.
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A word that often returns in many songs is
haijâla,
plur. hajjâlât.
Hajjâlât are commonly defined as 'women
without men." They have all been married, but lost
their husband due to divorce or death. They are supposed
to be in an intermediary period between two marriages,
but since most widows and many divorcees do not remarry,
this stage can last indefinitely.
Many songs tell of the hajjâlât's
sexual attractiveness and that men cannot but succumb to their seductive beauty. One refrain says: "For her beauty I took a
hajjâla.
My mother didn't want her, but I took her."
Their sexual freedom is implied in another: "Only the
orphan, the hajjâla,
and those who have no man do what
they want."
The hajjâlât
are depicted as sexually initiating
and active. In one song it is said: "Khadija, don't try
to hold me. Half of my family has become my enemy. Don't
try to hold me, I'm going and I won't come back. Don't
send for me, and don't give me signs." The sexual activity of hajjâlât
is also apparent in the term
hajjâla
itself. Although commonly used to indicate a widow or
divorcee, and repeatedly explained to me as meaning "a
woman without a man," it literally means: "a woman who
casts amorous glances," or "she who makes sheep's eyes."
In short, a hajjâla
is a flirt.
In the songs, hajjâlât
are also described as sexually untrustworthy. One song begins with: "l have no
faith in her, while I sleep with her (...) I have no
faith, the hajjâlât
are deceitful." They are not only
called deceivers, but also strong in magic, sorcerers,
and disturbers of marital peace.
The songs talk about yatîma, a girl without father,
in the same way as about a woman without a husband: both
are clearly seen as prostitutes. In the following song a
hotel guest complains that the police took away his
lover and his papers: "Oh, she has no father and no
mother. She has nobody to complain to. Aya, my love
where are you? (...) Give me my love, give me my
papers." In another song the protagonist excuses his
love for prostitutes with the words: "l love orphans, I
have no mother. If I had a mother, she would choose the
wife she likes for me. (...)
I love the orphans, I have
no mother."
The equation of widows, divorcees and orphans with
prostitutes is also clear from the frequent references
to drinking, trips to Oran, and parties. One song entitled "Orphan" recalls "the drunken frolic on that hill,"
and mentions that "from the grâba she comes up to drink
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in town."
The confusion of widows, divorcees and orphans with
prostitutes in popular songs is also found in everyday
talk. After a film was shown on television about a
strangler of prostitutes, a secondary school graduate
explained the contents: "There was a man who murdered
women who lived alone, widows and so." When the town's
population rioted against the mayor's housing policy and
accused him of favouring his cronies, it was said that
"he gave flats to eleven divorcees."
Asked why there are so many songs about hajiâlât,
a construction engineer's wife said promptly: 'Because they
are much freer than a married woman and more free than a
young girl. Even if they have a father or brother they
are more free. They are often older. They can go out
freely." The absence of the direct authority of a husband or father allows hajjâlât
and daughters of
hajjâlât
some liberties other women do not have. These others
might envy them this freedom but at the same time look
down on them, as such freedom is immediately associated
with immoral behaviour. Given the supposed lack of sexual self-control of women, absence of male control
implies libertinage or prostitution.
The view that a woman without a man is indecent,
has as a corollary in the association of male control
with female decency. The connection of the dual oppositions can be shown as follows:
sexually restrained
virtuous women
married (father alive)
male authority

sexually loose
prostitutes
not-married (father dead)
absence of male authority

In songs about women without men, prostitution is classified as outside the family, outside the conjugal relation and outside male authority. The evil exists, but
not in a man's own group; so it cannot damage his honour.
With the undertone of prostitution, the term
hajjâla
is clearly pejorative. The standard Arabic term
for widow is armala
and for divorcee mutalqa.
These
terms are preferred for women in one's own family, but
others are called hajjâla.
Hajjâla
is used as a term of
abuse in arguments. A son of a widow said that his
mother scolded her own daughters as "daughters of a
hajjâlaj"
when they had upset her.
The use of hajjâla
for women without men indicates
the low status of widows and divorcees. This low status
is also expressed in the saying: "The celibate is the
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best person. The married person is like other people.
The divorced person is the shame of people." A young man
is actively discouraged from choosing a hajjâla
as his
first wife. In case of a remarriage or a second marriage
a hajjâla
is more acceptable, but this choice still
needs explanations and excuses. If the man chooses a
widow it may be said that he takes over his deceased
brother's responsibilities, or that her father is rich
and powerful. If he takes a divorcee it may be shown
that he needs a barren wife to take care of his children.
In general, a hajjâla
who wants to remarry has to
accept a man who has a lower status or is less attractive than her first husband (see figures in chapter I).
She might have to agree to become a second wife.
Although the total number of polygynous marriages is
low, the ease with which hajjâlât
agree to the low position as co-wife explains why they are feared by married
women as potential competitors. Women have in general
more say in their second marriage than in their first.
This freedom is turned against the hajjâlât
by the accusation that they actively seduce men into marrying them.
Divorcees, widows and daughters of widows do not easily
accept the stigma that assigns them the status of prostitutes. In reaction most of them control their own and
their daughters' behaviour far more severely than they
would under normal circumstances. A daughter of a widow
returned the accusation: "Girls who have a father are
much easier, because they only have a father to be
afraid of, while we are watched by everybody. We can't
do anything, because everybody keeps an eye on us and
talks about us." (...) "it is even more difficult for a
widow than for an orphan. She is always accused of living for herself and neglecting her children. My mother
suffered a lot from this control, even more than we
have. Everybody controls us and at the same time they
accuse us of taking liberties. A widow suffers a lot,
except when she has a brother. If she has a brother it
is not so bad. (...) A brother-in-law? No, he doesn't
help her, he only increases the problems she has
already." The authority of the absent husband or father
is taken over by a diffuse group of family and neighbours who apply the sanction of gossip randomly. This
creates a sense of uncertainty for the widow and her
children, especially if they are young.
The women without men, of course, do not see their
freedom as negatively as outsiders. The girl who complained of excessive social control nevertheless had
been free to study, pursue a career and choose her own
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husband, a freedom that girls with fathers seldom have.
Her mother had an affaire with a married man a few years
after she became a widow, which the daughter excused as
a search for love by a young and healthy woman overburdened with worries. She excused her mother with the view
that women whose sexuality has been awakened still have
their sexual needs when they are without a man.
Hajjâlât
who know what it is like to be without a
man are tolerant of the remarriage of one of their own.
One widow said: "Especially if a man has children it is
better if he marries an older woman," that it is better
for such a woman to be sterile so that she can devote
all her time to his children. This widow herself had
wanted to become the second wife of a baker, but her
brothers had opposed her remarriage because of her five
children.
Lack of education and work forces a number of widows and divorcees to prostitution. As in other forms of
discrimination, the misbehaviour of a few is generalized
to the entire group. But women without men do not accept
an oversimplified division between good and bad women.
Many widows and divorcees have worked hard to challenge
the association between them and prostitutes. They can
do so because of growing opportunities for women to find
an alternative livelihood and by denigrating prostitutes. Unfortunately, the other professions (midwife,
teacher, charwoman, etc.) do not automatically eliminate
the taint of prostitution, for most women's jobs
ipso
facto
contain aspects that men relate to prostitution work for money, contact with unrelated men, and an unfeminine use of public space. Whatever they do, it is
wrong. But in degrees. If widows and divorcees are less
easily equated with prostitutes than before, it is due
to the relentless efforts of many women without men to
seek other remunerative activities and to demand respect
by extremely controlled behaviour. The war widows especially played an important role in this respect. But
there is still a long way to go and there are many songs
for a hajjâla
to disprove in their struggle.

CHAPTER NINE
BETWEEN DOMESTIC AND PUBLIC WORK

Among the various possibilities for women to gain an
income without actually having a regular, definable,
paid job, we have not yet discussed domestic service and
peddling. Although we can also discern here a trend
towards more formal, regular and public work, there are
still many women without men who find a partly, temporary or even permanent adjustment to their economic
problems by activities in these domains.

Maids and foster

daughters

Safia thinks she is thirty-eight, but her papers
show her to be forty-one. She cannot read or
write, but after long conversations in Arabic, she
surprises me by suddenly changing over to fluent
French. As a child she worked for a few years as a
maid in a French family. I meet her for the first
time when visiting a family where she works as
casual help. She continues to wash the clothes and
mop the floor and later silently sips her coffee.
It would be bad form if she started a conversation
with a guest; it is already exceptional that she
can have her coffee in the same room. She acts out
this social invisibility that characterizes so
many domestic servants the world over. Her presence is not sufficient reason to allow her social
participation. Only after my initiative, and a
quick glance towards her employer, is she willing
to talk.
"I never had any luck. I am alone and nobody
takes care of me. I married when I was fourteen.
My husband took me to Oran and locked me up. He
went out for drink and women. An when he came home
he asked why I hadn't prepared dinner. So I said,
how can I cook if you don't buy anything. I was as
thin as a rake. I had a daughter and the doctor in
the hospital said that I should rest and eat well
when I came home. But when I returned home with my
daughter my husband said: 'l don't need you
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anymore'. So I returned to my mother and after
three months he came to take my daughter away. He
married again but his wife didn't want my child so
he brought it to his mother and then from one
woman to another. I never saw her again, although
I heard she is living not far from here. She married recently but they did not invite me. No, I
never had any luck. When I was twenty, my cousin
wanted to marry me. I had enough of marriage, and
dind't want any more. But my aunt came to talk
with my mother. They said, you are only twenty,
you can't stay alone like that. He drank and went
to women. He beat me up, he would thrash me so
that my face was covered with blood. No, I wasn't
lucky in my life. After our divorce he married
another woman. Now they live in France and have
three children. He is very good with her, he
doesn't drink any more."
Fate has forced Safia to take care of herself. When
she was three her father died. Her mother never remarried and sent her daughter out as soon as possible to
fend for herself. She worked for French families. Wages
were very low, she remembers, but sometimes they gave
her presents. When she married the first time she had
nothing to take with her, apart from the few wedding
gifts which she received from her employer. This gave
her a poor start in matrimony. A woman s status tends to
influence the development of conjugal relations. If her
status is low at marriage then she will be treated
accordingly. A woman who does not bring in her own property in the form of a dowry and who has no male protection from her family of birth will not likely receive a
groom's gift indicating respect for her and is easy prey
to abuse by her husband.
After independence, through her cleaning work at
the gendarmerie, Safia and her mother were given living
accomodations for free. They and a mentally disturbed
brother still live in this small two-room house. In summer it looks like a nice home, with a small private
courtyard covered with grapevines and decorated with
pots full of mint, a neat little kitchen on the side and
a simple but real shower in the toilet. But the plastic
on the ceiling, the beaten-up furniture, and the thinness of the mattress indicate that life is quite miserable in this house, especially in winter. Water only
comes in from 8 to 9 in the morning and 4 to 6 in the
afternoon. Or it might not come in at all, in which case
Safia resorts to a roadside spring. The women are among
equals because there are several widows living in this
row of houses. They differ from them however, that they
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depend on the town-economy of Maimuna for living, while
the others have support from a village network.
The village where Safia lives, lies about 25 km.
north of Maimuna. This formerly French colonial village
offers few opportunities for women who want to work.
Widows or divorcees who have to provide for themselves
often revert to traditional crafts. One neighbour weaves
baskets, another makes mats from alfa, and a third makes
clay stoves and clay trays for bread-baking. Two other
widows are better off; one has a pension as widow of a
martyr,1 and one receives a French pension because her
husband died when fighting in Europe for the French.
Safia is the only one who regularly goes to Maimuna in
search for work. She has applied at the hospital, at the
thermal baths, and at the shirt factory for cleaning
work. There are no openings, so she does odd jobs in
houses. Once she found work in a new clinic in another
village. But her home situation does not really permit
her to have a steady job. Her brother regularly has violent fits during which he smashes everything in the
house. The frightened women have spent many nights in a
neighbour's house, for they are not able to handle him
unless he is sedated. After one such tantrum they took
him to Oran to have him admitted into an asylum. His
case however, was not considered bad enough, so they had
to take him home again. On this occasion she was fired
from her job for being absent without leave.
In the village she is criticized for going to Maimuna to find work. They say she will make only ten to
twenty dinars a day; most of which has to be spent on
transport. She does go however, because it is her only
hope for a regular job. Moreover, a brother lives in
Maimuna. Although he hardly helps her, she can always
sleep in his house if there is no bus back to the village. In return for bed and food her sister-in-law will
ask her to do certain jobs which she cannot refuse to do
even when it jeopardizes her work in homes.
Like Safia a large number of women perform different kinds of menial labour in order to earn a living.
What kind of work is available? Who are the women who do
it? How are they looked upon?
Before independence uneducated women had very few
opportunities to find work. The widow Yamina who has
worked for a French family said: "Before the girls did
not work as they do now. Those who had to work became a
bonne in a French household. There was no office work
as there is now. There were many women looking for work;
that's why they could pay very little. They paid badly
in those times, nearly nothing. A woman who worked as a
maid did that only to stay alive, she hardly talked with
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the French and just did her work."
Gifts mitigated the harshness of exploitation. Former maids often mentioned the fringe benefits. Safia
remembered fondly how her mistress had given her a piece
of cloth. Yamina mentioned that she was always given
something extra so that she could bathe. When she showed
me the embroidered French pillow case given to her fifteen years ago, she judged her former employers less
harshly: "You were not just a bonne, but a member of the
family. They gave you good food and clothes; they even
gave clothes for the children." Gifts were used to maintain a working relation, although the maids were paid
rock-bottom wages. Gifts were cheaper than a raise in
wages, they made the receiver more dependent and conferred an aura of benevolence upon the giver. For the
employers all their gifts were proofs of their generosity, but the maids considered at least some of these
extras as a payment in kind. Food, soap to wash after
work, and cloth to make work-dresses were considered
more a right than a favour. Payment in kind in addition
to wages is still common for domestic service today.
That it is seen as a right is shown by the fact that it
will be asked for if the employer is slow in providing
it.
Being a maid in a French household did not bring
any prestige. On the contrary, it was a last alternative. Yamina recalls: "if one could choose between working for Arabs or French? Of course then you worked for
Arabs. But there were only a few Arab families who were
so rich. What could you do? The French were in charge,
you could work nowhere else. A lot of Arabs worked for
the French then, not only in the homes but also on the
land and in the factory. There were many women working
for the French, but not all women, only widows, divorcees and girls. If a father earned money, of course he
would never let his daughter work. But there were always
girls who did not have a father who could take care of
the family. Men also worked for the French and did the
work of women. A husband would never let his wife work
in the house of someone else. Men shopped, took care of
the house or the animals for the French. Not any more,
there are no men anymore who work in the house of othtl

ers.
Only orphans, divorcees and widows like Yamina and
Safia could accept such work. They had no man to protect
their and his honour. When I asked what people thought
about their work, whether it was seen as disgraceful,
they answered: "That's fate." or "What could you do?"
For them staying alive prevailed over sexual honour.
To
alleviate
the
stigma
and
restore
their
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self-respect, maids tended to identify with their
employers. They stressed that they were not considered
as slaves but rather as part of the family, that they
had a special relation with their mistress as proved by
the gifts. They claimed the civilization of their masters and looked down upon their own culture. They were
proud that they washed their laundry like the French,
cooked like the French or could keep a house clean like
the French. This identification with the French dominant
class runs very deep in Safia's case. And it too takes
her to Maimuna, for deep down she still hopes to work
for a foreigner. She refuses to accept that I am not
French, and tells everybody who comes near that I am
from Lyon despite my insistence that she should not do
so. Repeatedly she proclaims: "l love the French, I
detest the Arabs." According to her, life has deteriorated since the French left, "it used to be more beautiful here. Every Sunday night they would take a stroll
here. It was the French who planted all the trees. Look,
now there is only rubbish. Many men from the village are
now in France. First they turn out the French, and then
they all want to go to France to follow after them." The
colonists left twenty years ago, but Safia still knows
their names, trades and houses.
Most often working for an Algerian family was preferred above serving in a French house, because it was
less dishonourable, as it could be reclassified as a
foster relation. Rich families often took in an orphan
or a young girl from a poor family, either related to
them or not, to "raise her as a daughter." She was fed
and clothed and occasionally she could take some food to
her family of birth. In return she did the dishes,
scrubbed the floors, ran errands, washed clothes, served
at the table, held the infants and performed numerous
other tasks. She worked as a servant but could avoid the
stigma attached to servants by being called a foster
daughter. However, as a daughter she had no right to any
pay for all her work. She could only hope that the family who raised her would arrange her marriage and provide her with a dowry.
At this point we again see a difference in interpretation between the employer and the employed. The
servant feels she has a right to be married out as a
daughter; why else did she work all her life for nothing? The employer, however, sees her maintenance through
the years as sufficient pay for her services, and the
arranging of her marriage as an extra gift that adds to
the honour and goodness of the giver. Many foster girls
married as servants, without a dowry to enhance their
social status or any support from the family who raised
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them. Families who did marry out their foster daughters
were quick to point this out to others in order to get
full credit.
There may be other reasons in addition to the need
for cheap labour for families to take in a foster child.
It can be that they feel responsible for other members
of the wider family, as is the case when an orphaned
cousin is taken in, or the child of a divorced daughter.
Couples without children, or whose children do not take
filial obligations seriously, may formally foster a
child. This is called kafàia
or recueil
légal.
They
sometimes take "children from the hospital." These are
illegitimate children who have been abandoned or given
up for formal fostering. Islamic rule prohibits adoption; a foster child can never be made into a legal
child. She or he, for instance, will never be allowed to
carry the foster parents' name and will not have an offspring's automatic rights to inheritance. This leads
some couples to register a foster baby as their own.
This is more difficult, however, with children obtained
through the hospital, and it is an extra reason why
abandoned babies seldom find a new home (Zeghloul 1982).
As a result, the formal foster relation is not
always optimal. Halima said: "l finally succeeded in
getting a girl. It took me two years, and every day I
went to the hospital to ask. They did not want to give
us a child. They said we were too old. I am 67 and the
old man is 84. You wouldn't say we were that old would
you? But I said that I had experience, that I had fostered other children and raised them well. I raised
Dalila, and when she married I raised her son Ahmad and
now he is married. I pestered them and asked them every
day, and I said I would keep asking until they would
give me one. And last month the director asked me in and
said, 'Here you have your child.' I wasn't prepared at
all, I had only stopped in on my way to somewhere else.
But I took it with me just like that, because I was
afraid they might change their mind. One needs a child
of one's own. We are all alone, we have no one to take
care of us." Halima and her husband have no children
together, although each partner has a child from a former marriage. Ties with one child have been completely
broken. Their ties with the other child and with the
foster children have seriously deteriorated. They
clearly expect no support from them. Their maid Zahra
will not care for them either: "Zahra is only a maid.
Her family is poor, without education, they have no origins. It is not like it used to be. Young people don't
have any respect anymore. If you have a girl as baby you
can educate her and teach her respect."
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Two years later Halima confesses that she regrets
taking in a foster child. She is too old to take care of
her, and her husband has died.
Not all household labour was enlisted through fostering.
With many girls calling at the door for work, it was
sometimes easier to pay them a small wage and send them
away when they reached puberty. But times have changed.
There are few girls nowadays who call at houses for
work. Whenever possible children are sent to school so
that they can get a far better paid office job if the
family needs their income. Zahra, Halima's maid, however, is one of those destitute girls who still work for
a family. They are still badly paid and mistrusted by
their employers. Little Zahra is twelve and does all the
household chores except cooking. She is paid DA 200 a
month, which equals about one pair of cheap shoes and a
sweater, but Halima complains that she is really not
worth anything more than the food she eats because she
is still a child. Zahra's father is unemployed. Her
mother occasionally helps Halima with a large cleaning
or a feast. The elder sister of Zahra also worked for a
few years in this household, until she became too old to
go unnoticed in the streets. The old man told me that he
ordered her to stay home because he did not want any
problems.
Little Zahra is a kaddâma.
The term kaddàma is
applied to all female domestic servants who work regularly for a monthly wage. The young kaddâma is disappearing from private homes. One reason is the extension
of education to lower classes. A girl who cannot earn
much more than her food might as well be sent to school,
where she can have free meals too. Secondly, rich families who can afford a maid can now also afford labour
saving appliances and prefer these to the responsibility
for domestic servants.
Older uneducated women have always been reluctant
to accept permanent domestic work with other families.
They are even more so today. They usually prefer a regular job in a state institution. But as these are scarce
one has to wait for them. In the meantime they do odd
jobs. Only a few become permanent domestic servants,
usually in combination with childtending. They are then
called murabbiyât,
tutoresses, a term witch is flattering and status-enhancing compared to the pejorative

kaddâma.
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Several old illiterate women eke out an income by hiring
themselves out for a day or for a job. Their number is
unknown and their work is never counted. One unexpectedly comes across them in the corner of a kitchen kneading large amounts of dough, or in a courtyard sieving
fifty kilos of grain. By the time the first large plates
full of pastry return from the neighbourhood oven or the
couscous is spread out over white sheets to dry, they
have disappeared as silently as they came.
Most in demand is the fattala,
the roller of couscous. She is an expert in preparing "rolled food"
(tacâm
maftùl)
as Algeria's national dish is called. Couscous
is the staple food in north-west Africa and prepared
from groats and salt water. In town the grain is bought
crushed, and no longer ground at home in a stone handmill as in the countryside. But before it can be served
as couscous it still needs a lot of processing. A
fattala
is hired when large quantities are needed. Typically this is before a saint's day or a major family
feast. The sharing of couscous and meat is essential to
all meals with an element of ceremony. A host cannot
offer a couscous that is not perfect, and hence depends
on the skill of the fattala.
The services of a
fattala
are also needed at the end of summer to prepare the family's semolina stock.
The work of a fattala
consists of moistening, rolling, sieving, steaming and again rolling the couscous
three times. To prepare a large quantity of couscous in
one day requires skill, well developed muscles, and
heat-resistant fingers. A fattala
has strong arms that
can maintain a sieving and rolling motion for hours on
end, and fingers that can spread the steaming hot food
without getting burned. She knows exactly how moist the
semolina should be and how long it must be rolled to
keep the grains from sticking together; she knows how
the prepared couscous must be dried so that it will not
spoil during storage and how to make the salted butter
that gives the couscous a special taste.
Most older women have rolled so much couscous in
their lives that they have developed a certain skill but
only a few have made a profession out of it. Married
women with children have too many other obligations to
do this work for other families. They might offer a little help during a wedding or a funeral, but one cannot
depend on this. Many families prefer to hire a professional fattala.
This might be a widowed aunt who will
be fed, lodged and given some clothing in return, or a
stranger to the family who will be paid and may perform
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the work in her own home.
Charwomen are less specialized. They are hired for the
day or for the task and do any sort of menial job
demanded. Working hours are seldom fixed, nor are the
wages. Their work consists mainly of scrubbing floors,
washing clothes or cleaning house. Everything is done by
hand. Whenever they need money or goods, they make a
round among the families they know to see if anyone
needs a job to be done; occasionally they are sent for.
Fatma is one of the women who can be called. She is
56, but looks far older with her bent back, her wrinkled
tatooed face, and her two remaining teeth. Her white
broderie dress and the two cotton frocks underneath show
signs of decay in several places. Two traditional silver bracelets decorate her left wrist and a brightly
coloured shawl, held in place by a second rolled up
shawl, covers her hair. She works because her only son
does not support her sufficiently. One of her employers
proclaims: 'it is a strange family. Her son has a grocery store, so he must earn a lot. But he is very tightfisted, he never gives her anything. He doesn't even
give his wife anything. Last week their child was ill
and had a fever because he had fallen in the river. But
he did not want them to go to the doctor. So Fatma and
her daughter-in-law even wanted to sell a gold coin so
that they could take him to the doctor. I bet he is so
stingy because he wants to build a house. This morning
Fatma came to ask me for money for a bath. I will take
her this afternoon to the bathhouse so that she can help
me to wash the children."
Fatma married when she was twelve, miscarried her
first child and lost the second one when it was six
months old. She gave birth to the son with whom she is
living now when she was seventeen. She lost her first
husband six years later. Her second husband was a widowed shepherd of 75 who lived in a tent and already had
eight children from his first and five children from his
second wife. Fatma herself had become sterile. When this
man died she remarried for a third time, and after she
lost also this husband she moved in with her son and
daughter-in-law. They live with six of their seven children in a very cramped one-room house. The young daughter-in-law says to me: "I always leave the baby lying
here under the chair because I am afraid the other children might step on it." It is the only chair in the
room, and on it are piled the mattresses to be spread on
the floor at night. The teenage sons have refused to
sleep out in the shack that serves as a kitchen because
they do not want to miss television while lying in bed.
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While I try to imagine how nine people can possibly
sleep in this small room of not more than three by five
meters I ask Grandma Fatma whether she really sleeps
here too. She retorts: "Of course I sleep here, where
should I sleep if not here?"
All the casual workers depend on a variety of economic
resources. Lodging can be provided by a relative, as is
the case with Fatma, or by the state as is Safia's little house. A relative who offers a bed also offers food.
So Fatma does not have to work for her meals, but Safia
does. Safia's resentment of her relatives for this is
vehement. One day her cousin invited me for dinner,
which she met with a refusal to let me go. Afterwards
she muttered to me: "He never gives us food, so he will
not have the pleasure of giving you food either." Many
women find out during their lifetime that the responsibility of men to support women cannot be counted on.
On the average, every employed person in Algeria
has to take care of six other persons.2 This puts a
heavy strain on the relations within families and a continual redefinition of who is eligible for support or
not. Inflation too affects the fate of widows. As life
becomes more expensive, families can provide less easily
for their marginal members.
Especially widows and divorcees with a number of
children or who have established a separate hearth are
excluded from support. Yamina, the widowed seamstress,
was not taken in by her brothers when her husband died.
She was not living near and had five children, which
made the burden too heavy. Yamina said: "A widow with
children has to work. Her brother or her brother-in-law
cannot provide for them. Before they did, but now it has
become too expensive. She can find work, she will be
given work. Yes, it is difficult to work and have children. But there is always someone in the family who is
willing to look after the children." Widows are considered better parents than widowers. It is repeatedly confirmed that it is better for a child to lose a father
than a mother. Yamina's daughter said: "Your mother
works for you. She finds a job and arranges for someone
to look after the children, and life goes on like
before. A man remarries, even if he is old, and his second wife never takes good care of the child. In the
beginning it's not so bad, but once she has children of
her own she always makes a distinction between his and
her children." Moreover, a boy needs a mother to find a
wife for him, a girl needs a mother to help her accumulate a dowry.
Wealth and family circumstances also influence the
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willingness of men to provide for marginal family members. For instance another reason why Yamina could not
expect much help from her brothers was that the brothers
already had an older sister with a child to support.
This older sister had returned as a young widow with her
daughter to her parents and taken care of her brothers.
Her daughter was given an education, and when her father
died the brothers took his place by providing for her
and her daughter. Right now she lives with her daughter
who has been married and divorced and holds a job as a
secretary. She is supported by the daughter but prepares
the couscous at nearly all occasions in the larger family, for which she is given gifts; and she was helped
out when she wanted to make the pilgrimage to Mecca.
Notions of honour also come into play. Nuria, an
old widow in Maimuna, forbids her young widowed daughter-in-law, who with her two small children lives with
her, to go out and work. She doesn't want that people
scorn the young woman. Instead Nuria scrounges an income
together by rolling couscous or doing housework for
richer people. But it is not really sufficient to live
on. Fatma's son forces his widowed mother to work for
strangers but he keeps his wife strictly secluded. He
doesn t even allow her to get water from the communal
tap at the end of their street. To force a divorced sister, a widowed aunt, or even a mother to work outside is
less dishonourable than to force a wife or daughter.
Fatma's son is nevertheless criticized because, given
his wealth, he should not let his mother work.
The help extended by the family to women without
men varies. Like Yamina's sister, Fatma is not totally
dependent on her work. She only works to have money for
the bathhouse, for a wedding or to buy a dress. When she
started to work for the family where I met her, she
requested a dress. She showed up for several days, did
whatever had to be done, but did not come regularly. She
received no money, but was given food and taken to the
baths. After a while her employer bought her the dress
and the work relation for a while was over.
Safia and Nuria are clearly more dependent on their
work.
They not only want payment in kind but also
money. Wages are low. They are not fixed in advance but
depend on the mood of the employer or the time of the
month. The employer tries to pay as little as possible,
but not so little that her help does not come back. In
general it varies between 20 and 50 dinars a day. In
addition to the money they are usually given some payment in kind, like detergent and a bottle of bleach if
they only come for a day, or a veil or dress material if
they are expected to help out regularly. To find work or
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to have services done one often makes use of patronage
relations between women.3 Karima for instance, used her
contacts at the hot springs to obtain a job as bathhouse
attendant for one of her clients whose husband was too
old to work. In return the daughter of the woman did
household chores for her occasionally and was expected
to bring goods for her from a trip abroad. When she
failed to do so the relation was more or less broken
off. Women's networks are also important in obtaining
scarce goods.

Peddlers
Rolling couscous or scrubbing floors is not the easiest
way to earn money. More enterprising women find another
alternative:
they set themselves up as dállala.
A
dállala
is a female broker who visits women in their
houses and sells new and used goods. In most cases she
is a veiled old woman who carries a small bundle tied in
a scarf as a mark of her trade. The contents of the bundle are meant as appetizers, to start off the discussion
on the merchandise in stock. The main items for sale are
materials for dresses and used jewelry, but an enterprising dállala
can also offer radio's, French perfume,
shoes, copperware, househould appliances, soap or children's clothes. This trade is flourishing. It is a wide
market network in the private sphere, hidden from the
public view. Who can see that the old woman in the
street, with her tattered veil and plastic slippers,
conceals five-thousand dinars worth of cloth under her
arms, who notices the gold chain of a similar value in
her bra? Who knows in which house the cupboards are
stuffed with embroidered slippers and night-gowns made
in Korea? Where are all the exquisite perfumes, the
gold-laced pumps and the quartz watches seen at wedding
parties bought, when no store offers them for sale? What
makes this market so extensive and working in it so
profitable?
One of the conditions for the rise of this kind of
female peddler in a country where the public market is
nearly exclusively dominated by men -both as sellers and
buyers- is seclusion. Seclusion means that a married
woman usually does not go out by herself to buy anything. Her husband or the children do the household
shopping. Every woman however has some money to spend
for herself. The husband might have given it to her to
buy something or as a gift when the baby was born. Or
she gained it by selling an old dress or knitting a
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sweater for the neighbour. Moreover, most women own
personal property obtained as dowry, groom's gift or
inheritance.'* Whatever the source of the funds, if she
is to spend it on herself she will try to control the
process of buying. She will not trust her husband to buy
the latest fashion in material for a new dress. When a
woman wants to buy but seclusion excludes her from the
market, she uses a middlewoman, someone who is sufficiently old and uncontrolled to be able to use the public sphere and to mediate between her and the market.
The female brokers will help her to spend her money at
will and keep control over its use.
In order to reap benefits from their brokerage and
make their functioning indispensable the dallâlàt
have a
stake in maintaining the seclusion of other women. Their
activities are not a sign of the break-down of the system of seclusion. On the contrary, they are essential to
the maintenance of a male-dominated market from which
most women are excluded without resorting to extreme and
difficult enforcable measures such as deprivation of all
property rights.
Seclusion itself gives easily rise to a trade circuit among women. Household items, clothes or gold go
through many hands and become each time more expensive.
Every woman sells and buys from her mother, sisters,
cousins or neighbours. "Everybody here wants to make
profit!" said a woman after one such deal. This private
trade trains women for the function of dállala,
but only
a few turn it into a profession. They can do so when the
rules of seclusion no longer apply to them because they
are past childbearing and have no husband or other male
to interfere with their public activities.
Only a few women without men can be openly recognized as traders because they sell their wares on the
regular market or in the side-streets leading to it.
Publicly it is difficult for them to compete with the
young illegal hawkers and the regular market vendors,
and only the most destitute will want to sit a whole day
behind a few combs, one or two pieces of soap and a little bag of mint. In Morocco tourism has made the little
stalls laden with craft products and headed by women a
familiar sight. Not so in Algeria, where women, while
they are not totally absent from the market, have not
yet found their own niche. Trading skills, however, are
profitable in the private domain. There are strong historical reasons for the development and the expansion of
the parallel private market, based on the traditional
phenomenon of female brokerage.
One reason women give for buying from a dállala
is
that she gives credit; one can pay by instalments. In
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the open market this has become more and more difficult.
In the large state stores it is not possible and the
small traders hesitate to offer it to their clients. A
grocer might make an exception for a long-known client
but will avoid it whenever possible. Some traders in
jewelry or household appliances accept payment in
installments but will only deliver the goods when the
total amount is paid. Not so with the dállala.
She
hands over the goods before everything is paid, and
takes the risk that her client will wear the golden
bracelet to a wedding and then ask for a refund of the
initial deposit because on second thought she does not
want to buy it. It is not even her own risk because the
bracelet belongs to an unnamed person for whom she is
selling it, and who will not be paid until later. It is
different for new goods, which are only sold after careful scrutinization of the client. Transactions are not
lightly concluded. Introductions from a third party who
stresses to each the reliability of the other person are
often made and even then the initial relation is characterized by suspicion. The client compares wares and
prices with those found elsewhere and, in case of jewelry, might take it to the jeweller to check its weight
and quality.
A more important reason to buy from a dállala
is
that she sells goods one cannot buy elsewhere. The
importance of the dállala
has grown in relation to
changes in the wider national economy. A socialist state
policy, the lagging agriculture, growing problems of
infrastructure, and the investment of foreign exchange
in basic foodstuffs and industrial equipment, result in
a periodical scarcity of some goods and permanent scarcity of luxury items.
Subject to periodic scarcity -mainly due to the
malfunctioning of the system of distribution- are goods
like meat, potatoes, cinnamon, cement, car-tyres,
sheets, panty-hose, bananas, and eggs. Especially the
eggs, an indispensable meat substitute for the poor,
have caused national outcries. These products are not
systematically absent. Occasionally the word goes out
that a large quantity has come in. Immediately long
lines are formed, one for men and one for women, next to
the special door the state stores have for the distribution of these bulk goods. A policeman appears to keep
the crowd in place. Within a couple of hours the truckload of eggs, or Dutch cheese, pressure cookers or
refrigerators has been sold. Then it is only a matter of
time before they reappear, far more expensive this time,
in the hands of the boy who sells to the country folk
waiting for the bus, behind the counter of the small
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storekeeper, or in the stock of the dállala.
The small
traders profit from this temporary scarcity of goods
people need now and not later. But they have to be constantly alert. Not only do they have to react quickly to
any cargo that arrives, but they also need to make estimates about possible gluts. The eggs that go for double
their price one day might not sell the next because people have been able to buy an unlimited amount of trays.
It also helps to have a feeling for fashions. The person who bought children's writing tablets before the run
on them started made a big profit. It requires skill to
sense the clues for this sudden demand for a small toy.
Scarcity leads to package deals. In order to buy a
scarce item one has to buy also another product which
does not sell. As the egg-vendor in the cartoon said to
his client: "if I give you the children you also have to
take the mother" pointing at the meager chicken tied to
the tray (Hârûn 1981, vol. 1:6). People get furious when
they have to buy a kilo of corn-starch because they need
a few grams of cinnamon. The female parallel market and
the dállala
are essential for dealing with these shortages on an everyday basis. Female peddlers can buy a
product when a woman is too ashamed to stand in line for
it herself, sell goods which are temporarily not on the
market, or provide small quantities when someone has
neither the time nor the money to procure the cheaper
bulk quantities.
Permanent scarcity of luxury goods has led to the development of an important underground market, a large part
of which is relegated to the female parallel market,
because of the privacy required and the importance of
relations of consanguinity, affinity or patronage. On
the underground market are traded not only the goods
deliberately kept away or withdrawn from the open,
state-controlled market, but also contraband. A succesful dállala
has close contacts in the smuggler's network; closer to the border dallálát
are notorious smugglers themselves. Traders in Maimuna obtain goods from
Morocco, France, and Saudi Arabia. The Moroccan sources
have somewhat dried up since the border was closed after
the hostilities over the Spanish Sahara. For a long time
Moroccan gold was in high demand; it was cheaper than
Algerian gold because it was thinner and of lower quality. The newest smuggled fashion in Maimuna in 1982 were
expensive silk jalläbas.
It was Mbarka who introduced
them during a party. She teaches at the secondary school
and normally goes unveiled. Only when she goes out to
weddings she has to put on Algerian style dress and jewelry which requires veiling out in the street. For
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people not used to a veil however, they are rather cumbersome especially if one holds a child or a bag. So the
jallâbas
were brought in as the big solution for the
non-secluded woman who nevertheless needed some sort of
a long overcoat. Mbarka bought six of them from her
sister-in-law, who is a Moroccan, and sold them within a
few days to her non-secluded relatives and friends. She
put an exorbitant price, 1500 dinars -one and a half
time the minimum monthly wage-. A cheaper version of the
Moroccan jallâba
was brought in later in the year
through France and immediately became the latest fashion
among highschool girls.
Now the Moroccan dress material comes by way of
France. This contraband is the main product
dallâlât
sell to women. These textiles in fashion cannot be found
in a normal store. There is only one store in town which
features them, that has the official license to sell
goods confiscated by the Customs. The owner does not
give credit, however, and is therefore not a serious
competitor for the dallâlât.
The other clothing stores
in town sell their expensive dress materials mainly to
country men who come to buy the groom's gift or dowry
for fiancee or daughter. Local clients usually only buy
cheap cotton prints or ready made clothes. Actually the
stores offered more beautiful textiles than women had
suggested to me. The women did not know because they
seldom went there; the dallâlât
used this ignorance to
sell their wares.
One of a dállala's
best trading tactics is to refer
to people's love for things foreign, beautiful and
expensive and to adapt to the intense rivalry between
women in these matters. This competition is most patent
during all the festive gatherings of women. Weddings
especially evoke the atmosphere of the "1001-nights."
The hall is filled with beautiful gazelle-eyed princesses, who sit silently to be looked at, hung with gold
and pearls, clad in rich finery of silk, brocade, lace
or velvet shot with silver and golden thread, and perfumed to kill. One by one they dance, their graceful
motions adding to their beauty. Some ask a second dance,
after changing into another, even more exquisite gown.
During the dance an elegantly embroidered satin underdress shimmers from under the flowing robe, the golden
bracelets tinkle and vie in brilliance with the lights
emanating from the gown. The dresses are as rich and
costly as they look; they range in price from DA 300 for
a machine embroidered muslin material only worn by older
and poorer women, to DA 7,000 for a deep red velvet
robe, hand embroidered with gold thread for the young
and recently married. This amount does not include the
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matching pair of slippers and evening bag. The average
set of gold and pearls costs anywhere between DA 5,000
and DA 50,000. Great pains are taken to evoke as much
jealousy as possible, although somewhere underneath an
old safety pin or a bean is hidden to ward off the evil
eye of envious observers. Standards are reset. Statuses
are reconsidered and the social map is redrawn. In the
belly-dance, women also vie with each other in sexual
attractiveness, health, youth and maturity, but not for
the sake of men. Competition for the attention of the
other sex is absent; males are not allowed entry at
these all-female parties.
The ambience provokes an image reminiscent of the
Arab palaces of ages past. It would be very wrong however, to think of it as an unchanged tradition. Actually
the dallâlât
have grown rich as a result of the changes
in these celebrations. For one thing, the persons who
participate have changed. The above princesses are wives
of clerks, traders, masons or policemen. Despite the
discrepancy between their husband's monthly wage and the
price of a party outfit, middle and upper-lower-class
women are increasingly taking part. Weddings are larger
and more sumptuous than ever. It is not unusual for a
middle-class wedding to draw a massive attendance of two
to three hundred female guests, and even for a small
wedding at least fifty women show up. This expansion is
linked to a growing income, a lessening of seclusion
rules, and a spiral of competition and obligations of
reciprocity. There results for the dallâlât
an important expansion of the market; more women than ever take
part in the glamorous competition and need their goods.
The dallâlât
actively promote the rivalry in the
following of fashions. Take changes in the tastes for
gold. At present the krafâs,
a heavy gold chain with
ends held together in front by an shield shaped box set
with stones and costing about DA 25,000, makes way as
supreme status indicator for the gold or gold-plated
belt and the miskiya,
a fist-size pear-shaped filigree
pendant running from DA 15,000 to DA 50,000. Nearly out
of fashion are the inconvenient, heavy anklets
(brim),
although their price is a match for the miskiya.
Certain large pieces have lost their symbolic value for the
rich because many more people have been able to obtain
them. While less well-to-do women still save to buy
them, the rich have turned their attention to new
objects. For them white gold is in, as well as real
gems. The heavy silver ornaments, once the main valuables for the common woman when gold was still a prerogative of the urban wealthy, have nearly disappeared from
view. Some bracelets or earrings are still worn by old
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women, and many more have been sold as antiques in
tourist stores. A dállala
can put a piece on the market
which is no longer to its owner's liking, or set out in
search of a desired object.
Sewing patterns are equally subject to vogues.
Gowns, always full length and ample, can vary in the
manner sleeves are cut, the height or width of the neckline, the decorative stones or pearls, the splits on the
side, or in the intricately sewn pattern of the bodice.
Some seamstresses pride themselves for their ability to
copy the cut of a gown only after seeing it once. In
other cases the dállala
provides a borrowed example.
Fashion in fabrics changes with an amazing speed.
In the course of 1982 it changed from Crochet, a heavy
crocheted silver or golden lace, to Chadli, a synthetic
flower print on a dark, with gold or silver speckled
fond, to Dallas, a similar material with multi-colored
glittering stripes, to Pamela, a fine pink or peach colored muslin with flower design and silver-satin stripes.
Essential for their symbolic value as the acme of luxury
is that they be foreign. This foreigness is implied when
it is sold as contraband by a dállala,
under a special,
strange and wealthy sounding name, at astronomical
prices, and in a variety no socialist industry would
offer. By the same token a groom's gift or dowry composed only of Algerian goods makes no impression at all.
It was generally held that "There is no woman in Maimuna
who has not filled her dowry with contraband." At one
groom's gift show a guest ridiculed the habit of mentioning the foreign origins of goods by crying out loud:
"A necklace from Paris! Soap from Paris! Shoes from
Paris! Lace from Paris!" Indeed European fashions in
accessories are followed promptly. As soon as they
become widely available in Paris, Algerian girls show up
with pendant quartz watches, Indian dresses or large
copper bracelets.
Women ignore the fake jewelry and
ready made clothes, but are eager to get the latest in
lip-gloss, party-shoes, or imitation fur coats, and can
distinguish the best of French perfumes. Any
dállala
knows that her merchandise is especially attractive when
it is known that it was brought the previous week by a
son or sister from France.
Many migrants return for holidays with their suitcases full of fabrics, clothes and extras. Only a minor
part is destined as gifts; the rest is sold to family or
friends, through the female circuit or the
dállala.
Paradoxically migration, originally partly inspired by
the need for foreign currency, is now resulting in the
opposite. Migrants no longer bring back foreign currency, they even keep it from entering Algeria. The
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center of the black market currency exchange has moved
from Algeria to France and Switzerland. Tourists and
development workers are approached to change their money
with migrants in Europe and receive a generous amount of
dinars in Algeria from their relatives. To counteract
the drain on foreign currency the 500-dinar note was
nullified. Other measures are an increase in the travel
allowance for Algerians going abroad -the original
allowance of 300 dinars compelled even the most honest
person to exchange money illegally- and material inducements for migrants who put their money in an Algerian
bank or who want to return permanently to their home
country.
For the dallâlât
the illegal trade with Saudi Arabia is
just as important as the French connection. Their interest here lies not in textiles and fashion articles but
in gold and pearls. Why does one hear far less about the
Saudi Arabian line? Women are very unwilling to talk
about the origin of their necklaces set with pearls or
some other decorative articles. Only after she realized
that I knew all the separate items she had brought for
her daughters and grand-daughters, did Al-Hajja, the
bathhouse cashier admit that she had smuggled a few
thousand dinars across the border to do some shopping
during her trip to Mecca. The reason for this reluctance
is the sacred nature of the voyages to the East. Primarily they are pilgrimages, and any association with
illegal economic activity contaminates their religious
nature. Smuggling when going to France is all right,
but smuggling as a pilgrim in a state of purity and
without sin is thought hypocritical to say the least.
For most the material rewards, however, are too tempting, and the conscience is stretched a little to accomodate to the circumstances. "The customs-officers do not
check much. They (the pilgrims) are all old women,
besides, they have good intentions, they would tell it
immediately if they were asked. There once was this old
woman who was asked by the officer if she had any Algerian money with her, to which she said: O f course not
my son, I only have some money which my son hid in my
shoes.' The officer only laughed and let her through."
Hajja Fatna is more honest about her feats, and
proud that she was smarter than other women: "l made the
pilgrimage six years ago. At that time gold was much
cheaper than it is now. If you only took a little and
declared that, then you didn t have to pay. There was a
woman who checked the women. She asked what I had, so I
showed her: I bought this pair of earrings for my daughter, these for my daughter-in-law, this necklace is for
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my daughter and this one for a friend in Maimuna. Then I
pulled up my dress and said: 'You can check me if you
want, that is all I have.1" She chuckles when she
recalls the episode and mimics with her hands and face
the gestures. "So she let me through, but here (pointing
under her breasts) I had pinned several chains which she
did not even see. There was another woman with us who
had hidden several gold coins in her vagina. But she was
searched and lost them all." At the annulment of the
500-dinar notes it became clear that a lot of Algerian
money had been smuggled out of Algeria in order to buy
in Mecca the coveted ornaments. During the two days that
the notes could still be changed, huge amounts coming
both from Saudi Arabia and France were confiscated at
the airport. Occasionally the newspapers mention the
catch of a "professional" pearl smuggler: the values
uncovered then are beyond comparison with those of a
common pilgrim.
Foreign traders work on a larger scale than the
average hâjja.
A number of Syrians in Maimuna are
involved. One of them informs her clients before a trip
abroad to ask whether they need anything special. As
foreigners it is easier for them to travel and to dispose of foreign currency abroad. Not all of them, however, are integrated
sufficiently
to become real
dallâlât
and they do not inspire nor receive the trust
needed for a lasting relationship. In one case a Syrian
trader was denounced to the police because she demanded
gold on security until payments were completed.
Casual workers and peddlers are very free and independent compared to married secluded women. But as freedom goes up, status goes down, and they are more compared to thieves, whores or other evil people than to
respectful women. An overseer's wife said of household
help: "You have to be very careful with a woman who
comes to the door for work; before you know it she is
with your husband and you are outside." The fact that
some do mediate in illicit affairs makes it more difficult for the others who only want to work. Fatma, the
casual charwoman, once tried to set me up with her
cousin. Her employer told her I was happily married.
Fatma then destroyed her reputation by trying to talk me
into an extra-marital affair with him. For days afterwards her employer apologized profusely for her behaviour. These old women are commonly referred to as
sittût,
a pejorative term which means a gossiper who
knows her way around, or a woman who presents herself
decently but leads a secret life. In certain contexts it
also has come to mean procuress.
The accusation of sorcery and evil magic is also
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heard. A secluded housewife said: "You know that
dállala
who comes here regularly? I am sure she is someone who
has the evil eye. At first I didn't know but then I
noticed that everytime she came into the house the baby
started to cry. My little girl doesn't want to be held
by her." Another housewife said: "My husband never wants
to see old women he does not know in the house. He says
they only come as procuresses and sorcerers."
The illegal side of their trading activities does
not help dallâlât
to maintain respect. All their trade
is considered to be a threat to the economic order, even
if they limit themselves to innocuous brokerage between
women. Fixed public traders resent the activities of
these women. Dealers of smuggled goods play fast and
easy with the law in other respects as well, goes the
common wisdom, and so they are suspected of being
receivers of stolen goods, thieves or usurers. ("She
says her sister sends her some things, but I don't know
where she gets the rest from. Her husband brings them
from other large towns. Maybe they are stolen." "I
wanted to take my bracelets to the dállala
because we
needed money. ... No I didn't want her to sell them,
only to guard them for me.") Mutual dependency and debts
strain the relations between a dállala
and her clients.
Children are not only told, out of distrust, not to let
the dállala
in if their mother is not at home, but also
are they frequently sent to the door with an excuse for
the trader and a request to come back another time.
A last reason why the status of casual workers and
traders is low and why they are met with suspicion is
because they break the dominant code of honour. Honour
refers to the competition between men for moral and
material dominance, through women. As such, women are
themselves out of competition. Honour is related to economic power. Wealth does not automatically bring honour,
but a wealthy men has more means to compete with other
men and show control over his womenfolk by keeping them
secluded. Casual workers and traders, as well as most
other women without men do not fit in this picture
because they cannot be used in this male competition for
honour.
Their marginality is based on two related aspects;
the division of space and the division of economic control. Because of their work they regularly have to use
public space. Despite their use of the veil, their frequent presence in the streets at all times of the day is
more than any honourable man would accept from his wife.
As women they do not belong there. Nevertheless, they
are there, and this fact indicates that they have withdrawn from their female function as object in the male
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struggle for honour. Apparently there is no male who
loses honour -or less frequently who does not care to
lose his honour- by letting them roam around like this,
nor can any man be cuckolded by seducing them, leaving
no gain in honour for the seducer. As women they have
lost their value as objects in male competition and as a
result also the respect to be gained from this. Their
publicness makes them less attractive; they will only be
approached and despised as prostitutes, if they are not
too old even for that. Their withdrawal from male control over sexuality makes them dangerous. It lessens the
dominance of men and the security of both men and women.
That is why women are afraid to let them in the house
with their husbands, and men forbid their wives to
cpmtact them for fear of contamination. All this in
spite of the fact that women need them to do certain
jobs, both women and men use them to obtain material
goods, and men may employ them for sexual gratification
outside the home.
Their work moreover brings along an economic independence of men. Dependency justifies, and reinforces
seclusion and in turn is reinforced by it. A change in
one necessarily leads to a change in the other. When a
woman loses her provider and is forced to be independent
she can only do so by breaking the pattern of seclusion.
If a woman willingly refuses seclusion she might well
lose her provider. In both cases the pattern of female
dependency essential for the maintenance of honour is
disturbed. Poverty is one cause of this. Being poor in
itself is not dishonourable, but being so poor that the
female members of the family have to seek gainful work
is. Most secluded is the wife in her reproductive years,
so the post- and pre-reproductive women will be deprived
of maintenance first. It starts with the women least
important to the honour of the man: the widowed sistersin-law, the divorced or widowed sisters, the widowed
mothers and finally the daughters and the wives. When a
man is so poor that he can not even provide for his
wife, he has reached the bottom of the social hierarchy.
Especially in towns, men increasingly refuse to take
responsibility for marginal female members of their
household. The code of honour seems to be changing. The
moral component of honour is losing ground to the
material component. Hold over women is becoming less
important than hold over money.
This change is also visible in the preference for
jobs. In principle the work of a charwoman or a trader
in a private home is less dishonourable than when this
work is done in a public place like a bathhouse or a
market-place. In the first case the work is not really
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private in the sense of belonging to the sphere of the
own family group, but neither is it really public. It
is an intermediate sphere. Nowadays however, there is a
growing preference for work in the public sphere, often
in an all male environment. Material rewards are
increasingly pushing aside moral considerations.

CHAPTER TEN
GOING PUBLIC
The number of women working in the public domain is
small, but growing. What kind of work do they do? What
are the inhibitions or inducements for women to seek
regular, remunerated work? The state plays an important
role, not because of an active policy to integrate women
in the labour market, but rather because of the
unplanned consequences of state policies and development .

Service

workers

Most elderly women who are suddenly forced to provide
their own income are illiterate and have no employment
experience. Seclusion has ill-prepared them for the
labour market. Those who work for a regular monthly wage
on a permanent basis are most likely found in the services: cleaning, cooking, and sewing in schools, hospitals, industries, hotels, offices or state enterprises.
Farida, age sixty, told about herself while
we were visiting her sister Halima: "l look old,
but I am younger than Halima. That is because I
always had to work hard. She didn't; her husband
was rich and she never had to work as I did. They
had a maid. I suffered a lot. I married this man
at sixteen. He had already four children, two boys
and two girls. The oldest boy was twelve, only
four years younger than I. Before, parents just
gave their daughters away, they did not think. His
wife died, so he asked for me and my parents gave
me. They did not think about my happiness. Today
it is not like the old days. I suffered a lot with
this man; I was only a child. He beat me a lot.
One time I ran away and lived a fortnight with
Halima, who hid me. Then he would come over and
ask whether I was here, but she would say: 'She
is not here. If she runs away she is in charge of
herself.'"
"When I was young I had a sewing machine and
sewed at home like Halima, but now I work for my
pension. For the last twelve years I have done
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this work. I am a cleaning woman and have to do
three offices, a corridor and a toilet.
(...) The old man is ill, he doesn't work. He
is ninety years old now. He has been in bed for
twenty years. I have no children; he has four.
They all married and left. They help a little, but
they give only fifty hundred, what can you do with
that? Sometimes they don't even pay the rent and
the electricity.
So I am forced to work. I've
grown old from all the work. I am much younger
than Halima; when she had her son I was still in
the street (not yet secluded)."
Farida's husband depends more on her than she can depend
on him or his children. She needs to work not only for a
regular income now, but also later. A pension requires
twenty years of work, so she has to work eight more
years before she can retire.2
The advantages of being a wage earner for women
like Farida, especially if they work in a state institution, are a secure job with a regular wage, an old age
pension, and national health insurance. An advantage of
a job in an institution that cleaning women spontaneously mention is that they are not subjected to the
whims of a mistress. It is their way of wording and
experiencing the socialist state ideology of no exploitation of person by person.
These jobs are difficult to get. In the age group
of 45 to 59 years, more unemployed women than men are
looking for a job in the services. Of the 40 officially
unemployed women in Maimuna with previous work experience fifteen give services as their profession. If one
adds the eight unemployed women without profession who
will, given the market, probably also be placed in this
sector we see that well over one-half of the female
unemployed are oriented towards the services. Eight out
of the forty women hope for work in the shirt factory,
four want a secretarial job, and the others are three
professional women and two farm workers (RGPH 1977:
DE912). Practically all the officially unemployed want
to work for the state, otherwise they would not have
registered. Private domestic labour never is obtained
through the employment bureau. Most women seeking a job
do not register, but themselves make a round to all the
institutions and industries.
Widows of martyrs not only receive a pension but
also enjoy preferential treatment on the job market. It
is state policy to fill 20% of positions with recognized
revolutionary fighters and widows of martyrs. Special
jobs are reserved for the men as chauffeurs, caretakers,
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guards, and for the women in services. Non-war widows
with children often envy the war widows. But some of the
compassionate state policy rubs off. Twenty years after
the war most war widows have found work, are nearly
retired, or too old, and industries feel that they also
meet the quota when they fill the reserved female openings with other widows. And widows when seeking work or
applying in another way for help, actively use this
institutional compassion. Readers' letters in the newspapers often concern injustice done to individuals, and
when written by women their civil status of widow is
frequently mentioned to rouse the pity of the public.
Others' feelings towards this group of lower
unschooled female personnel are ambiguous. One personnel
manager of a large plant said: "l first look for qualifications if I hire a woman, not whether she is a head
of household. I am not a welfare agency. ... We don't
take any more women for the services, I am glad to say.
Those women always make a lot of trouble. They are not
educated, they are ignorant and do not know the work
rules. They want to work the hours that suit them; they
want an apartment;
or they want the workers' bus to
stop at their house instead of the normal stops." This
woman is not the only one who complains about those who
are employed for social reasons. It is a commonplace
that this group of men and women only demand privileges
and neglect obligations; that they should express their
gratitude by working hard and not making a fuss. Many
jokes are made in Algeria about the concierge who thinks
himself important because he has a special right to be
one, and as a result obstructs all the in- and outgoing
traffic of the office.3 The concierge has become the
symbol of red tape; the personnel hired on social criteria have become the culprits for the faults of the
system.
Not all opinion is negative. Benatia in his study
of female work in Algeria mentions an assurance agency
where the persons in charge studied carefully the
employment applications and gave priority to the "social
cases," in part for humanitarian reasons but especially
because experience showed that these women behaved better and were more productive than men (1970:179). It is
generally felt that women who are heads of households
should be given preference over other women in jobs that
require no other qualifications.
Industries in Maimuna do not employ many unskilled
female labourers. All the industries but the shirt factory employ only two to four female manual workers, who
clean the offices or cook for the canteen. A large
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repair shop for industrial vehicles employs 153 men and
13 women, four of whom are unskilled. All four are widows but only two are classified as widows of martyrs.
One of them has recently come in the place of a young
divorcee, who left when she remarried." The cement factory employs 405 men and only 7 women, two of whom are
unskilled. One of the two is older and married to a man
who has no job; the other is a young girl without an
education.5 The chemical plant employs about 164 men and
6 women, two of whom are unskilled. Both are divorced.
The mineral-water bottling plant employs 700 men and 5
women; two women are unskilled. One of them is a widow
with three children. In the paper mill work 1200 people
of whom about 42 are women.7 From these estimates we may
conclude that the industries employ few women and even
fewer unskilled ones. The majority of the women hired
for service jobs are widows and divorcees.
The administration and schools hire more women than
the industries (see Appendix II, table B ) . There is no
information on the civil status of these working women,
but there too we may expect the unskilled employees to
be mostly widows or divorcees. The institution which
needs the most manual labourers is the hospital. Exact
data on the civil status of the female employees in the
hospital in Maimuna are not available but figures about
the Mustapha hospital in Algiers will illustrate the
point. Of the female personnel in 1970, 11% was unmarried, 30% was married and 58% was widowed of divorced.
More than half of these women were illiterate and 87%
worked out of necessity. Less than 2% worked for pleasure or to liberate themselves. The husbands of the married women generally did not object to their women working; a neutral attitude which must be seen in the light
of their own unemployment or lack of health. Most women
found this work by themselves; only 2% found it through
the employment office. Especially widows and divorcees
worked in the lower job-categories; they comprised 62%
of the night guards, 67% of the laundresses and 71% of
the cleaning-women. Most of the cleaning-women were over
forty years of age; three quarters of them were illiterate; and over half of them had more than one child
(Benatia 1970:121-156).
One day on the bus from Algiers to Maimuna I met
Fattuma, one of these women from the Mustapha hospital;
the ride was long so we had plenty of time to talk. She
had just undergone a kidney operation and was on her way
to her brother s son to convalesce. He was going to take
care of her, as she took care of him when he studied in
Algiers and lived in her house. She looked somewhat
shabby in her old western-style clothes. Over a cheap
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nylon dress and a home knitted woolen vest she wore a
long raincoat. She combined this with the small Algerian
nose-veil. When the bus stopped she was the only woman
who ate in the restaurant. It was crowded and she was
served late, and when the driver honked the horn to warn
that he was going, she came running out with her coat
open and her veil pulled down. She conveniently forgot
to put the veil back while we shared the remainder of
our food in the bus, until the next bus stop where many
men got on.
Fattuma started to work as a night-nurse in the
hospital twenty-four years before, in 1958, when it was
still French. "No, it was not difficult to find this
work when I needed it. I always kept the job; I don't
like changing." Her husband had died and left her with a
son of eight and a daughter of five. She was proud that
her children had studied. Her daughter became a teacher,
but stopped working when she had children; her son was
studying in San Francisco. He was engaged to an American
girl, which saddened her enormously. She tried to console herself with the idea that he had invited her to
come to the U.S. for a year, and that the girl's family
was rich. Fattuma was reasonably secure; in one and a
half year she would have her pension. For the last three
years she was already on sick leave because of her rheumatism.
Busra, 44, does the same work as the widow from Algiers;
she is a night-nurse in the Maimuna hospital. She works
two nights, from eight in the evening to eight in the
morning, and has the days and the following nights off.
If there are no emergencies she can sleep a few hours on
the job. She says that the work of night-nurse is often
done by mothers with children because it is easy to combine with child-rearing. Of Busra's co-workers, one is a
widow with six children, another is a widow with five
children; and Busra herself is twice divorced and lives
with her three teen-age daughters - her son is away in
the army. Busra took the job after her first divorce.
c
Divorcees only have a right to alimony during the
idda,
the legal waiting period before remarriage which is
three months for divorcees. Divorced men must pay for
the maintenance of their children under the care of the
ex-wife, but Busra's ex-husband, as many other men, did
not honour his obligations. After seven years Busra left
her son with her mother and married a policeman. She
stopped working because "Men here don't want other men
to see their wife." After her second divorce she was
allowed to continue living in the house, but the husband
took everything with him that was in it, even the
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garbage-pail. He did not pay for his three daughters.
Later she exchanged the house for a four-room apartment.
It was not easy for her to return to her old job; her
sisters's brother-in-law, a high government official,
had to intercede for her with the director of the hospital.
The work is semi-skilled. None of the night-nurses
have a nurse diploma, only practical experience in vaccination, handing out medicines, applying bandages or
making a transfusion. Since they started work the formal
requirements for the job have become stricter. Some
years ago they had to pass a literacy test in both
French and Arabic. Unqualified personnel would have been
dismissed. Busra was so afraid of losing her long-held
job that she cheated by asking someone else to do her
Arabic test. With some effort she manages to spell the
names of the medicines, but usually she goes by the colour of the box. Busra and her daughters live from the
food she receives from the patients and their attendants
-the hospital allows one relative to stay at all times
with the patient- and from the money she makes by vaccinating people at home. Her regular wages are saved as
much as possible for the house she wants to build.
Work in the hospital is not well regarded for
women. The place is too public. Many men hesitate to let
their wives go to the hospital for an illness or a
delivery, much less work there. A few modern men (or
completely desperate ones) do not mind as long as the
woman works in the more secluded female departments,
like the sewing room, gynaecology, the children's ward,
or the offices. To be a general nurse, or to clean the
corridors is more degrading. Night-work, which evokes
visions of far away, uncontrollable promiscuity, stands
at the bottom of the scale and is mostly done by women
without a man.
The 222 women workers in craft industries in Maimuna in 1977 were all employed in the textile industry.
In 1965 the Société Nationale Algérienne de Confection
set up a textile workshop which opened up an important
employment opportunity for women.
People think that
especially widows and divorcees work there, and popular
feelings of contempt are expressed in a song that tells
how men await the textile workers at the entrance
because they are all sexually available. Talking about
illicit affairs a married housewife said: "if you want
to see something you should go to the boulevard when the
workshop closes." People have a negative opinion about
factory work for women since it involves less education
and more contact with males. Even although the textile
workshop employs only a few men and precautions are
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taken to segregate the sexes and avoid communication,
fear of sexual debauchery continues. Female factory
workers tend statistically to be unmarried women, many
of them older (Parsons 1979:175).
This is not to say that older women without men
easily find a job here. To meet production quotas the
workshop prefers to hire more skilled personnel. When
the professional education programs started in 1970,
girls made up only 6% of the students, but in 1980 their
share had increased to 23%. Their interest in working in
textiles and confection is diminishing but still large.
In 1970, 55% of the girl students choose this branch,
and in 1980, 49% (El - Moudjahid
11.11.1981:7). To meet
production quotas, the workshop increasingly prefers to
hire these trained girls instead of illiterate elder
widows or divorcees.

Careerwomen
Sara, Yamina's daughter, works at the school
inspection bureau. She is 31 and has two small
children. They are looked after by her sister-inlaw when she works. She recalls: "When I had two
years of secondary school my mother asked me to
quit school and to find work to help her. I looked
around during the vacation but couldn't find anything. I was going to a boarding school at that
time. When I got back there they gave out a notice
about starting teacher's training. So I did that.
I had to sign a contract for ten years. The training lasted two years, and it was included in the
ten year contract because we did practice teaching. I have worked since 1967."
Sara received a professional training and later pursued
this profession because she was the eldest daughter of a
widow with five children and had to help her mother provide for them. Work, however, diminished her marriage
chances. When she was 27 and still not married her
mother performed magical rites on her to change her
luck. Shortly after, a widowed clerk at the town hall
with two teenage children asked for her hand. She
accepted on the condition that she could keep working,
in part because she had little faith in the match. Over
the years she had amassed a substantial dowry. Yet the
groom's gift she received was small because of her low
social status.
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Sara and many women like her profited from the rapid
expansion in the educational system after Algeria's
independence in 1962. Because education has been an
important factor in the participation of women on the
labour market, I will summarize here the developments in
the schooling of girls.
Lack of education among the people was one of the
most devastating problems with which Algeria had to cope
after independence (Farsoun 1975:21). It took several
years before serious efforts were made by the government
to improve all levels and types of education. But once
they had started, progress, especially at the primary
level, was impressive, despite the extra problem of a
fast-growing population. Since 1965, about 15% of the
current budget and about 5% of separate development
investments have been allocated to education (De Jong
1983:79). Between 1966 and 1977 the national illiteracy
rate decreased from 75% to 60% for the population over
ten years of age. For women the illiteracy rate went

down from 85% to 73% (Statistiques

sur

l'analphabétisme

1980:8). 8 For Maimuna, the illiteracy rate in 1966 was
higher than the national average. Due to special development programs however it had dropped in 1977 to below
the national rates (Nacer 1979:44). Still, of the town's
population in 1977, 63% of the women could not read or
write, compared with 41% of the men (Annuaire
statis-

tique

1981:15).

The absolute number of girls who receive an education has increased significantly, but the percentage
girls of all students in the classroom has changed far
less drastically (see Appendix II, tabel G ) .
Girls go to school less often than boys. Education
is compulsory for children of 6 to 16, but in 1980/81
only 79% of all boys and 58% of all girls of these ages
in Algeria went to school. The enrollment of girls was
even lower in the province of Maimuna: 47% of all
school-age girls. As this is a combined urban and rural
average, the rate for the town alone is somewhat
higher.9
Girls also drop out of school more often than boys.
Of the local children who started primary school in
1967, 24% of the girls (as opposed to 6% of the boys)
dropped out within five years. The share of girls was
40% of the class in the first year, but only 34% five
years later (Monographie
1975:277).
Moreover, as in other countries, girls are less
likely to continue with secondary and higher education.
The figures in table G, Appendix II show this diminishing share. At the middle and secondary level most girls
choose a general education, and next, teacher-training
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schools. In the technical and professional schools girls
choose nearly exclusively "female" branches like weaving, sewing, administration, bookkeeping or typing (cf.
Annuaire
statistique
1977-78:129). At the university
level girls turn most to the medical sciences, where
they make up 43% of the students (of the central region
of Algeria). Next come the social sciences and the arts
(41%), psychology, chemistry and law. Lowest on the
list are the exact and veterinary sciences and geography

(Annuaire

statistique

1977-78:138).

Algerians are not against education of girls. If
many forbid their daughters to continue their studies it
is because of the side-effects of this education: the
mixing with boys, the creation of unrealizable aspirations, the traveling and living alone in a distant town
and other effects that may damage the honour of the family. Given these recognized dangers it is all the more
surprising that so many fathers nevertheless allow their
daughters to study.
It is difficult for women to pursue a higher education and a career, as it will more damage than enhance
their status. Only motherhood and family background are
relevant status criteria for women. Education and work
endangers a girl's chances for marriage. And marriage is
so valued that girls in their late twenties often settle
for a husband with a lesser education and a lesser job,
or who is for other reasons undesirable, like Sara's
widower with adolescent children. At first glance it
seems to contradict the general pattern of male dominance that a man should accept a wife who knows or earns
more. Yet, his acceptance of such an inversion becomes
more understandable if we recall that the more a girl's
education, job or age goes up, the more her status goes
down. The man is seen more as a saviour of her respectability than a hindrance to her career. At the most he
is criticized for taking such a "low" woman. He knows
that after marriage he can decide at will to put an end
to her career. Some small, educated, urban circles value
a girl's education more and strive towards some degree
of intellectual equality between marriage partners.
Given the opposition to higher education and a
career for women for reasons of honour, it is not surprising that the women who actually do pursue a career
either come from the small, educated elite, or more commonly from poor families who are more preoccupied with
future economic gains than with safeguarding family honour. Free education and a scholarship system have
enabled lower class girls, especially those with no
father to defend the family's honour, to enjoy higher
education and to show a remarkable upward mobility. The
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first generation of careerwomen consists
daughters of widows and divorcees.

largely

of

Politicians
There are no good statistics on women without men in
political careers, but scattered information justifies
the hypothesis that women without men are overrepresented among women active in this domain.
In the colonial period French authorities recognized the special position of widows, spinsters and
other female heads of household. A government note of
1912 referred to the law of September 22, 1876 and
stated that in the privatization of tribal lands widows,
spinsters, and orphans not represented by a spouse or a
father had rights to a share of the property (Archives 5
X 8 ) . Schools and craft courses set up for girls and
women before 1900 attracted mainly orphans and widows or
divorcees (Milliot 1909:289, Gaudry 1961:287). The craft
shop opened by the Soeurs
Blancs
in Aflou in 1931 was
closed the following year because the presence of too
many sisters of prostitutes kept girls from honourable
families away (Gaudry 1961:287). 10 When the voting act
of September 20, 1947 was put into practice, one differentiated between Muslim women without men and other
women. Initially only women who were educated, employed
in public administration or who had lost a husband or a
son in the war obtained the vote. Voting rights for widows were based on the argument that in some regions of
Algeria widows had customarily participated in politics.
In the local councils of Kabylia the widow or the woman
whose husband, father or son was absent could participate in the deliberations of the council, or could ask a
member of the council to represent her (Archives 8 X
393). 1 1 In 1958 the French gave all Muslim women the
vote in an effort to lessen women's support of the
struggle for independence (Heggoy 1974a:228).
Women without men also seem to have been active in
the war of independence (see e.g. the novel of Mechakra
1979), but again exact figures are lacking. Amrane
(1980) studied the files of the Ministère
des
Anciens
Moudjahidines
(ministry of ex-militants) and concluded
that 3% of the registered militants were women. It is
likely that not all female militants have registered, in
part because of the difficulty in obtaining all the necessary papers. Furthermore registration was advantageous only if one worked and could thereby profit from
the privileges such a certificate gave, like access to
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reserved jobs, easier promotion, accrual of the years of
militancy for seniority, and early retirement. Of the
10,949 registered mujâhidât
(female militants) 19% were
part of the army and lived in the maquis, while 81% were
active in the Civil Organization of the National Liberation Front. Casualties were less high among the women
than among the men; of the enlisted female militants 9%
died, compared to 49% of the enlisted male militants.
More female militants were killed in the maquis (17,5%)
than in civil organizations (6,8%). Women did not participate in armed combat. The women who worked in the
maquis and belonged to the military did so as nurses,
cooks, washerwomen, seamstresses, political commissioners or officers for provisions and shelter. Of the 3,271
female militants on whom information about activities is
given, only one is registered as having participated in
armed combat; women who have handled weapons, in transport, in terrorist activities or in combat, make up no
more than 2%. These few women, however, have drawn much
attention due to the spectacular role they played in
placing bombs and subsequent trials. The women who
actively participated were of all ages. Those in the
military were on the average younger; 51% were under 20
at the time they became active.12 But in general, female
militants were adult women; the age group of 31 to 50
years made up 42% of all female militants, which is
higher than their representation in the total female
Algerian population (32%) (Amrane 1980:201-223). It is
likely that many of these women joined when their husbands went to the maquis or were killed.13
The scant information available about the background of the mujâhidât
indicates that many were already
atypical before joining the revolution.I* Among the
young girls who placed bombs and joined the maquis were
many students and working girls. Both Zohra Drif and
Samia Lakhdari were law students and daughters of
judges. Hassiba Ben Bouali, 17, was a lycee student;
Djamila Bouhired, 21, lived at her uncle's; Nefissa Hamroud was a doctor. Fatima Hadj Hamed worked at the town
hall and obtained identity cards and birth certificates
for the resistance; and a certain Namissa worked as secretary for the general government and gave important
information. At one point, Yacef, one of the leaders in
Algiers, recruited about 30 girls, who were ballet dancers, actresses and assistants at the radio station.
Yacef later found refuge with the widow Fathia Bouhired,
who lost her militant husband during the battle of
Algiers (Courrière, vol. II, 1969:347-484).
At that
time, studying law or working as a ballet dancer was
quite uncommon for an Algerian girl. In Maimuna, the
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woman who lived across the street from me was a
mujâhida.
She had never been married, had one illegitimate son, and earned her living as a midwife.15
After the war the mujâhidât
continued their political activities as members of the FLN, Algeria's one
national party, or the UNFA, the Union National
des
Femmes Algériennes.
They spoke up more than other women
and were better listened to. They were more likely
either to have had an education or work experience, and
as war veterans they were given easier access to universities and jobs. 16 Some were active outside the party
system in women's rallies.
In the first town council elections of February 5,
1967 there were 260 female candidates out of a total of
20,316 candidates for all of Algeria.17 Only 99 were
elected out of a total of 10,852 seats, that is one
woman for every 100 council members. Moreover these
women were concentrated in the large cities; in Algiers
there were 6 women on a council of 79. In the following
town council elections, on February 14, 1971, the number
of female candidates dropped considerably. Then there
were only 84 women on a total of 20,885 candidates, that
is three times less women than in the elections of 1967,
although the total number of candidates remained more or
less the same. Only 46 women were elected, half as many
as in 1967, leaving a proportion of one woman for 200
council members or 0,5% (Vandevelde 1980:296).
The candidacy of women was officially supported
both before the local and the provincial elections. For
the elections for the provincial councils on May 25,
1969, there were 78 female candidates on a total of
1,330; 26 women were elected out of 665 seats. On this
level also female political participation declined from
3,9% in 1969, and 4% in 1974 to 3% in 1979 (idem 299,
352). For the National Assembly elections on March 5,
1982, 5% of the 843 candidates were women. Only four
were elected for the 282 seats, half as many as for the
previous National Assembly (El-Moudjahid
7.3.1982:3). In
1982 the Algerian government had for the first time a
female member: Zhor Ounissi, state secretary of social
affairs (El-Moudjahid
9.3.1982:1).
Several factors influence the limited political participation of women. The reservoir of potential female
political leaders may be expanding, but it is still very
limited. Female representatives are all working women
(Vandevelde 1980:298). The few women without profession
who present themselves are seldom elected.
Experience
in the public arena seems to be a prerequisite. Male
resistance against political participation of women is
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still high. Vandevelde's survey shows that of urban men
50% object to female members in local and provincial
councils, and of rural men 77%. They give as main reasons that women do not have the necessary capacities or
that it is not their business, that they should stay at
home. The urban men (42%) and the rural men (18%) who
accept that women should be elected to these councils
often do so with restrictions. For instance, they allow
for one or two women on the town council "to handle
women's problems;" or they would let their daughter run
in the elections but not their wife (idem:304). Orphans,
widows and divorcees are not hindered by a father or
husband in their political activities. They are more
likely to work, already in the public domain and can take
more easily the step towards political participation.
Another factor is women's attitude to political
activity. Of urban women 36%, and of rural women 37%
said not to be interested in politics; 33% of urban
women and 17% of rural women were only a little bit
interested, and 28% respectively 12% showed positive
interest. The reasons most often given by urban working
or studying women for their disinterest were that politics were too complicated, not women's business, and
take too much time. Rural women mentioned most often
that it was not for women and that it was not useful
(Vandevelde 1980:230-241).
The Algerian electoral system does not facilitate
political mobility of women. In the one party system
people cannot vote for the person of their choice, as it
is the party who elects the candidates. The eligibility
of women therefore depends on the party. Candidates are
not voted for on the basis of a program, as they are all
supposed to represent the FLN line. This means that
political discussion of women's problems always remains
within the parameters set by the party. Moreover, men
can vote on behalf of women, and they do so on a large
scale. They thus perpetuate the ignorance of women of
public affairs and the authority structure.
Many of the mujâhidât
are still active in the women's
organization. The Union National
des Femmes
Algériennes
(UNFA), founded in 1962, was slow in getting started.
Not until 1966 did it hold its constituent congress. Its
great success was a demonstration on March 8, 1965,
International Women's Day, in which six thousand Algerian women marched through the streets of Algiers. But
UNFA leaders lacked experience in organizing to capitalize on the demonstration, and the coup d'état
of June
1965 in which Boumedienne replaced Ben Bella stopped
short their efforts, for the new head-of-state was far
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less supportive of the women's movement
(Ottaway
1970:127; Annuaire
de l'Afrique
du Nord 1965:230).
The women's union is closely associated with the
party. By statute, all UNFA cadres must be FLN militants
(Revolution
Africaine,
26.3-1.4.1982:43). And "they must
spread the directives of the Party, defend its viewpoint
and serve as example for all the adherents to the organization" (The orientation report of the UNFA to the congress cited by Vandevelde 1980:313). Since 1970 UNFA
publishes an illustrated monthly magazine
El-Djazaïria}
in French and Arabic; as well as UNFA affairs it carries
articles on politics and culture, international news
about women's emancipation and organization, readers'
letters, and some practical advice on fashions or cooking.
UNFA's primary objective is to educate and inform
the female population. It does this by organizing meetings of cells on the local level of neighbourhoods and
production units and with larger congresses on the provincial or national levels. When the organization held
its 5th national congress, from 13-16 March 1982, there
were 775 participants representing nearly 140,000 members. In order to guarantee representation from all
provinces and layers of society, its national council
has 91 members. UNFA tries to improve the professional
qualification of women through workshops and centers for
professional education. It supervises 230 such centers
with an average of 50 pupils each (El Houdjahid
1.3.1982:14). This form of professional education is not
only meant for des femmes déshéritées
or cíes femmes
sans
milieu
familial
such as widows of martyrs and other
women without men, but also for young girls. It prepares
them especially for the new textile industry, although
in the last years an effort has been made to diversify
the professional base. To help working mothers, UNFA
founded nurseries in various towns. In Maimuna a workshop for women has been built, but is not yet operative,
and there is a nursery. Other concrete UNFA activities
are: literacy courses, clean-up campaigns, and organizing lectures, films and the International Women's Day on
March 8, celebrated with meetings, parades and festivities.
A second objective is to draw government and public
attention to women's problems. UNFA has stressed the
need for a Family Code to improve the legal conditions
of Algerian women, demanded action to improve the economic participation of women, and noted the need for
family planning measures. In general it speaks out for
the dignity of and respect for women.
Unfortunately, the impact of the UNFA is very
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limited. UNFA's fifth congress was marked by self-criticism. Central questions were whether the UNFA could
fulfill its task to educate women in their political
role and to mobilize them around the objectives as stipulated in the National Charter and the Constitution,
and how its credibility could be improved. Even among
educated women UNFA support is limited. Four to five
percent of UNFA's members are university graduates and
about fifty percent of its youngest members have a secondary education; nearly two-thirds of the participants
in the congress of March 1982 were teachers. But more
intellectuals are needed to provide a competent and stable leadership. Many intellectuals, however, have no
faith in the effects of a political organization. They
point to the limited representation of women in political organs, and to the fact that the few women representatives are seldom listened to. UNFA lacks funds and its
activities are only a drop in the bucket compared to
what is needed. Others distrust the official line. They
scorn the government-controlled press and radio, and see
the UNFA as a tool in the hands of (men) of the FLN, as
an organization imposed on the mass of women instead of
constituted by the mass of women. For them, UNFA's
objective to educate the masses clashes with what they
see as an essential task: making known the problems of
women and getting something done about it. UNFA has not
proven to be an influential pressure group. It has listened more to the directives of the party than to the
needs of the women. This intellectual view is also held
by illiterate rural women like Warda, who figured in the
preface.
An example of the UNFA's lack of power is the Family Code. 18 For years the organization stressed the need
for a new code that would protect women against injustices due to polygyny, male rights to divorce, and
desertion. During the last UNFA congress the wishes of
the women were voiced19 and voted in a final resolution.
But in fact in the resolution the demand for legal
equality between men and women disappeared
(El-Moudjahid
12-13.3.1982; 18.3.1982).
In his opening speech to the UNFA congress president Chadli Bendjedid promised that the bill that was
being drafted would be put up for discussion at the base
of the women's organization before being turned into
law. He reacted against the feminists active outside the
UNFA who had demonstrated against the bill after a draft
had leaked out. He accused them of ignoring the objective conditions and marginalizing the question by debating it in the street. He did not think that was a
healthy method.
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Actually it was the feminists outside the UNFA who
carried the protests against a code that was going to
confirm the inequalities between men and women. Their
demonstrations in 1981, and their publication of the
bill that was being kept secret, unchained a flood of
readers' letters to the newspapers demanding openness on
such an important issue. The bill created so much political tension that the President decided at the last minute to postpone the vote. In December 1983 two feminists, Louisa Hanoune and Leila Souidi were arrested. It
was not until the summer of 1984 that the bill was
approved. The rights of women were not taken into
account, and article 39 and 40 of the Constitution were
violated.20 Women did not obtain legal equality with
men, nor custody over their children; there were some
but not enough limits put on the polygamy and divorce
rights of men. The women's movement of 1981 continued to
reject the Family Code after it came into force. On
March 4, 1985 they founded the Comité pour l'égalité
en

droits

entre

les

hommes et

les

femmes.

A bulletin was

distributed with six demands already posed by
mujâhidât
in January 1982: monogamy; the unconditional right to
work; equal inheritance rights; legal majority of women
at the same age as men; the same conditions for divorce
for women and men; effective protection of abandoned
children (= legalization of adoption). Among the 179
people who signed the petition were Djamila Bouhired and
five other mujâhidât,
two housewives, 3 female factory
workers, 9 female university students, 82 careerwomen
(doctors, lawyers, teachers, psychologists, accountants,
sociologists, etc.) and 77 men (Bulletin
1985).

Daughters

of

widows

"it used to be the older women who looked for
work; now the girls work. (...)
Many have no
father or mother, or a father who doesn't earn
enough." (Sara) "it used to be that if a mother
with daughters was left without a man, it was the
mother who worked and not the girls. Life was
hard. The girls worked in the house -they sewed,
knitted or wove. (...) The mother tried to get
some money together to buy wool. At that time wool
was not as expensive as now. They made blankets
and coats. Or they did it for other people, who
brought the wool and paid them for making what
they wanted. Or they sewed or embroidered. The
girls didn't leave the house so much as now. If
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they went out, people talked and said that it
wasn't proper. Now the mother works so that the
girls can learn, and when they are grown up the
girls get work and the mother rests." (Yamina,
Sara's mother)
When Yamina became a widow with five small children she
started to work, first as a housemaid and later at the
hospital. The eldest daughter was allowed to become a
teacher in order to help her mother to provide an
income. The second child was a son. He works in his
uncle's garage. Less intelligent than his sisters, he
never developed a character strong enough to assume his
father's authority over his mother and sisters. In general such transfer of power only occurs if a son is
already grown up when the father dies. If a son is
young, usually the mother de facto
takes over her husbands authority (despite de jure claims of male maternal
or paternal relatives) and this authority is difficult
to take away when the son has grown up. Even when Yamina' s son started to work and subsequently married and
lived with her, she never considered leaving her job.
Yamina's second daughter could study longer than the
first. She received a university degree in law and
returned to her home town to work in the administration
of a large plant. At this point her mother discouraged
her from continuing her studies, and her own fear to
remain an unmarried spinster made her comply. A few
years later, however, she married, and when she had a
child Yamina went to live with them. The third daughter
was in her second year in economics at the university
when she married a fellow student from her home-town and
gave up her study. The youngest son studies physical
education.
Yamina's case is not exceptional. If formely widows and
other women without men were the first to work outside
the home, now daughters of the widows are the first to
replace them. The trend is the result of wider developments .
In the village where I did my first research the
only educated women were two schoolteachers - young
girls with a few years of secondary education. One of
them worked because her father was dead and the other
because her father was blind. This trend is confirmed by
the study of Vandevelde which shows that in 1972 of the
female secondary school students in rural areas 60?i are
without fathers or have unemployed fathers. For 13?ó the
fathers' profession is unknown and it is likely that
also these are unemployed. Among working fathers a
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significant number are in France or underemployed, or
have an irregularly paid job.
Vandevelde concludes

that: "... lorsqu'il
est absolument nécessaire
curer des ressources
à la famille,
on se résigne
laisser
les filles
achever un minimum d'études
qu'elles
deviendront
ainsi aptes à exercer une
sion ou surtout
qu'elles
feront
un meilleur

de proalors à
espérant
profesmarriage

étant
instruites"
(Vandevelde 1980:131). In urban areas
27% of secondary schoolgirls are without fathers or have
an unemployed father.
Daughters of women without men have an edge over
other girls in education. But the initial overrepresentation of daughters of widows among students lessens
when education becomes more generally available and more
acceptable for all girls as is the case for urban areas
compared to rural areas. Daughters of widows have profited from the headstart they had in education when the
demand for highly-schooled labour was still high. The
openings, however, are increasingly being filled up,
especially for the lower echelons. More and more secondary school and professional school graduates find that
the promising situation of only a few years ago has
drastically changed.
Many widows also push their daughters towards a
career. They themselves find it difficult to provide
what their children need. Money is not easily made by
washing the dead, rolling couscous, knitting sweaters,
doing housework for others, or even with a more regular
job like mopping office floors or serving in a schoolcanteen. Any additional income from the children, who
are urged to do better than she, is welcome. Particularly the rise in marriage costs, not only for the wedding but also for a dowry or a groom's gift, necessitates extra aid from the children. Even girls from
complete
families
increasingly work to contribute
towards their dowry. Educated children have more chance
to find employment and to provide for the widow in her
old age. When Habiba lost her husband, she was consoled
with the remark that she should praise herself lucky
with a son and a daughter who had studied and who would
work for her.
Through their education and their career daughters
of widows enter a higher class than their mothers'. They
come to belong to a modern, educated, mobile elite with
different notions of honour and different aspirations.
Here employed women too may say that they work out of
necessity, but their needs are measured differently.
Both Yamina's working daughters have husbands with good
jobs. Yet, they need their own income to buy the essentials for their way of life, like an oven, gold, a
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washing machine or a car. As daughters of a widow they
have been considered marginal all their life, which
makes it easier for them to continue being atypical once
married. Their marginalization has also made them
strong, enabled them to get an education and become economically independent. Independence is not easily given
up. They demanded more say in the choice of marriage
partner, and one of them even was completely free in it.
They demanded the right to work after marriage. They
married men who would, at least more than other men,
accept them as they were: unfeminine wives.

Changes in women's work
The women described above do not conform to the dominant
gender norms, largely because they have to provide for
themselves and their children. That they should have to
work is usually attributed to a breakdown in the traditionally ramified family structure, which in bygone days
easily integrated and secured the living of widows and
divorcees and now refuses to do so. To some extent, the
family structure is indeed changing, and today more people than ever are left out. In fact many traditional
families did not care very well for their women either,
but the traditional ways women without men found a living contradicted less visibly the ideology of family
cohesion and female seclusion than the ways of some of
today's women. The following trends can be discerned.
A first change is that market relations increase in
importance over patronage relations. There is an
increased tendency to pay dead-washers, religious mediators, traditional midwives, rollers of couscous or charwomen with money, rather than gifts and fictive kinship.
Today the cultural mechanisms which kept women out of
the economic domain are less effective than ever before.
The sudden increase of widows during the war led to a
take-over of the families' responsibility by the state.
The result was a new attitude towards women without a
man: with help from the state they could from now on
take care of themselves. Concomitantly, to get rid of
the growing burden, families were willing to sacrifice
some of their honour. For economic reasons the circle of
a man's honour became smaller: the same man who did not
let his own daughters study and work, encouraged his
widowed sister to find a job and his orphaned niece to
get a higher education.
The women without men who were not left alone by
their male relatives, wanted more than the limited
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support these could provide. They started to make use of
the job opportunities provided by the state, and of educational opportunities for their children. Their daughters were prominent among the first girls who went to
school and later made a career. Already in conflict with
the traditional gender norms, they used the possibilities of this painful freedom to gain more income and
power. Other rejected this alternative, and under the
threat of social stigma tried their utmost to come as
close to the gender norm as possible even if they could
never reach it. Women without men have a greater potential for change than other women, but they do not always
use it.
These women who try to make a living increasingly pass
from the private into the public sphere. Traditionally
female professions like seamstress, weaver or live-in
helper were as much as possible performed in the house.
Other activities involved some public exposure because
one had to walk over street to reach the place of work
but which otherwise took place among women or children the washer of the dead, mourner, religious mediator,
sorcerer, midwife, healer, trader or cleaning-woman. All
these activities are neither strictly private nor
strictly public. They are not done in one s own home,
but somewhere else with the consequent risk of contact
with unrelated men. Yet the appearance of privacy is
kept up by as much avoidance of men as possible, gift
giving, fictive kinship, and the establishment of long
term bonds.
But slow long term developments in individualization, education and a more extensive use of money meant
that both parties increasingly felt that the gains were
no longer sufficient. Women turned more and more to better remunerated and more public jobs, especially in the
state institutions. They still tried to get jobs among
women - the least public, the least contact with strange
men, the better. Work in the sewing room is better than
cleaning the hall in the hospital; cooking in a school
canteen is better than cooking in a hotel; work in an
office is better than work in the state store or the
post office. On the same principle educated women opt
first for those professions where it is possible to
remain among women or children: as a teacher, a midwife,
or a children's judge.
Another change is
from older women.
provider to their
division of labour

generational. Young women take over
The widows hand over their role as
daughters. In chapter II, where the
according to gender was discussed, we
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saw that this rejuvenation of the female labour force
also led to a change in the qualification of the women
workers. Employed women today are not just better qualified than employed women in the sixties; they are even
better qualified than presently employed men.

CHAPTER XI
CONCLUSION
Although the premise that women are defined by their
relations with men is widely accepted in the social
sciences in general, the consequences of the rupture of
these relations on a woman's position have seldom been
systematically investigated. My assumption was that
absence of a husband or a father must have a profound
impact on a woman's social status. The central theme of
this work was how in contemporary Algeria, women without
men not only become socio-economically but also culturally marginal. Basic questions were how women adjust if
they are not or inadequately provided for, and how this
drives them to deviate in more than one respect from
their gender's roles and norms. What role do women without men play in the construction of gender and gender
hierarchy?
The data presented here show that in Maimuna women without men share some but not all of the same features.
Many have to provide in part or totally for their own
livelihood because the male members of the family cannot
or will not take over the responsibility of the husband
or father who fell away. The differences among these
women in the degree of economic independence from men
depends on several factors such as where she lives at
the moment her status changes, the number and age of her
children and the relation she has with them, her wealth
and that of her family of orientation and her affines,
her male relatives' social status and sense of honour,
the employment opportunities available, her ability to
use the skills she learned when she was married, her
ideas and religious convictions about appearing before
strangers and working in public, her character and her
personal network.
Due to their economic plight women without men gain
a degree of freedom. Compared to married women they are
less constrained in their behaviour; they can make their
own decisions as to work, contacts, leaving the house,
or traveling. This freedom is less ample than songs,
gossip and insinuations imply, and to a large extent it
is curbed by a strong social control, but some of it of
necessity remains. Women without men cannot give in to
the verbal pressure of family and friends to behave
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"decently" if family and friends do not materially
enable them to do so. Unsupportive families often try to
keep control over their marginal members, but this has
little effect other than annoying and alienating the
women without men even further. Women without men have
mixed feelings about their freedom. More often than not
it is a freedom forced upon them, not chosen. They often
talk it up to make the best of their fate, but most of
them I knew would have happily exchanged their freedom
for a secure, protected and endowed social status.
Widows and other women without men have more than
others the qualities and the freedom to help people in
their transitions from one state to another, from impure
to pure, from life to death, from child to nubile girl,
from virgin to woman, or from inside to outside and
decent to indecent. Their marginality enables them to do
so, but these very acts make them even more marginal.
They are stigmatized, for they handle taboo substances,
or things out of place like body residues, corpses,
spirits, hymens, afterbirths or contraband.
Often they exploit their marginality and stress
their stigma in order to maintain a monopoly over their
specific activity. They would no longer gain money if
just anybody could do what they do. The bathhouse worker
who shows how much dirt she has just scraped off her
client's back, the washer of the dead who purifies herself after giving the corpse a last ablution, the midwife who makes much of cutting the umbilical cord, the
sorcerer who works magic with semen, or the musicians
who sing obscene songs, all manipulate symbols of shame.
These symbols of shame increase their stigma, but also
increase their wages.
Infamy pays. For women, especially, wages are often proportional to shame: the most
shameful activities are the most lucrative. They accentuate the cultural oppositions to make their work as
guides and mediators meaningful and necessary. While
bridging the opposites they will at the same time work
to maintain the gap between them.
In their marginality they break the norms for their
gender.
They do what other women do not do. They
thereby help to define what other women should or should
not do. They help to set the boundaries of femininity by
being themselves unfeminine. Women are considered feminine if they do not do the things women without men do.
Women without men derive power from their strategic
position as mediators. They may be marginal but at the
same time they are the pivots of the cultural order, the
hinges on which society moves. They gain power from the
monopoly they have over many functions that others are
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unable or unwilling to perform. They turn their helplessness into an advantage and do what other women cannot do.
In this way they gain influence over other
women as well as over men.
Despite overt ideologies of absolute male superiority and control and the fact that in Algeria as in other
Arab Islamic societies, male rights and privileges
exceed those of females in inheritance, employment, purchase, physical mobility, sexual conduct, marriage
choice, divorce, custody of children, office holding,
voting and legal affairs, Algerian women are not devoid
of power (cf. Dorsky 1981:19). They have found many ways
to influence men in general and their husband in particular, and they use the services of the women without men
to help them do so.
Women without men cannot use all the same power
resources in the same way than married women. They cannot use their sexual attractiveness or their grown sons
to influence the decisions of husbands. But their marginal position enables some of them to gain access to predominantly masculine resources normally closed to women.
They have access to the labour market and to money. It
is easier for them to find a job and someone to care for
their children than for married women. They can build up
organizational power in extra-domestic relations. As
workers in the bathhouse, peddlers or organizers of
religious meetings they form the nexus of extra-familial
networks of women. As such they can control the flow of
information and goods. During the war, some entered the
revolutionary army and so gained limited access to the
means of violence. They also have more access to extradomestic information in matters of religion, health,
contraception or prices. They gain power not only by
giving but also by withholding valuable information. All
women may gain a degree of power based on economic,
organization or knowledge resources, but women without
men can develop their full potential.
Women without men are often seen as disturbers of
the social order and the gender hierarchy. They are
suspected of encouraging lesbianism and adultery, of
faking virginity and practicing abortions, of preaching
polytheism and working magic, of being prostitutes and
stealing men. Working women disturb the economic order
in which jobs are for men, money is handled by men, economic connections are maintained by men and economic
decisions are taken by men. In a situation of shortage
of labour opportunities they could easily be perceived
as competitors on the labour market. Their example may
induce other, married women to gain economic independence too.
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As economie dependency is important in legitimizing
male authority over women, men do not only fear a takeover of male economic privileges, but also a dissipation
of their moral control over women. Moreover, their
monopoly over religious and other public knowledge and
over extra-domestic networks is challenged. To what
extent are the fears warranted that the activities of
women without men will lead to a structural change in
the power relations between men and women, and that they
will function as models for other women and so contribute to emancipatory processes?
Despite their potential for significant personal
power, the influence of women without men on the overall
hierarchy between the genders is limited. In fact they
often help maintain the status quo because their individual positions depend on the continuance of the power
differential between the genders. They enforce on other
women the gender rules they break themselves. A female
peddler depends for her living on the segregation of
other women and their limited access to the market.
Female religious leaders thrive off the fact that many
women do not have free access to mosques. Midwives
instill the values of virginity and fertility. And prostitution is so profitable because most girls and married
women are secluded and sexually unavailable.
Moreover, widows and other women without men mostly
fill jobs that help maintain the traditional division of
labour in particular and physical gender segregation in
general. They do feminine work and prefer to work only
with women. If they break the rules it is seldom in open
defiance. Even a prostitute maintains at least the
appearance of segregation in public. Also the stigma
attached to women without men limits their model function.
It is a price they pay as exceptions to the
rules, a price other women wanting to enter the labour
market or to obtain other freedoms are not always willing to pay. The advantages only outweigh the stigma
under conditions of economic necessity, at least for the
majority of women in the middle and lower classes (Highclass families may sometimes be able to balance off such
loss of status by other means). Another device to make
women without men less remarkable is by symbolic reclassification back into the category of decent women,
through fostering or fictitious kinship, or as completely different from other women into the category of
men, like a succesful careerwoman who is told that she
is just like a man; or onto a supernatural plane, like a
prostitute who is said to be a saint (cf. Douglas
1966:39; Rodgers 1981:59).
If the threat women without men pose to the gender
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order is more apparent than real, so is the promise they
offer for the emancipation of women. Official government
information optimistically points to the presently working women as indications of large changes in Algerian
society. It stresses the contribution women have to make
towards the national economy and new labour opportunities. We should be wary of such claims.
There is indeed a small increase in employed women.
From the material presented here however, we may infer
that at least a part of this increase is not due to
structural economic changes between the genders, but to
the increasing participation of women without men in the
public labour market and their increasing visibility.
This transition is exemplified in the fading importance
of ajr,
fostering and fictitious kinship. The work of
women who are widows or divorcees, or have husbands or
fathers who cannot function as head of households, does
not indicate a fundamental change in the economic organization of men and women. Due to their exceptional position they are hardly a threat or harbingers of a break
in the dominant division of labour and power between men
and women.1
Part of the increase in employed women, however, is
due to the entrance of girls on the labour market and it
is among these that we find the potential models of
emancipation for other Algerian women and who in the end
may well influence more important changes: the daughters
of widows. Marginal women can seldom use their economic
independence and their wages of shame to change their
own social status, but they can use the money for the
social mobility of their daughters. With no male around
to impose seclusion they can encourage them to study and
to help them earn a living. The potential mobility of
the daughters is moreover enhanced by wider national
processes like support for families of war veterans or
martyrs, expansion of a literate state bureaucracy, and
extension of educational facilities.
These daughters still carry some of the stigma of
their mothers. But through their education and their
work they enter a higher class. Their jobs are more
respectable, their wages less based on shame. Their
money is more effective in maintaining at least the
appearance of respectability. This is especially so if
they are higher functionaries in state institutions with
access to scarce goods controlled by the state. Their
economic power is greater and more effective and also
has more impact on the economic hierarchy between the
genders. Although it is not always easy for them to
marry, their assets make them acceptable as marriage
partners for some men. Used to a certain freedom and to
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a certain standard of living, they often continue to
work after marriage. Sometimes the ensuing difficulties
lead to a divorce, or to a return to the traditional
female role. But some couples are finding a new status
quo and developing new ideas about the relation between
men and women.

NOTES
Chapter

One

1. Life expectancy is rising. In 1978 it was 56 years
for men
1981

and 58 for women.

2. The changes
follows :
women
men
(Annuaire

in

age

at

(Annuaire

first

statistique
-.37).

marriage were as

1948

1954

1966

1970

1977

20.0
25.8

19.6
25.2

18.3
23.8

19.3
24.4

20.9
25.3

statistique

1981:13).

3. In 1982 several social security measures were taken
relevant to the pensions of widows: retirement
pensions became more easily transferable to widows
at time of deceaseof her husband, at a rate of 75%.
Pensions due to disability or on-the-job accidents
also became transferable to widows. And when an
insured worker dies, the widow is now paid a death
benefit of twelve times the last monthly salary,
instead of three times as previously
(Révolution
Africaine
26.3-1.4.1982:43). In 1982 it was also
decided that a widow of a martyr could keep her
pension if she remarried.
4. (Annuaire statistique
1981:33). This percentage is
calculated from the absolute numbers in table 35.
The percentages presented in the same table are
obviously incorrect.
5. In Kabylia their wives were called "widows without
death" (Lacoste-Dujardin 1976:110).
6. Two such characters are the widow Aini and her old
widowed mother described in Dib's trilogy (1952,
1954, 1957).
7. I have used the translation in Dutch: A. Benhedoega,
Gisteren is voorbij.
1981a Bussum: Het Wereldvenster.
8. Klandermans (1974) noted the same terminological
fusion in Tunisia.
9. One exception is the discussion on "the third
gender" in Oman, started by Wikan's article (1977).
10. Elsewhere I have analyzed two other key notions in
Algerian culture: the notion of sadáq (groom's gift)
and the notion of râgid (sleeping child), and how
the different uses and interpretations of these
notions by different people is related to their
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specific socio-economic and physiological condition
(Jansen 1984, Jansen 1982).
11. Recent anthropological studies of Algeria are scarce
and their authors are less interested in the
analysis of key concepts. They are virtually absent
for instance in Parsons (1979).

Chapter Two
1. This work is not listed in the bibliography. The
full title can be made available on demand.
2. In June 1982, DA 1 was worth Dfl. 0.57 or U.S.
$ 0.21 or U.K. £ 0.12. Dinars cannot be legally
bought and sold outside Algeria.
3. This figure does not include 42,153 partly employed
women.
4. The national female activity rate grew from a mere
1.8% in 1966 to 2.5% in 1977 (Talahite-Hakiki
1981:9). This figure expresses the ratio between the
basic active female population (employed, partly
employed, looking for employment and having already
worked,
looking
for
employment
without
work
experience) and the total female population. If only
real activity is measured (employed women and those
looking
for
employment
with
previous
work
experience) the figures are resp. 1,6% and 1,7%.
5. Some measures have been taken to support female
employment: in 1982 working women's maternity leave
was established at 14 weeks, fully paid by social
security. In addition, women have the right to work
part-time and mothers working in state institutions
can take up to two years unpaid leave with right of
return to take care of their small children.

Chapter

Three

1. For a novelist's description of the hard life of a
bathhouse worker see Djebar (1980:49-60).
2. The power of bathhouse workers and the male fear for
it is confirmed by other authors cf. Dermenghem
1954:274, Davis 1978a:419; Davis 1978b:226).

Chapter

Four

1. For a discussion on the fluidity of kinship
categories
in
the
Arab
world
see
Eickelman
(1981:105-134).
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2. The pattern of this rite shows some regional and
historical variety. (Compare Daumas 1869:136, Gaudry
1928:129-130, Gaudry 1961:207-209, Goichon 1927 vol.
1:251, Goichon 1931 vol. 11:126-127).
3. The Iwîza is the French gold coin (louis
d'or) which
traditionally played a prominent role in gold
savings and jewelry.
4. This ambiguity is also exemplified by a custom in
the Kabylia region that lets the corpse that doesn't
speak, speak. During the wake a seer pretends to eat
a meal offered to the deceased. She then enters a
state which enables her to speak in the name of the
deceased and to express wishes of fraternity, pardon
and reconciliation (Virolle & Souibbs 1980:175).
5. More recent literature is also based on these
studies (Alport 1973, orig. 1954; Farrag 1971). The
work of Daddi Addoun (1977) is based on fieldwork
but gives no new data whatsoever.
6. According to the Koran women just like men are
responsible for their own beliefs and actions, good
or bad, and rewarded accordingly (S.4:124, S.48:5,
3.66:9-12). Daumas cites emir Abdelkader who said
that: "... chez nous on n'établit
aucune
différence
dans les honneurs funèbres
rendus aux deux
sexes.
Dieu a placé la véritable
égalité
dans la mort"
(Daumas 1869/1983:144).
7. Emir Abdelkader who stressed the equality of the
sexes in death, confirmed nevertheless that men
mourn less ostensibly than women: "Chez
l'homme,
qui est doué d'une plus grande force de
caractère,
et qui possède à un degré supérieur
le sentiment
du
calme et de la patience,
le chagrin, à la mort de la
femme, se traduit d'une manière moins ostensible.
Il
ne se déchire ni se frappe le visage,
il ne prive
pas sa demeure des embellisements
qui peuvent
s'y
trouver réunis..."
(Daumas 1869:146).
8. Some families also hold a memorial service after one
year.
9. F. Reysoo and M. Buitelaar found that in north-west
Morocco mourning widows wore white clothes. These
were burned or given away after the cidda,
as well
as the other personal apparel they wore or used
during that time. Widows could not sit facing an
open door. They should not go to the bathhouse, but
if they did, they only went on Tuesday and other
women sat far away from them so as not to come in
contact with their washwater
(personal communication) .
10. The mediatory role of graveyards repeatedly appears
in Algerian literature and cinematography. The
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graveyard is shown not in the context of mortuary
rituals but as a place of contact between lovers
(Haddad 1978:32), as a meeting place, and as
transition point from one historical period to
another, from one discourse to another, from single
to married status (Merdaci 1982:26-31).

Chapter

Five

1. In 1972, Fernea and Fernea pleaded for more research
on this subject after summarizing the literature.
Useful later studies include Mernissi (1977) and
Dwyer (1978b).
2. This influential third party who is asked to
intervene is colloquially called jah,
derived from
the root w-j-h,
which means to be a man of
distinction, to belong to the notables, and short
for wâjh = face, prominent personality.
3. Marabouts are often called saints for convenience,
but should not be identified with Christian saints.
They differ from them in that they
are not
proclaimed as such by a formal body, but only
informally and locally (although some marabouts'
fame has spread widely). A person is not considered
a marabout on the basis of adherence to orthodoxy
but rather on the basis of varying reasons such as
descent-line, behaviour,
intelligence,
military
prowess, or political success (Eickelman 1981:225,
Turner 1974:57-66). Yet in practice, in their role
as intermediaries with God and in the way they are
conceptualized and venerated, Muslim saints show
many similarities with Christian saints (Driessen
1985).
4. Dwyer (1978b) and Mernissi (1977) provide valuable
information about the affiliation of women to saints
and about female saints.
5. The legend of Lalla Sitti is described in Femmes
d'Algérie
(1 feb. 1946:12). She was a political
mediator and saved her father's town Tlemcen when it
was besieged for three years by the Sultan of Fez in
the 12th century.
6. Here as well as for the following names the authors'
transcription is followed.
7. The myth of genesis of the order of the cIsawa
relates how the first hadra has been held to mourn
the death of the Master (Lapassade 1982:73). In the
legend of the Hamadsha the disciples started the
first flagellation accompanying trance on hearing
the news of the death of the saint (Crapanzano
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8.

9.

10.

11.
12.

13.

Notes
1973:35).
It would be interesting to compare the
trance as aspect of the cult of marabouts with the
incidence of trance during pilgrimages to certain
Christian saints in European history like Saint
Willibrord, Saint Dimpna, Saint Ignatius or Saint
Vitus. Such a comparison, however, falls outside the
scope of this work.
The following terms are known for those possessed by
a jinn: a madrúba,
mase, madrûb,
is hit by a jinn
and suddenly becomes ill or deformed without any
logical
cause; a maskûna,
mase.
maskún,
is
permanently inhabited by a jinn as a result of which
she or he repeatedly violates the rules and customs
of the group. At certain periods the inhabited shows
a normal behaviour unlike the fool (mahbùla,
m.
mahbûl)
who is permanently mentally disturbed. Also
the inhabited's deviance is different from the
fool's in that it is coherent. The coherency is
derived from the fact that the inhabited follows the
exact opposite of the normal social rules. A
markûba,
a woman mounted by a jinn, and a mamlûk, a
man possessed by a jinniya,
a female jinn, have
antagonistic relations with a jinn of the other sex
(Ouitis 1977:79-85, see also Crapanzano 1980).
This association of trance-dancing with the lower
classes is also acknowledged for North Africa by
Dermenghem (1954:255ff), Maher (1974:97), Crapanzano
(1973:85-86), and Lapassade (1982:32).
The participation of widows in trance-dancing is
substantiated by other authors for other places, for
Morocco by Maher (1974:96), for Egypt by Van der
Most van Spijk (1982:
105) and Morsy (1978:613),
for Algeria in general by Charnay (1977:164).
The Moroccan adolescent dancer described by Maher
had an uncertain matrimonial future because she had
deformed feet and severe astigmatism (1974:97).
Elsewhere too women with reproductive problems
participate
in
possession
cults.
Crapanzano
describes women who imitate pigs during trance and
who are said to have a wet vagina. They possibly
suffer from leucorrhea, a constant, heavy vaginal
discharge that can attend infertility (1973:198).
Spring relates how in the cultural idiom of the
Luvale in Zambia possession cults are a cure against
interference with fertility by ancestors who feel
neglected. Women with fertility problems undergo the
cure with the help of cult doctors belonging to the
category of older bewidowed and divorced women with
a personal history of trance-dancing (1978:181).
For (indirect) references to the attraction of
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homosexuals to trance cults and to transvestism and
role reversal see: Crapanzano (1974:xiii), Lapassade
(1982:41),
Gellner
(1981:151-153),
Dermenghem
(1954:290-291).
14. Also the animal symbolism and the self-mutilation
can be seen as forms of humiliation. In the headslashing with knives by the Hamadsha (Crapanzano
1973:xiv) the adepts offer the community their most
precious property: their life-juice. The normal
taboo of blood is then transformed into baraka,
the
blood is licked by other people or smeared over
babies.
15. They can be seen on film in Fernea's Women of

Marrakech.
16. It is tempting to hypothesize a relation between
Algerian socialist policy, with government subsidies
on basic foodstuffs and free meals for school
children, and a faster disappearance of trance in
Algeria compared to its neighbouring countries. But
the necessary data is unavailable. It is also
noteworthy that the best time of the year to hold a
trance session is during the lailat-al-qadr,
the
27th night of the Ramadan, which is near the end of
the fast.
17. Maher noted for Morocco that "not eating in most
circumstances has a positive moral value for women,
but is neutral for men" (1984:130).
18. The effect of undernourishment on reproductivity was
exemplified
during
the
winter
of
starvation
1944-1945 caused by the Second World War in western
Holland. Only 30% of the women in the affected
cities menstruated normally while births were
reduced to about one third of the expected number
(Davies 1982:632).

Chapter

Six

1. Valuable descriptions of magic in Algeria can be
found in the works of Gaudry (1928, 1961); Desparmet
(1932, 1939); Daumas (1858, 1869); Champault (1969),
or Benhadji Serradj (1950, 1951).
2. Algerian society gives more weight to words than we
do. A Maghrébin saying goes: "Everything heals
except an insult." (Boudot-Lamotte 1974:55). Words
are dangerous to the public honour, words "are the
stuff that reputations are made of" (Harding in
Reiter 1975:303).
3. In classical arabic: sarmûta
- rag, prostitute.
Mathieu and Maneville call it sarwita
(1952:73).
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4. Shame inhibited my informants from giving the double
meanings of these words in the local dialect.
Moreover, the verses showed logical and grammatical
errors. They are presented here in free translation.
5. This title is freely borrowed from M. Mrabet's novel

Love with a few hairs (1967 London: Peter Owen).
6. Resp.
An-nisâ'
habä'il
as-saytân
and
An-nisâ'

7.

8.
9.
10.
11.

12.

13.

baqarât
Iblis
(BenCheneb 1904:5, 270). During three
hours of interviews in different villages in the
region of Mansourah, Outis registered about fiftysix verbal connotations referring women to Satan or
to evil in general (Outis 1977:61-63).
Also in
Europe and elsewhere women were (and are) associated
more with the devil, witchcraft and sorcery than men
(Dresen-Coenders 1983:113).
Cf. also Scelles-Millie (1963:232). The difficulties
apparent in filling these and other prescriptions
never seemed to faze my informants, and they often
surprised me by being able to find the most
exceptional
and
occult
substances
in
their
pharmacopoeia.
I follow here the terminology as used by EvansPritchard (1950 orig. 1937:8-10).
According to Rezig, suhûr
"reflects the conflicts,
which are so to speak, built into the agnatic
structure (1983:195).
Doutte described all the precautions a Tlemcenian
groom had to take to ward off evil intentions
(1908:290-293).
Champault found that temporary impotence was not
uncommon among grooms (1969:296). For magical rites
to secure a girl's virginity and easy defloration at
her wedding, see the next chapter.
In 1982 there were 135,018 women more than men in
Algeria. Due to a higher mortality rate for women
than for men up to thirty years of age, there are
more men than women younger than thirty in Algeria.
A surplus of women only exists for Algerians over
thirty (Annuaire
statistique
1981:23, 38-39). Cf.
the governing hypothesis
in other studies on
witchcraft and sorcery that accusation would tend to
cluster in niches where social relations are ill
defined and competitive (Douglas 1970:xviii).
When a woman feels down and ill and everything seems
to go wrong she might decide to use the lead given
by a friend or extracted by children from old
buildings. She waits until the men have gone and she
is alone. Then she fills her copper mortar with
water left over from the day before, to which she
adds sulphur, henna, arar,
ladât,
and, under the
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pestle, a coin of five or ten douro.
In another pan
the lead is heated until liquid and carefully poured
into the water. She lifts up her skirts (that must
have been worn for several days) and positions
herself above the mortar so that the steam can reach
her genitals. The whole procedure is repeated three
times, after which the lead and the water is thrown
away. The coin has to be given to a beggar. For
better results, the lead must be thrown on seven
consecutive days. On each day a different kind of
water is used. The first day seawater; the second,
tapwater, the third, water from a spring; the
fourth, water from a well; the fifth, water from a
river; the day afterwards, water out of a goatskin
container and the last day water that has been used
by a smith. When any of these is not available,
regular tapwater is used. Just like with other
magical acts, this practice has many variations. A
similar procedure is also followed to read the
future from the shapes the lead takes in the water.
This translation of fasûk
is given by Zerdoumi
(1979:75). The root f-s-k
means to nullify, to
invalidate. It regularly occurs that names of
substances and herbs used in magic indicate their
symbolic value.
This protective Sura is as follows: "in the Name of
God, the Merciful, the Compassionate. Say: I take
refuge with the Lord of the Daybreak
from the evil of what He has created,
from the evil of darkness when it gathers
from the evil of women who blow on knots
from the evil of an envier when he envies."
Few are the houses without a decorative card with
this prayer on the wall. For various other measures
against the evil eye in Algeria, see Zerdoumi
(1979:150-156), and Desparmet (1932: 81-113). For
Morocco cf. Westermarck (1926 vol. 1:414-478).
For the differentiation between religion and magic I
owe much to Mauss (1972:18-24).
In Algerian dialect they are called respectively:
sawwâfat-al-kagta
(from the French carte) the seer
of cards ;
sawwâfat-al-gamh,
the seer of wheat;
mûlat-al-qahwa,
the mistress of the coffee;
tadrab katar ar-raml,
sand-reader;
gizzana,
fortune-teller, usually belonging to the
c
âiner,
a group of itinerant, gypsy-like outcasts.
In Morocco women also work with sugar, flour and
eggs, while male seers use a mixture of stones,
shells, bones and dates (Fernea 1975:202).
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18. It is not impossible to have a tal iba,
a female
scribe. I never met one, although some sources
mention them (Fernea 1975:279, Gaudry 1961:321). Of
the learned women I knew, no one wrote amulets.
19. The taboo on women's names should be noted here.
This taboo is in the first place related to the
conception of women as private property of men of
which no part should be exposed to other men. A man
should not say his wife's name in public but refer
to her as 'the family', 'the house or 'the mother
of my son.' Secondly, in a culture where words are
very important, names are even more so. Without a
name a Muslim cannot enter heaven; without a name
magic fails. To know someone's name gives (magical)
power over a person. Especially names of those
vulnerable, like weak baby boys or brides, should be
concealed.
20. The Koranic verse was frequently mentioned as a
traditional
contraceptive by
respondents
in a

national

survey

(Enquête

socio-démographique

1970-1972, vol.V:75).
21. Gender differences in conceptions about illness and
access to cures is illustrated for Egypt by Morsy
(1980) and Van der Most van Spijk (1982).
22. Women are not totally devoid of baraka,
but what
they receive from their families of birth is lost
after one generation, or it is located in their
reproductive qualities, in giving birth, in nursing
or in the bread and couscous they make.

Chapter

Seven

1. For a description of female healers in Morocco see
Fernea (1975:279), and for curers of children's
diseases in Tunesia Creyghton (1981).
2. It is also mentioned
for Tunisia by Bartels
(1980:13).
3. In 1981 the general fecundity rate, that is the
number of live births per 1000 women between the
ages of 15 and 49, was 198 (Annuaire
statistique
1981:37).
4. This and other sources do indicate a decrease in
fecundity:
Vallin (1978:13) still mentions an
average of 8 children per woman and a crude birth
rate of 50 per 1,000 women. Cf. also Le Monde
(23.2.1983).
5. I have described the belief in the sleeping child
and its significance for women without men in a
separate article (Jansen 1982).
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6. Traditional contraceptives are described by: Saadawi
(1980: 67-68), Gaudry (1928:247-249); Gaudry (1961:
351-352); Mathieu and Maneville (1952:72-85).
7. The religious position was extensively discussed in
1965 by Alhilay, Madani and other authors in
Confluent,
and by Larabi (1967) and Laadjal (1975).
8. This probably was soda permanganate.
9. The general belief in the contraceptive effect of
breastfeeding leads to many unwanted pregnancies.
10. Moroccan and Turkish women in Holland sometimes
consciously choose abortion as a means of birth
control for this reason. The number of induced
abortions among this group is five times as high as
for Dutch women, and the women who have an abortion
are also older and more often married than Dutch
women (Oudijk 1983:387).
11. Egyptian midwives seem to be valued for similar
qualities (Morsy 1982:160).
12. Creyghton mentions that Tunisian healers build up a
similar line of refuge (1981:223).
13. Galal notes that when Mohammad Ali founded the first
midwifery school in Egypt, no respectable family
sent their daughters there. The first pupils were
orphans, freed slaves and servants who wanted to
improve their social position (Galal 1977:22).

Chapter

Eight

1. An eclectic use has been made here of the ideas of
Foucault (1978).
2. For the sense of independence in Arab prostitutes
see El-Saadawi (1983).
3. Gaudry (1928:121-127; 1961:197-206) differentiates
between the prostitutes of the Aures ('azriya:
lit.
woman without a husband) and of the Djebel Amour
(qahba).
The Auressian prostitute was a young
woman, a widow, divorcee or girl past the normal
marriage age who lived independently wherever she
wanted and received whomever she wanted. She sang,
danced, played cards, or smoked in any place; she
amused and charmed her circle of men and played them
off against each other. She lived from the presents
her friends gave her; these were morally obligatory,
but they were not strictly payments and she could
not ask for them. According to Gaudry, the
azriya
was not placed outside society or stigmatized; she
could remarry and become virtuous when she pleased.
The qahba of the Djebel Amour on the other hand was
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4.

5.

6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

Notes
despised and outcast, registered as a prostitute and
primarily concerned with making money. Her trade was
often hereditary.
This idea of the necessity of male control is
confirmed by sayings like: 'The men are absent and
the women are loose" (ar-rijál
gâ'iba wa an-nisâ'
sa'iba)
BenCheneb
1904; vol.
111:5, vol.
1:270-275).
Beating of a disobedient wife is a socially and
religiously acceptable privilege of a man. The Koran
says: (IV.34) "Men are the managers of the affairs
of women for that God has preferred in bounty one of
them over another, and for that they have expended
of their property. Righteous women are therefore
obedient, guarding the secret for God's guarding.
And those you fear may be rebellious admonish;
banish them to their couches and beat them. If they
then obey you, look not for any way against them."
An older inquiry by Dermenghem also mentions the
instability of the marriages of prostitutes. As an
important reason for this instability is given that
the couples remained childless, as many of the
prostitutes in question suffered from sterility
(Archives, 8 X 202).
For a Dutch version of this section see Jansen
(1985b).
In some instances the gender hierarchy expressed
through body posture is overruled by a race or a
class hierarchy.
This seems to be part of the larger process of
puritanization noted by Gellner (1981:157).
Hayy hayy is one of the local terms for prostitute,
probably derived from hayy = lusty, alive. Others
are: zahwanîya,
mariyùla,
or nailiya.
One can also

say: hiya

fi-1-hayâh,

she is in the life.

11. The highest percentages of nailiya
prostitutes were
found in Ouargla (88%), Bou Saada
(80%)
and
Touggourt (90%) in 1955 (Archives 8 X 202 Enquête,
Prostitution
Ouled
Nail.
1955; Dermenghem
1960:63-96).
12. Mernissi
(1977:108);
Provansal
(1975:72). The
Taroudannt tale "The Prostitute Saint" in Dwyer
(1978:80ff) varies only in minor detail with the one
told to me in Maimuna. Gellner (1981: 152) noted
this mix of the profane and the sacred in the holy
streets of Biskra around the turn of the century.
13. The works of M'Rabet (1979) and Verdet (1982:226)
are of this tenor.
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Nine

1. Such a pension amounted to DA 1000 per January 1982.
2. The active population, which includes not only
employed persons but also unemployed persons looking
for work and partly employed women, forms 18,77ο of
the total Algerian population.
Only 14% of the
total Algerian population is employed (RGPH 1977,
Annuaire
statistique
1979:99
and
Annuaire
statistique
1977-1978:29).
3. In literature
dealing with
patronage
in the
Mediterranean, women have been conspiciously absent.
Both Maher (1974, 1976) and Riegelhaupt (1967) show
the importance of women's networks, not merely
supplementary or parallel to a formal framework of
economic and political power as Wolf (1966) would
have it, but as part of the "substance of which the
'formal framework' is merely a facade" (Maher 1976).
4. Under the Islamic law operative in Algeria women
keep
their
own property
at
marriage
(Louis
1983:160).
Chapter

Ten

1. In the vernacular, old and new French, Spanish and
Algerian ways of counting money are mixed. The
French (old) franc
is a centime,
and the Spanish
douro
is 5 centimes.
"A hundred" means a hundred
douro
and is used for the 5 dinar piece.
Fifty
hundred therefore equals 250 dinars. ("A thousand,
however, is thousand francs, or a 10 dinar piece.)
2. The age of retirement is 60. In 1982 a bill was
proposed to reduce this to 55 for women.
3. Harun offers a cartoon in which a visitor is
directed by the concierge to the waiting room. He
waits. By the time the concierge condescends to call
his superior the visitor has grown a long beard
(Harun, vol. II, 1981:8).
4. Figures are for May 1982 and exact.
5. According to the situation in September 1980. The
number of employees has augmented considerably
afterwards due to expansion of the plant but the
ratio of women to men has probably undergone little
change.
6. Data refers to the situation in January 1982; by
June 1982 the total number of employees had risen to
about 270 but more exact data on women were lacking.
7. As in the above cases figures are estimates by
someone working in that particular industry.
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8. Different

sources give slightly

(cf. Annuaire

statistique

different

figures

1981:15).

9. Nacer gives a female school-enrollment in the town
of Maimuna of 64% of school-age girls in 1977
(1979:44).
10. An example of how widows used the protection of the
French authorities is given in the autobiography of
F. Amrouche. She was born as the illegitimate child
of a widow who had asked the protection of the
French against the revenge of her agnatic and
affinal kin and to secure her rights to her late
husband's house. Fadhma Amrouche herself was given a
Christian education in an orphanage run by French
missionaries (F. Amrouche 1979; Adamson 1978:29).
11. In Portugal too, widows and other female heads of
household have special voting rights other women do
not
have
in
local
elections
(Riegelhaupt
1967:121-122).
12. At present there are no women in the military, but
they are admitted to the police academy, to become
police inspectors or traffic agents (El - Moudjabid
13.6.1982).
13. In earlier Algerian history too women were active in
resistance. The Kahina led a revolt in the 7th
century against an invasion in the Aures. In 1851
Lalla Fathma and in 1871 Lalla Khadidja Bent
Belkacem led revolts against the colonization of
Kabylia (Ainad-Tabet 1980:236).
14. Chinese women cadres after the Revolution were
similarly
atypical
(Diamond
1974:381-385, Wolf
1974:157-172). Of one poor peasant woman and
sorcerer who developed after Liberation into an
articulate and politically sophisticated cadre it is
said: "unlike economically more fortunate women, she
had apparently not had a man to speak for her and
thus had overcome before the revolution one of the
traditional patterns of 'proper' behavior that
restrained women from direct action" (Yang in
Diamond 1974:383).
15. In 1967 there were 2,493 widows in Maimuna who
received a pension from the Ministère
des
Anciens
Moudjahidines
because they were wives of martyrs or

mujâhidât

(Monographie

1967: 143).

16. In a letter to El Moudjabid
(21.1.1982) demanding
equal rights for women, one mujáhida
listed the
professions of the 91 mujâhidât
she knew: 24
housewives,
1
artist,
1
press
attachée,
4
businesswomen, 3 traders, 7 nurses, 2 auxiliary
nurses, 3 midwives, 3 professors in medicine, 2
pharmacists, 5 social assistants, 1 factory worker,
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18.
19.

20.
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3 lawyers, 3 jurists, 2 journalists, 2 telephonists,
3 secretaries, 1 accountant, 2 bank employees, 1
official
representative,
8
teachers
at the
university level, 7 at the secondary level, and 1 at
the primary level, 2 radio announcers.
Vandevelde uses as source for this figure
Révolution
Africaine no. 208 (1980:351). Annuaire de l'Afrique
du Nord gives a different figure of 180 women on
20,316 candidates (1967:387-8).
For a history of Algeria's Family Code and women's
criticism on the various bills see M'rabet (1979)
and Louis (1982).
El Moudjahid
(12-13.3.1982:3) covered this as
follows:
"Par ailleurs,
pour tenter
de réduire
l'insécurité
dans les familles
qui font
que le
nombre des
divorces,
d'enfants
abondonnés, de
familles désunies va croissant,
la nécessité
d'une
législation
familiale
est
revendiquée
par
les
femmes. Celles-ci y voient un moyen de combattre les
pratiques néfastes,
mettre fin à une déviation qui
consiste
à faire de l'homme et de la femme des
antagonistes,
de développer les liens
du respect
mutuel, d'affection
et de cohésion familiale,
de
promouvoir l'égalité
entre l'homme et la femme en
droit, d'en faire des conjoints et des partenaires
solidaires
à part
entière,
de permettre
une
meilleure prise en charge des enfants."
Art. 39: "Les libertés
fondamentales et les
droits
de l'homme et du citoyen sont garantis.
Tous les
citoyens
sont égaux en droits
et devoirs.
Toute
discrimination
fondée sur les préjugés de sexe, de
race ou de métier, est
proscrite".
Art. 40:
"La loi est la même pour tous,
qu'elle
protège,
qu'elle
contraigne ou qu'elle
réprime."
(Constitution 1976).

Chapter Eleven
1. In this respect it is interesting to mention the
case of the women of Medeghri Belghimouz. In this
village in north-east Algeria a group of women
received land under the land reform program and work
it together as a cooperative. Much attention was,
and still is given, in the national press to them.
The project was heralded as example of the growing
economic emancipation of women. Yet, it was hardly
ever mentioned that all these women were widows or
divorcees, or had, in a few cases, an invalid
husband. Precisely because they are women without
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men they cannot be models of economic emancipation,
for
these
women
were
already
economically
independent. Through this project only their job
changed, not
their
relation
to
men.
Their
remarkable presence has in no way changed the
position of the married women in the village who
remain veiled, secluded and without land.

Appendix

D
Fig. 8: Marital status of men and women in Algeria in
1977
Source: Annuaire Statistique 1981:14, fig. 4 and
4 bis

Table A:

Employed Algerian
res¡dents
over 6 years of age in
accord ing to economic activity
and socio-professional

soc iо-profess
category

i'onaI

Total
employers
independents agrie.
non-ag г ι cu I tura I
self-employed
agri cul tura I
coopera tors
professions
higher personnel
middle technical
personnel
middle non-techn¡caI
personnel
employees
qualified workers
specialized workers
permanent labourers
non perm, labourers
permanent agricultural labourers
non permanent agricultural labourers
apprentices, family
aids, partly occupied
women
not declared
percentage
Source:

otal

agriculture

construction/
pubi i с
workers

industry

1720
11720

1242

49
49
393

388

1430
1430

the munie i pal i ty of
category.

transport
commun icat ions

admi ni strati on/
compublic
merce
services

Maimuna,

not

other
services

deci

2266

2375

571

1448

2796

673

16
16

11

2

7

-

13

-

189
189

104

104

805

25

202

33
37
203
203

32
6
6

43
43

20

5

3
16

25
100

9
8

5

345
345

19
19

153
153

121

10

11

30

-

1

938
3112
824
1667
1348
352

37
122
-

57
385
279
647
389
66

11
197
142
781
729
252

31
192
156
36
31
3

25
297
72
66
96
12

748
1468
168
80
101
13

23
308
7
57
2
6

6
143

338

303

4

-

-

3

27

-

1

280

272

-

-

-

1

5

-

1

174
197

53
10

37
1

7
-

1
-

33
1

1
5

36
2

5
178

100%

11%

19%

20%

5%

12%

24%

6%

3%

RGPH 1977: DE 91, vol.1.

341

-
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Table В

Employed Algerian
residents
over 6 years of age in the
municipality
of Maimuna, according
to economic
activity
and sex.
economic

activity

agriculture
industry
construction/public works
transport/communications
commerce
administration/public services
other services
not declared
nomadism
total

male

female

Ζ women
of total
in activity

533
291
8

19
252
31
53
36
739
140
50
-

11%
1%
9%
3%
26%
21%
15%
-

10400

1320

11%

1223
2014
2344

518

1412
2057

2%

Source: RGPH 1977: DE 91, vol.1
Percentages have been rounded off.

Table С
Female employed Algerian
residents
over
in the municipality
of Maimuna, according

6 years of age
to
sector.

number

%

public sector
private sector
not declared/not applicable

1136
157
27

86
12
2

total

1320

100

sector

Source:

RGPK 1977: DE 92
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Table D
Employed population
in 1982.

in Algeria

by qualification

management and superior technicians
technicians and supervisory staff
highly qualified personnel
qualified personnel
semi-skilled personnel
unskilled personnel
unspecified"

and

sex,

women

men

6%
8%
25%
31%
4%
25%
1%
100%

21
3%
6%
34%
3%
51%
1%
100%

Source: Hammouda 1984:33.
* The figures do not add up to 100% in Hammouda's table;
I have corrected
that
by adding the category
unspecified.

Table E: Female employed Algerian
residents
accord i ng to age and professional

dyt

6-m
Tota I
not declared
other professions
scientific and liberal
profess i ons
executives in
adm i η i st rat ion
admini st rat i ve
personne I
d i rectors and
manag i ng owners
traders and agents
workers in services
workers in agriculture
workers in
craft industries
agricultural labourers
Source:

over 6 years
category.

of age in the muni ci pal i ty of

tctf ώ

15--17 18-19 20-24 25-29 30-59
140
204
6
58
394
469
1

3

2

-

1

25

60+

19

-

10

5

25

total
total
women
men
employed employed

total
women
and men

40

1320

10400

11720

8

2
3

1
5

-

9
16

89
82

98
98

172

96

35

1

332

678

1010

1

88

89

1
-

not
declared

Maimuna,

79

131

48

41

3

322

1549

1871

1
1
7
1

2
21

20

5
3
300
10

1
29
1

6
7
393
12

844
203
893
927

850
210
1286
939

24

60

35

68

5

222

3257
1790

3479
1790

£
a
μ·.

RGPH 1977: DE 98

ON
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Table F
Distribution
of income as declared
town of Maimûna.
income brackets
in
Algerian
Dinars

% of
income

0 - 1000
1001 - 3000
3001 - 6000
6001 - 10000
10001 - 15000
15001 - 20000
20001 - 30000
30001 - 50000
50000+

0.02
0.78
4.26
17.04
27.33
20.00
19.88
8.95
1.74
100%

Source:

Eléments

sur l'emploi

in June 1976, in

the

% of
population
0.94
5.03
11.64
27.05
27.67 *
14.47
10.06
2.83
0.31
100%

1979:162.

" This table should be seen as my own estimate based on
the above mentioned source. In the original the
figures under % of population do not add up to 100% as
they should. There 49.43% of the population was said
to fall in the income bracket of ten to fifteen
thousand dinars. Because this is twice as much as the
percentages for the similar category mentioned for
other comparable towns, while the percentages for the
other categories deviate far less, I assumed that the
mistake should be looked for here. The figure was
changed accordingly. Unfortunately this type of
mistake occurs regularly in Algerian sources. Any
figure should therefore be approached cautiously and
be taken only as a rough estimate.
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Table G
Girls

in

school in

Algeria.
number of
girls

elementary
education

1962/63
1969/70
1980/81

282,842
640,144
1,307,550

secondary
education

1962/63
1969/70
1980/81

14,246
55,187
77,897

higher
education

1962/63
1969/70
1980/81

579
3,378
68,500

Sources: Parsons 1979:388; Annuaire
И З ; De Jong 1983:79.
1
2

girl s as a
pere ent age of
all students

1

2

Э

statistique

36,4
37,6
41,9
27,9
27,7
36,8
20,6
23,0
24,0

3

1981:98,

Figure for elementary education up to sixth grade.
Figure for secondary education without correspondance
courses.
Estimated (De Jong 1983:79). Figure for 1980.

GLOSSARY
c

abîd:
adaidiyîn:
z
aib:
c
ain·.
c
ajâr:
c
ârida:
c
idda:

servants, slaves.
servants, helpers.
shame, d i s g r a c e .
evil eye.
(coll.) small, facial veil.
inviter for a wedding, woman demonstrator.
legally prescribed period of waiting during
which a woman may not remarry after being
widowed or divorced.
c
ulamâ':
learned men, religious officials of
national importance.
accoucheuses-rurales
: (French) semi-trained midwives.
religious merit, remunerations in heaven.
ajr:
widow.
armala :
grace, blessing.
baraka :
trader, woman broker.
dállala :
house, family, spatial notion to indicate
dâr :
wife and children.
dinar :
the currency of Algeria, roughly equivalent
to Dfl. 0.57 or U.S.$ 0.21 or U.K. 0.12.
dourо :
(Fr.) five cents piece.
f agira :
female member of a religious order.
fattala:
roller of couscous.
graba :
(coll.) village
nègre,
lower quarter.
gassala :
washerwoman, female washer of the dead,
sexually active woman.
hajjâla:
woman without a man, flirt.
hadra :
religious Sufi session, presence.
hä'ik :
white or black sheetlike wrap with which
women cover their body and head in public,
veil.
hajj :
the official Muslim pilgrimage to Mecca.
honorific title of a woman who has
hâjja:
performed the pilgrimage to Mecca.
hakkâka:
scrubber in a bathhouse.
hammam:
bathhouse.
sacred precinct, inviolable place, wife.
h ari m :
h armai :
African rue.
hikma :
gift, wisdom.
imra'a
kabîra: old woman (midwife, healer).
ímra'a sahîd:
widow of a revolutionary fighter killed
in battle, wife of a martyr.
kitba:
written talisman.
к addama :
maid, domestic servant.
kafîfa :
light, uncontrolled, informal.
c

Glossary
kâtiba:
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(pi. kuttâb)
woman matchmaker, woman who
asks for a girl's hand on behalf of
someone.
kuwânîya/kuwatàt/akav/ât
: female members of a religious
association, sisters.
lalla:
honorific before the name of female Muslim
saints.
Iwiza:
(Fr.) louis d'or, gold coin used by women
as a jewel.
maddâha:
female singer, musician.
maimûna:
fortunate, blessed.
maktûb:
written, fated, foreordained.
marbûta:
tied, sexually closed woman.
marîwlya:
abortive herb.
maulât-al-bâb:
doorkeeper, cashier.
milh :
salt, gifts, esprit.
miswâk:
walnut-bark to colour mouth.
mujâhida:
woman militant during the war of
independence.
murabbiya:
tutoress, nursemaid.
mutalqa:
divorcee.
muqaddama:
religious forewoman, leader of local branch
of Sufi order.
nailîya:
prostitute of the tribe Ouled Nail.
nif:
nose, honour.
nîya :
(good) intention.
qâbila:
traditional midwife.
qahba:
prostitute, whore.
qamija:
(coll. for qamîs) shirt, gown, stained
bridal underdress.
qubba:
domed shrine.
râgid:
motionless foetus, unborn sleeping child.
rûmiya:
Papalagi woman.
sage-f emme: (Fr.) certified midwife.
sahhâra:
sorceress.
sîdî :
coll. of sayyjdlj
master, honorific before
the names of male Muslim saints.
suhûr:
sorcery, black magic.
sûq:
(animal) market.
sabid:
martyr, Algerian killed in battle during
the war of independence against the French.
saik:
saint, old man.
saika:
singer and dancer, prostitute, venerable
old woman.
sarmSta:
rag, prostitute.
sawwâfa:
woman diviner.
sikkâma:
matchmaker in illicit affairs.
surafâ':
nobles, descendants of the Prophet.
sadâq:
groom's gift.
tanqlba:
form of veiling which leaves one eye
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tauba :
taqîla:
taha га :
tal ib:
tarig ;
tayyâba:
wat da:
walîy:
walîya:
viazìra :
wilâya:
yatIma :
zagarid :
ziyára:

Glossary
visible.
penitence, penance, possession trancedance.
heavy, formal.
purity.
religious student, magician.
way, path.
masseuse.
saint's feast, religious gathering and
celebration.
saint, a man close to God.
saint, holy woman.
female usher at a wedding, vizier.
province.
orphan, girl without father.
trilling ululations of joy of women.
visit to saint's tomb, offerings to a
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SAMENVATTING
Dit proefschrift
wil
inzicht
bieden
in de
bijzondere positie van vrouwen zonder man in Algerije.
Het laat zien hoe vrouwen die hun man of vader verliezen
gemarginaliseerd worden en hoe deze marginalisering
samenhangt met de betekenis van genus, de constructie
van mannelijkheid
en
vrouwelijkheid,
en
met
de
hiërarchie tussen mannen en vrouwen in deze NoordAfrikaanse samenleving.
Door middel van een serie
analyses van bemiddelende rollen van marginale vrouwen
vanuit het perspectief van genusdifferentiatie, wordt
getoond hoe machtsverschillen tussen mannen en vrouwen
meerdere culturele vormen aannemen.
Na een voorbereidende literatuurstudie heb ik van
juni 1981 tot juni 1982 antropologisch onderzoek gedaan
onder 50 marginale vrouwen in een Algerijnse stad die ik
Maimuna noem. De informatie die zij zelf leverden
tijdens herhaalde en soms langdurige gesprekken werd
aangevuld met gegevens verkregen door participerende
observatie, door open interviews met hun verwanten,
bekenden of werkgevers, en door gebruik van andere
bronnen zoals kranten, statistieken, liederen, brieven
en een dagboek. Om als alleenreizende buitenlandse
vrouwelijke antropoloog een vertrouwensrelatie te kunnen
opbouwen
met
Algerijnse
vrouwen,
moest
ik
me
gedeeltelijk aanpassen aan de lokale genusnormen, aan de
gebruikelijke intensiteit van sociale contacten, en aan
de opname in een familieverband. Daardoor was het aantal
vrouwen dat in het onderzoek betrokken kon worden
beperkt. Om zoveel mogelijk tegemoet te komen aan de eis
van representativiteit woonde ik afwisselend bij drie
verschillende families, zodat ik toegang had tot drie
verschillende netwerken.
In Algerije worden vrouwen primair gedefinieerd door hun
relatie met een man - als dochter, echtgenote of moeder.
Het wegvallen van deze man door overlijden of scheiding
(of door het vergelijkbare sociaal niet functioneren
door hoge leeftijd, langdurige ziekte of werkeloosheid)
heeft grote gevolgen voor de positie van een vrouw. Tot
nog toe is daar echter weinig aandacht aan geschonken in
de sociale wetenschappen. Formeel dient een andere man,
bijvoorkeur een broer, zwager of
oom, de
onderhoudsplicht en daarmee de autoriteit over te nemen als
de weduwe of gescheiden vrouw niet hertrouwt. Wanneer
dit gebeurt neemt de vrouw echter niet meer een centrale
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plaats in als echtgenote of dochter van de man van wie
ze afhankelijk is, maar een perifere als zuster,
schoonzus of nicht. Bij inkrimpende middelen en een
groeiend aantal afhankelijken zal zij een van de eerste
vrouwelijke familieleden zijn die niet meer wordt
onderhouden. In de praktijk blijken veel vrouwen zonder
man onvoldoende of in het geheel niet verzorgd te worden
omdat er geen vervanger is voor de man die hen
onderhield of omdat potentiële vervangers niet geheel
kunnen of willen voldoen aan de morele plicht tot
onderhoud. Factoren die hierbij een rol spelen zijn
rijkdom, status, eergevoel en aantal kinderen of
afhankelijken van de betrokkenen, alsmede de graad van
verwantschap, de woonomstandigheden van de vrouw, de
leeftijd van haar kinderen, en de mogelijkheden voor
alswel de bereidheid van de vrouw om door werk in haar
levensonderhoud en dat van haar kinderen te voorzien.
Welke oplossingen vinden vrouwen voor het probleem
dat ze niet of onvoldoende onderhouden worden? Hoe
beïnvloeden deze oplossingen hun sociale positie? Hoe
staan deze in verband met de genusverhoudingen en de
genus ideologie? Om deze vragen te beantwoorden worden
een aantal taken en beroepen op verschillende gebieden
beschreven waarmee vrouwen inkomsten, al of niet in
natura,
kunnen
verwerven,
zoals
badhuiswerker,
dodenwasser, religieus leider, tovenaar, verloskundige,
prostituee, muzikant, huishoudelijke hulp, handelaar,
loonarbeider of carriere vrouw. Deze activiteiten worden
niet alleen bekeken op hun economische merites maar
vooral op hun sociaal-culturele betekenis. Er wordt
getoond hoe de manier waarop deze activiteiten en hun
beoefenaars beloond, behandeld en gezien worden een
functie
is van
en
een
functie
heeft
voor
de
genus ideologie en daarmee de genushiërarchie. Daartoe
komen opvattingen over mannelijk en vrouwelijk binnen de
volgende
gebieden
aan
de
orde:
reinheid,
dood,
godsdienst, magie, vruchtbaarheid, sexualiteit, ruimte,
arbeid, en politiek. Dit levert de volgende conclusies
op.
Volgens de dominante Algerijnse ideologie zijn
vrouwen economisch afhankelijk van mannen en worden zij
niet geacht voor zichzelf te zorgen. Vrouwen zonder man
die niet meer of slechts gedeeltelijk opgenomen zijn in
een familieverband, doorbreken noodgedwongen deze norm
als ze gaan werken.
Door hun ongebondenheid en door hun noodzaak tot
onderhoud zijn vrouwen zonder man meer geschikt en meer
geneigd om te assisteren bij grote rites de passage
zoals geboorte, huwelijk en dood, dan andere vrouwen.
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Zij zijn het vooral
die werken als vroedvrouw,
maagdenvliesbewaker, huwelijksmakelaar, of dodenwasser.
Bovendien kunnen ze ook gemakkelijker bemiddelen bij
andere problematische
overgangen en tussen
andere
tegenstellingen, zoals tussen rein en onrein, tussen het
aardse en het bovennatuurlijke, tussen binnen en buiten,
prive en publiek, of tussen de legale en de illegale
markt.
Deze activiteiten versterken hun marginaliteit.
Andere mensen ontwijken hen -als ze hen niet direct
nodig hebben- omdat ze omgaan met
getaboeiseerde
substanties
zoals
lichaamsafscheidingen,
lijken,
geesten, maagdenvliezen, nageboorten of smokkelwaar.
Anderen kijken ook op hen neer omdat ze zich niet
gedragen zoals vrouwen zich horen te gedragen. Ze zijn
vrouw maar niet vrouwelijk, want ze doorbreken de normen
voor hun genus op meerdere manieren. Ze houden zich niet
aan de regels voor vrouwen wat betreft buitenshuis
werken, ruimtegebruik, contact met niet-verwante mannen,
lichaamshouding of het nemen van beslissingen. Ze zijn
niet alleen uitzonderlijk en marginaal omdat ze werken,
maar ook omdat ze op straat lopen, reizen, roken,
dansen, zingen of studeren.
Juist door hun afwijkend gedrag helpen ze mee om de
grenzen te trekken rond dat wat als vrouwelijk beschouwd
wordt. Ze geven inhoud aan vrouwelijkheid door er zelf
buiten te staan. Een nette vrouw wordt gedefinieerd door
de dingen die ze niet doet: ze staat niet op het balkon,
werkt niet buitenshuis, praat niet met vreemde mannen,
etc. Ze doet niet die dingen die een vrouw zonder man
zou doen. Vrouwen zonder man bieden een culturele
tegenpool op basis waarvan het beeld van de nette vrouw
geconstrueerd wordt.
Dit heeft negatieve gevolgen voor weduwen en
gescheiden vrouwen. De samenleving straft hen voor
feitelijke
of
toegeschreven
overtredingen
van
de
genusnormen
door
stigmatisering,
door
hen
te
beschuldigen
van
bijvoorbeeld
toverij,
abortieve
praktijken, polythéisme, of het boze oog, maar vooral
van prostitutie. Activiteiten van enkelen van hen worden
aan de hele groep toegeschreven. De aard van deze
stigmatisering staat niet los van het soort werk dat ze
verrichten. Hun aanvankelijke marginaliteit als gevolg
van hun perifere plaats in het familieverband heeft zich
uitgebreid naar andere gebieden. Bovendien heeft het
invloed op de materiele beloning die ze voor hun werk
krijgen.
Om deze stigmatisering zoveel mogelijk te vermijden
proberen veel vrouwen zonder man hun gedrag en hun
manier van inkomensverwerving zo goed mogelijk aan te
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passen aan de dominante ideologie. Als het maar even kan
houden ze zich aan de regels van seclusie en sluiering,
zoeken hun werk onder vrouwen en kinderen en binnen de
huiselijke sfeer, en streven naar reclassificatie binnen
een familie. Om duidelijk te maken hoe dit in zijn werk
gaat zijn o.a. de principes en de ontwikkeling van
pleegrelaties en van ajr (hemelse beloning) onderzocht.
Tegelijkertijd echter proberen vrouwen zonder man
ook om zoveel mogelijk gebruik te maken van hun
marginale positie, en om hun nadeel te doen omslaan in
een voordeel. Vrouwen zonder man hebben er individueel
gewin bij te benadrukken dat ze anders zijn dan andere
vrouwen en andere vrouwen te dwingen de regels te
gehoorzamen die ze zelf overtreden.
Ze gebruiken hun marginaliteit en benadrukken hun
stigma om een monopolie te houden over hun specifieke
activiteiten. Ze zouden veel minder verdienen als iedere
vrouw
kon
doen
wat
zij
doen.
Bijvoorbeeld
de
badhuiswerker die laat zien hoeveel viezigheid ze net
van de rug van haar klant geschrobt heeft of de vrouw
die op bruiloften schuine liedjes zingt, manipuleren met
symbolen van schande. Dit soort symbolen verhoogt hun
stigma, maar ook hun inkomen. Het brengt geld op om
infaam te zijn. Met name voor vrouwen is geldelijk gewin
vaak evenredig met schande: de meest schandelijke
activiteiten zijn het meest lucratief. Door de culturele
tegenstellingen te benadrukken, maken vrouwen zonder man
zichzelf onmisbaar als bemiddelaar. Ze overbruggen de
tegenstellingen, maar helpen tegelijkertijd mee om deze
in stand te houden. Een vrouwelijke handelaar leeft bij
de gratie van de uitsluiting van andere vrouwen van de
markt, vrouwelijke religieuze bemiddelaars profiteren
van het feit dat andere vrouwen niet vrijelijk naar de
moskee kunnen gaan, vroedvrouwen verdedigen de waarden
van maagdelijkheid en vruchtbaarheid, en prostitutie is
zo winstgevend omdat de meeste meisjes en vrouwen weinig
sexuele vrijheid hebben.
Vrouwen zonder man hebben meer dan andere vrouwen
toegang tot machtsbronnen die normaliter beheerst worden
door mannen. Door hun activiteiten hebben ze meer
toegang tot bezit en inkomen, tot het bovennatuurlijke,
tot contacten buiten de familie, en daardoor tot kennis
en tot organisatie-mogelijkheden. Daarmee vormen ze niet
alleen een bedreiging voor de economische hiërarchie
tussen mannen en vrouwen, maar ook voor de mannelijke
autoriteit die daarop gebaseerd is alsmede voor andere
uitingsvormen van genus-hiërarchie zoals het gebruik van
ruimte, de toeschrijving van reinheid, de toegang tot
het
bovennatuurlijke
of
de
beheersing
van
de
sexualiteit. De heftigheid waarmee hun activiteiten
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veroordeeld worden laat zien dat deze bedreiging als
reëel ervaren wordt.
De beperking van de macht van vrouwen zonder man
ligt in het feit dat ze individueel is, ze tast de
genushiërarchie niet structureel aan want ze is juist
gebaseerd op de tegenstellingen en ongelijkheden tussen
mannen en vrouwen. Hun persoonlijke macht gaat vooral
ten koste van vrouwen in het algemeen; hun vrijheid
krijgt vooral betekenis door de onvrijheid van andere
vrouwen. Dientengevolge is hun voorbeeldfunctie beperkt.
Ze hebben er belang bij andere vrouwen ervan te
weerhouden hen na te volgen. Bovendien benijden andere
vrouwen weliswaar de vrijheid van vrouwen zonder man,
maar niet het daarbijbehorende stigma. Dit kan hen ervan
weerhouden om die vrijheid daadwerkelijk zelf na te
streven.
De voorbeeldfunctie voor vrouwenemancipatie vinden
we meer onder de dochters van weduwen en gescheiden
vrouwen. Oudere vrouwen zonder man zijn zelden in staat
om hun
marginale
sociale
status
fundamenteel
te
veranderen,
maar
zij
kunnen
hun
geld
en
hun
beslissingsbevoegdheid
gebruiken
voor
de
sociale
mobiliteit van hun dochters. Zonder een man die seclusie
afdwingt, kunnen ze de dochter aanmoedigen om te
studeren en zelf haar onderhoud te verdienen. Deze
potentiële mobiliteit van de dochters wordt ondersteund
door
wijdere
nationale
ontwikkelingen
zoals
regeringssteun aan
families
van
onafhankelijkheidsstrijders, een uitbreiding van de onderwijsfaciliteiten
en een groeiende vraag naar geschoold personeel.
Deze dochters blijven een deel van het stigma van
hun moeders met zich mee dragen. Maar door hun opleiding
en hun werk komen ze in een hogere klasse terecht. Hun
banen zijn meer respectabel, en hun
loon minder
gebaseerd
op
schande. Hoewel
ze
moeilijker
een
huwelijkspartner vinden dan andere meisjes, zijn hun
inkomen en hun contacten voor sommige mannen toch
aantrekkelijk genoeg om over het bezwaar van hun slechte
naam heen te stappen. Gewend aan een grotere vrijheid en
een hogere levensstandaard blijven ze vaak na hun
huwelijk werken. De relatie is potentieel conflictueus
en eindigt niet zelden in een echtscheiding of een
terugkeer naar de traditionele vrouwenrol. Maar sommige
echtparen ontwikkelen een nieuwe status quo en geven
daarmee een voorbeeld van een gelijkwaardiger relatie
tussen mannen en vrouwen. De bijzondere positie van
vrouwen zonder man wordt gekarakteriseerd door een
dubbele paradox. Vrouwen zonder man wijken af van de
normen van hun genus, maar juist daardoor verduidelijken
en versterken ze deze normen. Vrouwen zonder man
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bevestigen de sociale organisatie van de sexen maar
tegelijkertijd ondermijnen ze deze en geven ze een
aanzet tot verandering.
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GFNDER AND MARGINALITY IN AN ALGERIAN TOWN.
van W.H.M. Jansen

1.

Voor een beter inzicht in de huweliiksbetalmgen in NoordAfrika zou men minder het begrip 'bruidspri is' en meer de
begrippen 'bruidegomsgeschenk' en 'bruidsschat' moeten
hanteren

2.

Marginaliteit vermenigvuldigt ¿ich. Het is niet toevallig
dat Mimouna, de bedelaar in Ousmane Sembene's roman
God's bitb of wood niet alleen blind is, maar ook zwart en
ongehuwd moeder van een tweeling.

3.

Het gebruik van lood en mogelijk lood-houdende kohl in
Noord-Afrikaanse afweermagie moet niet alleen onderzocht
worden op haar symbolische betekenis maar ook op haar
giftige werking.
(N.P. Fernando, M.A. Healy, M. Asian, S.S. Davis en A Hussein,
Lead Poisoning and Traditional Practices: the Consequences for
World Health. A Study in Kuwait, Public Health 9r>, 1981,
pp. 2,50-60.)

4.

Sociale wetenschappers die vrouwenstudies zien als een specialisme dienen beter te kijken naar de mensen die ze onderzoeken.

b.

Een markante ontwikkeling in de culturele antropologie is een
toenemende urbanisatie van veldwerk. Meestal is hierbij slechts
sprake van een verwisseling van een ruraal voor een urbaan decor
Ftnografie waarin de stad context is, heeft echter evenveel
bestaansrecht als de meer schaarse antropologische studies die
de stad als een complex sociaal verband onderzoeken.

6.

Als vrouwelι |kt antropologen kritisch staan tegenover seclusic
van vrouwen in het Midden Oosten dan betekent dat niet dat /ij de
veiligheid en intimiteit die seclusie ook voor hen met zich
meebrengt m e t erkennen en waarderen.

7

De afwezigheid van een echtgenoot of vader opent machtskansen
voor vrouwen
Dit geldt niet alleen in Algerije maar ook elders
/oals we kunnen /ien aan Corazón Aquino, Evita Perron, Winnie
Mandela, o( Rena/ir Bhutto.

8.

De mede dankzij de Sapir-Whorf hypothese gangbare opvatting in
de antropologie dat taal cultuur weerspiegelt, wordt bevestigd
door de sterke correspondentie tussen de uitgesproken genusdifferentiatie in de Arabische taal en het vergaande onderscheid
tussen Arabisch sprekende mannen en vrouwen in het dagelijks leven.
Dit gaat echter niet op voor de Turkse situatie omdat het ontbreken
van een genus-onderscheid in het Turks geen parallel vindt in de
cultuur. Verder vergelijkend onderzoek in het Midden-Oosten naar
de complexe aard van dit verband is daarom nodig.

9.

Sociale wetenschappers zouden de tegenstrijdigheden in de uitspraken van mensen minder moeten elimineren en meer tot onderwerp van onderzoek moeten maken.

10. ben niet geheel gevulde regel bovenaan een bladzijde wordt in
Amerikaans boekdrukkersjargon 'weduwe' genoemd. Toen Brown de
herkomst van de term naging, wees hij suggesties van analogie
met het sociale leven af. Dit is niet helemaal terecht. De
typografische weduwe ziet men eveneens als een ongewenst overbliifsel, als iets wat de orde verstoort en daarom vermeden
moet worden. Ook de associatie met promiscuïteit vinden we
terug, en wel in de andere termen waarmee de typografische
weduwe aangeduid wordt, zoals 'bitch' in Chicago, 'hoerenjong'
in Nederland en 'Hurenkind' in Duitsland.
(Karl Brown, The Typographical Widow: Who is she 7 What is she 7
New York Public Library Bulletin 52, 1948, pp. 3-25 en
pp. 458-66.)
11. Gellner's verklaring van de neergang van de Sufi ordes in
Algerije in termen van puritanisering is ontoereikend. Een
adequate verklaring dient ook rekening te houden met ecologische en economische factoren.
(Ernest Gellner, Muslim Society. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, pp. 149-73.)
12. Een vrouw verliest meer dan een man bij het overlijden van de
partner, maar voelt zich minder verloren.
13. Opponenten die geen vragen stellen over stellingen uit angst
dat dit opgevat wordt als teken dat ze het proefschrift m e t
gelezen hebben, ontnemen promovendi daarmee de kans hun werk te
relativeren.

Women without men hold a special position in Algerian
society where women in general are defined as socially,
morally, economically and politically dependent on fathers,
brothers and husbands. This study, based on fieldwork in an
Algerian t o w n , shows how w i d o w s , orphans, divorcees, and
other women without men provide their own livelihood and
h o w , in doing so, they are marginalized. By working as scrubbers in a bathhouse, washers of the dead, religious leaders,
sorcerers, healers, midwives, prostitutes, domestic servants,
traders, industrial labourers, or politicians they set themselves apart from other women and break the gender rules.
Their marginality serves to set the norms for the feminine
gender but at the same time it challenges these norms and the
gender hierarchy of which they are part.
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